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SCANMASTER
LOW NOISE WIDEBAND PRE -AMPLIFIER

State of the art for the very best
performance from both base and
handheld scanners.
 24-1500MHz
 Variable gain control

(-3 to +30dB)
 Band Pass Filters, 3 position

selectable for optimum
performance in each band

 I 2V DC external supply or
2AAA internal batteries

f69.95

SCANMASTER
GW2 Pre -Amp
A compact lower
end wideband
pre -amplifier using
G & As FET
technology to
boost reception.
 0-1300MHz
 Variable gain
 Powered by

internal 9V battery

(49.95

SCANMASTER
Mobile Mount
Mounts on the air
vent grills on a

car dashboard to
allow easy and

safe operation of
most hand-helds.

19.95

SCANMASTER
Base Stand
A fully adjustable
desk top stand
for use with all

handhelds. Fitted
coaxial fly lead
with BNC & 50239
connectors.

119.95
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SCANMASTER
Discone
A quality wideband stainless
steel discone with
frequency range of 25-
1300MHz. Fitted Low loss
'N' type connector. Able to
transmit on 2m and 70cms

f49.95

SCANMASTER'
ACTIVE Discone

As above with 20dB pre -amp.

f69.95

r

25.00

SCANMASTER

Double. Discone

A new 500 darnel base =on model covenni;
to I.3GHz in two continuous bands (25-

760-1300MHz). Featuring Twin Turbo

arch modes with 10 user definable priority
channels. Easy to read large LCD display and manual

together with direct frequency keypad make up

professional front panel. User selectable

modes covering AM, FM and Wide FM modes.

Selectable receiver attenuator, delay and data options

are available direct from the keyboard. Automatic

tape r.L! and tape output feature!

ries includ
er, telescopic antenna andAC ma

owners manual.

Optional CTCSS board

A high performance wideband antenna.
offering gain over a conventional discone.
Stainless steel construction withAtandard
PL259 connector, mounting po{e plus
brackets. Superior performance on Air,
Marine and PMR bands.
 25-1300MHz
 Ultra wideband TX Ca ability

159.95

SCANMASTER
ACTIVE Double Discone

_4

gold siirM.

As above ut with
\ 20dB e -amp.

\ ' \17 .95

SCANMASTER Base
Receives 500kHz-1 500MHz
 Marine
 Civil aircraft
 Military aircraft
 Amateur radio
 PMR
 900MHz band
 Plus many more
public services

139.95

SCANMASTER
ACTIVE Base

Active version of the above
antenna with 20dB pre -amp

a

S

f59.95

SCANMASTER
Desktop

i A compielliasktop
antenna covering 25
1300 MHz just 36" high
with 4 mtrs of cable
and BNC plug.

f49.95

SCANMASTER

Drill-Thru Mount

t.

Mobile Antenna
A low profile discreet

bands c/w 10' cable.
Receives 25-1000 MHz

scanner antenna
optimised for the UHF

f 19.95



BEARCAT UBC 860XLT

 12V DC
 Mains adaptor supplied

CIAL PRICE

£199.00

BEARCAT UBC 3000XLT
New to: o' t -e handheld from Linden

with TURBO SCAN
 25-1300MHz (with gaps)  TURBO SCAN
 400 Memories  AM/FM/WFM
 Supplied c/w NiCads & charger

BEARCAT UBC 220XLT
Easy to use with a good receiver.

 66-956MHz (with gaps)
 200 Memories

 Supplied c/w NiCads & charger

1.!

1

£189.95
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BEARCAT
REPLACEMENT
NICAD PACKS

 BP205

For 100,2001205 XLT 134.95

 8P220
For 220 XLT £29.95

 BP2500

For 250013000 XLT f34.95

BEARCAT UBC 120XLT
Airband handheld that is easy to use with TURBO SCAN.

 66-512MHz (with gaps)  100 Memories
 Supplied c/w NiCads & charger
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YUPITERU
MVT71 00E
Yupiteru's own EMC version of

this popular radio

 530kHz-1650MHz
 AM/FM/WFM/SSB/CW
 1000 Memories
 C/w NiCads & charger

SCANMASTER

TSC 2601
Handheld scanner
high gain antenna,
29cm long, covers
100 - 1000 MHz
with 3.4 dB gain @
900 MHz.

£ 1 5.95

AOR AR8000
Still the NO.1 seller
 All mode - FM. WFM. SSB. CW. AM
 500kHz-1900MHz
 Computer control
 Data clone
 1000 Memories
 C/w NiCads & charger

SCANMASTER

SCANMASTER NOMAD Mobile
A wire indoor extension
antenna for both base and
handheld scanners. Suspend it
with the cord supplied in the
attic or from a curtain rail.
 Covers VHF/UHF

meters long  Supplied
complete with 4mtrs connection.

coax & BNC plug

1 9.95 4116

A top quality
Wideband Antenna
25 - 1000 MHz with
rubber boot
protected magnetic
mount and
cable/BNC

129.95

;
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All mode -

FM, WFM, SSB, CW, AM Receiver

Newly designed 'BUSY CATCH SCAN'

Wide band coverage with all mode
receive capability (0 5MHz - 1300MHz)

1000 memory channels with memory
name function

VSC (Voice Scan Control)

Full computer access capability

Auto mode and tuning step for

simplified operation

4 AA NiCads or 4.5-16V

external power supply

TRIDENT
Top of the range with ultra wide frequency

coverage and all mode reception including SSB.

Easy to use direct keyboard control.

I 00kHz - 2060MHz

1000 memory channels (inc 10 search banks)

All mode reception
(SSB, CW, AM, NFM, WFM)

Rotary or keypad frequency control
User programmable step sizes

(I kHz - 999kHz)

Fast Scan Speed (20 Channel per second)

Priority Channel Monitoring

Supplied with NiCads & Charger,

DC cigar lead, Earpiece, Carry Strap

?fr-
:4517,1
1330.73.00

lee

SPECIAL PRICE

£259.00

YUPITERU
MVT 9000 FII
With a range exceeding 2000MHz, a real time

bandscope. twin VFO receiver, and a host of

other features, this will be Yupiteru's flagship

model in 1997!

Note the EU version is especially designated by

Yupiteru for the UK and Europe to meet full
EMC specifications and is supplied with

Yupiteru's own original English handbook.

£475.00

Retail I Mail Order 01705 662195

amide 01105 G90626



Use the Optotinx
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Reaction
Tune

Another
Receiver

Another radio to tune, another reason to purchase the Scout.
Until now the AOR AR8000/2700 were the only hand held scanners to take

advantage of the Scout's Patented Reaction Tune function. The Scout can now
tune the new ICOM IC -R10 hand held scanner (shown below). Connection is

easy: No modifications required - No custom cables to buy - Just plug and
play.

Computer Not Included Scanner hobbyists and communication professionals benefit from the
Scout's unique functions. Whether you're searching for new frequencies in your neighborhood, or
testing for interference, the Scout is the ultimate communications tool.

Armed with a 400 frequency memory register, the Scout does not record
duplicate frequencies, instead it coordinates repeated frequencies into a
hit register storing up to 255 hits per frequency. Attach it to your belt
and begin your day, the Scout will alert you when a signal is received
by its beeper or vibrator function.

You won't miss a thing with Reaction Tune. The Scout's CI -V compat-
ible output allows it to interface to the AOR AR2700/AR8000, ICOM
R7000, R7100, R8500, R9000 and now the new IC -R10 (shown oposite).
The Scout captures the frequency, then sends the serial data to the receiv-
er and tunes the scanner to the frequency for instant monitoring in less than
one second. Recorded frequencies can be downloaded to a PC using
the optional OptoLinx universal interface 

SPECIFICATIONS
II- 10MHz - 1.4GHz fiequency coverage
go. Stores and records 400 frequencies in memory with 255 hits for each
10- Interface to a PC for frequency download using optional OptoLinx PC interface
 Distinctive beeps indicate fiequency hits, pager style vibrator for discreet recording
it.- Automatic EL backlight for night operation
II,- 16 segment RF signal strength bargraph
10- Frequencies are automatically saved when unit is turned off
I,- Reaction Tune the ICOM R7000, R7100, 88500. R9000, IC -R 10, and AOR

AR2700, AR8000, and the Radio Shack Pro 2005/6 using the Optoelectronics
0S456, Radio Shack Pro 2035/42 using the Optoelectronics 0S535 Scout with ICOM IC -R10

Mono Cable required (shown)

0111kr...1.1111..1111 11.110MEM MOM% IL I NOME* ®
%OM  %11.161111611611111 111 IX111FI III11111a
INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS FOR A MODERN PLANET

5821 NE 14th Avenue Ft. Lauderdale, FL  33334
HAYDON COMMUNICATIONS NEVADA COMMUNICATIONS

132 High Street  Edgeware  Middlesex  HA8 TEL 189 London Rd.  Portsmouth  Hampshire  P02 9AE
Check Telephone: 0181.951.5781 Fax: 0181.951.5782 Telephone: (01705) 662154 Fax: (01705) 690626

Out ()tt.i.
We' WATERS & STANTON ELECTRONICS

22 Main Road  Hockley  Essex  SS5 4QS
Telephone: (01702) 206835 Fax: (01702) 205843

ptoe.-- Corns'ttr

2
The ICOM logo is a registered trademark of ICOM Inc. 1COM IC -RIO not distributed by OPTOELECTRONICS. contact ICOM for information and availability.
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COACH TRIP To HAM
RADIO '97
Calling all radio amateurs,
s.w.l.s and people who are
interested in radio - the
Barnsley & District Amateur
Radio Club are again running
a coach trip in June 1997 to the
largest amateur radio rally in
Europe - the 1997
Friedrichshafen Ham Radio '97.
It is understood that this is the
only organised trip run from
England to this event.

Staying just off the beautiful
island of Lindau, just south of
Friedrichshafen for six nights, the
organised trip will be staying
bed and breakfast in one of the
local hotels. For anyone wishing
to make their own
accommodation either in Lindau
or Friedrichshafen, the club are
also doing transport only, and if
you wish to book into a guest
house, they will arrange this.

For further information or an
information pack on this event,
contact Ernie G4LUE,
Secretary, at 8 Hild Avenue,
Cudworth, Barnsley, South
Yorkshire S72 8RN or
telephone on (01226) 716339
or mobile on (0836) 748958.

SPECIAL INTEREST COURSE
Adrian Dening G4JBH has
recently written in with news of a
course that he is running on
behalf of Somerset Education
Department, at the beginning of
April, called Radio
Communication.

Radio Communication is a
varied and wide ranging
science. The course is aimed at
using amateur radio to help
demonstrate the theory behind,
and uses of, the many radio
transmissions from long wave
broadcasts to microwave satellite
uplinks.

This course, with a high
practical and technological
content, will be particularly
suitable for those students who
have previously attended a
Space Science or similar course

at Kilve. The course is also ideal
for anyone who may be
considering either a hobby or
career in the field of radio
communications.

Whilst the course is broadly
aimed at those in the 13-16 year
age group, a limited number of
places is available for older
students and adults. Existing
radio amateurs and listeners are
welcome to apply as the course
provides an excellent opportunity
to gain theoretical and practical
experience and 'broaden
horizons'.

Participants will be able to
transmit during the weekend, as
operation is under a special
callsign GB2KRC. Normally,
pass in a City & Guilds
examination is required before
an individual may be granted a
transmitting licence. This is a
recognised qualification and
details of the necessary course
will be supplied during the
weekend, together with the
information required to continue
and develop an interest in radio.

Costs of the course are: under
18 - £73.50 and 18 and over -
£85.50. Further information
concerning the content of the
course may be obtained from the
Course Director, Adrian Dening
G4JBH on (01935) 413163.

PORTABLE POWER
Merlin Equipment's new
NOTEpower 75i inverter allows
anyone on the move to run and
re -charge notebook computers,

NOTEpower 75i d.c. to a.c. power
inverter from Merlin Equipment.

test equipment and other small
appliances in their car. By simply
and silently converting the car's
12V battery power to 230V a.c.
mains electricity, users have
enough power to run all day
without the need for expensive
spare battery packs.

Even today's high tech
notebook computers will last for
just a few hours when running
from their internal battery. By
using the new matchbox size
NOTEpower 75i, they never
need to worry about short
battery life ever again.

Specifically designed for
operating small appliances by a
leading computer manufacturer,
the NOTEpower is safe to use
with all machines available on
the market. Supplied with a
cigar lighter socket plug, the
NOTEpower 75i simply plugs
into the car cigar lighter socket
for easy connection. Output is
then fed to the appliance's own
power supply 'brick' using the
standard cable provided.

As well as giving notebook
computers and test equipment
indefinite battery life, the
NOTEpower 75i can also be
used to power peripherals such
as bubblejet printers for a
complete mobile workstation.
Fully overload and overheat
protected, the NOTEpower 75i
inverter employs state-of-the-art
electronics to provide a power
source which is more than 90%
efficient, thus making best use of
the vehicle's battery power.

The unit is smaller, lighter and
easier to use
than any other
on the market. .

Useful features
such as a
battery alarm
will warn that
the vehicle's
battery is low
and turns the
inverter off to
allow re -starting
of the car.
The NOTEpower
75i also has a

SEND YOUR
NEWS TO

KEVIN NICE AT
THE EDITORIAL

OFFICES

wide range of other useful
applications, for example,
running chargers for camcorders,
small power tools and providing
other equipment with mobile
230V a.c. power. It is CE
approved, conforming to EU
directives for electrical
interference and safety, allowing
the units to be confidently used
in many applications involving
sensitive electronics.

Retail price for the unit is
around £86 excluding VAT and
carriage. For further information,
contact: Merlin Equipment,
Unit 1, Hithercroft Court,
Lupton Road, Hithercroft
Industrial Estate,
Wallingford, Oxfordshire
OXIO 9BT, Tel: (01491)
824333, FAX: (01491)
824466, E-mail:
101756.3500@compuserve.com

FEBA RADIO SUNDAY
FEBA Radio is an international
radio mission, communicating
the Gospel of Jesus Christ,
principally through the use of
radio and programme follow-up.
FEBA broadcasts from the
Seychelles and elsewhere in 52
languages to more than 30
countries ranging from Indian,
Nepal and in Central Asia and
the Middle East, to Kenya,
Ethiopia, Mozambique and the
Indian Ocean islands.

The 8th FEBA Radio Sunday
held on 27 April is focusing on
Feba's short wave broadcasts to
the Arab world, now in their
25th anniversary year. What's is
all about? Well, it's an annual
opportunity for churches around
the UK to have FEBA Radio
prayer spotlight in one of their
services on or around the date
and the date is always the last
Sunday in April.

A FEBA Radio Sunday
Information Pack can be
requested from Jennie Ring at
FEBA Radio's Worthing address,
which is Ivy Arch Road,
Worthing, West Sussex
BN14 8BX. The free pack

taf§ :*Ws NEWS la§ fglifs NENN5
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contains prayer suggestions,
short interview on cassette (this
year's interview is with a FEBA
leader in the Middle East), OHP
acetates to show while the
cassette is playing and 'take
home' information leaflets.

STEREO COVERAGE FOR
UK TV
Digital stereo sound can now be
received by all viewers of ITV,
Channel 4 and S4C after a
major investment project by
transmission provider NTL. Even
in the remotest areas served by
terrestrial television, high quality
stereo sound can be received
with the benefit of an all -digital
path from the studio to the
receiver.

The engineering work has
included modifications or
complete replacement of
transmitters at over 50 key sites
throughout the UK. NTL promised
in early 1994 to complete
NICAM coverage by the end of
1996, and the final installation
was achieved at Skriaig, Isle of
Sky, on December 6th.

John Roberston, chief engineer
at Grampian Television said,
'We have some of the most
isolated viewers in the UK and
its excellent that we can all have
the same superb quality of stereo
TV sound, be it central London,
the Western Isles or the Orkneys.
NTL has put a lot of effort into
keeping the networks right up-to-
date.

If you're wondering what
NICAM actually stands for, it's
Near Instantaneously
Companded Audio Multiplex
and, as applied to terrestrial TV,
is a system which conveys two
channels of near CD quality

audio in addition to the normal
analogue mono sound. Viewers
require a stereo set or video
recorder fitted with a NICAM
decoder.

T2FD UNIVERSAL
MAGNETIC BALUN
Wellbrook Communications have
launched the T2FD Universal
Magnetic Balun specifically
designed to

simplify the
home
construction of
the T2FD antenna. A specially
wound 9:1 Balun, together with
a thick film 500Q 5W
termination resistor, is fitted into
a small ABS box. The completed
assembly is encapsulated in
epoxy resin to ensure reliability
in the most severe weather
conditions.

Using this Balun removes some
of the daunting problems faced
by the home constructor of a
T2FD antenna of winding the
Balun, providing the separate
termination resistor and then
'potting' the completed assembly.

The unit is fitted with a BNC
connector for the downlead to
the receiver and four screw
terminals. Two of these terminals
give access to the termination

WELZ WINNER UPDATE
Peter Herbert M1ANJ, who won the Welz WS1000E
scanner donated by Waters & Stanton Electronics, says it will
make a welcome addition to his shack, and also for use when he
is out and about. Peter passed both parts of the City & Guilds
Amateur Radio Examination last May, after attending an evening
class at Sawston College near Cambridge.

At present, he is trying to get to grips with Morse to gain his
amateur class A licence. Peter
also belongs to the
Huntingdonshire Radio Society
and uses a Yaesu FT -530 dual -
band hand-held, which, he
says, has to double up as both
a mobile and base set with a
collinear mounted on the roof
at about 13m.

Congratulations once again
Peter!

Welz winner Peter
Herbert M1ANJ.

resistor, the other two being for
connecting to the antenna. Two
4mm diameter holes allow the
unit to be screwed to the central
spreader of the T2FD assembly.

An isolated feeder winding on
the Balun is used to reduce noise
from being coupled to the
antenna from the feeder.

A data sheet provided with the
unit includes comprehensive
construction suggestions using
readily obtainable materials.

The Balun can also be used
without the termination resistor

for longwire and dipole
+.0 antennas. The T2FD

Universal Magnetic
Balun costs £27.95 plus
£2 P&P from Wellbrook
Communications,
Wellbrook House,
Brookside Road,

Bransgore,
Christchurch, Dorset

BH23 8NA.
Tel: (01425) 674174.

THE RECEIVER REVIEW
Twrog Press - based near
Blaenau Festiniog - has just
published the second edition of
their useful little book, The
Receiver Review by Dave
Morgan GW4KYZ.

This is a companion to their
Rig Review and gives basic
specifications on a wide range
of receivers, mainly in the
frequency range up to 30MHz
but with some v.h.f./u.h.f.
receivers included.

The book is divided by
manufacturer and even includes
several old favourites from the
past - Eddystone have a large
section covering their receivers
as have Collins, Hammarlund,
Hallicrafters and Heathkit.

A final section, titled 'Various',
covers army surplus, professional
equipment and one-off models
for the amateur bands.

If the receiver has been
reviewed, to the author's
knowledge, this is noted at the
end of the relevent model entry.
The Receiver Review costs £5.00
inc. P&P from Twrog Press,
Penybont, Gellilydan,
Blaenau Ffestiniog,
Gwynedd LL41 4EP.

WORLDDAB
A new stage in the world-wide
spread of digital audio
broadcasting - DAB - has been
marked by the inauguration of a
World DAB Forum to succeed
the European DAB Forum
(EuroDAB) founded in 1995.

At least twenty countries,
including Canada, China,
Austrailia and India, as well as
many European nations, will
have operational or pilot

ar- World

likkg
services running by the end of
this year, when the first consumer
radios will be available.

A fundamental advance in
radio technology and a bigger
step than the introduction of f.m.,
DAB will take radio into the
multi -media age, offering text
and data as well as near CD
quality sound. DAB is the first
radio system designed to work
equally well with fixed, portable
and car radios.

The Eureka 147 system now
being introduced in Europe,
Canada and planned for other
countries, was devised by a
consortium of European
broadcasters, research institutes
and electronic companies. It is
claimed to be the only digital
system to be fully specified and
to meet the ITU's requirements
for a world standard.

The President of the World
DAB Forum, David Witherow,
said "This is a landmark year for
DAB as we prepare to make the
benefits of this brilliant new
radio technology available to
consumers. While the initial
thrust has been in Europe and
Canada, we are seeing much
activity in other parts of the
world and through the World
DAB Forum we can share
experience and help resolve any
outstanding implementation
issues. I am confident that this
co-operation will play a major
part in ensuring DAB's success."

It is estimated that in Europe
more than 100 million people
will be within reach of DAB by
the end of 1997. Most of the
world's leading receiver
manufacturers should be
displaying consumer DAB
products at the International
Consumer Electronics Fair
(IFA97) in Berlin this coming
August.

RETROFIT COMPUTER
CONTROL
The Optoelectronics 0S456 LITE
is an after market board for
installation into the Radio Shack
PRO -2005/2006 base scanners.
The addition of The 0S456 LITE,
hailed as providing entry level
PC scanning, equips the
PRO2005/2006 user with
computer control via both RS-
232 and CI -V interfaces. A tape
remote control output is also

Short Wave Magazine, March 1997 5



featured. The converted
receiver becomes compatible
with the Optoelectronics Scout
and can be reaction tuned by
the same in less than one
second per captured
frequency.

The 0S456 LITE is supplied
complete with leads and
software to transform your
ageing scanner to a
computerised monitoring
station.

Scan at the incredible speed
of 80 channels per second -
using Probe software.

0S456 LITE is supplied with
leads and fixing hardware to
allow a straight forward
installation in to the host radio.
No soldering is required. After
Following the comprehensive
installation and set-up guide
you are ready to go.
ScannerWEAR and San*Star
demos are supplied with
0S456 LITE. For more
information contact: Waters
& Stanton Electronics, 22
Main Road, Hockley,
Essex 555 405, Tel:
(01702) 206835,
FAX: (01702) 205843.

RSGB COUNCIL NEWS
Ian Kyle GI8AYZ was installed as the 63rd President of the
RSGB at a ceremony held on Saturday 8 February at the
Forte Posthouse, Dunmurry, Belfast. Unlike recent installation
ceremonies, Ian's took the form of a Zonal Open Meeting
of the Society, which was open to anyone with an interest
in Amateur Radio or the Society from all parts of Ireland.
This took place in the afternoon and was followed by the
installation Ceremony and Dinner in the evening.

The Society also announced that the new Executive Vice -
President is John Greenwell G3AEZ. Our own 'Amateur
Bands' columnist, Paul Essery GW3KFE is the new
Chairman of the Membership Liason Committee, filling the
vacancy left by Ian Kyle when he became President. David
Butler G4ASR, who compiles the 'VHF Report' column in
our sister magazine Practical Wireless, resigned recently
from the position of VHF Manager and has been replaced
by Ian Cornes G4OUT, who is also continuing with his
duties as VHF Awards Manager.

To bring it in line with the Society's other committees, the
Repeater Management Group has been renamed the
Repeater Management Committee and Chris Goadby
G8HW is its new Charman, replacing Geoff Dover G4AFJ,
who was recently elected to RSGB Council.

RADIO AND TVDX NEWS
An interesting TVDX catch
looks possible for northern UK
enthusiasts with the opening of
'Channel 6' in Edinburgh on
ch. E34 during mid March

'97. The later than hoped for
opening was delayed following
delays of paperwork from the
Radio Authority and DTI.
Initially some 300 text pages
will be available

LORAL WINS CHINASAT
CONTRACT

Palo Alto based Space
Systems/Loral (SS/L), a Loral
Space & Communications Ltd.
company (NYSE:LOR), has
received from China
Telecommunications Broadcast
Satellite Corporation
(CHINASAT) the authority to
proceed on construction of
CHINASAT 8, a high-powered
communications satellite that will
provide video, data and digital
voice service throughout China.
The contract will be finalised
over the next several weeks.
Based in Beijing, China,
CHINASAT is a division of the
Ministry of Posts and
Telecommunications (MPT) of the
People's Republic of China.

Under the contract, Space
Systems/Loral will provide the
CHINASAT 1 satellite operating
on both C and Ku -band
frequencies. The satellite will be
delivered on orbit in late 1998.
Service is expected to begin in
1999 and will provide
communications coverage to the

whole of China.
"This contract, coupled with

CHINSAT's earlier agreement to
be the exclusive Globalstar
service provider in the People's
Republic of China, reinforces
and solidifies Loral's long-term
relationship with the MPT, the
major telecommunications
provider in China, a large and
important market for Loral," said
Bernard L. Schwartz, chairman
and Chief Executive Officer of
Loral Space & Communications
Ltd.

The CHINASAT 8 satellite, the
most powerful satellite yet
purchased by China, will have a
total on -board satellite power of
11kW. The spacecraft will have
the ability to operate 16 Ku -
band channels at 125W per
channel, and 36 C -band
channels at 37W per channel.

The CHINASAT 8 satellite is
based on the high-powered
version of Space Systems/Loral's
FS -1300 standard three -axis
spacecraft and will have a
mission life of 15 years. This
project brings the total number

of satellites in this family
of spacecraft that have
been built or ordered to
38, including 18
currently in production.

CHINASAT is
responsible for
managing, operating,
and administrating
domestic civil
telecommunications
broadcast satellite
systems, developing and
operating satellite
telecommunications
services, broadcast
services, TV transmission
services, and mobile
telecommunications
services. CHINASAT is
the owner of several
telecommunications
satellites, China's world -
class TTC&M earth
station, and other
supporting facilities.
CHINASAT is also
China's sole distributor of
Globalstar mobile satellite
services, which is scheduled
begin service in 1998.

including news, information
and local advertising. Local
groups - university, council, etc.
are being invited to access
Channel 6's 800 -page

Space Systems/Loral is a full -service provider of

commercial communications satellite systems and
services, including launch services and insurance
procurement and mission operations from its mission
control centre in Palo Alto, California. SS/L currently
has a total order book of more than 70 spacecraft. In
addition to building CHINASAT 8, the company is
the builder of INTELSAT, N- STAR, Mabuhay, APSTAR,

TELSTAR, PanAmSat and M2A communications

satellites; direct broadcast satellites for TCl/Tempo,

PanAmSat, L -STAR and ASkyB; the latest series of

weather -watch satellites, GOES (Geostationary
Operational Environmental Satellite), the Japanese

MTSAT, the next -generation Japanese air traffic

control and weather -watch satellite; and is the prime
contractor for Gbbalstar's 56 low -earth orbit (LEO)
mobile satellites.

Loral Space & Communications Ltd.,

headquartered in New York City, is a high
technology company that primarily concentrates in
space and telecommunications.

Loral manages and is the largest equity owner of
both Globalstar, which is building and preparing to
launch a worldwide satellite -based digital
telecommunications system, and Space
Systems/Loral, the world's premier manufacturer of
large, high-powered satellites for telecommunications

and environmental applications.

to
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capacity - set-up costs were
around £200 000 and half
that sum for annual running
costs.

A possible interference
source around Birmingham on
ch.E2 could be the local
hospital radio service, which
uses 48.45MHz as a
programme circuit link between
the main studio at Dudley Road
Hospital and other
establishments in that area.
Output power is claimed to be
1W wideband f.m. - a basic
notch filter should reduce the
problem and leave ch.E2
carrier at 48.25MHz at least
useable.

The Spanish authorities have
given permission for WE to
establish a commercial digital
TV service called 'WE
Tematica' with financial
backing of nearly £120 million
in 1997.

In the Czech Republic, Nova
TV has just started teletext but
intends to remain with mono
sound and single language
transmission for the forseeable
future. Next door in the Slovak
Republic SW should have now
hit the satellite airwaves with
their terrestrial licence expiring
December 31st. All TV
transmitters operating on chs.
R4 and R5 have closed and
have re -appeared at u.h.f.

The ch.E12 TV service of
W2 Oslo carried a caption
early January stating that the
v.h.f. service would close
January 22 and move to ch.
E30 along with five other
transmitters. At the time of the
caption, the ch.E30 transmitter
from the Tryvann Tower was
operational. It's likely that the
ch.E6 NRK-1 transmitter will
also move to u.h.f. shortly as
part of the long term plan to
move all v.h.f. transmissions to
u.h.f. Norkring (jointly owned
by NRK and Telenor with NRK
holding a 60% stake) has split
with Norwegian Telecom and
now Norkring owns all NRK
and W2 transmitters, the
terrestrial microwave system,
SNG and OB services. When
NRK became a public
company they became eligible
for VAT/tax and received
demands for £7 million - the
result was to cut staff at NRK-2
and reduce programme hours
to about four hours daily. The
transmitters are still switched
on during the day (as of early
January) suggesting lots of test
cards!

In Kazakstan the authorities
have auctioned private
broadcasting licences in two
main cities (Akmola and
Almaty) to overcome the
problem of illegal TV

Short Wave Magazine, March 1997

transmissions. Costing up to
£100 000 and with an annual
£15 000 levy the new stations
will operate against the only
private broacaster NTK and
regional public network
Kazak-TV.

MAJOR PIPELINE
CONTRACT SECURED BY TS'
Telecom Services International
Ltd., the UK based system
integrator, has just been
awarded its first major turnkey
contract.

The contract, worth almost
$650 thousand to TSI, is for
the design and installation of a
digital telecommunications
network for a recently
constructed gas pipeline in
Bangladesh.

The network is configured
using v.h.f. point-to-point radio
links, v.h.f. repeaters and
telephone interconnect. The
network also includes a large
PABX, complete network
management system and
partially redundant operation.

The network is designed to
provide high quality voice and
data to pumping and control
stations along the pipeline's
250km length. Additionally, at
each station, a repeater will be
installed allowing mobiles and
portables in the vicinity to
make and receive telephone
calls.

The project will be
completed by August 1997
and will be performed in
conjunction with TSI's in -
country agent Transworld Ltd.
in Dhaka.

TSI started business in 1996
and has concentrated it's

J. R. TWEEDY

SWM have recently
learned of the sad news
that Jack Tweedy G3ZY
died on 2 January 1997.

Well known in the field
of amateur radio, Jack had
been in business for 35
years trading as J & A
Tweedy of Chesterfield. It
was from Jack's emporium
located in Woodhall Spa
that a fourteen year old
Assistant Editor, aquired
his first commercial
receiver.

Jack's interest in amateur
radio was far and wide,
operating mostly on the
key. He was, for many
years, a Morse examiner
in conjunction with the
RSGB.

Jack Tweedy G3ZY will
be sadly missed.

NATIONAL TRANSMITTER NEWS

New NICAM Stereo Service
Selkirk: The Selkirk, and its low -powered relay stations, are
now equipped for broadcasting BBC1 and BBC2 television
programmes with stereo sound, using the BBC's NICAM 728
digital system. This uses an additional transmitted signal, quite
separate from the normal nono TV sound signal.
The Selkirk television transmitter is located on Lindean Moor and
serves about 90 000 viewers in the Borders area.

New Television Transmitters
Southway: A new television relay station opened on 12
November '96 to serve the Southway and Tamerton Foliot areas
about 6km north of Plymouth City centre.

The relay is a joint effort by the BBC and NT!_ on behalf of ITC
and is located on a mast above Whitleigh Wood. It should bring
good television, NICAM and teletext reception to about 430
people in the village of Southway and neigbouring Tamerton
Foliot.

Station details

Channels:

Antenna Group:
Polarisation:
ERP:

Grid reference:

BBC 1 (South West)
BBC 2
ITV (Westcountry)
Channel 4

C/D
Vertical
10W
NS 921 796

55
63
59
65

efforts toward 'total system
solutions' in developing
nations. TSI can draw on
extensive experience and a
diverse range of products to
design the most suitable
solution matching the
customer's requirements.

NOISE REDUCTION FROM
LAKE
Many simple receivers have
one major problem, excessive
high frequency noise (hiss).
This noise on a signal makes it
very tiring to listen to for long
periods. What is needed is a
noise filter - to take away the
noise and just leave the
wanted signal.

An ideal filter wouldn't need
a power supply, and may be
added to any receiver. The
Lake Electronics NRF2 filter
is such a filter.

The NRF2 is a simple
looking 70x48x24mm box
with an input lead, an output
socket and a switch to bring
the unit in and out of
operation. It's supplied with
two adapters (3.5/6.3mm and
6.3/3.5mm) to fit into the
headphone socket of the radio,
so the NRF2 can cope with
any combination of socket an
plug on the radio and
headphones.

The NRF2 is very effective,
and costs £16.50 plus £1
P&P. To order yours contact
Alan Lake at 7 Middleton
Close, Nuthall,
Nottingham NG16 1BX.
Tel: 0115-938 2509.

SEND YOUR
NEWS TO:

Short Wave Magazine
3ROWSMITH COURT,

STATION APPROACH,
'OADSTONE, DORSET

BH18 8PW.
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march 1: The 4th
West Wales Amateur
Rodio & Computer
Rally will take place
at Penparcau
School,
Aberystwyth. Doors
open at 10.30am
to 4pm (disabled
visitors 10am).
Admission is £1.
All on one level
with ample free
parking. There
will be trade
stands, computers
and radio, Bring
& Buy, special
interest groups,
Repeater Group,
West Wales
Packet Group. Listen out for h.f. and v.h.f.
GCOARA on the air. There's also lots more
for the amateur radio and computer
hobbyist, this is where the bargains are.
Talk -in on 522. Further details and trade
bookings from Katy on (01545)
580675.

March 2: The West Manchester Radio
Club's Red Rose Rally will be held at
Norwich Leisure Centre, Victoria Road,
Norwich, near Bolton of J6 M61. There
will be a cafe, bar, Bring & Buy, special
interest groups, parking for 300 cars and
children s activity room (up to 7yrs),
supervised by parent. Doors open
10.30am and admission is £1, children
free. Talk -in on 522. Albert on (01204)
62980.

'March 8-9: The London Amateur Radio
& Computer Show is to be held at the Lee
Valley Leisure Centre, Picketts Lock Lane,
Edmonton, London, N9. Doors open 10am
to 5pm each day (disabled visitors from
9.30am). There will be a trade show, with
over 100 exhibitors, Bring & Buy, RSGB
Committee and book stands, on -demand
Morse tests, talk -in on 144 and 430MHz,
special interest groups, disabled facilities,
priority admission for disabled persons,
bars, restaurants, ample free car parking
and lectures. (01923) 893929.

March 9: The Wythall Radio Club are
holding their 12th Annual Radio Club Rally
on Sunday at Wytholl Park, Silver Street,
Wythall, near Birmingham on the A435,
just iwo miles from junction 3 of the M42.
Doors open from 10am to 4pm. Admission
is just £1. The usual traders in three halls
and a large marquee. Bar and refreshment
facilities on site, big Bring & Buy stand
and talk -in on 522. More information from
Rally Organiser, Chris GOEYO on
0121-430 7267 evenings, weekends
for details.

March 16: The Tiverton South West
Amateur Radio Club are holding their
annual mid Devon Rally at the Pannier
Market, Tiverton, Devon, only minutes from
junction 27 M5. There is excellent free
parking and refreshment facilities available
throughout the day. Doors open at 10am.
Talk -in on S22. more details from Alan
GOMAS on (0884) 252259.

'March 16: The Norbreck Radio,
Electronics & Computing Exhibition by the
Northern Amateur Radio Societies
Association will be held at the Norbreck
Castle Hotel Exhibition Centre, Queens
Promenade, North Shore, Blackpool.
Doors open 11 am (10.45am for disabled
visitors). Lots of trade stands, Bring & Buy
stand, RSGB stand, amateur computer
stands, free car parking, free shuttle bus
from car park and wheelchair access to
all stands. Admission £2, OAPs £1,
under 14s free. Peter Denton G6CGF
on 0151-630 5790.

This time the big news is the
Mansfield Review into the
Australian Broadcasting
Corporation (ABC) and its

implications for Radio Australia
and other ABC services. In
addition I have some
telecommunications news plus
some more frequencies to chase
and web sites to try.

REVIEW OF ABC

In Bandscan Australia in
September 1996, I noted that as
well as bearing large budget
cuts, the Australian Broadcasting
Corporation (ABC) would be
subject to a review of its future
role and direction. That review
has now taken place conducted
by businessman and former
Optus chief Bob Mansfield.

From the point of view of
SWM listeners, the big loser
looks like being Radio Australia
(RA). The ABC in a submission
to the Mansfield Review
signalled that it no longer
regarded RA as being a vital
part of its operations and that it
needed to reassess its priorities
in the area of short wave radio
and international broadcasting.

The final report from the
Mansfield Review has
recommended that the ABC be
no longer required to broadcast
to audiences outside Australia.
This will need a change in the
ABC's charter which currently
gives equal prominence to
domestic and international
audiences.

Managing Director Brian
Johns of ABC has been quoted
as saying that a change to the
charter would give the
government an opportunity to
influence the ABC's direction, he
sees this as a risk. Given the
ABC's fiercely independent
stance over many years I would
concur with this assessment.

Commentators here have
interpreted this recommendation
on international services to
mean that the way will be
cleared for the government to
shut down Radio Australia
altogether and to sell Australia
Television. Reasons for the
proposed closure of RA include
RA's declining audience down
from an estimated 100 million
people in 1981 to around 20
million people today.

It is also argued that RA is an
arm of Australian foreign policy
and should rightfully come under
the wing of the Department of
Foreign Affairs and Trade
(DFAT). DFAT apparently is
considering running its own form
of this overseas service and
Minister for Communications
and the Arts Senator Richard

Alston has said that RA plays a
significant role in Australia's
diplomatic and trade objectives.

Savings for the ABC's $A500
million (about £235 million)
budget will be in the order of
$A20 million (£10 million).
Although this is relatively small
taken across the entire ABC
budget it is a large proportion of
the $A55 million (£26 million)
that the ABC needs to save as
part of the first round of budget
cuts announced last year.

It is interesting to note that the
day before the Mansfield Review
was handed down a 1996
Cabinet submission from
Minister Alston was disclosed in
a major daily newspaper here.
The Cabinet submission is
reported to have Alston seeking
this review of the ABC rather
than an immediate budget cut
because this approach would
minimise political damage to the
government.

Senator Alston denied that he
was trying to influence or control
the ABC and that the Mansfield
Review was not a front for
further cuts to the ABC. Other
changes recommended by the
Mansfield Review are that all
television production except for
news and current affairs be
sourced from private production
houses which would be
expected to take up many of the
perhaps 1000 redundancies
caused by such a change.

The sale of production
facilities would be expected to
free up around $A345 million
(£162 million) investment in land
and buildings which would then
be used to hasten the process of
digitisation within the
organisation. The good news?
The ABC will continue to remain
free of advertising and
commercial sponsorship and no
domestic networks will be
closed.

The Community and Public
Sector Union is not particularly
thrilled with any of this stating
that the review has given the
Government what it has wanted
from day one - a smaller,
compromised and weaker ABC.
They see that the ABC's role as
a truly independent broadcaster
will come to an end with the
implementation of the review's
recommendations.

MORE FREQUENCIES

Again this month I have a few
more h.f. frequencies for readers
to check out. Last time I tabled
frequencies for the Cairns
School of Distance Education
which broadcasts to isolated
school children in that region.

This time I have spoken to two

of the other Queensland schools
and bring their frequencies. The
Charleville school operates at
lkW u.s.b. largely between the
times 2200-0500UTC on 4.045,
5.227, 5.243, 5.853, 6.945,
7.792 and 8.045MHz.

The Chartres Towers school
operates the same basic times
with what they call their Galah
Sessions on 4.992MHz after
0500UTC. Frequencies are
4.583, 4.791 and 4.992MHz
at lkW and 4.463 and
5.221MHz at 400W. All
frequencies are u.s.b.

The 4.463MHz signal is
translated on the resort Hamilton
Island to u.h.f. for students living
there. I will bring frequencies
from Brisbane, Longreach and
Rockhampton next time.

The New South Wales (NSW)
ambulance service uses 3.7415,
4.9515 and 7.5975MHz; the
NSW State Emergency Services
uses 2.5630, 2.5645, 2.5690,
2.5705, 2.5720, 2.5735,
2.5750, 2.5765, 3.7290,
3.7305, 3.7430, 3.7445,
4.5670, 4.5685, 7.3300 and
7.3315MHz; and the NSW
Department of Bush Fire Services
uses 2.6615, 4.6465 and
6.9415MHz. These emergency
services frequencies are from
Australia's Radio and
Communications magazine and
have not been checked by me.
Good luck!

WEB SITES

The Australian Ionospheric
Propagation Service is at
http://www.ips.oz.au/ and
offers a regularly updated solar
terrestrial report, a range of h.f.
prediction services and links to a
good range of other relevant
Australian and international
sites. It also provides links to
background information on the
sun, the planets, the ionosphere
and space weather.

The URL
http://www.mpce.mq.edu.
au/-guy/amateurs.html
has a growing list of Australian
amateur radio operators on the
web. WICEN, now renamed
from the Wireless Institute Civil
Emergency Network, is at
http://marconi.mpce.mq.e
du.au/wicen/

I mentioned last time Bob
Padula's Electronic DX Press.
More details can be found at
http://www.wp.com/edxp/
Paul Dwerryhouse from the
University of Melbourne has a
swag of short wave information
at
hftp://www.ee.mu.oz.au/s
taff/pbd/SW/index.html
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Greg Baker,
PO Box 208, Braidwood,

NSW 2622, Australia.
E-mail: greg@pcug.org.au

OTHER NEWS

The government has finally
managed to get through the
Australian Parliament a bill
which will eventually lead to
the sale of one third of the
nationally owned
telecommunications company
Telstra. Proceeds are
earmarked for the retirement of
national debt and for an
enhanced national
environmental programme.

Supporters of the sale have
been enthusiastic over the
benefits saying that the
24 000 jobs to be lost from
Telstra will be made up for with
an anticipated 120 000 jobs
within the general
telecommunications sector. The
analogue mobile telephone
system in Australia will be
phased out as currently used
frequency spectrum is
withdrawn in stages beginning
on 1 January 1997.

The system will close
altogether on 1 January 2000
except from a few areas where
no other options are available
to provide mobile telephone
services to existing customers.
These areas are largely
sparsely populated and remote
areas.

Siemens Plessey has been
awarded a $A56 million (226
million) contract to provide
4600 v.h.f. combat net radios
to the Australian Defence
Force. These radios will
replace transceivers that came
into operation in the 1960s.

I welcome any news and
comments. In particular I am
interested in any s.w.l.
information on Australian
stations heard by SWM
readers so I can chase up
more details and interesting
snippets from this end. My
address is PO Box 208,
Braidwood, NSW 2622,
Australia. For personal
replies please send two IRCs.
Those with an Internet
connection can E-mail me at
greg@pcug.org.au

AVON

Bristol International RC:
Tuesdays, 8pm. The Little Thatch
Country Club, 684 Wells Road,
Whitchurch, Bristol. All visitors are
welcome. The club has been formed
so that all radio enthusiasts, whether
they be Licensed Amateurs, s.w.l.s or
CBers' can get together and have a
good natter and do things that you
do in radio clubs. PO Box 28, Bristol
BS99 1GL.

RSGB City of Bristol Group: last
Tuesdays, 7pm. New Friends Hall,
Purdown, Bell Hill, Stapleton, Bristol
BS16 1 BG. March 25 - The Enigma -
Eric Williams has first hand
information on the fascinating facts of
this incredible WW2 cipher
machine. Robin Thompson G3TKF on
(01225) 420442.

South Bristol ARC: Wednesdays,
7.30pm. Whitchurch Folkhouse
Assoc., Bridge Farm House, East
Dundry Rd, Whitchurch. March 5 -
15m activity evening, 12th - HF
workshop for newcomers, 19th -
Build a basic receiver - club project,
26th - 2nd evening to build a
receiver. For more information ring
(01275) 834282 ono Wednesday
evening.

BEDFORDSHIRE

Dunstable Downs RC: Fridays
8pm. Chews House, High Street
South, Dunstable, Bedfordshire. New
members and visitors welcome, just
drop in or call Paul G7TSJ on
(01582) 861936.

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

Aylesbury Vale RS: Wednesday
evenings, 8pm. Hardwick Village
Hall, (Hardwick is situated off the
A413 between Aylesbury and
Buckingham). March 19 - AGM.
Gerry Somers G7VFV on (01296)
432234.

DERBYSHIRE

Derby & DARS. Wednesdays,
7.30pm. 119 Green Lane, Derby.
Martin Shardlow G3SZJ, 19
Portreath Drive, Allestree, Derby
DE22 2W on (01332) 556875.

DEVON

Appledore & DARC: 3rd
Mondays, 7.30pm. Appledore
Football Clubroom. March 18 -
AGM. Dave Brierley G3YGJ.
(01237) 476124.

EDINBURGH

Lothians RS: 2nd & 4th
Wednesdays, 7.30pm. Orwell Lodge
Hotel, Polworth Terrace, Edinburgh.
March 12 -Junk sale, 26th - Flight
Simulators. Tommy Main GM4DCL,
QTHR on 0131-663 8501 day and
evening.

GREATER LONDON

Southgate ARC: 2nd & 4th
Thursdays. Winchmore Hill Cricket
Club, The Paulin Ground, Firs Lane,
Winchmore Hill, London N21 3ER.
February 27 - Radio on the air,
March 27 - Radio on the air. M.
Viney GOANN on (01707)
850146.

Wimbledon & DARS:
2nd & last Fridays,
7.30pm. St Andrews
Church Hall, Herbert Road
SW19. March 14 - Junk
sale. (01737) 356745.

HAMPSHIRE

Homdean & DARC: 1st & 4th
Tuesdays, 7.30pm. Lovedean Village
Hall, Lovedean Lane, Lovedean,
Hants. March 4 - Natter night, 25th -
Any questions? S. Swain (01705)
472846.

Southampton ARC: Mondays,
7pm. This club is now up -and -running
after some years of inactivity. New
members welcome. Harold McIntyre
on (01703)737715.

HERTFORDSHIRE

Harpenden ARC: 1st Thursday of
the month from September to May, at
Aldwickbury School, Harpenden.
Morse classes each Monday during
term time. March 6 - Annual junk
sale. Further details from Peter
2E1BDB on (01727) 860631 or
John G4JOV on (01582) 765821.

ISLE OF MAN

Isle of Man ARS: 1st Mondays,
8pm Transport House, Fort St,
Douglas. Other Mondays, 8.30pm,
Royal Naval Assoc, Regent St,
Douglas. Every Thursday, The Manx
Legion, Peel, 9pm for an informal get
together. Chris Wood GD6TWF, 2
Lyndale Avenue, Peel, Isle of Man.

KENT

Dover RC: Wednesdays, 8pm to
10pm during term time. Duke of
York's Royal Military School, Dover.
Morse classes are held from 7pm to
8pm and Novice training courses are
also conducted as required at that
time. The club is in the course of
registering as a C&G Exam centre
and hopes to be operational as such
in time for the May exams next year
(1997). The club also operates a CB
station and encourages practical
project work. Brian Hancock
G4NPN on (01304) 821007.

Maidstone YMCA ARS: Fridays,
8pm. YMCA Sports Centre, Melrose
Close, Maidstone, Kent, ME15 6BD.
February 28 - Radio radar lecture by
Nick Parnell/John Button, March 3 -
EMC by Peter Pickering (RAE), 14th -
Antennas by Peter Pickering (RAE),
21st - Propagation by Peter Pickering
(RAE). (01622) 743317.

NORFOLK

Norfolk ARC: Wednesdays,
7.30pm. Formal and informal
meetings at The Norman Centre,
Bignold Rood, Off Drayton Road
between 'Asda' and Three Mile
Cross Roundabout, Norwich. March
5 - Night on the air, construction QRP
and Morse practice, 8/9th - Club trip
to London Amateur Radio &
Computer Show, 12th - HF NFD
(c.w.) briefing, 19th - Night on the
air, construction QRP and Morse
practice, 26th - Science for all by
Arnold G3PTB. Mike G4EOL.
(01603) 789792.

NORTH YORKSHIRE

Hambleton ARS: All meetings held
at Allertonshire School,
Northallerton, 7.30 to 9.30pm.
March 6 - Operating night, 20th -
Construction event. More details from
John GOVXH on (01845) 537547.

r -

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

Mansfield ARS: 2nd Mondays,
7.30pm. Novices particularly
welcome. March 10 - Islands on the
air, Ken G3OCA will be talking
about this interesting aspect of
amateur radio. David Peat GORDP
on (01623) 631931.

South Notts ARC: Wednesdays,
7pm. Meetings held (in term time) at
Fairham Community College,
Farnborough Road, Clifton Estate,
Nottingham. Julie Brown GOSOU.
(01509) 672734.

SOMERSET

Yeovil ARC: Thursdays, 7.30pm.
The Red Cross Centre, 72 Grove
Avenue, Yeovil. February 27 - Club
station on the air and committee
meeting, March 6 - Site selection for
v.h.f. by G3GC, 13th - Direct digital
synthesis by G7SDD, 20th -
Adjudication of club constructors
contest, 27th - Club station on the air
and committee meeting. Malcolm
Sadler on (01460) 54657

WARWICKSHIRE

Mid -Warwickshire ARS: 2nd &
4th Tuesdays, 8pm. St Johns HO,
Warwick Div., 61 Emscote Road,
Warwick. March 11 - Surplus and
magazine sale, 25th - Natter night.
G8HRI on (01926) 424465.

Stratford-upon-Avon & DRS:
2nd & 4th Mondays, 7.30pm. Home
Guard Club, Main Street, Tiddington,
Stratford-upon-Avon. March 10 -
Antennas by Terry Russell G3JFH,
24th - Surplus equipment sale. The
Society are again organising a
course of instruction for the Radio
Amateur Examination of the City &
Guilds of London Institute and further
details can be obtained by writing to
the Chairman of the Society, Mr J.
Harris G8HJS, enclosing a stamped
addressed envelope. The address to
write to is: 57 Evesham Road,
Stratford upon Avon, Works CV31
2PB.

WEST SUSSEX

Worthing & DARC: Wednesdays,
7.30 for 8pm. The Parish Hall, South
Street, Lancing. March 6 - Short talk
and discussion, 13th - Information
super highway by G7PIW, 27th - The
Internet by G7OIR. Roy G4GPX.
(01903) 753893.

WEST YORKSHIRE

Wakefield & DRS: Tuesdays,
8pm. The Ossett Community Centre,
Prospect Road, Ossett. March 4 -
Visit to West Yorks Police Control
Room, 11th - On the air, 18th - The
Great Egg Race, 25th - Visit to Police
Helicopter. Bob 0113-282 5519 or
G3WWF@GB7WRG.

Trowbridge & DARC: 1st & 3rd
Wednesdays, 8pm. The Southwick
Village Hall, Southwick, Trowbridge.
March 5 - Surplus equipment sale,
19th - Natter night. Ian GOGRI on
(01225) 864698.
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This issue is a milestone in
the history of Short Wave
Magazine. Sixty years ago

a new magazine was launched
with the following statement from
the founding Editor, Basil
Wardman: "Our policy will be
directed to interesting and
informing everyone who listens to
short-wave radio. The family
owning or intending to own an
'all -wave' set, will find exclusive
programmes of short-wave
broadcasts, useful and expert tips
on getting best results, news of
broadcast 'stars', tests of new sets,
and many other features. The keen
amateurs and experimenters will
find first-class articles on new
apparatus, construction,
technique, and news of short-wave
clubs and societies."

The first issue carried a page
headed "LISTEN TO Liners, Cops
and Aeroplanes, between 10 and
160 metres", a constructional
article on a one -valve receiver and
discussions on receivers and
aerials. For your 6d (2.5p) you
got 40 pages plus covers, with 12
of them being advertisements.
Now you get more than twice the
number of pages, each of which is
1.4 times the area - a total of
three times as much for £2.50. In
1937 a pint of bitter would have
cost you 3p, so today's pint of
bitter is 60 times the 1937 price.
This would make the equivalent
price of the first SWM £4.50!

Under the editorship of Austin
Forsyth G6FO, SWM was the
magazine for the licensed radio
amateur, leading the way in such
technical matters as transistors -
even going as far as showing
readers how to make their own!

Next month is the tenth
anniversary of the rebirth of SWM
as a magazine aimed at
"interesting and informing
everyone who listens to radio as a
hobby." It's amazing how things
go full circle!

Dick Ganderton G8VFH
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Dear Sir
We can all find many
things to complain

about, but on this occasion I
want to praise. I am a disabled
person, using a wheelchair, and
have recently taken up short
wave radio listening. But,
because my disability includes a
loss of agility in my hands and
fingers, the whole project had to
be carefully considered in order
to ensure that I could
successfully operate the
equipment.

To this end, I contacted Mr
Bob Burrows, proprietor of the
Short Wave Shop in
Christchurch, who has been
more helpful than I could ever
have hoped for. He has been to
my home on no less than six
occasions, setting -up and
showing me how to operate
equipment on a loan basis,
including a long wire antenna,
all in his own time after shop
hours.

I know he hoped eventually to
make a sale, after all, that's why
he is in business, but for
someone in my position, this
kind of service is priceless, and
I wish Bob every possible
success.

Now, to finish with a small
grouse, if only those who have
an amateur licence to transmit
would state their location after
their callsign, when leaving the
airwaves, it would greatly assist
those of us who listen to log
those on air. Hoping you will
find space to publish this letter.

PS. The Short Wave
Magazine is great!
W. G. Boots
Christchurch
Dorset

Dear Sir,
On page 39 of the
February issue of Short

Wave Magazine I feel Brian
Berry adds to the confusion
regarding 'bits and baud' rather
than resolving it. He is quite
correct to say that Baud rate is
a measure of the signalling rate
of a system.

However, what he then says
is very confused. If a signal
represents a single bit, as it
does in FSK or PSK, then the bit
rate and baud rate are the
same. However, if we use a
signal to represent two bits, as
in QPSK (four -phase signals), or

The Editor reserves the right to shorten any
letters for publication but will try not to alter
their sense. Letters must be original and not

have been submitted to any other magazines.
The views expressed in letters published in

this magazine are not necessarily those of
Short Wave Magazine.

three bits, as in QAM (eight-
phase/amplitude signals), then
the relationship is different.

For QPSK the bit rate is twice
the baud rate and for QAM it is
three times the baud rate. As the
baud rate of a band limited
channel is essentially fixed, we
have to use these multi -bit
signalling schemes to achieve
higher bit rates. Maybe you
could consider a longer piece
along the lines of the above to
really clear up the confusion.
Mike Ferriday

Mike, you are indeed quite
correct. What we omitted to do
was actually qualify the
statement in the box to say that
it related to FSK. Thanks for
raising this important point. -
KN

ODear Sir
Re: the article by Ray
Loveland in December

SWM on valved sets. No, Ray,
it is not impossible to construct
465kHz i.f.s, We have done it,
the ones they called Hams. I am
past the sell -by -date with
crippled hands, but I could still
do it and do the job properly by
adding variable selectivity.

The trouble with today's
amateurs, note I did not say
Hams, is that they spend too
much time on the black box and
not enough on finding out how
radio works, or do they just
want to 'chiter' like a lot of old
Hams.
Jim Ex GI2
Belfast

Jim, I hope that you have got
your fireproof jacket on. I have
just spent the weekend in
Lisburn with the new RSGB
President and I know that he
believes fervently in the self -
training aspect of amateur
radio. Ed.

ODear Sir
In the January 1997
issue of your magazine,

you very kindly published my
letter asking for readers
memories on the German
wartime broadcaster, Wm Joyce
("Lord Haw Haw"). May I take
this opportunity to thank you for
publishing my letter and your
readers who replied to my
request for the invaluable

Short

information that they have sent
to me.

The response was terrific. The
letters in some cases said, 'You
are probably well aware of this
book or that information', I

wasn't! Wm Joyce was before
my time, so all the information I
received was very beneficial. I

received replies from as far
afield as Bordeaux, France.

My project is now under way,
through your readers I now
have many lines of research to
follow. To receive help such as
that given by you, by printing
my letter, your readers for taking
the time and expense to write to
me, not only makes the project
more interesting, it makes it
more worthwhile knowing that a
complete stranger is willing to
go out of their way to help
someone else.

Once again, many thanks.
Derek Denton
Oldham
Lancashire

This just shows how far afield
SWM gets. It is also indicative
of the nature of a SWM reader.
Ed.

ODear Sir
After a space of 27
years I have gone back

to being a s.w.l. and regularly
buy the SWM each month. I
have a Panasonic 11 -band
communications receiver, model
no DR49 RF-4900 LBE and I
would like to find out more
about it.

I have the operating
instructions, but seek more
information and a circuit
diagram. I have written to
Panasonic UK and they have no
knowledge of it at all and no
information. Is there anybody
out there who has one and can
give any information or advice,
it would be much appreciated.

I was greatly interested in
your article on the old HAC kit
radios. I have one which I
bought for my son to build 30
years ago. It is a 2 -valve version
using Tungsram LD2 valves and
three Denco Green Octal plug-in
coils from 9-170 metres. I would
like to transistorise it, or am I
ruining a collectors item? Can I
get a circuit diagram using the
existing components possibly
from C.M. Lindars himself?

I am in my 78th year and
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have had a great interest in
short wave radio all of my life.
It started in my Army days, as I
used to have to take my duty
turn operating the 19 and 22
Sets that we used to have in the
Second World War.

I will continue to buy SWM
on a regular basis and I thank
you in anticipation of your
reply or publication of this
letter.
Alfred Graham
Kingsbury
London

All right, SWM readers, can
you help Alfred? As to
transistorising a HAC valved
receiver, I don't know about it
being a collector's item, but it
would certainly loose a lot of its
appeal. Why not build a new
transistorised version, but still
using the original plug-in Denco
coils? Ed.

eDear Sir
Your reader I.G. Bennett
(February '97 issue)

asks if there is a solid-state
rectifier to replace the GZ34
valve in the RA17L and if it
would appear practicable to do
so by wiring two 1 N4007
diodes across the GZ34 valve
base. However, the GZ34 is an
indirectly heated rectifier with a
longer 'warm up' time than the
remaining valves in the RA17,
which then present a load to
the h.t., reducing it to the
required value.

A solid-state rectifier
produces a peak voltage h.t.
almost immediately on switch
on, probably with detrimental
results to the smoothing
electrolytics and other
components. (Note, the
American version of the RA17L
does use solid state
rectification, but apart from
their own range of valve
equivalents, may also have an
h.t. delay).

The GZ34/CV1377 valve is
still available at a reasonable
price and often seen at rallies,
is normally long lasting and
should not be replaced by a
directly heated one ,or the
same problem as that with
solid-state rectifiers can occur.
This also applies to the RA17
MkI/11, which often have a
GZ33/CV378 rectifier (where
the GZ34 may be used as a
replacement), or any other of
the older valve RXs, which have
an indirectly heated valve.

As previous letters indicate,
there are a considerable
number of RA17 add-ons,
noticeably the v.l.f. converter,
s.s.b. and PAN adapters, some
appearing at rallies, but

unfortunately, not so often
nowadays. However, the RA17
has a useful facet in the 10kHz
i.f. output being readily
available to which, with care,
may be attached experimental
equipment. To this outlet I have
added a reworked ex -MOD
s.s.b. unit and a home-brew
n.b.f.m. adapter. A v.l.f. up -
converter to 10MHz, a 2m
down -converter to 28/30MHz
and a tuneable v.h.f. down -
converter to 21.4MHz extends
the coverage.

The Racal Diversity Gate,
also found at rallies, is fed from
the 100kHz i.f. outlet and
apart from its primary mode is
useful for its self contained
b.f.o. and signal detectors
allowing the RA17L to be used
with a.g.c. on on/off keyed
signals and good resolution of
s.s.b. signals, FAX and other
data signals on the Delivery
Gate.
N. L Smith
Stoke-on-Trent
Staffs

Sir
As a new reader to
SWM I must thank you

for a well informative
publication at an affordable
price to those on a low income.
Please keep up the good work!

I was wondering if your
'Letters' page might be
appropriate for helping me with
a quest which I have been on
for over two years. I am trying
to obtain either a picture or
actual unit of a dry 279/U or
289/U battery, which I believe
was used by the MOD in the
1950s. I collect radio and
telephone equipment from the
military and I have a battery
tester for these batteries and
wish to display it with an
original battery.

I hope there is a reader out
there that can help me.
D. Stansfield
Norwich

Is there Something you want to get off your chest?
Do you have a problem fellow readers can solve?

If so then drop a line to the Editor.
IF YOUR LETTER IS PUBLISHED YOU

WILL RECEIVE A £5 VOUCHER TO
SPEND ON ANY SWM SERVICE

Dear Sir
I wonder how many of your current readers were around
when the Short Wave Magazine was first published? Was it
1937 or thereabouts?

From its inception, I was an avid reader. The enclosed
picture was published in the magazine, I believe in August or
September of 1938, showing me in my little shack along
with what was standard in those days, a home-made 3 -valve
receiver. I must confess I look a little older now, but maintain
an interest in our fine hobby.

The magazine has changed quite a lot since the late 30s,
but still provides a lot of fine features for young and old
alike! So, how far
back do some
other readers go?
Might be fun to
find out!
Mr J. Hunt
G2FSR (since
1938)
Brighton

Indeed, Mr. Hunt,
the first issue of
SWM was
published exactly
60 years ago -
March 1937.
Any other readers
out there who
have been
readers since
issue one? Ed.
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SUBSCRIPTIONS
Subscriptions are available at £25 per
annum to UK addresses, £30 in Europe
and £32 (Airsaver), £37 (Airmail) overseas.
Subscription copies are despatched by
accelerated Surface Post outside Europe.
Airmail rates for overseas subscriptions
can be quoted on request. Joint
subscriptions to both Short Wave
Magazine and Practical Wireless are
available at £45 (UK) £54 (Europe) and £58

(rest of world).

Components for
SWM Projects
In general all components used in
constructing SWM projects are available
from a variety of component suppliers.
Where special, or difficult to obtain,
components are specified, a supplier will
be quoted in the article.

The printed circuit boards for SWM
projects are available from the SWM PCB
Service, Badger Boards, 87 Blackberry
Lane, Four Oaks, Sutton Coldfield B74 4JF.
Tel: (0956) 374918 (Mon. - Fri. 9am -

5.30pm).

Photocopies and
Back Issues
We have a selection of back issues,
covering the past three years of SWM. If
you are looking for an article or review, or
whatever that you missed first time
around, we can help. If we don't have the
whole issue we can always supply a
photocopy of the article. Back issues are
£2.60 each, photocopies are also £2.60 per
article, plus £1.00 for subsequent parts of
serial articles.

Binders, each taking one volume are
available for £6.50 plus £1 P&P for one
binder, f2 P&P for two or more, UK or
overseas. Please state the year and
volume number for which the binder is
required. Prices include VAT where
appropriate.

Orders for back numbers, binders and
items from our Book Service should be
sent to: PW Publishing Ltd., FREEPOST,
Post Sales Department, Arrowsmith
Court, Station Approach, Broadstone
Dorset BH18 8PW, with details of your
credit card or a cheque or postal order
payable to PW Publishing Ltd. Cheques
with overseas orders must be drawn on a
London Clearing Bank and in Sterling.

Credit card orders (Access,
Mastercard, Eurocard or Visa) are also
welcome by telephone to Broadstone
(01202) 659930. An answering machine
will accept your order out of office hours
and during busy periods in the office. You
can also FAX an order, giving full details
to Poole 101202) 659950.

Technical Help
We regret that due to Editorial time
scales, replies to technical queries
cannot be given over the telephone. If you
require help with problems relating to
topics covered by SWM, please write to
the Editorial Offices, we will do our best
to help and reply by mail.
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LOWE
LTV Lowe Elec

N RAD i0 I
Your Window To The

World

WINRADIO integrates advanced radio receiver technology and the power of your PC to create a stunning
new concept in communication technology. Using the key board or a mouse, WINRADIO can be
operated exactly like a professional radio receiver with controls and displays you would only find on high
quality equipment.

WINRADIO is a 16 -bit PC card which slots into your PC and uses powerful Windows software to control
the receiver functions. Comprehensive on-line help is always only a keystroke away.

WINRADIO is unique - there is nothing quite like it and many of our hobby customers who have already
invested in it tell us they are having great fun with it. Our professional customers which include police
forces, and a number of government agencies and broadcasting organisations tell us it is a powerful
monitoring tool with enough perfomance even for their demanding needs and integrates easily into their
new computer based monitoring systems.

In WINRADIO there is a rich variety of powerful scanning options, some of which can only be found on
the highest -end receivers. WINRADIO makes scanning easier than ever. It can be the most amazing and
entertaining PC add-on you ever had!

Specifications:
Receiver type

Frequency range
Tuning steps
Modes

PLL synthesised triple conversion
superheterodyne
50kHz to 1.3GHz
lkHz to 1MMHz
AM, FM -W, FM -N, USB, LSB

System Requirements
IBM PC compatible computer with 386
processor or higher
DOS 3.3 or higher, or Windows 3.1 or
higher (including Windows 95)
640k RAM (4MB recommended for
Windows
Vacant slot for 16 bit interface card
Speaker or headphones with standard
3.5mm stereo plug

NOW JUST £329.00
plus £10.00 for Courier Delivery

RCON
Receiver Control Program for Windows

Control of receivers and scanners by computer is really catching on, and RCON has fast become the leading

package! Running on the popular Windows operating system, RCON makes controlling your receiver so
easy, from tuning to memory control and scanning - there's even an on -screen tuning knob! The complete
WDXC Transmissions in English database is included for instant selection of any station plus RCON can also
access the Klingenfuss Super Frequency List on CD ROM giving SWL's instant access to an enormous utility
database - click on the frequency and the radio is tuned! You can even make up or import your own
database records too. If you have a SoundBlaster card you can even record signals direct to disk and play
them back later and with the most modern receivers you get advanced features like spectrum display - a
great way to look for new signals. Ask for our datasheet or download the full 100 page manual from our
Website and see the full potential

RCON is just £49.95 plus £3.00 P&P

GARMIN
GPS1 2XL

GPS12X1

This model continues
to lead our GPS
sales. Ideal for use
in car, or out hiking
or even at sea, the
GPS12X1. is great for
finding your way to
places - and back
again!
If you want added
versatility...

Lowe Price
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hanks Ltd
YU PITERU
MVT9000

Now available from Lowe

just £399.00
carriage £10.00

Yupiteru have an international

reputation for quality scanners -

probably because they both design

and manufacture their own products.

You can tell this just by picking one up

- quality case, quality components

and inside quality construction.

That of course, ensures quality

perfomance and MVT9000 is no

exception.

Advanced features like station

naming and bandscope will attract

the more discerning scanner

enthusiast whilst those buying a

scanner for the first time will find it

easier to use than many others,

despite the long list of features

5 £189.95

These things are terrific! Imagine being
able to do away with local noise on HF.
Just connect the ANC4 into the antenna
line, collect local interference signals using
another antenna and tune it up. Great
feedback from customers tell us the ANC4

is a winner!

Carriage [10.00

ANC4 £189.95

The NIRIO is our best selling DSP noise
reduction filter. Great for removing
heterodynes or multiple tones from
interfering RTTY signals and can act as a

superb bandpass filter with variable
bandwidth and centre frequency

Carriage £10.00

NIRIO £299.95

For those with tough noise and
interference problems the NIR12 is the
answer, Dual DSP processing chips

together with advanced software
programming ensures you can reduce the
most stubborn interference down to a
manageable level

Carriage [10.00

NIR12 £399.00

No

JPS are renowned
all over the world
for quality and
innovation,
particularly in the
professional DSP
markets. If you
want noise
reduction, go for
the very best - JPS!

MOONIIGHT

NIGHT VISION
NV100 Compact with
Illuminator

Tremendous Night Vision performance at an

economical price

Clear optics with wide field of view, good for

close range viewing

Optimum blend of light amplification,
magnification and compact size

Includes slide -on infra red illuminator for
bright viewing in complete darkness

ONLY £349.00

Moonlight Mini

Sleek miniature design -

only 5.5 inches long

Lightweight for comfortable

extended viewing

Slips easily into your

pocket, briefcase or purse

Built in infa red illuminator

for use in complete

darkness

ONLY £299.00
Ideal for many sporting activities, including sailing, camping, fishing,
and great for security down on the farm, schools, industrial sites and
even at home - for things that go bump in the night!

STOP PRESS!

We've just found this amazing
new active antenna for GPS
receivers. Works with GPS45's
and others and is complete with
5m cable. BNC plug and
magnetic base - ideal for
mobile applications and the

price?

An even more amazing

£39.95

Branches at...
Bristol 8 Wales
79 Gloucester Road. Patchway.
Bristol BS12 5QJ
Tel 0117 931 5263 Fax 0117 931 5270

East Anglia
152 High Street, Chesterton
Cambridge. CB4 1 NS
Tel 01223 311230 Fax 01223 315099

North East
Unit 18B
Airport Industrial Estate
Newcastle, NE3 2EF
Tel 0191 214 5424 Fax 0191 214 0761

Yorkshire
12 Station Road, Crossgates
Leeds, LS15 7JX
Tel 0113 232 8400 Fax 0113 232 8401

South West
117 Beaumont Road
St Judes
Plymouth PL4 9EF
Tel 01752 257224 Fax 01752 257225

Lowe Electronics Ltd
Chesterfield Road

Matlock
Derbyshire DE4 5LE

Tel 01629 580800
Fax 01629 580020

Email: info@lowe.co.uk
URL: http://www.lowe.co.uk

Showroom opening hours are 9.30am to 5pm Mon -Fri and 10am to 4pm on Sat, but check with our local branches as times may vary

Need more info? We've got some great info packs available to help yo._ .00se the .e products for
your needs. Packs of interest to amateur radio operators include HF transceivers, VHF transceivers, Antennas,
Data Comms and Amateur accessories. We also have packs dedicated to GPS receivers, scanners and decodinci
To order any of our packs, just send us four first class stamps for each pack requested plus your full name,
address and telephone number to our Matlock address and we'll do the rest!



SOUTH MIDLANDS COMMUNICATIONS
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TERELEADER TNC-24 Mk11

Carr B

Multimode data terminal.
Packet, CW, RTTY, PSK modem, etc.

AR -303 ROTATOR

Carr D

DATA PRODUCTS SCANNING RECEIVERS HF RECEIVERS
We offer the widest range

in the UK
PacComm
Tiny 2 1200 baud TNC
PicoPacket 12 baud portable TNC
Spirit 2 9600 baud TNC

£139
£119
£219

Kantronics
KPC3 1200 baud TNC £139
KPC9612 1200+9600 dual port TNC £275
Kam+ Multimode data modem _1395

AEA
PK12 1200 baud TNC
PK96 9600 baud TNC
PK232/MBX Multimode data modem
*DSP232 Multimode data modem
*PK900 Multimode data modem
'Free Pack -Win software

£129

£219

Symek
TNC2H 9600 baud TNC £179

Custom-made leads available
for most leading brands of

transceivers. £14.95. Only £7.50
if purchased with a TNC.

W-0:11.0,4

-.i

AOR AR -8000
500kHz - 1900MHz.
AM, FM, FM wide, SSB, CW.
1000 memory channels.

OUR PRICE £315

Carr D

Carr C

OR AR -5000
10kHz-2600MHz.

All mode, AM, FM, USB,
LSB, CW. 100 memory channels.

OUR PRICE £1559

MVT-7100E
530kHz-1650MHz. AM, FM,
SSB, WFM 1000 memory channels.

NEW LOW PRICE
only £269 Carr C

AOR AR -3000A
100kHz - 2036MHz. SSB,

CW, AM, FM, FM wide.
400 memory channels.

OUR PRICE
£799Carr

ICOM
ICR-7100DC

25MHz - 2GHz. AM, FM, WFM, SSB.

900 memory channels. CarrD

OUR PRICE £1249

YAESU
FRG -100
50kHz-30MHz AM, °-
USB, LSB, CW, FM, 100 memory channels.

OUR PRICE £499

AOR AR -703
0-32MHz. AMISYCI, AM,

USB, LSB, CW, DATA &

NBFM. 100 memory channels. Made in UK.

OUR PRICE £729 CarrD

KENWOOD
R-5000

Carr 0

100kHz - 30MHz. SSB, CW, AM, FM.
100 memory channels.

OUR PRICE £939 CarrD

ICOM R-72DC
AM, SSB, CW, FM,

RTTY (optional).
99 memory channels.

CarrOUR PRICE £775

SEE US AT THE
LONDON SHOW,

STAND M,
IN THE RED HALL

All discounts are based on recommended retail prices.
CARRIAGE: A = £2.75 B = £5.50 C = £9.50 D = £13.50

Showroom/Mail Order 9.30-5pm, 9-lpm Sat Tel: (01703) 251549 Service Dept Tel: (0113) 235 0606 9-5 Mon -Fri Email: amateur@smc.comms.com

SMC Siskin (SMC HQ) Data Communications Hotline Tel: (01703) 254247 9.30am - 5pm for personal callers 9.00 - 9pm for telephone queries.

SMC Ltd HQ Southampton: S M House, School Close Chandlers Ford Ind Estate, Eastleigh, Hants S053 4BY. Tel: (01703) 255111 Fax: (01703) 263507

ARE Communications: 6 Royal Parade Hanger Lane, Ealing, London W5A JET. Tel. 0181-997 4476 9.30am - 5.30pm Mon. -Fri. 9.30am - 1.00pm Sat.

Reg Ward & Co: 1 Western Parade, West Street, Axminster, Devon EX13 5NY. Tel. (01297) 34918 9.00am - 5.15pm Tues-Sat

SMC (Northern): Nowell Lane Ind. Estate, Nowell Lane Leeds. Tel. (0113) 235 0606 9.30am - 5.00pm Mon. -Fri. 9.00am - 1.00pm Sat.
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Gain on the Cheap
I/lilt/DA Tr:

Joseph J. Carr discovered by accident that an h. f.
long wire antenna can work very well on v.h.f.
and above. In this article he explains why.

0 ne night many
years ago, a
friend of mine
and I were
operating his

amateur radio station. We
were using a Gonset
Communicator III on the
144MHz amateur band. That
single channel, crystal
controlled transceiver put
out all of 6 or 7W, so we
normally loaded it into an
11 -element, 144MHz Yagi
beam antenna. Lots of gain,
and good signal reports,
resulted. But this one night
we were getting exciting
signal reports, seemingly
much better than usual, with
no propagation anomalies to
explain it.

After about two hours, I
noticed that (being
unfamiliar with another
fellow's shack) I'd made a
mistake connecting the
antenna to the 144MHz

transmitter. Instead of the
144MHz beam, I'd connected
the coaxial cable from an 3.5
- 28MHz (80-10m) trap
dipole. For about an hour we
compared received signal
strengths (as read on the 'S' -
meter) by transfering back
and forth between the Yagi
and the trap dipole. As a
couple of newcomers to
amateur radio, neither of us
knew why it worked so well,
but my mentor, Mac Parker
W411, explained it: on
144MHz the 40.2m trap
dipole was
acting like a 20
wavelength
long-wire
antenna, which
produces a gain
between 15 and
20dB.

It wasn't too
many years
later that I ran
across another

long-wire application at
v.h.f. David was a fellow
electronics technician
working in a shop with me.
He came from West Virginia,
and in the late 1950s you
had to be either clever or
rich to get good TV signals
in his hometown. And it
wasn't because the signal
was blocked by West
Virginia's well-known
mountains, for he had a
'clear shot'. The problem
was one of distance - he was
a long way from the nearest
TV station. It operated on a
frequency around 174MHz,
but produced only a very
noisy, unwatchable signal at
David's home. So, being a
resourceful technical type,

he rigged up a cheap wire
Vee-beam that was
approxim-ately 21m long on
each leg, which produced a
gain between 13 and 15dB!

Those two events early in
my electronics career gave
me a healthy respect for
wire antennas operated in
the v.h.f. and u.h.f. bands.
The same techniques that
worked on those antennas
will also work for scanner
receiver operators. These
methods are ways of getting
gain on the cheap.

Long -Wire Antennas

One form of the basic long-
wire antenna is shown in
Fig. 1. By definition, the

4:1 Balun
transformer

Radiator element »2i,

750 coaxial cable to receiver

Radials

4:1 Balun

Rope 41111111116A1011P
transformer

411111.1611111111b
( ST4221]

750 coaxial cable to receiver

Radiator element »2i.

Fig. 1: The basic resonant (unterminated) long-wire antenna.

Fig. 2: The
non -
resonant,
terminated
long-wire.

radiator element must be
greater than two
wavelengths (?_2?,.) (Fig. 1).
At first glance, the long-wire
looks a bit like the end -fed,
ground referenced, random
length Marconi antenna, but
the resemblance is
superficial. For long -wires
greater than about three
wavelengths, the antenna is
actually of the Hertzian form
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Feature

Antenna
radiator
elemer

I ST9223I

End insulators

Rope

Fig. 3: Method of using a counterpoise ground with the
terminating resistor.

because it is basically a
number of half -wavelength
dipole antennas connected
in series.

This version of the long-
wire antenna is called a
'standing wave' antenna
because it is not terminated
on the far end. Waves can
traverse the wire in either
direction. When they reach
the unterminated end, they
reflect back towards the
feedpoint. When the
forward and reflected waves
interact, they form the usual
standing wave pattern.

The traditional long-wire
antenna is fed by open -
wire, parallel transmission
line, 450E2 twin -lead or
some other form of parallel
line. In the version of
Fig. 1, however, the
antenna is fed from 75Q
coaxial transmission line
through a 4:1 BALUN
transformer. This is a more
reasonable feed method for
most receiver operators,
even though it results in a
bit of a mismatch.
Unfortunately, if you utter
the demon word 'v.s.w.r.'
people shudder in dread,
but the effects of v.s.w.r. on
most receiver systems is
not as great as one might
think. I once made a series
of v.s.w.r. loss calculations
in my job, and was shocked
at how low the worst case
scenarios were, even up to
about 2.5:1. The losses are
real, but not too terrible. It
is, therefore, reasonable to
use a v.s.w.r.-antenna if it
provides other benefits.

The BALUN transformer
used with the v.h.f./u.h.f.
long-wire should be
designed for v.h.f. use.
Although I've seen special
v.h.f./u.h.f. 5052 BALUNs
offered in catalogues, it is a
lot easier to obtain 300:75E2
BALUNs from television
parts distributors. These
transformers are designed
to be hooked onto the
antenna terminals of a
television not designed for
coaxial cable. Again, the
loss inherent in a 75/500
mismatch is not
tremendous.

In order to make the
antenna work with the
BALUN transformer, it is
necessary to use at least
one radial per frequency
band at the other end of the
BALUN transformer
secondary winding. These
radials are quarter
wavelength, so the physical

length can be found from
L = 75/F, where the length
(L) is in metres and the
frequency (F) is in MHz.
Radials from a number of
bands can be connected to
the same point, as shown in
Fig. 1, forming a radial
'spider'. The resonant long-
wire is resonant on a
number of frequencies, and
each band should have its
own radial.

The version of the long-
wire shown in Fig. 1 is
called a 'resonant long-
wire'. Even though it is
resonant, the performance

radiation and reception
changes sharply with
frequency.

Given that wavelengths
at v.h.f./u.h.f. frequencies
are short, obtaining space
for multiple wavelengths is
not too difficult. For
example, at 150MHz, X is
2m, so a 3X antenna is only
6m long. At 500MHz, the
situation is even better -
is only 1.8m long. These
relative sizes make it very
easy to obtain lengths out
to ten or twelve
wavelengths at v.h.f./u.h.f.
frequencies.

X1

X2

IST9224I

Fig. 4: The basic resonant Vee-beam antenna.

does not change very
rapidly with changes in
frequency, provided that the
length is greater than three
wavelengths. On antennas
less than three
wavelengths, the angle of

X1

x2

I ST92251

esultant pattern

4e101111 1
ed

Fig. 5: The non -resonant Vee-beam antenna.

The resonant length of a
long-wire antenna is found
from:

L = 300 (N -0.025)/F

Where the length (L) is in
metres, the frequency F is in
megahertz, and N is the
integer number of
wavelengths desired for the
length of the proposed
antenna.

The resonant long-wire
antenna will, according to
the equation above, work
well on a number of
different frequencies
(corresponding to different
values of N for the same
length, but different
frequencies). At odd integer
quarter wavelengths, the
long-wire antenna becomes
heavily capacitive, so is
somewhat less useful.
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' HAYDON
COMMUNICATIONS

The accessory specialist
NEW

Q-TEK APOLLO 2000
A brilliant new compact indoor antenna that
covers 0-1650MHz and is just 20' tall (collapsed).
Supplied with coax and BNC plug fitted. Are you
looking for a compact indoor antenna that covers
VHF/UHF and short wave. The Apollo 2000 offers
the best possible performance available from an

- indoor antenna. It gives excellent performance on
SW. Thanks to its built-in magnetic balun feeding
a multi telescopic array and even greater HF
performance can be obtained by utilising the

earth point supplied at the base of the antenna. VHF/UHF
performance is maximised thanks to its adjustable telescopic
dipoles.

owyf49 95 P&P f5

PRODUCTS FROM
Q-TEK HF INDUCTIVE INTERFACE
Do you own a scanner with short wave coverage? Have
you ever heard SW signals on it? Do you find that all you
hear is noise? We've now solved your problems.
Presenting the 0-Tek HF inductive interface. Allows the
connection of any external long wire of HF antenna to
any scanner that has a BNC connector. No direct
contact is made with the actual receiver so therefore
the usual overloading and noisy breakthrough problems
are eliminated. Simply connect the long wire antenna to
the push terminal on the top of the interface and attach
to your scanner in place of you existing antenna. We
guarantee you'll notice a difference. (0-30MHz)

""£12 95P&P'1

Q-TEK
Q-TEK HF-30
An amazing new design concept in compact HF
antennas. Thanks to its six -stage multi resonant coil
system stacked vertically utilising a magnetic balun at
the base you can obtain better results than ever.
Experienced from a compact -vertical HF antenna. (SO -

239 fitting:- 4' high - clamps to any mast up to 7 dial.
0-30MHz.

ONLY

£79.95
(DEL £9.501

SUPERB HF SHORTWAVE ANTENNA

SCANNING ANTENNAS

03 AIR -44'N'
AIR -44'N' Prof. quality airband antenna
(Base - Civil & Military Air). Thanks to the
huge success of the Air -33 we have now
produced a slighter higher gain version
with a low -loss N -type fitting (1.7m long).
(Gain 6.6/9.65dBi). £69.95 P&P £8

AIR -33...1m long (3/6dB) £44.95 P&P£5

4401 Miniature wideband scanning
antenna covers 25MHz-2.8GHz.

Includes 5m coax + BNC fitted. (4" long).

"P £24 95 P&P Ci

NISSEI HS -8000

DB-770H
Telescopic antenna with wideband RX 25 -

1300MHz RRP £24.95 P & P £1

TSC-2602
Flexible Wideband Antenna 25 - 1300MHz 14" Long.

Superb for scanners.

£22.95 P&P fl

IA miniature wideband antenna. Receives 30 -
1200MHz. BNC fitting only 1.5" long.
It's superb (for its size).

NEW DB-32

RRP £29.95 P & £1
(Beware of cheap copies)

TSA-6671 New ultra small
BNC magmount. Amazing. Allows you to
use any existing BNC antenna from your

scanner to transceiver on your car without having
to purchase a car antenna. (Supplied with 3m
miniature 'coax + BNC fitted).

Out \price £22.95 P&P £1

HANDHELD ACCESSORIES

- MA -339
Mobile holder for handhelds

MULTI -BUY
0.04 EP -300
- Deluxe over the ear earpiece.

\ (it Buy 1 £9.95 +£1 P&P.
Buy 2 £15.00+£1 P&P.

£9.99
QS -200 Air vent holder £9.99

QS -300 Desk stand £19.95
P&P £2 on all mounts

POLICE STYLE HOLSTER HIC-2
Matches all handhelds can be worn on
the belt or attached to the quick release

body holster.

£19.95 "Pf1

SCANMASTER SP -55
Boost reception of your scanner with
this pre -amp. 25-1500MHz, variable
gain, band pass filters.

RRP £69.95 P&P £3.50

TIS.1110111111
11110111111 1.

kez.2

5th EDITION UK SCAN
DIRECTORY

£18.50 P&P FREE

SCANNER BUSTERS 2
Overcome new technology and
listen into what you want to hear.
OUR PRICE £6.00 P&P1

H.F. ACCESSORIES

VECTRONICS ;1-7771.--
AT -100
This is a superb self contained antenna
system for inside the house/flat. (built in
preselector). RRP £7995 P&P £4
Sony AN -1 active antenna system £68.95 P&P £6
Sony AN -100 active antenna £49.95 P&P £5
Sony AN -71 pull out S.W. antenna £9.99 P&P £1

NEW
HOWES CT -U9

500kHz-30MHz ATU with built in balun.
Ready built

£69.00 P&P £5
CTU-8 shortwave ATU £49.00 P&P £5
AT -2000 ATU with 0. selector f99 P&P £5

NEW SP -1 SPYWIRE
Ideal for any receiver. Receives all short wave
bands. All mode, no ATU required. Built in
balun. S0239 connection.

27 FEET

S0239 BALUN

£24.95
HOOK + £3 P&P

SP -350V
Be protected this summer! In -
line lightning surge protector.

INTRO PRICE £19.99 P&P fl

QTEK LW -2
The ultimate in high quality long
wire antenna kits. Complete
ready to go wire antenna that
should last forever - don't forget

you get what you pay for! (0-30MHzength -
adjustable up to 150ft. £39 9

P&P £5.
Oil parts - high quality and replaceable)

LONDON SHOWROOM & MAIL ORDER:: 0181951 578112= Address:- 132 High St. Edgware, Middx HA8 TEL r
E1-3

VISA
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HAYDON
COMMUNICATIONS

SCANNING RECEIVERS

lieICOM IC -R8500
The ultimate all mode base
receiver. 100kHz-2GHz. Part -

ex your old receiver and move into the 21st
century. RRP &&5. OUR PRICE E1439

Interest free credit available.
Send us four post- dated cheques for £362.50

(inc/s. P&P UK mainland).

AOR AR -5000
Wideband all mode base
receiver. Covers 10kHz-
2600MHz (all mode).

RRP 1.4-719. OUR PRICE £1495.95
AOR AR -7000
New communications receiver.

OUR PRICE £TBA
UNIDEN
BC-9000XLT

500 channel base scanner covers 25-550/
760OUR

PRICE L UZ.1 FREE P&P

POWER SUPPLIES

PORTABLE 12V
POWER STATION
Charges from AC mains or trickle
charge from car cigar lighter
using lead supplied. Has 12AH

sealed nicad cell and dramatically reduces HF
car electronics noise. RRP

OUR PRICE £46.95
CARRIAGE £10

HANDHELD SCANNERS

1
YUPITERU
MVT-7100EX
100kHz-1650MHz. Wideband scanner
with SSB. RRP.C.349795

OUR PRICE £259.95
YUPITERU MVT-9000
New wideband scanning receiver
covers 530kHz-2039MHz. (All mode)
RRP £4897

OUR PRICE £PHONE

AOR AR -8000
The ultimate h/held scanner covers
everything from 500kHz-1900MHz
without gaps. All mode AM, NFM,
WFM, USB, LSB + CW. RRP £410.

OUR PRICE £299.00

Case for 8000 AOR soft case £17.95

AR -5000 Comms receiver £1495.95

ABF-125 Airband filter from AOR £29.50

ICOM IC -R10
Wideband scanning receiver covers
0.5MHz-1300MHz (all mode). Full
computer access capability.

R R P 1.2r/S.

OUR PRICE £339.95
INETSET PRO -44

50 channel handheld scanner. Listen
to aircraft, ham, marine, public
services and much more. RRP1.4-49795
OUR PRICE £90 .0Q5J

QUALITY USED EQUIPMENT
AOR

AR -3000
Immaculate condition.

£549.95
AR -3030 + VHF converter £549.95

Lowe HF-150 Complete system with pre -selector,

speaker + rack £599.95

FRG -100 Ex -demo £399.95

FRG -7700 As new £299.95

FRG -8800 + VHF converter £399.95

R-1000 VGC £299.95

R-5000 + VHF converter £799.95

IC -R70 VGC £399.95

AR -7030 Ex -demo £639.95

PR -150 Pre -selector for HF-150 £1??.??

FRT-7700 SW ATU £59.95

YUPITERU
MVT-7100EX

condition.
AR -8000 Immaculate condition £249.95

AR -8000 CIV model £259.95

Opto Scout VGC £299.95

Opto Cub As new £99.95

DJ -X1 As new £199.95

IC -R1 VGC £199.95

MVT-7000 As new £199.95

PRO -26 25-1300MHz £199.95

AR -2700 Immaculate £149.95

ICF-2001D VGC £229.95

ATS-803 VGC £89.95

Panasonic RFB-65 As new £119.95

YB-400 As new £109.95

Ex -demo. Immaculate
£229.95
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WARNING!!
Not all advertisers are authorised stockists
for the products they sell. Manufacturers
advise customers to purchase from
authorised dealers to ensure full company
guarantee back-up. Haydon Communications
sell only brand new factory sealed stock
direct from the manufacturers and are

authorised for all its brands.

Why buy from Haydon Communications?
* Our massive buying power gives you the

best possible deal
* We have friendly expert advisers on hand

who can offer advice and full
demonstration

* We offer the fastest mail order department
in the business

* We have fully trained service personnel
* Price promise: we always try to ensure our

prices are competitive and are rarely
beaten

* Unlike our competitors who are closing
branches all over the country, we are
expanding. Our West Midlands branch is
located a few miles west of Birmingham in
Brierley Hill. This now gives you the
opportunity to take advantage of our low
pricing and still shop locally.

NEW PRODUCTS NEW PRODUCTS NEW PRODUCTS NEW
PRODUCTS NEW PRODUCTS NEW PRODUCTS NEW PRODUCTS

TELESCOPIC MASTS
QUALITY PRODUCTS AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

TELESCOPIC MASTS
5 section telescopic mats. Starting at 2%"
in diameter and finishing with a top
section of 1Y" diameter we offer a 8
metre and a 12 metre version. Each mast
is supplied with guy rings and stainless
steel pins for locking the sections when
erected. The closed height of the 8 metre
mast is just 5 feet and the 12 metre
version at 10 feet. All sections are
extruded aluminium tube with a 16 gauge
wall thickness.

8 mtrs £69.00. 12 mtrs £98.00. Carriage £8.00.

SECTIONAL MASTS
Aluminium mast sets available in 4 x 5 foot
sections. Each section is swaged on its end so
that they slide into each other. The final section
is left plain to allow for a mast cap or pulley
assembly. Each mast totals 20 feet in height and
is available in the following sizes:

1'/." dia £19.95.

dia £29.95.

dia £36.00.

2" dia £45.00.

Carriage £8.00
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UK's No 1
OPTOELECTRONICS -AT THE FOREFRONT OF TECHNOLOGY

NEW
OPTO SCOUT
3.1-Mk2
Latest mini frequency finder from
Optoelectronics. It will capture

and memorise up to 400 frequencies that can
be recalled directly into the AR -8000. Supplied
with ant, nicads and fast charger. This month
Ne are giving away a free case worth £16.
RRP1.292.

SALE PRICE £349.95

BUY THE AR -8000 + OPTO

SCOUT TOGETHER

INCLUDING MODIFICATION &

CONNECTING CABLE.

RRP.i-825.

SPECIAL
OFFER

£659

The Cub is ideal for

recreational monitoring
applications. From 10MHz-2.8GHz.
The Cub has maximised sensitivity

for detecting RF in the near field and displaying
the frequency detected. The cub features a
digital filter that reduces false counts and
random noise, digital auto capture that acts
like an intelligent hold button allowing any
frequency captured to remain displayed as
long as needed. RRP £139

CC30 0 pto carry case £14.95 P&P £1

OPTOLINX
A universal interface which allows multiple

radio connection for PC control. Full and
half duplex device compatability. Can

connect to radios incl AR -8000/2700/3000A/
R -7000/R-7100.

INTRO PRICE fiwil qgL1

NEW OPTO CUB Nom. THE XPLORER
Think about it! How much would you

communication, surveillance and pay for a freq counter, R-10 Interc'r
freq., recorder, decoder, deviation
meter and GPS interface? The

Xplorer does it all & more in one unit!

RRP.E.815. SALE PRICE £799
(Send A4 stamped addressed envelope for a full colour catalogue)

IA miniature wideband antenna.
Receives 30 - 1200MHz. BNC fitting only
1.5" long. It's superb (for its size).

NEW DB-32

RRP £29.95 P & P £1

Beware of cheap copies!

SPECIAL OFFER
piICOM R-10 + OPTO SCOUT

INCLUDING REACTION TUNE

CABLE. RRP E-7-78.

SALE PRICE £679

THE SHORTWAVE SPECIALISTS
AOR AR -7030
Brilliant new all mode short
wave receiver with

synchronous AM - remote control. RRP.1,719.

SALE PRICE £695.00

YAESU FRG -100
UK's best selling SW
receiver. RRP.f.PaT

OUR PRICE £449.00

TARGET HF-3
Communication receiver
covers 30kHz-30MHz.
Complete with power

supply and long wire aerial.
RRP £159.95.

ORDER YOURS TODAY AND CLAIM FREE POST.

SANGEAN
R-861
Portable SW receiver with
SSB + RDS. RRPS-1-99"

OUR PRICE £179.95
SANGEAN
ATS-818
Award winning portable SW
receiver. (All mode 0-30MHz).
RRPC-161715

OUR PRICE £139.95

THE SONY SPECIALIST
ICF-100E our price £199.95
ICF-100T our price £379.95
ICF-7600G our price £169.95
ICF-SW55 our price £259.95
ICF-SW77 our price f359.95

All UK spec. Beware of grey worts

DIGITAL AUDIO FILTERS
MFJ-784B

...,-peo.o.o. Award winning
digital audio filter.

RRP.LaS

SALE PRICE £239.95
DSP-9+ RRP P215 OUR PRICE £179.95

DSP-59+ RRP i1 OUR PRICE £269.95

DSP-599 + NOW IN STOCK OUR PRICE £349.95

INWORLD BAND
RADIO
Bargain shortwave portable
broadcast receiver.

The ideal holiday accessory.
RRP £.3895.

SALE PRICE £29.95 P&P £3.50

LONDON SHOWROOM & MAIL ORDER:- 0181-951 5181/2
'NEXT DAY Address:- 132 High St. Edgware, Middx HA8 TEL FAX:- 0181-951 5782

(UV/NEZ)4-4,' Open Mon -Fri 9.30-5.30pm Sat 9.30-4pm. Close to Edgware underground station (Northern line) close to Ml, M25, A406.

£10 WEST MIDLANDS BRANCH:- Tel: 01384 481681 = r
Unit 1, Canal View Industrial Estate, Brettel Lane, Brierley Hill, W Mids DY5 310 Cati2
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Gain On The Cheap

Non -resonant
Long -Wire
The long-wire antenna can
be made nonresonant, yet
still offer substantial gain,
by the simple addition of a
terminating resistor at the
far end (Fig. 2). The
terminating resistor should
match the characteristic
impedance of the long-wire,
which is typically 300 to
8000 (for receiver use, a
trial value of 560 or 680Q
would probably provide
sufficient). For receiver
applications only, the
terminating resistor can be
a 1 or 2W carbon
composition or metal film
resistor. It's important that
the resistor be non -
inductive, so don't use any
wire -wound resistors for
this job.

Did anyone notice
anything wierd in Fig. 2?
The cold end of the resistor
is earthed. That means a
wire must be dropped from
the antenna, which is
presumedly at some height
above the ground, to an
earth connection. That wire
is bound to be many
wavelengths at v.h.f./u.h.f.
frequencies, so is likely to
be about as effective as
earthing it in a block of
wood. It's even difficult to
make the connection on h.f.
long -wires, let alone
v.h.f./u.h.f. antennas. But
there is a solution shown in
Fig. 3: connect the resistor
between the far end of the
long-wire and a quarter
wavelength radial. The
radial acts as a counterpoise
ground, and can be
connected directly to the

IST9226I
Radiator elements

4:1 Transformer

Coaxial feeder
to receiver

Sliding shorting bar

Fig. 8: Matching stub.

resistor. For multi -band use,
connect a radial spider such
used as the feed end of the
long-wire (Figs. 1 & 2).

The gain of the long-wire
rises nearly linearly with
length relative to a
wavelength, although the
directivity angles changes in
a non-linear manner. For the
2k long-wire, there will be
four main lobes positioned
at angles of ±36°, with the
gain dropping -5dB at 75°.
At 5X, the angle of the main
lobes squeezes in to ±22°.
The squeezing of the lobes
towards the axis of the wire
increases as the length gets
longer, converging to a bi-
directional antenna at 20X
or so. The following rules
apply:

1. On each side of the
antenna there will be at
least one lobe for every half
wavelength of wire length.
For the entire antenna,
including both sides, there
is one lobe, either major or
minor, for each quarter

xz

ST9227

114 phasing harness made of
60012 parallel open wire line

wavelength of
wire length.

2. Symmetry is
maintained if
there is an even
number of lobes
on either side of
the antenna; half
the lobes are
tilted forward, and
half tilted
backwards.

3. If the long-wire
is asymmetrical,
then one lobe on

either side will be
perpendicular to the wire,
and all other lobes will be
distributed on either side of
the perpendicular lobe.

Long -Wire Vee-beams

If two long-wire antennas
are formed into a 'vee'
configuration (Fig. 4), and
fed 180° out of phase with
each other (accomplished
by feeding them from
different conductors of the
transmission line), then the
patterns of the two antenna
elements will interact to
form a bi-directional or uni-
directional resultant pattern
(inset to Fig. 4). If the
antenna elements are un-
terminated (Fig. 4), then
the pattern is bi-directional,
but if the non -resonant
terminated version is built,
then the pattern becomes
uni-directional (Fig. 5).

The non -resonant form
uses terminating resistors
in the same manner as the
non -resonant long-wire.
Again, practical
considerations at v.h.f./u.h.f.
force the use of a

counterpoise ground
consisting of a radial

Fig. 7 Stacking Vee-beams gives 3dB more gain.

system (refer again to
Fig. 3).

Performance

The performance of
the antenna depends
partially on the length
of the elements, and
partially on the
included angle

between the elements. In
most practical situations an
included angle of 35 to 90°
is used, with 60 to 70° being
very common.

The Vee-beam is usually
fed with 60052 parallel open -
wire line, which is
connected to an antenna
tuning unit. A 4:1 BALUN
would result in a bit of a
mismatch that could
probably be ignored in
receiver installations. It's
also possible to use a 9:1
BALUN transformer for the
task. Although I haven't
seen any v.h.f./u.h.f. 9:1
BALUNs on sale, one could
make their own following
instructions found in most
radio antenna books.

If you want to use the
antenna over a single
frequency band, then a
matching section can be
used with the antenna (or
any of the antennas
discussed in this article, for
that matter). Fig. 6 shows
the basic concept. A length
of 60052 parallel
transmission line is cut to a
bit more than half
wavelength. A shorting bar
at the bottom end is used to
adjust the stub to a
particular frequency. The
coaxial cable is connected
across the stub, through a
4:1 BALUN transformer, at a
point that gives a good
match. One can also
sometimes use a 1:1 BALUN
transformer (although the
connection point is
different), but those are
harder to come by in
v.h.f/u.h.f. models. One
could, of course, build their
own, but with 4:1 TV -style
units so easily available I'm
not sure it makes much
sense.

An additional 3dB of
gain, and more control over
directivity in the case of the
non -resonant Vee-beam, is
obtained by stacking two
antennas quarter
wavelength apart. Fig. 8
shows the arrangement
from a perspective above
the antennas. Recognise
anything? About sixty
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quintillion TV antennas
were built this way! The
feed points of the two Vee-
beams (X1, X2 and X3, X4)
are connected togther
through a quarter
wavelength phasing
harness made of 60052
parallel line.

The directivity of this
antenna is controlled by
where the feedline is
attached: the maxima lobe
is always in the direction
opposite the feedpoint. For
example, when the antenna
is fed at X1, X2, the maxima
is toward the X3, X4 end of
the array. To reverse the
directivity, connect the
feedline to X3, X4.

Ultimate

Perhaps the ultimate in wire
antennas for v.h.f./u.h.f. is
the rhombic (Figs. 8 & 9).
The rhombic antenna
shown in Fig. 8 is the
resonant or un-terminated
form, while that in Fig. 9 is
the non -resonated,
terminated version. The
gain of the non -terminated
version is about the same
as for a Vee-beam of similar
dimensions, while the
terminated version has a
gain a bit higher. These
antennas work nicely over
about an octave of tuning
range.

The rhombic gets its
name from the shape, i.e. it
is a rhombus (diamond)
shape. There are two angles
in each side of the rhombic:
the tilt angle is the large
angle in each half of the
antenna, while the apex
angle is the angle between
the two halves (e.g. at the
feedpoint). A common form
of rhombic is to use legs of
six wavelengths (6X) each,
or 12X overall, with a tilt
angle of 70° between the
legs of each side. This is the
form of antenna that my
friend David showed me in
West Virginia many years
ago (today, by the way,
West Virginians have
universal access to
television service, and don't

I ST92281

6000 open wire
line to receiver

Fig. 8 Resonant rhombic antenna.

IST92291

6000 open wire
line to receiver

Fig. 9 Non -resonant rhombic antenna.

need to resort to such
antennas, although many of
them opt for TVRO satellite
dishes rather than local
service; There are so many
TVRO units in West Virginia
that we residents of the
Virginia side of the border
refer to the standard white
satellite TV dish as the
'West Virginia state flower').

Half -Rhombic
Antenna

The half -rhombic antenna is
shown in Fig. 10. It's a bit
different than some of those
discussed so far. Although it
looks much like a Vee-beam

turned on its side, it's really
more rhombic -like. The
missing other half of the
diamond is a 'virtual'
radiator mirrored in the
ground (I know that sounds
flakey, but that's what the
engineering textbooks say).

The half -rhombic is made
using a mast to support the

centre, with the two halves
being symmetrical (i.e. the
mast supports the centreof
the wire). The angle formed
between the legs should be
greater than 90°, but 120° to
145° is more commonly
seen. The terminating
resistor should have a value
between 600 and 85052 (the
optimum value can be
found experimentally). The
feedpoint is fed with 600Q
parallel line, but the use of a
stub or 9:1 BALUN
transformer should reduce
that to a level that 52 or 750
coaxial cable can be
accommodated.

Several of these
antennas use 60052 parallel
transmission line either to
feed the antenna, as a
matching stub, or as a
phasing harness. This line
can be purchased from
electronic distributors, or
home made. Instructions
are given in my book
Practical Antenna Handbook
- 2nd Edition, (Available
from the SWM Book Store)
and in many other books on
antennas.

Nowte/fr&,:e

Gain on
the Cheap!

Fig. 10 Half -
rhombic
antenna.

6005I open wire
line to receiver

jlarth

Direction of maximum

Nreception

Non-metallic
support mast

I ST9230 I
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MULTICOMM
ANTENNAS, POWER SUPPLIES, ACCESSORIES

AOR
********
AOR AR8000
£299.00 ....man********
AOR AR7030
£699.00

At 

AOR AR5000
£1495.00

AOR AR3000+
£875.00

********
AOR AR3000A
£695.00********--4.

AKD HF-3

£155.00

BEARCAT
* 9000XLT *
* *
* *

£259.

0
ICOM IC -R8500

£1445.00

JRC NRD-535

Mil
£1525.00

RECEIVERS
YAESU

FRG -100 glik
£459.00

ICOM
ICR-10
£375.00

)0,1111
4010D
0".

YUPITERU
MVT-9000
£445

11.1111

Mee
#####

REALISTIC
DX -394
£225.00 111101

YUPITERU
********
MVT-7100EX

£250.00

********
MVT-7200EX

£345.00

MVT-8000EX
£325.00 Vali
MVT-7000EX
£245.00

MVT-225EX
£225.00

KENWOOD
R-5000
£879.00

SONY
SW -77
£359.00
SW -55
£269.00
SW -100
£199.00

£ NISW -7600169.00

WELZ
WS -1000
Smallest hand
held scanner
available. £299.00

* * WE NEED YOUR USED EQUIPMENT * *

i'fLP 1)2.1C23 TAIL . . . Guaranteed!!!
Let us sell your equipment for you. 0% commission.

MULTICOMM 2000 USED EQUIPMENT
ICOM IC -R7100 25.2GHZ
SSB/AM/FM LIKE NEW £875

ICOM IC-R7IE COMMERCIAL
GRADE SW RECEIVER
PRISTINE CONDITION £550

YAF.SU FRG -8800 EXCELLENT JRC NRD-535 MINT

S/W RECEIVER + VHF £425 CONDITION £1050

SIGNAL R-535 ROLLS ROYCE

CIVIL/MILITARY AIR £385

ICOM IC -R100 6 TO CHOOSE

FROM. PRICE FROM £325

AOR I500EX £150
AOR 1500EX £170
AOR 2002 c/w laptop
+ interface £239
AOR 3000 £500
AOR 3000A £625
AOR 3000A+ £695
AOR 3030 £550
DATONG FL2 £55
ERA Microreader (5 in stock)

from £65
Grundig Y13700 £175
Hoka Code3 V5 £325
Icom ICRL..new £299

KENWOOD R-1000 2 TO
CHOOSE FROM MINT
CONDITION £255

CID
LOWE HF-150 MINT

CONDITION BEGINNERS

RECEIVER £275

YAESU FRG -100 AS NEV. 3 TO

CHOOSE FROM £375

JRC NRD-525 4 IN STOCK
FROM £489

REALISTIC PRO -2036 AS NEW

BASE SCANNER £150

YUPITERU MVT-8000 6 IN

VARIOUS CONDITION £250

ICOM ICR-72E BRILLANT
RECEIVER ONE ONLY AS
NEW £525

PRO -2006 THE BEST

REALISTIC EVER MADE.

MINT CONDITION £169

SONY SW -55 POPULAR

PORTABLE £195

Icom ICR 7 I E £445 Kenwood R2000 £329 Signal R535 £299
Icom ICRIO0 £375 Kenwood VC20 £95 Sony Air 7 £135
!corn ICR100 £385 Lowe PR 150 £95 Sony SW55 £169
Icom ICR100 SSB £425 Lowe PR150 £135 Sony ICF2001D £169
!corn ICR7IE £499 Momentum MCL1100 £245 Trio 9R59DS £65
Icom ICR7100 £950 New 586 colour laptop £800 Yaesu FRG8800 £399
Icom 1CR72E £450 Nevada MS100 £195 Yaesu FRG I 00 £395
Icom ICR72E £499 Panasonic RFB 20 £39 Yaesu FRT7700 £50
ICS FAX 3 £45 Racal RA177, £1000 Yaesu FR A7700 £55
WS NTR I £125 Realistic 9506 £145 Yupitcru MVT8000 £265
112C NRD535 £959 Realistic PRO2006 £175 Yupiteru M VT7100 £190
Kenwood R1000 £225 Realistic PR02036 £175 Yupiteru MVT7000 £150
Kenwood R1000 £255 Roberts RC818 £159 Yupiteru VT21S £139
Kenwood RI000 £289 Sanyo RP8880 £135 COLLECTION ARRANGED

ampmu 1E1 =

12 MONTHS

WARRANTY

ON OUR

USED

EQUIPMENT

100S
OF

DISCOUNTED
BOOKS

5th UK
SCANNING

DIRECTORY

£17.50
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SALES NILE: 01410 111110

HOKA CODE3 GOLD
THE ULTIMATE MONITORING TOOL USED BY PROFESSIONALS

Anyone used to using our professional package, Code30, will be amazed at how we managed to achieve such high performance from so little hardware.
O'er a year of hard development work at our Netherlands HQ has resulted in this latest decoder product. Code3 Gold uses the very best ofsoftware DSP filtering

and detection technology (borrowed from our professional Code30) and the very latest surface mount miniaturised electronics for the hardware interface.

"The performance is stunning, the compactness remarkable and the price is simply unbelievable!"
We are unique in the decoder market because we put all the DSP software onto the PC. This makes it much easier to fully combine the DSP filters with the

software signal detectors and the system decoders. This makes on -the -fly adjustments to the shift or baudspeed completely seamless to the decoding process. All
decoding is optimised for every possible combination of keying speed and bandwidth. All of this DSP filtering means your receiver does not need to have

expensive narrow filters for RTTY. Simply use your wideband SSB setting for SW monitoring and AM or FM for VHF.

Short Wave and VHF
Systems supplied as standard: ACARS, POCSAG, DTMF, PACKET, BAUDOT, ASCII, SITOR, NAVTEX, PACTOR, FAX, SSTV
This allows you to receive nearly every decodable system there is on shortwave and VHF. Diplomatic stations, Customs, Police, Military & Weather Stations
sending 5 figure groups. Decode "Annex 10" Aircraft selcals, Morse, Hellscreiber, ARQ-S, ARQ-E, ARQ-N, ARQ6-90198, ARQ-E3, ARQ-SWE, ARTRAC,

POL-ARQ, F7BBN Baudot, Twinplex, CCIR242 TDM, CCIR342-2 TDM, FEC-A. FEC-S, Autospec, Spread, HC-ARQ, TORG10/1 I, ROU-FEC, HNG-FEC.
COQ8, COQ13, Piccolo Mk6, SYNOP (AAXX, BBXX with 10,000 stations) and GMDSS-DSC.

Upgrading from a previous version of Code3?
We have all the latest upgrades for Code3, or why not upgrade your old decoder for a competitive upgrade to the new Code3 Gold.

THE PRICE FOR THIS REMARKABLE FULL DECODER PACKAGE £399 inclusive.
SEND A LARGE SAE FOR FULL DETAILS. CODE3 AND CODE3O ALSO IN STOCK.

ACCESSORIES
SHORTWAVE ANTENNAS

MILLER HFI COMPACT £65.00
SONY AN -1 ACTIVE £59.00
SONY SWA-30 £POA
G5RV DIPOLE HALF £25.00
WATSON BALUN £19.95

TIMEWAVE
DSP-599ZX

MN
£325

VHF/UHF ANTENNAS
BSS -1300 NEST OF DIPOLES £65.00
DSS-1300 DESK NEST £41.00
MSS -1300 MOBILE NEST £41.00
SKYSCAN MOBILE £25.00
SCANMASTER DISCONE £45.00
SCANMASTER D/DISC £56.00
SCANMASTER SBA-100AIR £65.00
DIAMOND D-707 ACTIVE £139.00

MFJ-784B DSP

41.4640;s1

£235

VECTRONICS
AT -100

ATU/Preselector

vc*.1..11
£75

WHIPS
WATSON REGULAR £12.95
WATSON TELEGAINER £14.95
WATSON SUPER £19.95

DIAMOND MINI £28.00
DIAMOND MICRO £29.95

AOR
LA320

Remarkable
short wave

antenna

£199

CTU-9 ATU £35.00 SCANMASTER SP -55 £69.00 GARMIN GPS-38 £199.00
AA2 SW ACT ANT £8.90 VECTRONICS AT -100 £76.00 GARMIN GPS-45 £289.00
AA4 VHF ACT ANT £19.90 AOR SDU-5000 £599.00 ICOM SP -3 SPEAKER £69.00
ASL5 AUDIO FILTER £29.90 OPTO SCOUT £395.00 ICOM SP -7 SPEAKER £35.00
SPA -4 PRE AMP £8.90 OPTO CUB £135.00 ICOM SP -12 SPEAKER £POA
AB -118 AIRBAND ANT £18.80 OPTO INTERCEPTOR £179.00 LOWE KEYPAD £45.00
AOR SOFT CASE £17.00 AOR CU -8232 INTERFACE £99.00 YUPITERU SOFT CASE £17.00

UNIT 3, 86 CAMBRIDGE STREET, ST. NEOTS, CAMBS PE19 1PJ
Tel: 01480 406770 E -Mail: multicomm@intecc.co.uk
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Front panel
of the
CR100/2
variant.

The CR100 Navy
receiver, also known
as the B28, is
perhaps one of the
best known

receivers of the Second World
War. Many amateurs and
short wave listeners have
used and loved these sets
from early days. I myself had
one of these sets as the first
foray into the world of radio
communication and am
always pleased to see one
nowadays, although a little
less able to carry one for any
distance. In the CR100 range
there are CR100, CR100/2,
CR100/4 and CR100/5
versions.

The 11 -valve, 6 -band set
weighs in at 821bs, not the
sort of thing to balance on the
old MFI. Its dimensions of 16
by 16 by 12in also limit it in
many of todays 'under the
stairs' shacks. Many folk are
put off these sets by the size
and weight, which is rather a
shame given the performance
these sets can deliver. Fig. 1
shows the various controls
and locations.

The quoted sensitivity for
20dB S/N on c.w. of 1 to 2pV
between 60kHz to 11MHz and
1.5 to 4pV between 11 to
30MHz, along with variable
selectivity of down to 100Hz,
makes the set very usable on
c.w. in todays crowded bands.
It must be said though that to
achieve the best performance
from these type of sets the
operator really has to know
how to 'drive' the receiver.
Adjustment of selectivity, O.
gain, b.f.o. pitch, Manual or
Auto a.v.c. and even the
antenna trimmer all have to
be at optimum to fully obtain
the best results. All this takes

MM.

=M.=

11J L'ir2 ,0

Jr29JJr2 i_bij
Ben Nock continues his trawl through the
historical classic receivers.

time and patience, Operator
attributes that have either
been lost or never learned in
todays world of 'switch on
and go' radio.

Valve Line-up
Table 1 shows the valve
compliment along with its
use, service number and
equivalents. The manual
states that the equivalents
should only be used in an
emergency (shades of The
Radio Ham, Hancock).

Circuit Arrangement
The two stages of r.f.
amplification, employing
variable -p valves, are used
ahead of the mixer stage, a
triode hexode type valve with
the triode section being
unused. A separate valve is
used as the
local oscillator
operating on I

the high side I
of the signal
on all bands.
The mixer
output of
465kHz
(±2kHz) is
applied to
the i.f. strip
employing
a further
three valves
with
variable
coupling an
a crystal
filter used
to provide
the various
bandwidths.
Valve eight
operates as
the a.f.

detector, the a.v.c. detector
and the first a.f. amplifier,
feeding the recovered audio
to the output valve, V9.

The antenna feed
arrangements are different for
the various sets. In the case of
the CR100 and CR100/4
receivers the input is suitable
for a balanced feed if desired,
there being two terminals
marked 'D' on the rear apron.
For the types CR100/2 and
CR100/5 receivers one end of
the internal coupling coil is
earth and the other connected
to a coaxial socket marked 'D'
on the rear panel, the
coupling is designed to
present an impedance of
approximately 100Q on all
bands. The antenna socket
marked 'A' is a high
impedance feed, suitable for a
random length of wire.

They don't build 'em like this any more.
The underside wiring of the CR100/2.

Pass Band Adjustments

Once the wanted signal has
been found the operator can
adjust the width of the i.f.
amplifier stages by altering
the 'Pass Band' switch. A very
slight and careful adjustment
of the tuning may be required
as the pass band is narrowed.
The possible settings are:

6kHz - Best for speech, makes
tuning broader, poor for QRM.

3kHz - Less background noise,
better for s.s.b. and crowded
conditions.

1.2kHz - Use on bands four to
six, not good for speech.

300Hz - Used on c.w., chiefly
on bands one to four, just
usable on band five.

100Hz - Great care in tuning
and b.f.o. pitch needed.

The narrowest pass band is
only suited for a signal of
good stability and slow
signalling speeds. When
receiving c.w. on broad pass
bands and tuning through
zero beat it will be found that
the signal is equally strong on
both sides, but on the
narrower pass band setting
one side will always be
stronger than the other.

On c.w. the a.v.c. is given a
longer recovery time constant,
this will tend to broaden the
apparent selectivity when
searching through strong
signals, and thus make tuning
slower. To switch the a.v.c. off
select the 'MAN' position of
the operation switch.
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Feature

Table 1. Valve compliment of the CR100 receiver.
Valve
V1

V2
V3
V4
V5
V6
V7

V8
V9
V10
V11

Type
KTW62
KTW62
X66
KTW62
KTW62
KTW62
KTW62
DH63
KT63
KTW62
U 50

Logging scale

Main Tuning

RF Gain

Pass Band

Band Change

Use Service
1st r.f. amplifier VR100
2nd r.f. amplifier
Mixer VR99 6K8G
Local Oscillator
1st i.f. amplifier
2nd i.f. amplifier
3rd i.f. amplifier
Detector/a.v.c./ a.f. amp. NR68
a.f. output ARP17
b.f.o.
Full wave rectifier NU20

Fig. 1: Control Locations.

Power Supply
The set has a built-in power
supply running on 200 to
240V a.c. The 5 -pin socket on
the rear panel is used to
supply the a.c. mains and to
take off an I.t. and h.t. feed to
other equipment. The same
socket can also be used to
supply the set from a mobile
power supply. A rotary d.c. to
d.c. converter, an Elect. Dyn.
Con. WS1571, 6V input, 190V
80mA output, is used to
supply the h.t. An internal
link, located inside the upper
half of the chassis just in
front of the mains
transformer, has to be
adjusted between a.c. heaters
and d.c. heaters if used.

Side Tone

On the CR100/2 version there
is provision for desensitising
the receiver during use with a
transmitter and using it for
side tone monitoring. A 2 -pin
plug on the rear panel allows
for the connection of a relay
contact in the transmitter
which opens on transmit.
This introduces a variable

Equip.
6K7G, 6J7G

6Q7G
6F6G, 6V6G

5Y3G, 5Z4G

Antenna
Trim

BFO Adjust

AF Gain

Operation

On/Off

I ST9218

Mechanical
Matters
The receiver cabinet is
of an all metal
construction, 1/16in
motor body steel, comprising
four sections, chassis, cover
with hinged lid, front panel
and bottom plate.

The front panel is secured
to the chassis by 'Parker

Kalon' self -
tapping

vi

0 0
V5

V4

Power
transformer

0'0

Fig. 2: Valve identities.

should adjust this
potentiometer so as to hear
his own transmissions at a
suitable level. When not
being used a shorting link
should be inserted in the two
pin socket.

screws, which
are also used
elsewhere on
the set.

To remove
the front panel
from the
chassis, first
remove all the
knobs and the
locking ring
around the
mains on/off

ST9219 switch.
Removal of the
screws will

then enable the front panel to
be removed for re -painting
and so on.

The main cover is also
simply screwed to the chassis
and can be removed for
restoration or cleaning. The
base plate has pressed
domes on which the set sits if
table mounted. There are

Fig. 3: CR100 Block diagram.

V1 V2
RF amp - RE amp -

T

V3
Mixer

V5
IF amp

V6
IF amp

V7
IF amp

Lid up, showing the
Operator and Servicing
Notes.

ventilation holes in the base
to allow a cooling air flow.
This plate can be reversed for
rack mounting the set.

Tuning The Bands

As a general communications
set, a correctly aligned CR100
takes a lot of beating on
performance. Tuning the
crowded amateur bands is
quite simple with the variable
bandwidth and the good slow
motion drive. On c.w., with a
narrow bandwidth and a
good pair of 'phones, many
interesting stations and even
new countries can be prised
out of the noise. The set does
have the drawback of size
and weight but, if these can
be put up with, this set is a
worthy addition to any shack.
Another interesting point, as
the set is nice and square,
and strong, it can be used to
prop up the shack table
should it get overloaded.

V8
Det / AF

resistor into the earth side of v4 V10

the r.f. gain potentiometer. I rn..

The variable resistor is
located on the top deck inside
the receiver and the operator
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p.s.u. b.f.o.

V9
AF o/p
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Power Supply for a
One-vere leceiver
Building the Simple
One -valve

Receiver? Dick

Ganderton offers
some ideas for a

battery eliminator.
The simple one -valve
receiver featured in the
December '96 issue of
SWMwas originally
designed to run from

dry batteries. High voltage
batteries are difficult to obtain
nowadays and a simple mains
power supply is a much better
option. However, if you do want
to run your set from batteries
this can be achieved by

connecting ten PP3 9V batteries
in series to give the nominal 90V
h.t. required. To do this you will
need ten PP3 battery clips and
some means of connecting the
leads together. One suggestion is
a piece of Veroboard 12 tracks
wide by 4 holes long. This will
enable you to connect the 1.5V
battery for the heaters as well.

The term given to a separate
mains power supply to replace
the costly btteries was 'battery
eliminator' and in the days when
valves reigned supreme it was a
simple matter to build one, as
suitable high voltage mains
transformers were readily
available. Nowadays, mains
transformers with centre -tapped
secondries for use with full wave
rectification and supplying the
126V or so from each half of the
secondary are difficult to find.

You Will Need
Resistors
Carbon film, 5%, 1W
33Q
Metal Film, 5%, 0.25W
24052

Capacitors
Ceramic disc
0.1p F
Electrolytic PCB type
1000pF 16V
1000pF 63V
Tantalum
1pF 35V

Semiconductors
Diodes
1N4004
Integrated circuits
LM317T
(Maplin AV3OH)

Transformers
Miniature 250mA
15-0-15V
6-0-6V

1

1

2

1

8

1

R1

R2

C2

C1

C3, 4

C5

D1 - 8

IC1

To overcome the problem I am
suggesting the simple power
supply in Fig. 1. This is two 45V
unregulated supplies connected
in series to provide 90V with a
regulated 1.5V supply for the
heaters. Each 45V supply
comprises a mains transformer
with centre -tapped 15-0-15V
secondaries giving 30V a.c. A
bridge rectifier is used with a
large reservoir capacitor to
smooth the output voltage. With
this set-up the d.c. output voltage
is 1.41 x the a.c. input voltage.
So, for 30V a.c. we will get 1.41 x
30 = 42.3V - assuming no losses.
Two of these in series will give a
total h.t. voltage of 84.6V. To get
above 90V we could use 40-0-
40V transformers. This would
give us about 112V.

We can build up almost any
voltage by just adding further
individual d.c. supplies in series -

S1a

1559232 I

LM317. This is arranged to give a
fixed output voltage of 1.4V.

The output is selected by
altering R1 according to the
formula Vout = Vin (1+ (R1/R2)).
With R2 set at 240Q, R1 needs to
be 4851 to give an output of 1.5V
and 29Q to give 1.4V. A value of
anywhere between 27Q and say
33Q will give a heater voltage of
1.39 to 1.42V. I would suggest
using a 312 resistor to start with,
measuring the voltage at the
heater. If it is too high you can
always change R1 for a lower
value.

Construction

The unit can be built in any case
that is capable of housing the
three transformers and a small
piece of Veroboard for the
regulator circuit. The mains input
should be fused and switched

90V Fig.1: Circuit
diagram of the

D1 -D4

C3
1000u Battery Eliminator.
63V

C4

Ci5 D8+Aa

1000µ
63V

ov

D9 outIC1
LM371

adiust R2
D10 240

O' C1
1000u

C2

R1

33

C5

0,1.5V

00V

2 T1, 2 (Maplin YN17T)
1 T3 (Maplin YN14Q)

Miscellaneous
Case, Veroboard, Switch, 1A Fuse and holder, terminals (4),
Mains lead and plug.

remembering that the circuit,
from the transformer secondary
onward, must be isolated.

Heater Supply

The regulated supply for the 1.4V
heaters uses a simple variable
regulator integrated circuit, the

with a double pole switch as
shown in Fig. 1. The type of fuse
and holder and also the switch
will depend on your taste and
the style of case you use to
house the unit.

I
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1;r7A Communications Centre (Photo Acoustics Ltd.)
TWO-WAY RADIO  AMATEUR RADIO  AUDIO VISUAL  SALES & SERVICE
58 High Street, Newport Pagnell, Bucks MK16 8AQ. Tel: (01908) 610625 FAX: (01908) 216373
E -Mail:- 100304.71@Compuserve.com

AKD HF-3

A quality British made communications receiver
at an affordable price

R10 FROM ICOM
* All modes
* 500kHz-1300MHz no
gaps
* 1000 memory channels
with Alpha Tag
* Real time band scope
* 100Hz resolution
* tunable band pass filters
for the very best image and
intermode rejection
* Noise blanker and auto
noise limiter
* Full computer interface
compatability.

£379.00
(plus £6 P&P)

* NEW * NEW * NEW

The first of a whole new range. Target HF
receiver for the shortwave listener.

 Frequency range 30kHz-30MHz  1kHz steps with clarify
control  Audio output 2 watts  Bandwidth SSB = 4kHz. AM
= 6kHz  Modes USB/AM/LSB  Signal strength meter
 Favourite frequency memory  Large. silky smooth tuning
control knob  Fully synthesised employing a phase lock loop
VCO to ensure stable and accurate signal reception
 Headphone socket.

£159.95 inc VAT. Add £6 P&P.

THE ABOVE PRICE INCLUDES 12V POWER SUPPLY AND AERIAL

ICOM R8500

I

Covers 100kHz-2GHz
All modes

Includes IF shift. APF direct
RS -232C computer capability

£1449.00

DSP IF for AR7000
The all mode. 100kHz
to 2GHz. AR7000 is
another pioneering
receiver design from
AOR. Confirming the
arrival of the digital
revolution. the new

radio employs true Digital Signal Processing.
Demodulation and filtering are performed at high speed
by a 16 -bit DSP. Down conversion is performed digitally
also. The AR7000 features a 16 -colour 8.5mm LCD
(similar to the SDU5000) for all display data. including
frequency. squelch and volume levels. AGC speed. mode
and filter selection. Also provided are visual scan, search
and spectrum display. The receiver can also drive an
external PAL or NTSC video display. RS -232 control is
built-in and the AR7000 comes supplied with an infrared
remote control. The AR7000 is expected to be available
during the first quarter of 1997.

£TBA

* SPECIAL OFFER *
The AR8000 UK
receiver is without
doubt the most full
featured wide band
hand held receiver on
the market today.
Frequency coverage
is from 500kHz-
1900MHz without
gaps. All mode
reception. AM. NFM,
WFM, USB, LSB
and CW. Twin
frequency display.
alphanumeric text
comments. optional AR8000UK
computer control etc.

£329.00 Carr £6

AOR AR -7030 T  new AR -5000

An excellent British made SW
receiver. boasting more than 100dB
of dynamic range in AM mode!

 Razor sharp selectivity

 Better than 0.3pV sensitivity

£729.95
Carr C10

 Very wide
frequency
coverage 10kHz-
2600MHz  All
mode reception:
AM. FM. USB.
LSB & CW
 Automatic

electronic preselection of the front end 
Excellent strong signal handling  NCO
(Numeric Controlled Oscillator) with tuning steps
down to 1Hz  TCXO fitted as standard 
Multiple IF bandwidths 3. 6, 15. 30 110 &
220kHz (500Hz optional)  Auto mode
bandplan selection  Multi -function LCD with 8
character alpha -text comments  Extensive
search & scan facilities  "Cyber Scan' last
search & scan speeds up to 45
channels/increments per second  Analogue S -
meter  1000 memory channels and 20 search
banks with EEPROM storage  Auto memory
store  Extensive RS232 command list  Sleep
timer/alarm  Standard DTMF decode/display
 Optional CTCSS search & decode

£1569.00
AUTHORISED AGENTS FOR KENWOOD, ICOM, YAESU & AUNCO. FULL SERVICE FACILMES AVAILABLE

SPEND UP TO £1,200 INSTANTLY WITH A PHOTO ACOUSTICS LTD. CREDIT CHARGE CARD
PART EXCHANGE WELCOME, ASK FOR KERRY G6IZF

RETAIL SHOWROOM OPEN MONDAY - FRIDAY 9.30 - 5.30, THURSDAY 9.30 - 12.00, SATURDAY 9.30 - 4.30
Goods normally despatched within 24 hours. Please allow 7 banking days for cheque clearance. Prices correct attune of going to press - E&OE
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1111SPECIALISIFS
THIS MONTHS
used Equipment

5 N
RECEIVERS
AOR 3030 HF RECEIVER £499

AR 3000 WIDE BAND BASE SCANNER RX..£565

DRAKE ROE GOOD COND - BOXED £750

ICOM R -72E NARROW FILTER, FM.. £725

JRC 525 HF 200 MEMORIES, EXCELLENT £699

KENWOOD R-2000 HF, RX 8 VHF £425

SOMMERCAMP SRG8600DX (AS 9600) £299

SONY PRO 80 ALL MODE HANDHELD £215

SONY 7600D PORTABLE RECEIVER £85

SONY SW -1 C/W CASE 8 AO £129

SONY 2001 D HE AIRBAND £175

LATE ARRIVALS
AOR-AR1500 BOXED £169

AOR-AR7030 BOXED, AS NEW HE RX. REMOTE (ON £625

DRAKE SW8E PORTABLE, BOXED, HF -it URBANE £479

LOWE HF 150 HF PORTABLE RECEIVER £279

LOWE AP 150 AUDIO PROCESSOR UNIT £169

LOWE PR 150 PRE -SELECTOR UNIT £165

OPTO 3300 MINI COUNTER £105

YAESU FRG 8800 .....WITH VHF FITTED £450

YUPITERU MVT 1100 BOXED £225

SCANNERS
ALINCO 111-X1 G COV, GOOD COND BOXED £225

AOR 2000 H/HELD SCANNER 1000 MEMS..£165

AOR 2001 BASE SCANNER £175

AOR 800E H/HELD £125

AOR 8000 BOXED £279

BEARCAT BC350A BASE £99

BEARCAT 50XLT 10 CH VHF/UHF - BOXED £79

BEARCAT 65XLT 10 CH VHF/UHF £85

BEARCAT 700A MOBILE/BASE, G CONE £120

FAIRMATE HP100 ....H/HELD BOXED £165

NETSET PRO-2032...BASE + G COVERAGE, BOXED £175

NETSET PRO -46 HANDIE SCANNER £89

NEVADA MS1000 ....BASE SCANNER £199

REALISTIC PRO-26...H/HELD UP TO 1.3GHZ £185

REALISTIC PRO-26...WIDE COVERAGE SCANNER £189

REALISTIC PRO-35...NICE ti/HELD , GOOD STARTER ....£99

REALISTIC PRO-43...H/HELD £145

REALISTIC PRO-43...HANDIE SCANNER £129

REALISTIC PRO -50...20 CH HANDIE, VHF/UHF £79

REALISTIC PRO 2021 .BASE SCANNER .........................£165

REALISTIC PR0-2024 .BASE, GOOD CONDITION £110

REALISTIC PRO-2036..NICE BASE SCANNER £189

YUPITERU MIET 3100..H/HELD SCANNER £160

YUPITERU VT 225 AIRBAND HANDIE £175

Other p/x bargains in stock from only £50

phone now for details 01705 662145

IIII On The Internet?
E Mail Us at: -

I nfo@nevada.co.uk

Visit our Website
http://www.nevada.co.uk

Order Hotlines
TEL: (01705) 662145
FAX: (01705) 690626

part  rnna. re
16.02 1%.../1 In

Opto have quickly established themselves as
the world leaders in wideband monitoring

equipment - we carry their full range and will
be pleased to give you in-depth advice on

ANY Opto product plus super fast delivery to
ANY PART OF THE WODUS'

AV
100#

£899

PLORER
Its a WIDE BAND MONITOR

Its a FREQUENCY COUNTER

Its a DECODER

a CLOCK/CALENDER

a TUNEABLE RECEIVER

High speed FM Nearfield Receiver

sweeps range of 30MHz - 2GHz in

less than 1 second.

 A host of features too many

to list! Send SAE for details

OPTO SCOUT V3.1
 :0 i'v1hZ .4 Gniz  40C
memories  Software for PC

inc.  Supplied c/w antenna
Nicads e. charger.

£279 £349

Nkcocis rger

OPTO LYNX

Universal radio to PC interface computer

control AR 8000, AR 2700, Icom R7000,
77' '00 R10 plus GPS etc

Price C129.95

OPTO Scan 535

£249.95

R10 - FM
 30Mhz-2Griz continuous coverage
 Nearfield Test Receiver

 Dual 10 segment
bargraphs provide

deviation and relative

signal level indication

 Earphone supplied

 Excellent fa bug dee
 Pocket sized

 Self tuning to strongest

nearfield signal

 c/w antenna, NCods & Charge

Price £.36195 £299.95

£

Microreader

 Decodes RTTY/AMTOR/CVV/SITOR/Fr

r ides CW tutor mode  Complete
Sone unit  12V Supply required

Price S. £189

SONY c)
We ate SONY SHORTWAVE CENTRE

carry the tut rare IN STOCK!
All our stock is guaranteed by SONY (UKI.

SONY SW1000T NEW Worldwide Receiver £389.00
SONY SW77 Digital World Receiver £349.95
SONY SW55 Compact World Receiver £259.00
SONY SWI ROE Miniature World Receiver £199.00
SONY SW76006 World Receiver £1 79.00

SONY AN 1 Active antenna 150kHz-30MHz £59.95

SONY AN 3 General purpose antenna £59.95

111111111111-plypiy?WE N1111111111

DSP-9+ D ITAL FILTER

Connects to the speaker socket of your radio to

give improved reception and noise reduction on

CW, S58, RTTY, AMrCe, PACTOR, HP PACKET, G.Toe,

Price E199

DIIP...59+ -VER. 3.04

Deluxe version of the DSP-9+ above with
555 control settings for the very best
reception under all adverse conditions.

Price .£269

DSP-599ZX

RECE/V/NO RAVE REV/EWS
FROM AROUND THE WOAD/

nis is the most POWERFUL DSP unit
the market. Variable bandwidth down 

OHzl Plus a host of features!

SEND IN FOR A FULL LEAFLET.

(°
UROlaUtK

ti
 100kHz-2036MHz

."°"m°des AR 3000A AM/WFM/FM
USB/LSB/CW Top of the range

 Tuning steps progrommoble
50Hz-999.95kHz

desk scanner as

used by the

Government,
Military etc

WH/ZE STOCKS our/
OFFER
SPECIAL r6ra749

-es,F
VIP 4,11.

CO DJG5
Now on
the licenced Radio Amateur
Not only a 2/70cms duol
band transceiver, but receives
with scan facilities.

 108-173.9MHz
 400-511.9MHz
 800-999MHz

SPECTRUM CHANNEL 0/SPLAY
Fuzz IlIff/t/Iff DUPLEX
UP TO SW RocourPur

BEARCAT
UBC 6 5XLT

NOW A SCANNER
AT A PRICE YOU

CAN AFFORD!

FOR

SPEC/Al
PR/Of

£59.95
(plus £6 p&p)

JUST LOOK AT
THESE FEATURES
I Covers Police, Marine,

Land Mobile etc

 66-512MHz (with gaps)

10 memories

VECTRONICS AT 100

79.90

Wire Antennas
GSRV £45.00
G5RV size 140 10 most £35.00

GW40 ndom 140  10 mos) £55.00
GW80 adorn.  180  10 must £65.00

£59.95
DLB £39.95

Plastic coated flex weave wire 74p per metre

GSRV FOR THE PERFECTIONIST

- uses 45013 lodderino & kiwi for coax feed.
G5RV Plus ze (80 - 10 mos) £15
GSRV Pies .,,ze (40 - 10 mtrsl ......_£65

, EFW - Shortwave Antenna
I 2 s/w receive end fed toe

one Balun fed, uses h

'Flex Weave' copper wire. 1-30M-7

Price £59.95

DLB Shortwave Balun
Motcnes end fed long wires to 500

I coax, helps on rec. to reduce noise &

n'e4erence. Transmits La to 100W. Fully moulded

t.; wecte' ctoeco-.
Price £39.95

Mail Order
189 LONDON ROAD, NORTH END, PORTSMOUTH P02 9AE

SHOWROOMS:- IA MUNSTER ROAD, PORTSMOUTH P02 9BS
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j LOWEST PRICES

 FAST DELIVERY

FRIENDLY ADVICE

rj SERVICE BACK UP

USE YOUR CREDIT CARD FOR SAME DAY DESPATCH!

excellent, British made S.'.
-asting more than I

iiige in AM mod,-
* Razor sharp se

than 0.3u.

Price jefC) £749

The NEW AR 5000

NOW -
IN

STCK

PROFESSIONAL GRADE ULTRA WIDEBAND SCANNER

S

Wf9 J07

SCANNER ANTENNAS

New SW2 Indoor wire antenna

 Special VHF/UHF section
 For handheld & base scanners
Vostly improves reception on short

waves - fully adjustable to suit your

room, attic, garden and extencs to

45ft if required Supplied cbik
-ed BNC plug, support line and

.or ready to go.

Price £19.95

DIAMOND D707
ACTIVE WIDEBAND ANTENNA

For the se

give the ultimate reception.

 Variable pre -amp gives 20cB aa

 Covers 500KHz - I 500MHz

 Japanese high quality

Price t129.95

SCANMASTIR DI -LUXE
DELUXE DESKTOP ANTENNA
500kHz - 1500MHz

NEW

' PR/C

£39.95  AND PAY BY
3 POSTDATED CHEQUES

ON ANY ITEM OVER £100 IN VALUE

Simply divide the price into 3
equal payments. Write 3

cheques dated in consecutive
months starting with

today's date. Write your telephone
N'. cheque card

Ii .P. expiry date on the bock of each cheque.

Post them to us, enclosing your name
8 address & we

will (subject to status), send your goods immediately,

%AO !COM R8500

YES, we've got them IN STOCK!

PAY BY 3 POST DATED CHEQUES! £516 each

Our Price i.1.6/0.00 £1 548.00

YAESU FRG 100

yov con hove e

CHOI
Of El

- £150
1449 ;E8 p&p.

 FRG 100 FM board

d extended receive coverage from

.-.3tcHz to 30MHz. Now you

Nev,, 74',"7 r-3-oreur allocte

/499 :9. p&p)

-U

SANGEAN ATS909

rot

NEW.
Hvrcw111.

p000000e
0000000

Plus many more features. A sensitive

truly portable Shortwave radio
packed with features!

150kHz - 29.99MHz
 87.5MHz - 108MHz
 Auto tune facility
 307 memories Alpha numeric

display AM/FM/SSB AM
Wide/Narrow filter RDS Radio

Data System

SANGEAN ATS818

150kHz -29.99MHz  87.5MHz - 108MHz

54 memories  AM/FM/SSB
AM Wide/Narrow filter rtb RF gain control

If you are looking for a really good
no nonsense portable SW receiver
that covers 55B - this set represents

unbeatable value for money!

tkTAM

FLAG

a
c149.itt)cr.e.ift

41g. " SPEC/Al

Loi a IT ,EW/
 Continuous coverage, 500kHz-1900MHz

 1000 memory channels
 All mode reception - AM, NFM,

WFM, USB, LSB, CW
 Rotary tuning dial
 Selectable steps, 50Hz - 995kHz
 Band scope Twin frequency display

 Alpha -numeric display
 Data clone facility Computer control

This set is supplied complete
with these accessories:-

 NiCad batteries  Antenna
 12V cigar plug and lead
 Belt clip UK mains charger

 Carrying strap

ONLY l/M/TED QOM/VT/ES AT
rius PR/CE - 111/RRY!

Lttel HF3

iffierriiRICED
MMI/N/C471041 RECEIVER

Covers 30kHz-30...-:
Supplied c/. Power 1159.95

ROBERTS R861
Portable Shortwave and VHF FM radio with

RDS 8, SSB reception.

Price

ROBERTS R827
Multi -bond Digital Pre-set Stereo World Radio

Price
75 >do

RADIO SHACK DX394
Communications Receiver

00E100
 Covers 15C - 30 MHz NEWT Receives AM, CW/SSB
'deal for He newcomer to Short Wave Radio.

INTRODUCTORY OFFER £249
USUALLY £349

Europe's Number taller
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COURT ROAD, LONDON, WI P 9AD  ILI: 0171.637 0353/0590  Fax: 0171-637 2690

SONY RADIOS ARE ON
SPECIAL OFFER

YOUR SONY
SPECIALIST
All products covered by
total manufacturers
guarantee

NEW FROM SONY
ICF-SW1000T RRP £449 . . . . ASK price £360.00

As reviewed in Short Wave Magazine April issue

ICF-SW77150-29995kHz, usbilsb cw, 160 mem-
ories & labelling facility, 5 event timer, world timer
RRP £399.95 ASK price £329.00

ICF-SW55 RRP £299.95 ASK price £235.00
ICF-SW100E RRP £219.95 ASK price £159.95
ICF-SW100S KIT inc active antenna
RRP £299.95 ASK price £235.95

ICF-SW7600G RRP £189.95 ASK price £129.95
ICF-SW33 RRP £149.95 ASK price £135.00

ICF-SW10 RRP £49.95 ASK price £39.95

ICF-SW40 RRP £119.95 ASK price £84.95
AN1 Active SW antenna
RRP £74.95 ASK price £59.95
AN -71 Wire antenna £4.99
AN -100 Active antenna for
ICF-SW100 or ICF-SW7600G £49.95
AN -102 Compact active antenna £59.95

ROBERTS
RC -818 £184.95
R-817 £159.95
R-617 £120.95
R-621 £59.95
R-101 £49.95

AS ADVERTISED IN SWM

GARMIN
GPS 38 £170.00
GPS 40 now only £165.00
GPS 45XL £230.00

SW
LOWE Receivers

HF-150 £385.00
KEY PAD £39.95
PR -150 £205.00
IF -150 interface £39.95
HF-225 Europa £615.00
HF-250 £700.00

GRUNDIG AT ASK
Satelit-700 £320.00
Yachtboy-500 £159.95
Yachtboy-400 £120.00
Yachtboy-207 £32.95
Yachtboy-217 £42.95

MAGELLAN
GPS 2000 £175.00
GPS 3000 £199.00
Trailblazer £249.00
Trailblazer XL £299.00

MAIL ORDERS WELCOME ON THE
ABOVE PHONE NUMBERS.

FAST -EFFICIENT -CONVENIENT TO
YOUR DOOR STEP!!

How TO
INTERPRET

FACSIMILE

WEATHER MAPS

& CHARTS

£8.95

WEATHER

REPORTS FROM

RADIO

SOURCES

£6.00
We also have in stock a range of

Frequency Scanning Guides and Books
UK Scanning Directory 5th Edition £18.50
Shortwave International Frequency H/Book £14.95
Ham Tool Kit - CD ROM £9.95
Shortwave Maritime Communications £16.50
QRZ Call Sign Data Base (CD ROM) £9.95
Global Radio Guide £3.95
Passport To World Band Radio £14.95

HANDHELD & BASE SCANNERS YAE SU
YUPITERU
MVT-125I1 air band £169.95
MVT-150 FM marine £169.95
VT -225 civil & military airband £240.00
MVT-7000 100kHz-1300MHz
(no gaps) £255.00
MVT-7100EX 500kHz-1650MHz £265.00
MVT-7200 £345.00
MVT-8000 home base 8MHz-
1300MHz £335.00

REALISTIC DX -394 £249.00

AOR
SPECIAL OFFER AR -8000
Full UK spec £329.00
AR -7030 £715.00
AR -5000 £1499.00
AR -2700 500kHz-1300MHz £260.00

AR -3000A 100kHz-2038MHz
home base £840.00
AR -3030 30kHz-30MHz home base £615.00
AR -3000 £810.00
OPTO-SCOUT £369.95
SAC -8000 To link Scout to AR -8000
without modification £24.95
SDU-5000 £650.00
WA -7000 Active wide band
antenna 30kHz-2000MHz £149.95

WELZ WS -1000 The smallest hand
held receiver available.
RRP £349 ASK PRICE £299.00

UNIDEN un-22oxur £150.00

TAX FREE FOR EXPORT. MAIL ORDER

IMMEDIATE DESPATCH. GOVERNMENT &

LOCAL AUTHORITY ORDERS WELCOME

FRG -100
50Hz-30MHz £509.95
FRG -9600
60MHz-905MHz £525.00

ALINCO
DJ-X1D
200KHz-1300MHz £240.00

0
ICOM

ICR-1
100KHz-1300MHz £380.00
IThe smallest hand held scanner)

ICR-7100 homebase £1279.00

All products are subject to a
posting & packaging charge

PLEASE MAKE ALL CHEQUES PAYABLE TO: ASK ELECTRONICS AT 248-250 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON W1P 9AD

piticas 9ive istis a call ow Otigri
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Memories of

Short Wave Magazine
suppose I am the oldest remaining relic

-of SWW-s-past! ALleast I can say I've

actually seen a copy of that very first

issue sixty years ago. he original

begetter of Shoit Wave Magazine was

1110' Basil Wardman G5GQ, assisted -by S. W.

Clark.
,..-

By Marai 1938 we find AUstin

Forsyth G6F0 had taken over, and he

continued to be the Editor until his

death many years later. When Hitler's

Wartoke out in September 1939,

'Angus' and his small staff shut up

shop 'for the duration' and like so

many radio amateurs went into the

Forces. By the end of it he was a Wing

Commander Royal Air Force and had an OBE

for his work in radar.

By March 1946, G6FO gotiout his first

post-war issue. During the war both S W Clark

2AMW and regular contributor F A Beane i

2CUB had been killed.

The RSGB announced the result of

negotiations

with the

Post Office

in March

1945.

Within a

couple of

months

Hitler and

crc. (Ical.

For the sum of fourteen Guineas a
reader of our first issue could have
become the proud owner of a Pilot
U.225 a.c./d.c. model. This six valve
set covered 16 to 2140 metres in
three wavebands.

and by August 14 Japan had surrendered.

'For military reasons' we couldn't have our

bands back, but after much RSGB pressing, the

first post -War licences were isied in January

1946, giving 28-29 and 58.5-60MHz. A couple

of months later the ten -metre chunk became

Our oldest remaining relic, Paul
Essery reflects on the past sixty
years of your favourite radio

monthly.

28-30MHz, and Top Band was released. July

1946 saw the first 'DX' bands - 7.150-

7.300MHz and 14.100-14.300 - released.

Within six weeks of the first licences, the total

had reached 1600!

It was about this time that I got my training

- a start with the P.O. Engineers, then a Radar

course courteREME, where I first
became a regular SIM reader. My first licence

was as G3KFE/T, - no Morse, before the B

licence was invented!

Back to the post war Short Wave Magazine.

G6FO was to have some very fine

collaborators. Perhaps the the least -known of

these was Geoff Watts - famous for DX News

Sheet, and the Prefix Lists. Geoff compiled the

`New QTHs' column and other things too.

Another was 'Tommy' Thomas MBE G6QB,.

who wrote the DX column under his own

name, was 'Club Secretary' and later wrote the

`SWL column' which came along, if memory

serves me right, in 1960. 'Tommy' was well-

known as Howard Thomas, on the BBC

Theatre Organ, often with Angus turning the

pages. His MBI came for wartime radar work,

too. Then there was the 'VHF Column', the

province of E. J. 'Ted' Williams B,Sc G2XC

for some years, until he gave up both column

and callsign. At J. Devon - G6FO in disguise -

took it over again for many years. Later VHF

columnists were Mike Dormer G3DAH

and then Norman Fitch G3FPK.

For some post-war years there was a

companion publication called The Short

Wave Listener and Television Review

and a fray issues of a 96 -page offering

called Radio Quarterly.

At first the magazine offices and

bookshop were located at 53 Victoria

Street, then 55 Victoria Street SWI.

G6FO decided to work

from his home; the new

address was simply Short

Wave Magazine,

Buckingham. Eventually

Victoria Street

closed, and the office

was run from two

successive addresses in

High Street, Welwyn.

So - where did I

come into this? In the

'fifties I wrote a

couple of offerings

for the RSGB Bulletin, one of which was

actually used, after reading a library book

discussing how to write articles that would sell

- and a few,years later in came a jumbo electric

bill! So I sat down wrote several pieces and

sent them to SWM. One, I recall, was on the

updating of the National HRO, and all $ut ()lie

of the others were eventually used. Then I was

holidaying in Hastings and had pre -arranged an

evening with G6QB. A strange voice answered

The very first
'one valver' from
SWM.
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my !phone call and asked "...did I know

ort Wave Magazine because

Tommy was i ospital, so could tell what

must be done." On the 'phone to G6FO, and

Angus said "Thanks for the offer of help, but

just ship it all back to me".

By the time my holiday was over, G6QB

had, alas, become a Silent Key, and a letter

asked me would I like to try and be a

replacement for Tommy?

As I'd just parted from the infamous Emil

SOVIDra G3SDN, of Fire Auto Marine

Insurance Company fame - could a dock

also crept back into the firm I'd left a

few months earlier, and hoped to recover my

ented bank -balance.

For the rest of that SWM

volume I was

anonymous, but at

the start of the

next, I got a by-

line -

The de
rigueure for
any s.w.I. of
1937.

`Communications and DX News'. I was also
PA4e.

`Club Secretary' and the `SWL column'

continued to be anonymous though later, after

many reader requests to know the author, we

re -invented 'Justin Cooper.' All this on top of a

normal daily job plus some evening technical

college teaching was enough to make me

solvent again.

Thus matters lay for a decade until Austin

Forsyth G6QB became ill and shortly died. He

was mildly diabetic, but it was his heart that

finally gave out.

For another decade my name was on the

masthead, until the Forsyth family sold out to

PW Publishing Limited. Perhaps the highlight

of my years was the article explainingust why

the original Marconi Trans -Atlantic tests at the

turn of the century succeeded, despite claims to

the contrary. The author was one of the

amateurs at the Science Museum. After it

appeared, to my great surprise a lady sent in a

picture postcard originally mailed by one of

the Marconi team in Newfoundland - Captain

Round from memory. It showed, as an inked -in

addition to the picture, the antenna

arrangement used there. A family heirloom,

and a privilege to see and return. -

Disconnected memories,
looking at the adverts
Pre-war, a National HRO,cost several months

wages, SQ most receivers and transmitters were

home-brew. Post-war, for some years the flood

of war surplus receivers - HRO, AR88D and

LF, Hallicrafters SX28, Hammarlund -

were preferred, mainly with home-brew

c.w./a.m. transmitters. To work Phone

DX required strong ears - just imagine

every station in a pile-up boasting a

fat carrier, and each beating with

every other!! About the only Phone

DXer I remember was GM2DBX - the

rest of us took the easy way out with

c.w. Oddly enough the opening of

the new 21MITz allocation in

1951 seemed to be the best

place for the phone DXer.

The first commercial

transmitter I saw was a crystal -

controlled `Q -Mar B4-40' used as lab.

test gear. In the 'forties it was advertised for a

new price of £75 - about level with a TS-

950SDX in tears prices. I could dream of a

Panda PRI20V at about El 20pr a Panda Cub

for a bit less. For 150W input - if you had a

full -power ticket! - you were otherwise into a

six-foot rack. My -first

receiver was a surplus

BC348 from G2AK. The

first tpost-war' receiver

I handled was an

Eddystone S640, thanks

to G3LXP. swm ran a.1
picture of young xoger

Jennison G2AJV

receiving one as'a

competition prize. He is

now Prof. Jennison and

still licensed.

In G6FO's time, an

article on making point -

contact transistors by G3HMO was jhelirst

piece on `Transistory' I remember. Practical,

too - I actually made one that `transisted.' By

about 1961 Mullard transistors could be

persuaded to work as a long -wave -only

Iar

superhet. In the mid -1960s silicon planar -00110

epitaxial methods started the avalanche of

`solid-statery' we know today.

The first article I saw on single-sideband

appeared ih mid -1948,(I missed one in

February of that year) discussing the
x.

techmques. For years afterward, anyone using

sideband was told "There's something funny

about your Allird. old manr:.The first sideband

transceiver I ever saw was a home-brew copy

of the Collins, belonging to G3MCQ, about

- 1961.1n the 1960s SWM, advertistAnts for

commercial equipment meant the Bri4h KW

stable, or American gear by, say, Hallicrafters

or Hammarlund, with kits by Heathkit.

Then came the Japanese, first Yaesu as

Sommerkamp by way of Lowe - he announced

himself as landit Bill' - then later Trio (now

Kellwood) and Inoue who changed into Icom.

Test Gear
In the 1940s, along with the Avo 7 and

Avominor, there was a Pullin giving

100000,N, or you built your ()yen from an

SWM article. An advertised commercial

oscilloreopeltad no probe facilities, the

bandwidth depended on the 'Y -amp' gain

setting but barely reached 100kHz and

synchronising the timebase was a work of art -

then came Tektronix, thank Heaven! Antenna

measurements were so simple - tune for

maximum 'up the spout' probably using a link -

coupled tuner, as described in February 1953

or a surplus r.f. ammeter.

In June J948, G4LU wrote an article on a

superhet "in readiness for the new 420MHz

band" and other items. I met Stan only this

morning - at a Canal Restoration Trustineeting

nearly fifty years on!

A 20m amateur station of the era
JBCD, located in Korea.
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Short Wave Listening

Sixty Years Ago

Aradio book by F.J. Camm,

found in my father's

bookcase started my

interest in short wave radio

in 1936, when I was just
4.

14. It contained a circuit for acne -valve

receiver to operate on the s.w. broadcast

bands using a four -pin valveholder as a

sockerror the plug-in coils. Nothing was

soldered, all connections being made by the

use of screw -down terminals. Not

knowing any better, I built the set in

a cardboard shoe -box! -
.."

This provided a far from rigid

structure aild made tuning-
something of an art! Being a

reactive detector with a Mullard

PM1DX valve, the sensitivity and

selectivity were greatest when

operated just below oscillation, or

reaction, point. Not having a metal

at all, and how many times was the valve

blamed for this! It's easy to say now "Just

reverse the connections to one of the

windings on the coil and it'll oscillate

allright!"

Headphones
The headphones used were a pair of S G

Brown's high -impedance type, 21(12 per

earpiece, and the aerial - what's,an antenna?

Ray F. Fautley G3ASG started
listening to short wave radio just

before the first issue of Short
Wave Magazine hit the bookstalls

sixty years ago.

panel, the set was very vulnerable to 'hand

capacitance' and in fact, I remember that the

'fine' reaction Control to get only just below

oscillatioo.was provided by moving a hand

_backwards and forwards near the front panel

controls!

The problem with reaction was that once

the degree of feedback had been increased

slightly too far, into oscillation. it had to be

reduced considerably to stop it. This wiesA,...

form of hysteresis - I'd_ 6t heard of the

word at that time! - and meant that the most

sensitive point, only just below oscillation,

was very difficult to maintain. Sometimes

the detector didn't seem to want to oscillate

- was about 30 feet of wire attached to an

apple tree at the remote end to keep it as

high as possible. The power supply

comprised a 2V accumulator for the 2V

filament valve and a 1204 h.t. battery.

The accumulator always seemed to 'run

out' just When it was most needed, and it

took a couple of days at the local garage plus

the expenditure of 4.d to get back en the air.

The h.t. battery was later replaced by a

mains operated Battery Eliminator having

120, 90 and 60V outputs.

This set was used for some time on the

"s °25m band and 2R0 Rome with its

nightingale interval signal was received

consistently. In fact 2R0 was used as my

only calibration signal! On 31m VK2ME,

Sydney was heard on several occasions in

the afternoon and also a station in Japanese

occupied China, which I think used the call .

sign MTCY.

Whilst listening just ouside the 19m band

I came across what turned out to be the 20m

amateur band. From then on the broadcast

I stations took a back seat! I was living in

Cheam, Surrey at the time and I soon

got to know the voices of a couple of

amateurs who -Were quite local to me,

G8GD and G5RF.

Audio Stages
The next set tmade had a metal panel

and this time it had three valves, a

screen grid detector (can't remember

the valve type) a PM1LF and a PM2.

Still, of course, a t.r.f. receiver, but

time with two audio frequency stages,

both transformer coupled with each valve

needing a different value of grid bias.

So a 9V grid bias battery was added to

the set The screen grid valve detector was a

real luxury! It had two reaction controls, a

normal variable capacitor ('low loss' of

course!, and at that time known as a variable
*2 -

'condenser') to vary the amount of energy

fed back from the anode circuit to the grid

circuit; and a potentiometer controlling the

voltage to the screen grid. By jugglingihese

two controls, a point of 'smooth' reaction

could be found. This meant that the

'hysteresis' effect was very much reduced.
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Part of Ray's log, originally written in his
school excercise book.

Date GMT CALL R Q5A FAD GIRM Wkg/C110. Remarks

5-10-37 21.30 W1JZA 9 5 FF/5. XX CO SpreGti (V. t7.

21.37 W2ZC 9 TK/5 XX CO G'

21.39 W1JFG 7+ 4 FF/R X W9GG/k

21.40 W2GIZ 7+ 3 FF/F XXX G5C?

22.39 W4DYY 7 3 FF/R XXX CQ Dad

10-37 21.36 5V1CA 9 4 FF/55 XX G2A1

A 10-57 22.16 W4DLH 8 4 FF/R X W2IWG Callg. three stations
22.23 W40C

22.28 W2ZC

10-37 16.50 V512Ar, 7 4 FFT/PR XX GUI 1st LONDON 050
16.57 VS2AK 6 4 CQ-DX

17.04 V52AK 4 G6PL. jwkg]
21.16 PY1 F P. 7 4 FARR Fair high NL

0-10-37 20.29 VE2AQ 6 3 FF/P, X-CW CoCQ Sigs. with a whistle
14 10-37 18.34 E55D 7 4 F/55 XXX-CW CO -20 F5 -TX. But spoiled by CW.

6-10-37 20.15 FT4AN 7-9 3 FF/5 XX-CW CO 18

'5-10-37 21.29 W1 DV5 7 4 FF/5 X-CW G6AG
21.35 W3AIR 7 3-4 FF/R XX-CW ON455 [dig]
21.44 YVSAA 6 3 FF/P. X-CW CQ-DX My 1st YV-

21.45 FT4AI 2 FF/5 XXX CW YV5AA
21.51 W1AXA 3 FF/P, X-CW W9DPD

21.53 W8WA 5 3 NF XX-CW F300
21.56 W1JFG F/55 G&MA bee 5-10-37 21.39
22.00 W1JZA 4 N XX CQ-20 sign. whistle
22.16 ZD1L 7 3 FF/RR XX CQ-USA

22.17 EA9AH 4 F/5 XX-CW English War News
22.35 W16L.0 8 5 F/5 XX-CW EI2L

'9 -10-37 07.40 W4IN 6 3 FF/RRXX whistle G5LK [dig] QRN-XX

_0 -10-37 07.52 5P1 DC 9 3 N XX W8GOE wobbly TX

22.29 W1ADM 8 5 N X-CW ON405 either M or N
22.30 W1CRW 7 F/12 N Ca -DX

22.31 HK1EP S FF/R XX-CW Vsitl- -

22.36 V0112 6 5 F/5 N Ca
,1-10-37 07.09 WbELF 7 4 FF/R XXX CQ-DX

07.14 W5DGW 9 3 F/R N WSOK

07.25 W8DIA 7 3 FF/R N VK2ADE3

07.30 W1LF6 4 F/R X -whistle G85D
07.42 W2HS a 4 FIR F3HL
07.44 W115D 4 FF/R XXX F300 ORM-CW

15.03 OZ5DW 8 4 F/5 )0(X CQ-20 Hi. Noise Level

22-10-37 07.32 VK2XU 6 3 F FAR XX-CW 6506 [wkg] Dad CNN

18.32 11M1 2 F/5 XXX-CW G8LY [`' ] Dad ORM
23-10-37 18.38 GSRF 9 4 N X-CW PK4ALJ Good FD -TX

'4-10-37 09.45 E550 a 3 FF/55 XX G5HJ ORM whistle-CW
09.57 G8MA 5 5 F/5 NY2AE calling NY- -
12.13 ZE31E 4 3 FF/R XX 20m. fone ORN-X

24-10-37 13.09 EA55l 5 2 N XXX G8DX vacuum cleaner
13.27 Zt31L 5 4 FFF/5 X -car test 20m Fone
13.37 EA55I 5 2 N XX G8I3X TX with R4 hum

25-10-37 07.31 ZD1L 5 5 F/5 X -car G6OK
26-10-37 18.26 11 MI 7 4 Ge6C (clIg) Low Noise Level
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Many amateur stations were heard but

unfortunately I hadn't thought of keeping a

log at that time. When just into oscillation

the c.w. stations appeared, all on top of one

another as the receiver had very poor

selectivity. What did it matter, I couldn't

read them anyway! Broadcast stations were

of course easier to receive because of their

gie-geil5ciwer and a feW4-remember

included two Americans located in

Schenectady, New York,XAD and
W2XAF which were heard frequently.

Berlin Olympic Games
The German stations in Zeesen were

received whilst relaying the 1936 Olympic

Games from Berlin: Another well heard

station was CT1AA in Lisbon...8f course, I

mustn't forgctBig Ben on the BBC Empire

Service! The following year, 1937, a real

treasure arrived in the house, an ULTRA

All -Wave superhet receiver with a short

wave band covering 16m to 50m and, very

unusual for those days, a<tfined r.f. stage

ahead of the frequency -changer (mixer)..

R Signal Strength 1 to 9
QSA Readability 1 to 5
FAD Fading

N none

F little
FF moderate
FFF very deep

R rapid
RR very rapid
S slow

SS very slow

QRM Interference
N none

X slight
XX moderate
XXX very strong

CW Morse
Whistle adjacent carrier

The 20m amateur band soon became my

usual haunt, and in October I started to -write

a log to record the stations heard. This log,

from 5 October 1937 to 30 June 1938, is

shown below. Remember, all these stations

heard on 20m phone were using the old

fashioned 'amplitude modulation' or a.m.

(sometimes now called 'ancient

modulation'). Perhaps a little explanation of

the reporting codes that I used at the time

will help.

My original log, which I've tried to copy

as closely as possible, was written in my

_school Geography Eaccercise Book dated
9.7.35 !

Of particular interest was station

VP3THE. It was a kilowatt station operated

by members of the Terry -Holden Expedition

into British Guiana, which was sponsored by

the New IQ( Natural History Museum.

Monkeys could be heard as well as mad)/

strange bird noises! Yes. I did get a QSL

card, but where is it now?

Another station was EA9AH, operated -

probably very clandestinely - in some part of

k
Spain, giving news in English of the Civil

War igainst Franco. ZA ICC was logged on

8 April 1938 - how long did it take for ZA to

appear again after the war! The couple of

items below were also in ijte-notebook, so

I've included them bengse they were my
<-

first attempts t9 try and produce the sort of

signal report that I hoped would result in

QSL cards from the stations receiving them:

Yes, the reports were successful, but oh, oh,

where are the cards now? (See Table" below).

Well, that's the lot! Wish I'd kept a log of
the stations heard when using the one and
three -valve receivers. If only

1ZE1JA-0 20-12-37.

Hrd. clIg. GSLL at 18.26. R7 Q5A5 FF/RR NX. At18.32 wkd. G6LL. Using new antenna

directional to England [with Zepp feeder]. Stated using 35.7 watts -420v. on anode.

18.21 turned back to GSLL. When turned back stated RXing G6LL very well. Said that

had had several thunderstorms lately - rain season started late. TX situated 200

yards behind beam TXing antennas for London. Antennas -2 Franklin Uniform. G6LL

tested with diff ant. but said other ant. was no gd. as could not RX him at all. Only

stat. I could RX on 20m band of any volume.

19-12-37. Hrd. wkg. G8IG at 18.11. R6 Q5A3 F/5 XXX-CW. Completely 0513'd at 18.25.

31-1-38. Hrd. cllg. KA1ME at 16.16. R7 QSA4 F/5 NX.

8-2-38. Hrd. clig. C0-20 at 18.45. R7 Q5A4 FIR NX. At 18.48 wkd. F3UL. R8 QSA4

when signed off with F3UL at 18.51. ClId. CQ-20 at 18.53, R8 Q5A4 FF/5 NX. At 18.54

wkd. FSGM. R8 05A4. Said FSGM was 05A5 R8. Signed off at 18.58. At 19.00 Gild.

CQ-20m fone. R7 Q5A4 FF/12 MX.

The reporting codes used by Ray.

36

Typical signal reports sent by ray to radio stations.
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Congratulations SWM

From The Office Next Door!
My late grandfather Fred

Durnford - who held

the cal ign 2FD before

the Seconcrld War--.
- unwittingly

introduced me to the delights of general

, radio through his

regular copy of PW. I

say unwittingly

because he. didn't

know of the 'shared'

magazine for many

years. `Grandpop'

didn't encourage any

visitors to his domain

and certainly didn't

want me in there.

(And although I

desperately needed a

good pair of

headphones such as he

had, by the time he realised I was seriously

into the hobby I had my own good 'home-

brew' pair).

Despite his lack of4/elp, I could get into

his (always locked) 'shack' in my

grandparent's home in Sholing on the

eastern side of Southampton. I used to undo

the screws on his - 'office' - as he called it -

door to get access to the much coveted

magazine.

In those days, the early 1950s, PW was a

'general' radio magazine covering many

topics including Amateur Radio. However,

as my interest grew and I started listening to

those spots on the dial marked 'Amateurs' I

discovered Amateur Radio and Short Wave

Practical Wireless Editor
Rob Mannion G3XFJJ

congratulates Short Wave
Magazine on reaching its
60th birthday and lzoks
back at some of his own

memories of PW's 'sister'
publication. -

Magazine...thanks to a remarkable

strawberry grower.

Short Wave On 'Forty'
I was introduced to 'short wave' radio and

the magazine one Sunday afternoon when I

was listening to

someone called

'Tom' on the '40

metre' Amateur

Band on my

father's beautiful

Telefunken

receiver. It was

just after the

It'mous and

poular Eddie
Martz show on.c"

'Radio Hilversum

from Holland.

I was tuning up

the band from 49 metres when I first heard

Torn talking to people who I couldn't hear,

but it started a friendship whose memories

I treasure to s day.

Tom 3CTM (now a 'Silent

Key') was a busy strawberry grower living

less than three miles away. His delightful

rustic Hampshire tones came over so well

I eventually cycled out and tracked him

down by looking for his antennas.

I was always welcomed with the same

friendly smile and eyes with a humorous

twinkle. And -it was while Sitting up with

him - absolutely fascinated at what he

achieved with his 'Panda Cub' transmitter,

whether talking into the microphone or

working in c.w. and talking to me at they

same time - that I started reading 'Short

Wave'.

Altho gh PW was a good 'general'

magaz to ttty new discovery was obviopsly

aimed specifically at the Amateur Radio

fraternitj, and the only publication available

on general sale. I was immediately 'hooked'

and from then my bike was invariably

loaded with copies of SWM and the much

rarer Short Wave Listener being taken

backwards and forwards from my home in

the Southampton suburbs a few miles a-Ciay.

Today Tom Martin G3CTM has gone,

and his strawberry fields have disappeared

underneath a large housing development and`

the giant Tesco Burseldon 'superstore...but

Short Wave Magazine lives on.

Like its sister publication, SWM has

changed over the years, but it's still offering

something very special. Long live the

'socialist' magazine. Many of us still enjoy

'a good read and don't want to sit in front; of

a v.d.u. all the time. So here's to your next

60 years SWM!
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When the first issue of
Short -Wave Magazine
appeared, Eddystone

were just 15 years old. Now,
60 years on, they are the
only first

advertiser sHoRT
wAve

c:9A37.7:70yszissue I SEND
FOR THE

uREE ONstill trading /ff.,,
REQUEST

-.1under the
same name
and in the
same
business!
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Eddystone Radio

Eddystone
Eddystone
Radio
Limited
congratulate Short Wave Magazine
in their 60th year of publication
and wish them many more years of
continuing success as we approach
the millenium.

This year also sees Eddystone
Radio celebrating 75 years in the
Radio Industry.

Here's to the next century
for bothkius!

2
Eddystone Radio
(A GEC Marconi Communications Company)
Eddystone Radio Ltd., Unit 8/9 Birkdale Avenue,
Heeley Road, Selly Oak, Birmingham B29 6UB, England.
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Mention the word
airship and the
mind conjures
up images of
those floating

hotels of the sky, so popular in
the 1920s and 1930s. The
gondolas could carry
accommodation for 30
passengers, with sleeping
facilities similar to those of a
Pullman coach. One such ship
made by the Zeppelin
company in Germany, and sold
to the USA. The Los Angeles
made over 250 flights,
including trips to Puerto Rico
and Panama before it was
decommissioned in 1932.

Those days are long past,
and although there are still a
few modern airships around,
mainly used for advertising, or
camera platforms, the 'blimp'
as it is affectionately known, is
not a common sight.
If an American company, Sky
Station International has its
way however, all this will
change, taking the hi -tech
version of the airship firmly
into the 21st century, and
putting it back into the history
books!

Not Just Hot Air!

They call it Stratospheric
Telecommunications - ST - a
system using platforms located
in the stratosphere to provide
broadband wireless service to
over 90% of the world's
population at a fraction of the
cost of, and at efficiencies that
are orders of magnitude
beyond that provided by,
existing terrestrial and satellite
systems. ST systems are now
possible because new
technologies have been
developed and proven that
permit stationary lighter -than -
air telecommunications
platforms to be located in the
stratosphere above
commercial flight paths and
over the world's largest

metropolitan regions.
Sky Stations will be of

variable size depending on
market demand. Normally, a
Sky Station will be
approximately thirty metres
square and have a total mass
of about seven tonnes. Each
platform will generate 75kW of
power from solar panel arrays.
After accounting for power
needed for station -keeping and
other functions, there is 15kW
of r.f. energy for
telecommunications. This is
adequate to support 150000
simultaneous 64Kbps
transmissions.

This revolutionary

to communicate since the
satellite, offering natural
advantages that have not been
previously possible. By
transferring the
telecommunications relay from
the mountain top to a point
directly over the areas of
highest population density,
angles of elevation of up to 90°
are possible with short path
lengths, providing the clearest
wireless links that avoid
building 'shadow' and other
problems associated with
wireless terrestrial - Cellular,
PCS, microwave and satellite
systems.

Stratospheric platforms
technology is the first new way avoid the power, weight, and

John Locker looks at an innovative

idea that could change the world

of telecommunications over the

next few years.

size limitations and orbital
restrictions inherent to satellite
systems and permit the
placement of a
telecommunications relay
exactly where it can provide
the most benefits with the least
drawbacks. The 1000km
diameter footprint coverage
area of each stratospheric
station encompasses vast
suburban and rural
populations as well as high
density urban users.

The Technology

The idea of the airship as a
communications platform is
nothing new, but SSI's
propulsion system is. The
'Corona Ion Engine' was
developed by Prof. Alfred
Wong, Chairman of the Plasma
Physics department of UCLA.
This propulsion system is the
breakthrough which, along
with recent developments in
lighter -than -air fabrics and
related systems, permits the
platforms to remain in the
stratosphere for more than ten
years without refurbishment or
refuelling. The engine has no
moving parts and uses no fuel
other than solar power to
generate a controlled plasma
field using charged particles in
the stratosphere to create the
thrust necessary for platform
station keeping.

The engines have been
proven in stratospheric test
chambers with thrust
demonstrated at 300 times that
of existing ion engines. The
engines and prototype
platforms are presently being
optimised at NASA's Lewis
Research Centre, the world's
largest atmospheric testing
chamber.

Keep It Green
The Corona ion engine is a
completely non-polluting
source of propulsion. In
addition, stratospheric
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liTION MIATIONZITATION
platforms rely only on helium
for lift, thereby eliminating the
need for rocket launches
which, when successful, burn
fuel right where it does the
most harm to the earth's
ozone layer and, when
unsuccessful, release toxic
chemicals into the
environment. Moreover, since
each platform simply
descends for maintenance,
refurbishment or recycling,
stratospheric stations do not
burn up in the atmosphere like
low -earth orbit satellites,
avoiding the resulting
pollution and space debris
from orbit decay and repeated
re -launch. There is now a
better way.

More...For Less

Stratospheric platforms
located over metropolitan
regions will enable a globally -
linked system of domestic
broadband wireless and
portable telecommunications
facilities to provide interactive
Internet and video
picturephone services at
prices affordable to most of
the consumers in each of its
markets (under 10cents a
minute in the US). A PCMCIA
card and microantenna
converts a laptop, for
example, into a go -anywhere,
broadband wireless Internet
terminal and videophone.
Individuals in countries with
an excellent wired
infrastructure or with an
inadequate wired
infrastructure will be able to
access the Internet at speeds
from 64Kbps. Stations are
scheduled to be operational by
late 1999, with service to
major markets world-wide
during the year 2000 and
developing markets by 2001.

Sky Station systems are the
ultimate embodiment of the
Global Information
Infrastructure, bringing

14* 44:Sty\

sophisticated universal
wireless broadband service
with its related educational,
life safety and economic
benefits to the world's
population at a fraction of the
cost of existing systems. In
addition to levelling the gap
between the
telecommunications 'haves'
and 'have nots', ST systems
also provide 'intermodal'
competition to terrestrial and
satellite systems to benefit
consumer service options and
costs world-wide.

The efficiencies from the
use of stations at such a low
altitude is unprecedented:
systems utilising 250 stations
with each station generating
2100 spot beam cells and
utilising a 600MHz bandwidth
(300MHz in each direction) will
be able to provide service to
150 million simultaneous
64Kbps channels. At
conservative access rates, the
overall capacity of such
systems is adequate for 1.5
billion subscribers with
64Kbps channels, or 375
million users with 256Kbps
channels. This capacity is far
beyond that offered by
existing systems.

Users of narrowband
wireless services (paging,
cellular, PCS) want more
bandwidth to complement
their portability. Users of

broadband systems (wire,
fibre optic and cable modems)
want more portability without
always being tethered to a
landline. It is expected that
there will be 300 million
people world-wide using the
Internet as a ubiquitous
communications medium by
2005 and 350 million cellular
users by 2005-2010. Only ST
systems among the existing
and proposed services and
technologies are
able to provide
wireless
broadband
service on a
world-wide basis
as a mass access
consumer
service targeting
consumers
instead of
business and
institutional
users, avoiding direct
competition with other
services that focus on different
markets.

The Frequency Bands

Sky Station has requested the
bands 47.2-47.5GHz and 47.9-
48.2GHz for stratospheric
telecommunications
operations. There are no
current users of these bands
because they have been
considered undesirable, given

their high atmospheric path
losses. However, these bands
are ideal for ST systems since
the high angles of elevation
permitted by stratospheric
stations overcome these
attenuation losses, an ideal
marriage of spectrum and
technology. These bands are
also the least occupied bands
available world-wide allocated
to the fixed service and the
fixed -satellite service - the two
services with which
stratospheric stations have the
most characteristics in
common. The FCC staff in the
US, and many other
administrations, consider ST
systems to be a terrestrial
service rather than a satellite
service since the stratospheric
stations are located in the
atmosphere, require the
atmosphere to provide lift, and
are not in a Keplerian orbit.

Sky Station International,
Inc., the company formed by
Prof. Wong, Gen. Alexander
M. Haig Jr., and their

associates, filed
a petition and
application with
the FCC in
March to create
ST systems. The
FCC staff has
been extremely
supportive of
the potential
offered by this
new service and
has indicated

that a favourable rule making
could be initiated by early
1997.

Since a station operating in
the stratosphere is a new
technology, the International
Telecommunication Union
(ITU), the treaty organisation
that allocates spectrum to
service classifications world-
wide, will need to approve the
use of stratospheric stations in
the requested frequency
bands so that countries can
implement ST systems. 44 lw
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FREE-P ORDER LINE

Waters & Stanton kfel1 r)k-J'aDD

22, Main Road, Hockley, Essex. SS5 4QS

 0 - 32MHz
SSB CW AM FM Data
AM Synchronous

 100 Memories
' 4 filters fitted
 Switched Pre -amp
 2.655Hz steps
' Wide dynamic range

' 50kHz - 30MHz
SSB CW AM
2.4kHz & 6kHz filters

 Reverse CW
 50 Memories
 16 B'cast bands

Price Match - and 10 -Day Approval!
We Promise to try and match or beat our competitors'
prices. Most of our staff are licensed either class A or B Enquiries
- so we understand your needs. G3OJV / GOPEP

 Variable CW pitch
Passband tuning

 Enhanced AGC
Noise spike compression

' Six level attenuator
 Bar S -meter
' Smooth tuning control
 AC adaptor included

10Hz minimum steps
' 250Hz CW tilt. option
' 3 x AGC times
* Large clear display

12V DC operation
 AC adaptor option

KENWOOD R-5000
WdtL
£885

 100kHz - 30MHz
 SSB CW AM FM
 100 Memories

10Hz steps
3 IF Filters

' Analogue S -meter
 Dual AGC

 USB LSB AM
' AM Synchronous

30kHz to 30MHz
2.5 & 7kHz filters

 8Hz tuning steps
Variable speed tune
Good dynamic range

' Dual Noise Blanker
' Wide dynamic range
 Notch filter

IF shift control
 Built-in timer
' Built-in AC supply
' Ext. 12v DC operation

' Lovely little receiver
' Well reviewed in press
' RE Attenuator
' Hi & Lo impedance Ant
 1kHz readout
' Flywheel dial
' AC adpator included

Lowe HF-250

' 30kHz to 30MHz
 SSB CW AM FM
 AM Synchronous

225 Memories
 100Hz readout
' 8 Hz tuning steps
 variable speed tune

\.#65
.01 £799

' Four IF filters
' 250Hz audio filter
 PF attenuator
' Good dynamic range
' Noise Blanker
' Analogue S -meter

Beautiful design

Icom ICR-8500

100kHz - 2GHz
 SSB CW FM WFM AM
 1000 Memories
' 4 IF Bandwidths
' Alphanumeric
' Analogue S -meter

10kHz - 2.6GHz
 SSB CW FM AM
 1000 Memories
' 2100 Pass channels
' 5 Independent VFOs
' Auto pre -selector

Roberts R-861

 153kHz to 30MHz
' FM Broadcast

SSB CW AM
306 Memories

' Alphanumeric storage
 1kHz dial readout
 49Hz tuning steps

' RS -232 interface
 IF shift & Audio filter
 Keypad entry option
' Min tuning step 10Hz
' Sleep timer & record
' 12v DC supply

' Alphanumeric
 1Hz min steps
' 6 IF bandwidths

45 ch. per sec. scan
Duplex monitor mode

' RS -232 Port

RDS Built-in
' Pre-set BC stations
' Built-in whip

Ext. Antenna socket
' Very sensitive portable

Inc. case, ant. & Freq. list
' Powered from AA cells

Orders: 0500 737388
01702 206835
01702 206835
01702 204965

FAX 01702 205843
Open Mon -Sat 9.00AM - 5.30PM

Complete Frequency Guide

The VHF - UHF
Scanning

Frequency Guide

4101,ti ICSGY,

wets

The Most
Complete Guide
Available
500kHz to 105GHz

* Ring bound in easy flat format style

 30kHz to 30Mhz
 SSB & AM
' kHz steps

Clarifier
3.8kHz filter

 1kHz readout
' Lovely display

Icom IC -R10

' S -meter included
' Memory channel

Very nice tuning dial
' SO -239 ant, socket
' Built-in speaker
 Very easy to use

12v External DC

£349

 500kHz - 1300MHz
SSB CW AM FM WFM

' Real-time bandscope
 1000 Memories
' Alphanumeric display

Improved front-end design
' Voice scan function
' Large clear LCD

Memory edit and copy
100Hz resolution

 Noise blanker

Yupiteru MVT-9000

£Phone

 530kHz to 2039MHz
 1000 Alphanumeric Memories
' Duplex monitoring & tracking

USB LSB CW AM FM
Channel spectrum scope

' Blistering scanning speed
' Good performer on the SW bands

Totally programmable
' Multiple tuning steps
' Extremely sensitive front-end

Good strong sugnal performance
Includes AC charger and Ni-cads

1997 CATALOGUE - 144 PAGES £2.50 Post Paid



AT -2000 Listener ATUWelz WS -1000 Scanner

Super
Value

was'
£299

World's smallest scanner
FM, WFM, & AM
500kHz - 1300MHz
Fast scanning speed
Clear LCD readout
400 Memories
Super sensitivity
Good strong signal handling
Runs from just 2 x AA cells
Battery saving mode

AOR AR -8000 Scanner

vkAi4i
029

 500kHz - 1900MHz
 WFM, NFM, SSB, AM
 1000 Memory Channels

20 Search Banks
30 ch. per second search

 Band Scope Display
Password Protect
Computer control outlet

' Signal Strength meter
" Illuminated Display
 Programmable Steps
' Ni-cads and AC charger.

Yupiteru MVT-7000 Scanner

was
£249

100kHz - 1300MHz
WFM, NFM, AM

 200 Memories in 10 banks
 20 channels per second speed
 Programmable Steps
 Illuminated Display
 Audio and Carrier Search
* Signal Strength meter
 RF atenuator switch

Ni-cads and AC charger

Yupiteru MVT-7100 Scanner

W65
£269

100kHz - 1650MHz
 NFM, WFM, SSB, AM
 1000 Memories
 Signal Strength Meter

Illuminated keypad - display
 500 Ch. pass memories

30 Ch. per second speed
* Unique mode scan
 Ni-cads & AC Charger

W65
£359

 100kHz - 1650MHz
 WFM, NFM, SSB, AM

1000 Memories
 Illuminated kepad - display
 Signal Strength Meter
 Narrow AM mode

Built-in ferrite AM aerial
 Narrow band SSB filters

Improved battery consumption
 Improved SW reception
 Improved selectivity
 30 ch. steps per second
* Unique mode scan

Ni-cads & AC Charger

VlitS5

Handles Coax, balanced feed and, long wire
 Covers 500kHz to 30MHz
 Includes unique "Q" switch for best selectivity
 Gets maximum signal into your receiver
 Improves front-end selectivity
 Reduces intermodulation and cross modulation

MFJ-784B DSP filter
\1F.1 tunable DSP filter

0* a -(;) o..
Works with any receiver or transceiver

 This filter is fully programmable with memories
 16 factory pre-set positions for easy use
 Plugs directly into the headphone socket

Drives speaker or headset to good volume
' Requires 12v DC at approx. 500mA.

OptoElectronics Cub
1MHz - 2.8GHz

' 1Hz readout
 Hold feature
' BNC antenna supplied

Ni-cads and charger

Scout
10MHz - 1.4GHz
400 Memories

 255 hits record
Auto store and recall

 Interfaces with AR -8000
 Ni-cads and charger

W6S
£139

W&S
£349

Mobile Speaker
Up to 10 Watts

 4" Driver unit
 111 x 111 x 64mm
Mobile mounting bracket
3.5mm plug terminated

WATsON

Was
£4.95

Was
£14.95

GPS Active Antenna

 1.6GHz GPS ant. r
 Low profile for car
 Magnetic mount design
' 6dB gain design
 Guarantees improved range
' BNC terminated coax.
' OK for Garmin etc.

WATsON WEP-400 Earpiece

WATsON

WATsON

 Improved
" Soft pad
 Left/right fit
* 8 Ohm driver
 Extremely comfortable
 Fitted with 3.5mm plug

W65
£14.95

QS -200

-"IA £9.955
Mounts handy on dash grill

 The safe way to go mobile
 Attaches in seconds

Doesn't use nasty adhesive!

QS -300 Desk Stand

Handheld Desk Stand
 Firmly holds handheld
 Adjustable angle
 BNC plug to SO -239 socket
' Superbly made unit.

Was
£19.95

.-Super

1997 Catalogue
144 pages full of
rigs accessories
and articles
Send £2.50
in stamps, or
cheque or credit card.

FC-128 Counter
1MHz - 2.8GHz

This new model has a wide
frequency range and is pow-
ered by internal ni-cads.
External BNC socket with
aerial makes it very sensi-
tive. Supplied with AC charg-
er, it is very well built. Don't
be fooled by the price!

WSM-1900 Antenna

Mini -Magnetic yvra5
Scanning Ant. £29.95

- 25MHz to 1.9GHz Car Antenna
29cm super magnet that really sticks!

' Low profile 400mm long black whip
 2.75m of coax fitted BNC plug

Out -performs all hellcats!
 Scanning whilst on the move

Airband Civil & Military model WSM-225

Portable Scanning Whips
" 25MHz to 1900MHz
 Fully flexible with BNC fittings

Out -perform factory supplied models.

Tele-Gainer 41cm long rigid tele-

scopic whip with knuckle joint £14.95

Regular -gainer 21cm flexible whip that

is ideal as replacement whip £12.95

Super -Gainer 40cm flexible model for

the ultimate in gain £19.95

OptoElectronics Xplorer
25-1300MHz
Nearfield Monitor

W '

£798
Complete FM Receiver

 Spectrum scan in 1 second!
 Reads out exact frequency

Records "hits" and multiples
 Shows tones and deviation
 Computer interface option
 Ni-cads & AC charger

WEP-300 Earpiece
Watson design
8 Ohm driver

 Easy and secure
 Fitted 3.5mm plug
For Kenwood order WEP-300K

Quantity discounts available
Phone for quote.

W&S
£9.95

* We PRICE MATCH
* Give you 10 days approval
* Have 4 Service Engineers
* Still offer help after the sale!

PART EXCHANuc - Phone for a
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II41 Strong international
support exists for a low-cost
broadband wireless
infrastructure for Internet
access and many
administrations are expected
to support the US proposal for
use of stratospheric stations.
Administrations want to be
plugged in rather than left out
of the Global Information
Infrastructure and are eager to
implement low-cost universal
service. Developing countries
recognise the benefits of
instant wireless broadband
infrastructure throughout their
country at a fraction of the
cost of conventional
infrastructure alternatives. ST
systems are capable of rapidly
narrowing the unfair and wide
gap between the 'haves' and
'have nots' of the
telecommunications world. In
addition, administrations are
particularly supportive of
systems utilising stratospheric
stations since, as a terrestrial
service, each administration
may operate its own system,
compared to a global satellite
system that is authorised by
only one nation.

Most importantly, Sky
Station is establishing joint
ventures world-wide with
leading companies in each
national market to provide for
the implementation of
systems utilising stratospheric
stations. Each local joint
venture partner is responsible
for marketing the stratospheric
telecommunications service
and obtaining national
regulatory approvals.

Who Buys Wins!

There is a fundamental
advantage to financing
stratospheric stations as
compared to global satellite
systems. Global satellite
systems require that billions of
dollars be raised and spent on
constructing, launching and
deploying complete satellite
constellations and related
ground infrastructure before

revenues can be realised. With
stratospheric stations,
however, a single station
begins to generate revenues
as soon as it is deployed over
a single metropolitan region,
permitting a roll -out of service
that is not possible with
satellite systems. Between
traditional debt financing of
revenues and the purchase of
platforms by joint venture
partners in each national
market, Sky Station need only
raise $350 million to
implement its system,
compared to the $3 billion to
$9 billion required for global
satellite systems with less
capacity and, in nearly all
instances, fewer capabilities.

And That's Not All

Because the stratospheric
platform is an entirely new
form of telecommunications
relay, it will quickly be adapted
to improve and augment every
form of communication. In
addition to providing
telecommunications services,
stratospheric platforms are
also ideally suited for
meteorological operations and
scientific applications, such as
earth imaging and sensing
and radio and optical
astronomy functions. The

Below The Belt

platforms will also provide a
superior means for global air
traffic control systems, border
patrol applications, among
other benefits.

Safety First

Its clear then that the Sky
Station platforms can do
anything a satellite can, and
more, but would you want a
steel platform 30000m above
your head? Safety is
something SSI have taken
very seriously.

Flight safety is a major
consideration of the Sky
Station development effort.
Multiple safety features are
being integrated into the
entire system. The most
important features are the on-
board monitoring systems
installed in the Sky Station to
report back a steady stream of
system information to the
Ground Control Station. The
use of zero pressure inner
ballonets also greatly reduces
the probability of any
catastrophic rupture of the
main ballonets since their
envelopes are hardly stressed.
The double envelope design
also ensures that any rupture
of the helium ballonets will
not cause the helium gas to
stream out since it is still

So there we are, with hundreds of geostationary
satellites in orbit, and many more to follow, with each
launch the Clarke Belt becomes more and more
congested. For this reason, if no other the Sky Station
seems a very attractive alternative...not to mention the
price!

The next few years are going to be exciting times for
SSI, and any development that promises quicker and
cheaper access to the internet, and home entertainment
deserves to succeed. Remember, multi -media is here to
stay, and this mode will provide excellent two way
interactivity.

Besides, just think how much coverage a 70cm
repeater could provide if located on the platform! -
sounds good to me.

confined by the outer
envelope.

The thick-skinned structural
balloons are more heavily
stressed and are susceptible to
rupture. But since they don't
provide any lift, their rupture
does not reduce buoyancy.
This way, by design, a sudden
and complete loss of
buoyancy is highly unlikely. In
the event of such an
occurrence, the envelopes will
reach a terminal velocity of, at
most, a few metres per
second, and, owing to their
extremely low area densities,
cause insignificant damages to
properties or lives. Since the
envelopes weigh a total of five
tonnes, this is an important
consideration. The rest of the
Sky Station consists of
multiple, nearly independent,
light -weight modules with
little or no mechanical
connections. These modules
all weigh under a tonne and
are designed to come apart as
soon as they are subjected to
unsafe force levels, which they
will be when they descend too
rapidly. They are each
equipped with emergency
parachutes to slow their
descent. Because of their long
descent path, it would be
possible to retrieve the
impaired Sky Station with a
suitably equipped helicopter.
Tests of various failure modes
and methods of recovery
and/or retrieval can be
conducted within the world's
largest vacuum chamber at
NASA's Plumbrook site. In the
much more likely scenario of a
slow helium gas leakage,
which can be detected by a
combination of steady internal
pressure drop and a persistent
drop in altitude, on -board
compressed helium containers
will be commanded to
compensate for the leakage
and arrangements will be
made to bring the Sky Station
down to a refurbishment site
for repair after a replacement
platform takes its place.
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THE RF SPECTRUM
TERMINATOR HAS ARRIVED

Offered with 5 years parts and labour now including accidental damage, worth £126.

Order during December and January and receive an Icom SP -21 matching speaker

and an AD -55 mains PSU - ALL FREE OF CHARGE.

RRP: £1695
Deposit £295, and 24 payments of £70.14. Total cost of loan £283.36. (APR 19.9%)

ICOM
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Martin Lynch & Son is a Licensed credit broker. Full written details are available upon request. E&E0



KENWOOD TS-570D/M
IVEW PRODUCT

S

-   
One of Martin Lynch & Son's best selling HF rigs is
the new TS -570D, from Kenwood. So why mention
it in a Short Wave Magazine. Simple! Its got the
best receiver for short wave we've come across
for many years. We have disconnected the trans-
mit section (easily re -enabled) to safe guard
against accidental transmission and to ensure non
licensed users can legally own and use the trans-
ceiver.

16 bit AF -stage DSP delivers superb audio quality
III Digital filtering gives you the edge when the going

gets tough
Large clear easy to read display, showing all major
operating parameters

IN Set up operator engineered features using the new
menu system

 CW auto tune - A world first, altering the VFO to
your preset pitch

100 memories. Extensive Memory functions
including browsing of contents
Compact size 270x96x271. Weight 6.8kg

Supplied with Mains PSU for receiver
operation. ML Price: £1329. Available on
finance, £229 deposit and 36 payments of
only £39.96, cost of loan £338.66

ICOM C R- 10E
When Icom introduce a new scanner, the competition
take a deep breath. The amazing ICR-1E introduced
over 5 years ago stopped all other scanner sales in
their tracks. With the introduction of the new ICR-10E,
Imlooks like Icom are about to continue a tradition. Just
look at these features:

0
0

All mode FM, VVFM, SSB, CW, AM
500KHz-1300MHz

Real lime Bandscope
1000 memories
Alphanumeric tag to each memory
Tunable bandpass filters employed

for
excellent RX performance
Multi function dot matrix display
Full Computer access capability.

e,
soonea 0 C'

.7.

dip 0 0 0

Now available from stock
RRP £379.

CALL FOR THE UK'S
BEST PRICE!!!
Available only from Martin Lynch
with 5 years warranty, including

NEW... Icom ICR-8500
Covering 100kHz-2GHz, all mode, IF
Shift, APF and direct RS -232C
compatibility. Icom have once again
set a "standard" to which all other
base station scanners must be
judged.

Offered with 5 years parts and labour including accidental damage,
worth £126. Order during March and April and receive an Icom SP -21

matching speaker and an AD -55 mains PSU - ALL FREE OF CHARGE.

RRP: £1695. Deposit £295, anu 44 payments of £70.14.
Total cost of loan £283.36. (APR 19.9%)

OR: 36 payments of £50.86.
Total cost of loan £431.03. (APR 19.9%)

Welz WS -1000

it_ al
wicts

0 0
OS 4M 0 IR.

11111111Mill
A

specification
500kHz-1300MHz

AM/NBFM/WBFM

 1/5/6.2519/10/12 5/15/20/25/30/50/100kHz steps
 400 memories Skip search
 Power voltage from only 2.2-3.5V DC
 Dimentions in mm: 58(w) x 97(hlx 24(d)
 16mA power save 1 sec.
 Weight: 200 grams incl. batteries & antenna

AR -8000 UK

COOL,COOL,COCF
IEICOL.1
de Mt Mi

UN

ow
AVAILABLE

FROM
STOCK

Si -
OFFER
ONLY £299
incl. VAT Br
FREE postage

The best scanner on the market. Don't argue. My scanner man Graeme
said so. To find out why, give him a call. Even if he does spell his name
rather strangely.
RRP: £410.

ML PRICE SLASH: NOW ONLY £309.

The New
AOR AR -7030

Probably the best engineered receiver
in the world. Including a FREE FIVE
YEAR WARRANTY, only available from
MARTIN LYNCH.

RRP: £799.
Deposit: £99.
12 payments of £64.28.
Cost of loan: £71.45

FREE
5 year

warranty

AKD TARGET
RECEIVER
The ideal way to
starting off
the wonderful
hobby of Short
Wave listening.
Offered with
mains PSU, Short wave
aerial wire and operating manual.

£159.95 p&p £7.50

Opto Electronics
Scout
The most innovative
product for scanners of
1995? Connect this little
frequency counter up to
your AR -8000 and see it
make the scanner jump
onto a frequency that its
literally just "sniffed" out of the air!
Termed "Reaction Tune", it has many
uses both for the hobbiest and
commercial user.
RRP: £449. ML Price: £369 Super low cost
finance available from only £27.50 p/m!

New AOR AR -5000
For those who take the
entire radio spectrum
very seriously. The AR -
5000 covers 10kHz
through to a
staggering 2600MHz!
All mode base receiver,
setting new standards in all band
performance.

RRP: £1749. Lynch Price: £1569.

Deposit £269, 12 payments of
£119.39. Cost of loan: £132.70 or
Deposit £269, 24 payments of £65.13.
Cost of loan: £263.12. (APR 19.9%)

WEB SITE: http://www.martin-lynch.co.uk
4,NRTIN LyNcift

& Son
THE AMATEUR RADIO EXCHANGE CENTRE

Martin lynch can also offer finance terms um° 36 months. Deposits from a minimum of 10'0. We welcome your part exchange

against any new (or used() product, provided its clean and in goad working order. Call the Sales Desk today. APR 19 9°. Payment

protection is also available.

All units are brand new and boxed and offered with full manufacturers RID warranty All prices quoted for cash/cheque or

Switch/Delta card.

Finance on all products is also available. (Sullied to status)

140-142 NORTHFIELD AVENUE, EALING, LONDON W13 9SB



BAYGEN
"FREEPLAY'
WIND-UP RADIO

No this is no
wind-up!
Invented by an
Englishman,
Trevor Baylis,
this new AM/FM
& SW receiver
needs NO
BATTERIES or
External power!

Wind the cranking handle and sit back
and enjoy up to 40 minutes of listening,
without lining the pockets of your local
battery provider! When its run out,
simply wind the handle up again.

Exclusive to Martin Lynch
£69.95. p&p £10

NEW...0pIo Xplorer...
NOW AVAILABLE

rie4
ive
ow°

ONLY
£799!

The all new Xplorer. Hear it,
see it, Decode it, Map it &
record it. A high speed FM
close proximity receiver that
sweeps continuously from
30MHz to 2GHz in less than
one second. All mode
decoding includes: CTCSS,
DCS, DTMF, LTR, Latitude &
Longditude, FM deviation.

DIGITAL SIGNAL
PROCESSORS

DSP 9+ DSP 59
 DSP 599zx 

JEW LOW PRICES MFJ-784B
Digital Signal Processing will enhance
any receiver performance by removing
one main ingredient - NOISE! If you
haven't heard a DSP unit work, then
call into the London Showroom for a
demo. MFJ-784B All mode Tunable DSP..£249

DSP 9+ All mode DSP at only £189

DSP 59+ As above but more features £249

DSP 599zx NEW! Hyper speed processor, alpha

display and more £349

Lowe HF-150

We sell as many to commercial
users as we do to enthusiasts. The
best built, best performing
receiver under £500.

RRP: £419. Deposit £59, 12 payments
of only £30, ZERO APR.

Why not add a keypad for fast
frequency access? only £44.95.

m

AR-1500EX
My favourite sub -£200 handie scanner. All
mode incl SSB/CW (13F0), easy to operate
and supplied with Nicads & charger.
RRP £289 Limited stock.
ML Price: £189 p&p Li 0

OOP P"C""
Look-alikes
Police look -alike Lapel
speaker
Suitable for most
scanners on the market.
Only £11.50 incl.
delivery.

Police look alike
Earpiece MyDEL P-300
As used by many government
establishments throughout
the world, the new MyDEL P-
300 easy to wear "over the
ear" earpiece is available now, including FREE
P&P.

(State which scanner the P-300 is for when
ordering).
ONLY £9.95 p&p FREE!

Lowe PR -150
Matching the
HF-150, a
preselector can
greatly enhance
reception of
weaker signals,

that would otherwise be lost in the
noise caused by stronger signals. They
really do work. Suitable for most other
receivers.
Ask for details.

NEW LOW PRICE: £199.

NEW MVT-9000
T "A thoroughbred

amongst scanners"

The new MVT-9000
scanner offers
performance that is
usually reserved for
commercial operators.
Pocket size and a host
of important features.
NOW AVAILABLE
FROM STOCK

PRICE: £439

NOISE
REDUCTION

Suffering from power line
noise? Got a noisy street

lamp or thermostat
clicking away?

Slip in line the ANC -4 and
see it disappear.

If not send it back and get
a refund!

RRP £195
incl. p&p.

E.!

Garmin GPS-45XL
Includes Active Compass

Due to an overwhelming
demand, we've decided
to stock this important
device. Locate your
latitude/longitude
national grid to within an
amazing 49ft accuracy!
Lots more besides,

ONLY £259.

5th EDITION UK
SCANNING DIRECTORY

Available from
stock. Order yours
now, before they ban

it from sale!
ONLY £18.50 P&P E2

Yaesu FRG -100
Retailing at £599, the new
receiver from Yaesu takes
some beating. At £469, its
an even better buy!
RRP: £599.
NEW LOWER ML price
CASH/SWITCH £469. Super
low cost finance available
from only £36.66 p/m!

etl

USED EXAMPLES
AVAILABLE FROM

ONLY £399
Call for

availability

datong active aerials
AD -370/270 The pair of Active Aerials were
originally designed for the Royal Navy several years
ago and to date, no other manufacturer has been
able to offer such performance from a compact
design.

If you are stuck for space and need a good high
performance SHORTWAVE ANTENNA then order
yours today!
Datong AD -270 (internal) £69.95
AD -370 (external) £94.95 p&p £10.

IP E-MAIL: sales@martin-Iynch.co.uk
 CALL TODAY FOR THE LARGEST SELECTION OF

NEW & USED EQUIPMENT IN EUROPE.

 TEL: 0181 - 566 1120

 FAX: 0181 - 566 1207

 CUSTOMER CARE: 0181 - 566 0 566

OPENING TIMES MON

WI E CI
=I 10&GB'

Martin Lynch is a licensed credit broker. Full written details
aie available on request. Finance is subject to status. UWE CI 0
p&p on all maw, items.

1.566 1120
SAT : 9.30 - 6.00 LATE NIGHT THURSDAY BY APPOINT-



WIN RADIO

omputerstiond eceivers -A-AecondI Nri

John Wilson, well known for his knowledgeable reviews of radio equipment,
was granted his wish to get a good look at the innovative WiNRADiO.

When

I began writing
reviews for Short Wave
Magazine, I made a

statement that no manufacturer
ever deliberately set out to make a
bad product. This is still my basic
belief, but perhaps there is a
caveat that a manufacturer may
lose sight of the original target and
produce something which is not
quite what was intended. As a
popular saying would have it:
"When you are up to your
backside in alligators, it's easy to
forget that your original objective
was to drain the swamp".

Following on from my article in
the July 1996 issue of Short Wave
Magazine, in which I rather forcibly
questioned the wisdom of putting
a sensitive receiver inside a
computer, I received a note from
Richard

McLachlan
of Lowe
Electronics
offering the
loan of a WiNRADiO unit with an
invitation to "comment from
experience, rather than
guesswork". I accepted the offer
on the understanding that the
results of my trials would be
published in the magazine, and
this article is a summary of my
findings. Since the WiNRADiO had
already been the subject of a
review, (by Mike Richards, SWM
May '96) I tried to confine myself
to those aspects of its performance
which related to my basic
contention, but inevitably I shall go

into greater technical detail than
that contained in the original
review.

Insiindive

One of the problems with the
WiNRADiO unit is that it is too big
to fit into many desktop computers
(surely there is a standard
specification for computer cards?)
so Short Wave Magazine hunted
around and eventually stole a
suitable 486DX2/66 PC from one of
their staff members. The computer
and the WiNRADiO were delivered
to me and I immediately installed
the card in the PC - very easily and
with no problems at all. Firing up
the software was simple, and the
screen duly lit up with a very
attractive simulation of a receiver

...questioned the wis,
sensitive receiver iosi

f putting a
recomputer...

front pai.ei. ,..ing the receiver with
a conventional computer mouse
was equally easy and quite
instinctive, and I started out with a
happy heart to find out what the
WiNRADiO would do.

Richard McLachlan had said in
his note that "If you pull out the
antenna and let it scan, the
number of sproggies found is
minimal", so I did just that, starting
with the medium wave band. I set
the receiver to a.m. mode, the step
size to 1kHz (the minimum
available) and let it rip. Straight

away I became aware that the
noise from the receiver was
cycling up and down as it scanned,
and looking more closely I found
cyclic noise peaks at 949, 990,
1062, 1128, 1169, 1198, 1262, 1327,

1396, 1461, 1525 and 1598kHz.

Measuring the amplitude of the
noise revealed that these peaks
were between 6dB and 10dB
above the background of the
receiver and were being generated
within the system, because, of
course, I had no antenna
connected.

Progressing onward and
upward I came across breakfast
being cooked between 1.954 and
1.960MHz with the sizzling of frying
eggs, and discovered that the
amplitude and frequency of these
sproggies could be changed by
changing the scanning increment
of the receiver. Well, that's 13
(unlucky for some) nasties before
leaving for higher frequencies, but
I pressed on undaunted.

Throughout the h.f. spectrum
there were numerous strange
noises, including some real
whacko signals accompanied by
one second ticking noises on
3.150, 12.800 and 13.750MHz, with

breakfast being cooked again on
5.870MHz. When tuning the 80
metre amateur band on s.s.b.
using the minimum 1kHz steps I

noticed that there was a five -tone
rising repetitive sequence across
the entire band. I ceased to record
the various squeals and squawks
when I reached 8MHz; suffice to
say they were plentiful. In addition
to this, every press of the mouse
button produced a squeal from the
audio, and using the mouse to
tune the receiver by the simulated
tuning knob produced a sound
reminiscent of a Duchess class
locomotive tackling the climb up
Shap Fell, so loud that signals
were inaudible unless I stopped
tuning. Moving the cursor arrow
around the screen generated
rasping noises like Geoff Duke
coming down to Creg Ny Ba on a
big Norton, but nostalgia for the
good old days of TT racing was not
what I was supposed to be looking
for. Before leaving the green
pastures of h.f. I decided to go
back and take a closer look.

Something Amiss?

Although switching the receiver
sensitivity from 'DX' to 'Local'
made no difference to either the
'chuffing' or the noise peaks, I
discovered that terminating the
antenna socket with a fully
screened 5012 resistive load
actually increased the noise from
the receiver, which would indicate

Table 1.
MHz dB MHz dB MHz dB

5 +4 10 -8 20 -10
30 +7 50 .12 75 -13

100 +11 140 -11 200 -12
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something amiss in the input
section. Taking the output on a
quiet frequency as OdB, I
measured the increase in noise
resulting from resistive
termination with the results
shown in Table 1.

More on this later, but bear in
mind that so far I had not
connected an antenna to the
receiver, so all these effects were
internally generated. Since tuning
around with a 50f. terminator
across the antenna socket was not
the way real people would use the
WiNRADiO, I then investigated
how it performed as a normal
receiver. First of all, and since I
had all the test gear set up from
previous review measurements, I
did the standard series of r.f.
checks, with the results shown in
Table 2.

Now, although the sensitivity
seems respectable, the dynamic
range is poor, and there is no
doubt that this receiver will just
not survive in a crowded
European h.f. band, a conclusion
borne out by subsequent tests.

I then checked the cleanliness
of the synthesiser by carrying out
reciprocal mixing tests. This test
consists of having a wanted s.s.b.
signal on 14.1MHz at a level which
gives 12dB SINAD and then
introducing a clean unwanted
signal via a hybrid combiner at
various frequency spacings from
the wanted signal at such a level
which cause a 3dB degradation in
the SINAD reading. The results
are shown in Table 3.

It's clear that the synthesiser in
the WiNRADiO is very noisy, and
the noise is not confined close -in
but fails to diminish, even at
frequencies a long way from the
wanted signal. In simple everyday
language, if you were listening to
a wanted signal and only one
other signal came up as far
away as 1MHz with a level of
S9+40dB, not uncommon on
broadcast bands and
equivalent to 5mV, the
wanted signal would be
seriously degraded. Imagine
what happens when you
connect an antenna to this
receiver with hundreds of

Table 2.
Sensitivity for 12dB SINAD:

Noise floor:
Dynamic range:

s.s.b.
a.m. 30% mod.
a.m. 60% mod.

-128dBm
43dB

-117dBm
-108dBm
-113dBm

Checks carried out at 14MHz, in s.s.b. mode, DX/Local set to DX.

The result? With a wanted
signal on 14.1MHz, the signal level
for 12dB SINAD was -117dBm.
Connecting the WiNRADiO
antenna to the combiner caused
such degradation from other
signals that the wanted signal had
to be increased to -86dBm in
order to restore 12dB Sinad. In
other words the receiver was
deafened by no less than 31dB
and it would not be possible to
hear any signals weaker than -
86dBm (S6 on a normally
calibrated 'S' meter). This was
using the five metres of wire
supplied with the WiNRADiO,
and I won't bother to tell you how
it performed when it was
connected to a reasonably good
short wave antenna. No wonder
the instruction book tells you on
page 48 that "The antenna should
be no longer than five metres"
and carries on "In fact, an antenna
which is too long may feed
excessively strong signals into the
receiver, when conditions are
good, which may cause
overloading and
intermodulation". You're darned
right it will)

The poor h.f. performance of
this receiver is not untypical of

v.h.f./u.h.f. scanners which have
had their frequency range
extended at the I.f. end of the
tuning range, so I'm not saying
that the WiNRADiO is any worse
than other scanners, but I do think
that anyone expecting even
reasonable results below 30MHz
will be disappointed. To be fair to
the importers, I don't think that

....although it is, of purse,
wide band scan fifer
than an h.f. receive

they make any great claims in this
area, and indeed Richard
McLachlan of Lowe Electronics
says in his letter "....although it is,
of course, a wide band scanner
rather than an h.f. receiver".

So, are there any noises in the
range above 30MHz where the
WiNRADiO should be at its best? I
couldn't seriously check every
frequency from 30MHz to 1GHz,
but I looked at those frequency
bands where listener activity
would be highest. Letting the
radio scan through the air band
caused it to stop on internal
signals at 124.050, 128.000,

128.925,133.675, 133.750 and

136.0875MHz, whilst using
manual tuning (accompanied
by the Duchess of Atholl again)
revealed that the internal
background noise was rising
and falling as the tuning
progressed. I will mention this
later.

Table 3.
Unwanted signal spacing

lkHzl ldBrzO

Level
(pV)

10 -90 7.1

50 -68 90

100 -68 90

150 -55 400

200 -55 400

500 -48 900

1000 -45 1250

10000 -29 8000

signals at high level being fed in -
the blocking would be dreadful. In
order to test what happens under
real conditions, I replaced the
unwanted signal being fed into
the hybrid combiner by the
antenna supplied with the
WiNRADiO, and checked how the
wanted signal was degraded.

.2_41
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General Hash

On the f.m. broadcast band using
wide f.m. mode, there was a
constant background noise
registering about one third full
scale on the 'S' meter and
consisting of jingling noises and
general hash. Switching off every
other piece of equipment in the
house, including the monitor
on the computer containing
the WiNRADiO, made no
difference to the noise level, so I
have to assume that it was all
being generated within the
radio/computer combination. The
2m amateur band had only one
seriously large self -generated
signal above the general noise,
but as I tuned higher and higher I
found that the changing noise
level, which I mentioned in the air
band section, had a most peculiar
characteristic. At many
frequencies the noise level was

jumping up and down, and

a since all these tests were
conducted with the antenna
socket terminated, the effect
could only be generated
within the receiver. For
example, changing

frequency from 299 to 300MHz (in
the military air band) produced a
28dB drop in noise level, whilst
further up the range the same
strange effects continued, as
shown in Table 4. The effect
carried on at many frequencies
right up to the frequency limits of
the receiver.

The effect when tuning was to
have your ears constantly
assaulted by huge bursts of noise,
up to +25dB louder, every time the
receiver passed one of the
affected frequencies, and this, of
course, was in addition to the
'chuffing' caused by using the
tuning control.

I have no doubt that I could
have found many more spurious
signals had I continued, but felt

Table 4.
Frequency Receiver

output level
:MHn (dB)

389 0

390 +14

391 0

396 -3 plus loud ticking
397 -6

398 +9

399 +16
400 +10
401 +16
402 +5

467 0

468 +25

469

639 0
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MANUFACTURERS & DISTRIBUTORS OF COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
SRP Radio Centre, 1686 Bristol Road South, Rednal, Birmingham B45 9TZ

Tel: 0121-460 1581/0121-457 7788 Fax: 0121-457 9009

SKY SCAN
DX V1300 Discone
Most discones only have horizontal
elements and this is the reason that
they are not ideal for use with a
scanner. Most of the transmissions that
you are likely CO receive on your
scanner are transmitted from
vertically mounted antennas.The
Sky Scan VI300 discone has both
vertical and horizontal elements for
maximum reception.The
V 1300 is constructed from best
quality stainless steel and
aluminium and comes
complete with mounting
pole. Designed and built for
use with scanners.

£49.95
+ £3.00 p&p

Nevi DX394
MAJOR FEATURES
 Frequency Coverage

LW 150 - 509.9kHz
MW 510 - I 729.9kHz
SW 1.73 - 29.9999MHz

Fine Tune
Fine tunes the reception signal, especially
when you tune to SSB and CW

SKY SCAN
Magmount MKII
For improved performance, wide
band reception, 25 to 1300MHz.
Comes complete with protective
rubber base, 4m RG.58
coax cable and BNC
connector. Built and
designed for use with
scanners.

£24.95
+ £3.00 p&p

SKY SCAN
Desk Top Antenna Model
Desk 1300
Built and designed for use
with scanners. Coverage: 25
to 1300'MHz.Total height -
36ins - 9ins at widest point.
Comes complete with 4
metres of RG58 coax cable
and BNC connector fitted.
Ideal indoor - high
performance antenna and can
also be used as a car antenna
when your car is static.
REMEMBER YOUR
SCANNER IS ONLY AS
GOOD AS YOUR ANTENNA
SYSTEM!

£49.00alb E3.00 p&p

 Step A, Step V
Selects the 0.1, I, 5, or 10 (9) kHz
tuning frequency step sequentially

 Band
Selects LW (I 50-509.9kHz), MW
(510- I 729.9kHz), or SW (1.73-
29.9999MHz) sequentially

 LCD
Large LCD display with LCD signal
strength meter

SALE PRICE ONLY E249.ta + E10 P&P

ROBERTS R86 I Short Wave Receiver
FM-STEREO/MW/LW/SW DIGITAL PLL RDS WORLD RADIO
 AM coverage I53kHz-29.999MHz continuous  RDS-Auto clock set  SSB (LSB/USB) 40Hz tuning steps
 Dual conversion if on SW  FM stereo via earphone socket  Direct frequency input  Rotary tuning
 Auto scan  Memory recall  307 memory presets  29 page SW station name memory  Home/world

time display  Adjustable sleep timer  AM RF gain control
 Soft carrying pouch  AC adaptor  Shortwave aerial
 Earphones SIZE: 210 x 127 x 38mm (8.25 x 5.0 x I.5in)

WEIGHT:850g (30oz) without batteries.

33

loan -
777,51e I

0000
0000 '--000 k C0000 C C

Linin+" P&P

FREE SW ANTENNA FREE PSU FREE SW FREQUENCY GUIDE
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SRP Radio Centre
1686 Bristol Road South, Rednal, Birmingham B45 9TZ

Tel: 0121-460 1581/0121-457 7788

QS -300
Base Stand

414)
A full adjustable desk

top stand for use with all
handhelds. Fitted coaxial

fly lead with BNC and
S0239 connectors.

19.95 LI P&P

UNIDEN
UBC-220XLT

channels

LI-89:95

£16 .95 +ow

QS -200
Mobile Mount

Mounts on the air vent
grills on a car dashboard

to allow easy and safe
operation of most

handhelds.

£9.95 LI P&P

1.123:00-

UNIDEN
UBC-9000XLT

500 channels

E299.95 tts P&P

OPTO
uRSCOUT

£369.99 + L5 P&P

Fax: 0121-457 9009

TELESCOPIC
SCANNER

ANTENNA
Extends portable

scanner range.
Nine sections,
centre loaded.

For I-1300MHz.
BNC

connector.

£9.99+ LI P&P

REALISTIC
PRO -44

50
channels

U.1.979,

£99.99
P&P

L43-5-795-

QUANTEK
FC-2000

"Near Field"
Frequency

Counter

£79.95 P&P

REALISTIC
PRO -26

200 channels
&continuous

coverage

Portable short wave aerial
A rectractable long wire

aerial that
can be

used with
all short

wave
receivers.

The aerial is provided with
a 3.5mm plug for receivers
with a suitable socket and

an adaptor to clip the
aerial to the telescopic

rod aerial of sets with no
aerial socket.

£14.95 P&P

OUR FREE

B RADIO
WALOGUE

EPHONE

7788

Nickel Metal Hydride (NiMH)
Batteries. Super Syncro 1100

Rechargeable AA Cell battery 1100
MAH voltage 1.2

£3.00 each incl. P&P.
The new generation of rechargeable 'NiMH' or

Nickel Metal Hydride cells, free of toxic or hazardous

elements such as cadmium, lead, mercury or lithium,

can be used repeatedly and disposed of safely when

finally thrown away.A service life of 500 to 1000

charge/discharge cycles can be expected, and the

capacity related performance is normally 30 to 50%

better than that of the best equivalent NiCad cells.



WiNRADiO

that my original contention that
putting a radio receiver inside a
computer was a recipe for disaster
had been proved beyond doubt. It
must be significant that the
handbook for the WiNRADiO
contains many references to
generated noises, on page 31 (a
full page), page 56, which points
out that computers generate
noise! and a complete section on
interference (pages 53 and 541
which contains this splendid
comment: "One significant source
of man made electromagnetic
interference is the personal
computer, and the video monitor
in particular. Since WiNRADiO
requires a personal computer to
operate, this creates a potential
paradox." - I definitely agree with
that statement!

One final thing I noticed, with

some amusement, was that the
opening screen display when
switching on contains an emblem
for Rosetta Labs, who
manufacturer the WiNRADiO. This
logo rotates prettily for a few
seconds after switch on - and in
the process generates noise in the
receiver on almost any frequency
to which it is tuned. I checked on
100, 200, 300, 500MHz and 1GHz,

and the 'rotating Rosetta' effect
was there.... QED?

Conclusions

Perhaps in the fullness of time
some manufacturer will succeed
in integrating a receiver inside a
computer. At the moment, many
manufacturers have successfully
integrated a computer inside a
receiver, which is not quite the

same thing. The WiNRADiO is a
'virtual' receiver, and the
execution of the software to
produce an easy to control, well
presented receiver on a screen is
very good indeed. If you are a
computer enthusiast who
appreciates pretty pictures and
has no experience of radio the
WiNRADiO will be an amusing
diversion. However, a listening
enthusiast who wants a wide
range receiver will be
disappointed by the self -
generated noises, which make h.f.
listening almost impossible, and
the combination of spurious
signals, tuning noise and the
sudden noise bursts of up to 25dB
also make the v.h.f./u.h.f. ranges
unpleasant to use. I rest my case.

Except, it seems, I'm not alone.
I have an article from PC Format

magazine which reviews a
broadcast f.m. radio on a PC card,
and the very first line of the review
reads:

"Maybe it's just us, but isn't
this integration of common
household kit into the PC getting
out of hand? Having a radio in
your PC is about as useful as
having a microwave oven stuck in
your hard drive", and concludes
"Alternatives to the Radio FX.
No.1: Using epoxy resin, slap a
Radio Shack tranny on the side of
your PC. Connect aerial. Plug in. Et
voila..."

My thanks to Richard
McLachlan of Lowe Electronics,
Chesterfield Road, Matlock,
Derbyshire DE4 5LE. Tel:
(01629) 580800 for being brave
enough to let me try out the
WiNRADiO.

Because of the unusual nature of John Wilson's article, I
decided to let Richard McLachlan of Lowe Electronics
have the right to reply. Richard decided to pass this on to
Milan Hudecek, the General Manager of Rosetta
Laboratories Pty.,Ltd. who manufacture the WiNRADiO
card. His reply is set out below. The debate is sure to
continue and SWM will be publishing in a future issue an
article describing a practical application of WiNRADiO.
Dick Genderton, Editor.

We are sorry to hear that

Mr. Wilson does not like
the idea of having a

receiver inside a PC. While it is
refreshing that he admits being
biased, it is disappointing that he
allows this bias to get the better of
him. As a result, I believe that
many of the negative conclusions
made in his article are based on
flawed assumptions.

Card Size

Mr. Wilson is, of course, correct in
assuming that standard
specifications exist for the
dimensions of IBM compatible PC
cards, and we are disappointed
that he did not check them before
deciding that our card was to
blame. If he had, he would have
found that the WiNRADiO card in
fact conforms precisely to the
current standard specifications for
ISA cards (for example found in
PC Sourcebook, Microsoft Press,
page 8-25). If the card did not fit
into his PC, the problem lies with a
non-standard PC, not the card.

Perhaps the manufacturer of that
particular computer could shed
some light on this.

Based on Mr. Wilson's own
figures, the 'cyclic noise' he refers

to is characteristic of that
generated by his video monitor
and/or video card, which would
have been evident from a more
thorough reading of the
WiNRADiO handbook. In the
handbook, we went to
considerable trouble to make the
user aware of the problems which
can be caused by noisy monitors,
and offered a range of proven
solutions to minimise this sort of
interference.

The same interference would
be observed if any professional
receiver were to be placed next to
the PC and connected to it, for
example via an RS -232 control

cable, which is a common
situation. In all cases, the solution
is to install a properly matched
antenna located some distance
from the PC, and isolate it from
conducted interference using
techniques such as suggested in
our handbook. WiNRADiO itself is
extremely well shielded, using a
special composite material which
we developed ourselves, to
provide both magnetic and
electric shielding. Furthermore,
good design techniques are used
to prevent conducted interference
finding its way inside the shield.

The level of any residual PC -

generated noise is usually well
below the external background
noise. If there is an observable
interference, the most likely path
is via the antenna, which is not the
fault of WiNRADiO. Even with
very noisy computers, problems
can be overcome using various
methods suggested in the
WiNRADiO handbook. The
author's observation of noise
peaks with the antenna
disconnected must be therefore
treated with some reservation: As
soon as an antenna is connected,
the background
noise on the a.m.
broadcast band (due
to atmospheric and
other normal
environmental
noise) rises substantially, to the
point where any stray noises from
the monitor and/or PC become
insignificant. This is our
experience, and according to
feedback from our many
customers, their experience as
well.

Some curves of external noise
for the critical 1 to 30MHz range
are shown below, converted to the
equivalent noise figures. This data
was obtained from CCIR322 World
Distribution and Characteristics of

Atmospheric Radio Noise,
published by the ITU.
Superimposed on this graph is a
curve of typical noise figures,
obtained from measurements on
several hundred WiNRADiO cards.
This parameter is measured on a
variety of frequencies from h.f. to
u.h.f., and comprises one of our
final quality checks on all
WiNRADiO cards. Cards
exceeding the curve shown here
by more than 3dB are
automatically rejected, and not
released until satisfactorily

...most likely 
which is not the fault

reworked and realigned.
We have also performed many

measurements of the noise
contributed by a typical PC, and
superimposed this on the
WiNRADiO noise figure curve.
The results were obtained by
averaging the measurements on a
number of WiNRADiO cards
installed inside a wide range of
PCs. The antenna inputs were
terminated in 5012. As seen in the
graph, in suburban areas
WiNRADiO is externally noise
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limited by a significant margin, on
all but a negligible number of
frequencies. This margin is
naturally less for quiet (e.g. rural)
locations, but is still more than
adequate. These curves are ample
proof that WiNRADiO is perfectly
viable inside a personal computer.

It would appear that Mr.
Wilson expected a decrease in
noise upon connecting a matched
resistor load to the receiver input.
This should not be so on any
receiver. Virtually all receiver
textbooks present the classic
equation P=kTB, which describes
the thermal noise power delivered
to a receiver by such a resistor.
For a low -noise receiver, this noise
power is easily heard when an
open circuit at the input is
replaced with a resistive load. This
noise increase, in fact, leads to a
useful method of measuring the
equivalent noise temperature of
the receiver, from which the noise
figure is easily calculated (see
ARRL Handbook 70th Edtion,
page 12-2).

The problems mentioned by
Mr. Wilson are unusual and do not
echo the practical experience of
our customers and ourselves. If
Mr. Wilson indeed encountered
difficulties which he was unable to
resolve, we would have hoped
that the first natural step would
have been to contact us to discuss
them. We always prefer to co-
operate with our customers to
overcome problems, rather than
letting the problems defeat us.

NOISE vs FREQUENCY

I RF001 NCI'. MHz

Other Instances of Noise

Isolated instances of noise on
frequencies such as 12.8MHz are
internal 'birdies' or products of
internal oscillators, the likes of
which are present on all except
the most expensive receivers.
WiNRADiO is certainly no worse,
and in some cases is considerably
better, than many popular mid-
range scanning receivers.

The 12.8MHz signal is that of
the internal p.I.I. reference

oscillator. Every digitally -
controlled receiver has one or
more of these.

It would have been reasonable
to expect Mr.
Wilson to be at
least as familiar
with birdies as the
average wide -
band scanner
user, so that he could make an
objective comparison. We are
disappointed that this does not
appear to be the case.

For the benefit of those with
limited experience, we have
included a chapter on birdies in
the WiNRADiO handbook.

Sensitivity

The reported sensitivity of 0.3pV
(s.s.b.) and 0.9pV (a.m.) is within
the published specification of 1pV
nominal. The typical sensitivity on
f.m. (another good point
overlooked by Mr. Wilson) is
0.35pV, nearly 10dB better than
specified.

Dynamic Range and

Antenna Size

The author does not mention how
he arrived at his dynamic range
figure, in particular what was the
separation of the two test signals.
In our tests, using a 1MHz
separation (usually used for such
measurements), the dynamic
range figures have been
consistently better than 65dB.

While not as good as a
more expensive
dedicated h.f. receiver, it
is nevertheless a typical
figure fora 1.3GHz
wide -band scanner.

The Local/DX button
is provided specifically
to counter the
deleterious effect of
many strong signals,
such as exist in Europe
at night. The handbook

explains the use of this control in
some detail.

It is a common fallacy that
large receiving antennas always
work better than small ones. In
fact the opposite often applies, for
two reasons: Firstly, it is easier to
locate a small antenna away from
potential noise sources than a
large one. Secondly, the high
efficiency required for a
transmitting antenna is not
needed for a receiving antenna.
As Mr. Wilson himself implies, the
levels of signals and noise in most

urban locations (and certainly in
Europe) are so high that the
higher coupling loss of a small
antenna is easily tolerated,

...WiNRADiO consistently delivers
equal or better performance.

without affecting the signal to
noise ratio. The reduced levels are
in fact desirable, to minimise the
chance of r.f. overload. We
therefore stand by our advice not
to use an antenna of excessive
size.

Unlike many receivers,
WiNRADiO comes with a basic
start-up antenna supplied. Its
three -metre length at the end of
an equal length of a coaxial cable
represents a good compromise
between the requirements for
m.f./h.f. and v.h.f./u.h.f. listening.
While this antenna was never
intended to be much more than a
start-up facility for an immediate
gratification of a new WiNRADiO
user, it sometimes produces
surprising results: at a recent
communications exhibition in
Singapore, an incredulous visitor
thought we were cheating when
we showed him a CNN satellite on
1.2GHz received loud and clear by
WiNRADiO on this simple piece of
wire, instead of the usual satellite
dish.

Summary

WiNRADiO has been reviewed
many times in a broad range of
publications. The reviews have
been generally very positive.

It is a pity that Mr. Wilson's
statement regarding
"performance not untypical of
v.h.f./u.h.f. scanners" was not
placed earlier in the article, and
kept in mind when making bland
assertions about the short wave
performance and other negative
comments in general. The
specifications for WiNRADiO were
in fact based on those of highly
regarded mid -level scanners, and
in side -by -side comparisons with
such receivers, WiNRADiO
consistently delivers equal or
better performance.

Placing a receiver inside a
computer is certainly not "a recipe
for disaster". The whole viability
of the product, established very
early in the design cycle,
depended on interference from
the PC being negligible for all
practical purposes. This aspect

was thoroughly investigated, and
our subsequent experience,
together with feedback from many
satisfied users, confirms the

correctness of this view.
Problems with e.m.c. are

certainly possible, but in the
great majority of cases are
easily resolved by following the
recommendations in our

handbook. Since nearly all
modern receivers now contain an
internal microcomputer, there is
nothing inherently wrong with
reversing the situation and placing
the receiver inside the computer.
In fact this seems a very logical
step, considering the enormous
flexibility of control provided by
such a combination. We are sure
that in the future, we will see
many more examples of this sort
of integration, and are proud to be
at the forefront.

PC Magazine selected

WiNRADiO as the Best New
Hardware Product of the Year; the
respectable US R&D Magazine
gave WiNRADiO its coveted
annual award for being one of the
year's technologically most
significant products; the Internet
magazine wrote that "WiNRADiO
is the coolest card you can stick
inside your PC".

Specialist radio magazines are
equally supportive. The German
Radio-Fernsehen Elektronik wrote
"WiNRADiO impresses first of all
by the shielding of the high noise
levels of a personal computer, and
its above average sensitivity." At
the conclusion of an exhaustive
two-part review, US -based
Monitoring Times wrote
"WiNRADiO is a unique and
useful monitoring product. If you
are in the market for a very wide
coverage, computer controlled,
utility receiver below USS800,
WiNRADiO is worth a serious
look."

Apart from the many
"computer enthusiasts who
appreciate pretty pictures",
WiNRADiO has found its way into
many amateur and professional
applications. It is also being used
successfully by a number of well-
known security and defence
agencies, who are well aware of
the advantages of having a radio
receiver integrated with a PC, for
various surveillance and
monitoring applications.

I would like to express my
sincere thanks to the Editor
for being kind enough to

publish this reply.
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Since its introduction

in 1990, the

LONDON

AMATEUR

RADIO &

COMPUTER SHOW has

rapidly grown into one of the

biggest events of its kind.

With well over 100

exhibitors, all the major

importers, special interest groups, a

huge Bring & Buy stand, morse tests

demand, disabled facilities, bars,

restaurants and even a lecture

programme, it's the event with something

of interest to every radio and computing

enthusiast.

However, there's more to it than that, and the

extra ingredient is something which many other

events lack: atmosphere.

Those of you who have seen The Show before will

already know what we mean, because from the moment you

walk in the door there's something about Picketts Lock that

just feels good.

If you're only going to visit one event this year, make sure

's this one.

RadioSport Ltd, 126 Mount Pleasant Lane, Bricket Wood, Herts AL2 3XD
FOR FURTHER DETAILS, PHONE BRENDA ON 01923 893929 OR FAX 01923 678770.



Roger Bunney, 33 Cherville Street, Romsey, Hunts 5051 8F8

Sc to
eaves y Sic tincs

completely from the norm. Over
late January/early February I'm

experiencing the trauma of a house
move which means sorting out over 25
years of accumulated 'useful' things
and discovering other artifacts long
lost, dismantling antennas and
transporting them to the new location.
A 'normal' column at this time is
impossible but in answer to numerous
questions on entering satellite TV
reception as a hobby it seems an ideal
moment to expand the subject.

The query usually starts - "How do
you start satellite TV reception?" or
"What do you need to start satellite
DXing?" I'll try to answer

Starting at the dish, I would advise
nothing smaller than 900mm, a lm
dish is luxury and with 1.2m you're up
with Goonhilly! Assuming you're in the
UK you need to see as much of the sky
as possible along the Clarke Belt, that's
the imaginary line across the sky some
36 000km high over the equator where
all the geostationary satellites are
slotted, so looking from, say, Oxford it's
a line very approximately rising from
the horizon to the south east and lifting
to about 30° elevation south and falling
to the horizon in the south west. If a
tree or building obstructs this line you
lose signal - we're dealing with a 'line
of sight' signal path. Fortunately the
dish can sit on a stand at ground level
or on the wall and not upset the
neighbours, council planners, etc!
Provided you keep your tracking dish in
the back garden or rear/side walls then
there is usually no problem of 'visual
impact'.

Our dish can be either an offset (like
the common Sky dish) where the LNB
electronics are on a stand-off arm
below the dish, or a circular prime
focus where the dish seems to look
higher in the sky with the electronics in
the centre (focal point). To track across
the Clarke Belt you require either a
polar mount which moves the dish
usually with an offset actuator arm, or
an horizon to horizon (H -H) mount, an
integrated motor/tracking mechanism.
H -H mounts are commonly found on
smaller dishes to say 1.2m. Clarke Belt
tracking systems are adjusted with an
indoor tracking controller with manual
'East-West' + 'West -East' buttons or
pre-programmed memories. If you opt
for wall mounting remember that the
motor noise may be carried along the
wall/building structure and produce
unsocial noises in your neighbours
rooms, terrace/semi owners please
note. The larger the dish the sharper
the beamwidth which will require care
in dish tracking setting. I found the
most difficult task in installing a
tracking system was actually making
the beast track across the Clarke Belt
accurately. The books tell you how
simply it can be done in 30 minutes

fe \ews
though it took me three frustrating
evenings! My advice is to read the
book recommended at the end of this
article.

Ku -band extends from 10.7-12-
75GHz which subdivides into FSS 10.7-
11.7GHz; DBS 11.7-12.5GHz and

Telecom 12.5-12.75GHz. FSS
traditionally covered 10.9-11.7GHz but
Astra 1D added an extra 200MHz
downwards!

The head electronics comprise an
LNB (low noise block downconverter) +
polariser - usually a magnetic (ferrite)
polariser which adjusts from the
receiver to either vertical or horizontal
polarisation. Facing the dish will be the
feedhorn that optimises the LNB signal
input levels by ensuring that dish
illumination is the dish surface and not
beyond the sides (thus reducing
efficiency and increasing noise pickup).
Offset dish usually feature horn shaped
feeds and prime focus use scalar rings.
Use the feed assembly as
recommended by the dish
manufacturer.

Up to recently, individual band
LNBs were used, but now highly
efficient wideband,triple band/universal
LNBs are available which switch with
an applied voltage (typically 13 and
18V) from lower band coverage to
higher band coverage and provide
access across the whole Ku -band. To
optimise reception on the smaller dish,
ensure that the LNB has a low noise
performance typically 0.8dB. or lower.
Tracking systems usually have a
separate polariser where -as Astra (Sky)
systems have an integrated
LNB/polariser, it's adjusted for optimum
signal reception in one polarity then
tightened in that position, the applied
13/18V then switches between vertical
or horizontal. The individual polariser
for the tracking system will normally be
current controlled via a 2 -wire cable
from the receiver to switch and fine
tune (skew) polarity. Fine tuning
polarity (skew) is necessary because as
the dish tracks it tilts the LNB assembly
and slight correction is necessary to
retain correct vertical and horizontal
angles. Racal wideband polarisers are
popular. Check also that flanges mate
correctly, the feedhorn will have an
output circular (C120) flange, ensure
that this mates correctly with a C120
input flange on the polariser. The LNB
input will probably be rectangular
(WR75), so ensure the output polariser
flange is WR75.

The LNB converts the incoming
10.70-12.75GHz signals down to an if.
band typically between 950-2100MHz.
The receiver specification will normally
indicate i.f. coverage which is usually
950-2100MHz. An early receiver may
offer 950-1750MHz. Ensure that the
coaxial cable is standard satellite
feeder, double screened with both a foil
and a thick braid. Do not use low loss

coaxial u.h.f. cable, it will still work, but
you'll be unaware of the signals thus
lost prior to the receiver! Even when
the receiver is switched 'off', it's still
partially 'on' providing power
continuously to the LNB via the
downfeeder. All r.f./i.f. sockets on the
LNB, receiver, line amps, etc. use the
horrible American F plug. For efficient
plug termination you must use a
proper F plug crimping tool, using large
pliers just won't work.

Receivers

Receivers are a difficult requirement to
discuss and I will not recommend any
specific make or model. Most receivers
are now handset controlled. It is still
possible to acquire very cheap manual
receivers from surplus haunts, radio
rallies and part exchange units from
satellite retailers. Manual receivers
usually have a highish threshold noise
level at around 7-8dB. But they tune
rapidly and can scan over a band in a
few seconds. I have and use Echostars'
SR -1000 and SR -50 plus a Ruston Rees
RR -50. A modern remote control
equivalent may take up to 2 minutes
each way! (Tuning a band means
tuning 10.95-11.70GHz up in vertical
and then retuning down in horizontal).
With many satellites operational, in
parts of the sky with only 3° separation,
you could be into a long time tuning! I
use 'electronic' handset tuning
receivers such as Echostar LT -730 and
Chaparral M60e. All of my receivers are
not top of the range, all -singing, all -
dancing models but much more basic
and a lot cheaper - it's a hobby and an
entertainment!

Manual receivers lack refinements
such as decoder looping, they often
have a low i.f. (70MHz) which can
produce if. image problems with very
strong input signals - from a large dish
for example - and perhaps most
important there's no accurate
frequency readout. They can be
improved by fitting threshold extension
boards, adjustable i.f. bandwidth
controls once simple if. looping has
been inserted, other modifications such
as wider i.f. tuning to make for a much
hotter DXing tuner. A single if. input F
socket is the norm, but will feature both
baseband video/audio out + u.h.f. out
between say ch.30-40. Polariser
connections (usually mechanical which
will require an easily obtained interface
box to match into a ferrite polariser)
and 12/18V switching is also a norm.

Remote control receivers should
provide frequency readout on the
receiver (tuner) itself or via OSD (on
screen display). The OSD function can
be a nuisance since it will mix with
weak signals preventing lockup. It's
essential that on tuning (searching for)
weak signals (i.e. shash) that the screen

remains a snowstorm rather than
blanking (going blue), we're seeking
both strong and very weak signals and
need to check the screen for any hint of
exotic reception. Often the OSD menus
cannot be switched off the screen and
feeding a TV may be necessary via
SCART cabling (OSD is normally
deleted from baseband SCART
sockets). OSDs will include parameters
such as decoder switching, LNB
oscillator offsets, bandwidth settings,
audio/video carrier frequencies, audio
subcarriers frequencies, 22Hz
switching, signal polarity, polar mount
dish settings and many other functions.
They need to be accessed quickly.
Memories can be useful for known
(favourite) channels but keep a few for
basic search starting points. Remember
that the hobby is that of tuning the Ku -
band looking for signals, not spending
the time hammering buttons on an
infra red remote control!

Connection to your TV is simple. All
satellite tuners have an r.f. (u.h.f.)
output usually variable on a channel
between 28-40, though an increasing
number of tuners have fully wideband
modulators with an adjustable channel
output across the whole u.h.f. band.
This may have an increasing
importance with the arrival of Channel
5 at Easter '97. All tuners have either
SCART output or RCA phono baseband
output sockets to connect to your TV (if
baseband options are available) or for
direct connection to your VCR and
hence into your TV.

An ideal source for satellite
equipment information, suppliers and
advertisments is What Satellite TV, a
monthly consumer magazine. Further
recommended reading is Satellite
Television Installation Guide 5th edition
by John Breeds from the SWM Book
Store! The advent of digital satellite
television currently suggests that
'DXing'as we know it today is
somewhat more difficult. Technology is
advancing rapidly and within the next
12-18 months it's likely that digital
receivers ex -Taiwan will become much
more flexible and user friendly.

Equiping a receiving 'station' for
satellite TV at first looks difficult, but
once the basics are understood it all
becomes much simpler. I was once told
that "TVDXing is an art, whereas
satellite reception is cheque book
technology". Certainly if you can see
the Clarke Belt then you can just throw
money at equipment to eventually see
any signal. It is possible with careful
purchase to assemble a receiving
installation inexpensively - it's a hobby
for seeking out signals - entertainment
and enjoying yourself, not a crusade in
spending the domestic budget on the
ultimate mega -bucks receiving
machine! (An equally valid statement
for all aspects of the listening hobby!
Ed).
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MHz Mode Time Coll Location Monitor Notes

8.473 C.W. 1320 670 Doha R. let Qatar.

8.485 C.W. 0725 HIG Damman R. lvt Saudi Arabia.

8.505 C.W. 1325 1803 Izmir R. lvt Tuurkey.

8.515 C.W. 1330 5AT Tripoli R. kt Libya.

8.511 C.W. 1340 HLO Seoul R. South Korea.

8.598 C.W. 1335 0RZ Lyngby R. kt Denmark.

8.600 (.W, 1345 059 Tianjin R. kt China.

8.622 (IN, 1345 PCB41 Schevenigen R. Netherlands.

12.709 (IN. 0720 A9M Homala R. kt Bahrain.

12.843 (IN. 1325 HLO Seoul R. lel South Korea.

12.853 0800 GKB Portishead R. UK.

12.856 0700 XSG Shonhai R. kr1 China.

12.953 LW. 0730 VIP Perth R. lvt Australia.

12.969 LW. 1010 XSW Kaohsiung R. lvt Taiwan.

12.970 1310 PXK Jakarta R. lyt Indonesia.

16.868 C.W. 0735 9VG Singapore R. Singapore.

16.879 CAN. 0725 XSO Guanchou R. Irt China.

16.911 C.N. 0615 JNA Tokyo R. Japan.

16.950 c.w. 0745 9MB Georgetown R. kt Malaysia.

68.4875 n.f.m. 8-5 'S' Base Donacaster ya Delivery Co.

19.0 n.f.m. 'Eagle' Leeming ya 11 Sqn Net.

84.3 n.f.m. 'Romeo' Leeming ya RAF MRT Team.

120.825 0.M. 1028 GAF033 mp Dutch a/c requesting v.h.f radio as no u.h.f. on board.

142.375 0.M. 1510 SATURN Lincoln bm 561R1 Sqn air/air.

142.875 0.M. 1620 SATURN Lincoln bm 56(R) Sqn air/air.

166.025 n.f.m. 24hr Doncaster ye Mick's Taxis.

166.1375 n.f.m. 24hr Brown Base Doncaster ya SW Highways.
168.0125 n.f.m. 24hr 'A' Base Doncaster ye Al Taxis.

168.875 n.f.m. 24hr Doncaster ya DSS.

168.875 n.f.m. 24hr Doncaster ya Royal Mail.

233.8 a.m. 1101 AF6512A Clacton mp Heading to Lakenheath.

233.8 a.m. 1343 5742 Clacton mp Own navigation direct to lossimouth. Sqk 6131 OSY to 251.625MHz.

236.075 G.M. 1102 STING55 mp FI6 OSY to 337.6 Mildenhall.

242.15 0.M. 1442 (01196 Netherlands mp German voice - TTTE Torn.

242.275 0.M. 1004 CARBON 2 Neatisheod mp In CISO with CARBONI I, F3s in air to air comms.

251.625 0.M. 1017 GAFSW55 East UK mp Decent FL240 and radar advisory. Request for WX from Lakenheath.

254.825 0.111. 1228 RRR50IA/B East UK mp Torns - "we are on the way to Donna Nook following 501C.

263.075 0.M. 1102 AFB512A mp

263.075 0.M. 1241 RETR53 mp 1151 RETRO 52, S4 and 56 are Flight Leaders and are in eagle trail.

215.35 0.111. 0841 RANSA(K2 Central UK mp Checked in to return to Conigsby.

275.35 0.M. 0912 SPIDER Central UK mp Request to Buchan after corridor then to ARA.

275.35 0.M. 1426 GOLD51 Central UK mp K035? wkg Landsend FL350 estimated 23 mins to landing.

275.475 a.m. 0907 SPIDER Western UK mp British accent, not previously heard as British c/s.

217.125 o.m. 0833 RANSACK] East UK mp 29 Sqn F3, requesting to climb to clear icing. "RA(SACK hos a problem can you take hime

over the top, back to (oningsbury?".

293.475 a.m. 0820 MARCOTTE70 East UK mp K135 requesting radar to Coftesmore.

293.475 a.m. 0831 AFB209 East UK mp F16 - requesting WX for Leuchars, Conningsby and Lakenheath.

293.475 a.m. 1316 BLUE72 East UK cap KC135? to Barkway on 127.42MHz.

293.475 1444 COT196 East UK mp Requesting Marham WX.

328.475 0.M. 0950 CW1.51 mP Destination Bruggen.

337.6 a.m. 1300 Lincoln bm Laenheath Approach.

361.95 a.m. 1430 Lincoln bm Aux frequency.

373.1 a.m. 1005 RED1 mp Air to air with RED2. duplex with 265.9MHz

410.05 n.f.m. 'Maple' Sleaford Yo 5 Sqn Net.

410.725 n.f.m. 'Triplex' Sleaford Yo 29 Sqn Net.

422.875 n.f.m. 'Phoenix' Sleoford Yo 56 Sqn Net.

456.375 n.f.m. Doncaster ya DSS.

457.0 n.f.m. 1350 Doncaster bm Fire Brigade h/held.

457 0375 n.f.m. 1352 Doncaster bm Fire Brigade h/held.

459.415 n.f.m. 9-5 Paco Base Sleaford ya Padleys Poultry Factory.

459.55 n.f.m. 8-8 'WOW Doncaster ya Pegler Factory.

459.8 n.f.m. Sleoford ya BAE ACMI Team.

461.4 n.f.m. 24hr 'X' Ray Doncaster ya Yorkshire Outlet.

462.0 n.f.m. 24hr Doncaster Ya Tesco.

462.25 n.f.m. 8-6 'Mike' Doncaster ya M&S.

462.4875 n.f.m. 9.5 Doncaster ya (larks Shoes.
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Don't miss the LARGEST single day show in the U.K.

NORBRECK
Radio, Electronics and Computing Exhibition

by the Northern Amateur Radio Societies Association at the

NORBRECK CASTLE HOTEL EXHIBITION CENTRE
QUEENS PROMENADE, NORTH SHORE, BLACKPOOL

on Sunday, March 16th, 1997
Doors open at 11am

extra

car park

Norbreck
Hotel

Bispham

North
Shore

North Pier

Tower

Central Pie

South Pier

South
Shore

(1

Clevele s

Stanley
Park

Blackpool Central
Car tart

Scale (mile,,)

Poulton-Le-Fylde

BLACKPOOL

AS83

Junction 4

M55

* Over 100 trade stands
* Bring & Buy stand
* RSGB stand and book stall

* Club stands
* Amateur Computer stands
* Construction competition

N
A

S
R

* Organised by over 50 clubs * Free car parking
* Facilities for the disabled (wheelchair access to all stands)
* Overnight accommodation at reduced rates (contact hotel direct)

RADIO TALK -IN ON S22
Admission £2 (OAP's £1, under 14's free) by exhibition plan.
EXHIBITION MANAGER: PETER DENTON, G6CGF, 0151-630 5790

NIZONRAKER
DISCONE This is designed for external mounting
the good old faithful, it was the first scanner
antenna on the market and originated from Japan.
The design has stayed the same for the last 20
years, it is an excellent all rounder with receiving
Freq, from 70-700 MHz. HEIGHT 920 mm.

£19.95 ADO E5.00 PO.

DUAL -

BAND
DISCONE
2m/70cm

25-2000 MHz

Transmitting

2m/144146
MHz

(3dB Gain)

70cm/430-440

MHz

(6dB Gain)

£49.95
ADD E5.00 NO.

SUPER

DISCONE
25-2000 MHz

with Centre

Radiator

3 .95
ADD 05 00 PAP

H.F.DISCONE
0.05-2000 MHz.

Designed at

1.6 MHz

With Centre

Radiator

£69.95
E5.00I I

ORDER ON A SEPARATE SHEET OF PAPER IF YOU
NEED MORE ROOM. OR DO NOT WISH TO CUT UP

YOUR MAGAZINE.

TRI SCAN
MARINE

(Desk Top Antenna)

Recemng Freq range
150-160 MHz

£26.95
ADO 05.00 PAP.

TRI SCAN III
(Desk Top Scanner
Anterna) Receiving

Freq. range 0.05-2000
MHz. This antenna has

been designed with
helical wound tripod

legs and 3 cod

oanfigurabm to give

maximum receiving

performance.

11E1610720 mix

4 £29.95
ADO £5.00

I

AC-

TRI SCAN
AIRBAND

(Desk Top Antenna)

receiving

Freq range
100-150 MHz

4E26.95
ADD E5.00 PAP

SCAN STICK
BASE

MARINE
BAND

150-160 MHz.

Complete oath

mounting

brackets etc

£26.95
ADO E5 00 POP

THE NEW BREED OF MOBILE
SCANNER ANTENNA all the antennas below
are designed for discrete listening unlike the old

style which as you know all the relevant
authorities now recognise.

SCAN

STICK

BASE

AIRBAND
100-150 MHz.

Complete with

mounting

brackets etc

£26.95
ADD ES 00 PAP

SUPER SCAN
STICK BASE
0-2000 MHz.

This is designed for

external mounting on

a pole as you will see
this antenna has

starless steel radials,
the reason for this is
so that it vAE receive

all Freq. at all levels

unlike an onus

antenna. ft has 4
capaotor loaded cods
inside the vertical

receiver to give
maximum sensitivity to

even the weakest of

signals.

HERAT son ix.

£29.95
ADO E5 00 PAP

G. SCAN III
(Mobile Scanner

Antenna)

Receiving Freq. range

0.05-2000 MHz.

HEIGHT coo em

£1 6.95
ADO E2.50 P&P

, G. SCAN 11
(Mobile Scanner

Antenna)

Receiving Freq. range

25-1300 MHz.

HEIGHT GOO mm

£14.95
ADO 02.50 P&P

G. SCAN I (Mobile Scanner Antenna)

Recewng Freq. range 25-800 MHz.

HEIGHT GOO mat £12.95 ADO E2 50 PAP

rTe:- MOONRAKER (UK) LTD. UNIT 12, CRANFIELD ROAD UNITS, CRANFIELD ROAD,

I WOBURN SANDS, BUCKS MK17 8QR. TEL: (01908) 281705. FAX: (01908) 281706.

IPlease send me the following item(s):

I NAME ADDRESS

Tel

POST CODE

I *
CHEQUE/P.O. E p Plus 05.00 PAP. PER ORDER.

VALID

UNTIL
1111111111111111
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Prices correct at time of going to press

and include VAT E&OE

DAOR(UK)LTD,1997

AOR (UK) LTD
4E EAST MILL, BRIDGEFOOT,
BELPER, DERBYS DE56 2UA

Table top receiver of the year 199611- World Radio TV Handbook

***** Awarded Five Stars - Passport to World Band Radio 1997

AR7030

High dynamic range short wave receiver £799
UK designed & built to high standards, 0 - 32 MHz, all mode,

built-in RS232 port and more. Innovative features include
auto -tune synchronous detector and automatic filter

alignment. Supplied with infrared hand controller, mains
power supply and illustrated operating manual.

Too good to be true? not at all... see the reviews, ask
your dealer or speak to existing AR7030 owners!!!

AR7030 options price (P&P)

MF500 500 Hz Collins mechanical CW filter £89.29 (£2)
CFJ455K8 1.0 kHz Murata ceramic data filter £39.99 (£2)
XTAL2.4 2.4 kHz high quality 8 pole crystal filter £129.99 (£2)

(daughter board recommended for fitting)
FL124 Daughter board for fitting crystal filters £24.99 (£2)
MF2.5 2.5 kHz Collins mechanical SSB filter £89.29 (£2)
CFK455J 3.0 kHz Murata ceramic very narrow

AM / SSB filter £29.99 (£2)
MF4 4.0 kHz Collins mechanical AM filter £89.29 (£2)
CFK455I 4.0 kHz Murata ceramic AM filter £29.99 (£2)
MF6 6.0 kHz Collins mechanical AM filter £89.29 (£2)
BP123 (BA7030) Internally mounted battery £99.99 (£6)
DATA MASTER PC control software for the AR7030 & AR3030

running under Windows®95. Built-in data base,
logbook, MUF, maps and more £129.00 (£3)

TW7030 Optional telescopic whip for the AR7030 £12.95 (E2)
SM7030 Service kit. Circuit diagrams, PC controlled alignment

/ test disk supplied, RS232 lead etc £39.95 (£3)
COMP7030 10 page explanation of RS232 control £3.00 (free)

Options to follow:
NB7030 Enhanced multi function audio notch filter plus RF noise

blanker. "Features CPU" also supplied as part of the
package providing additional memories, alpha -tagged
memory, enhanced timer etc... March'97

Features CPU Enhanced microprocessor, additional features as supplied
with the NB7030 or FM7030

AOR (UK) LTD
AOR MANUFAC I URING LTD

WORLD RADIO CENTRE
e-mail: infogaor.cauk

http:Iwww.demon.co.uk/aor
Fax: 01773 880780

Tel: 01773 880788

AR5000 high performance in a single

wide band receiver,
SOCt1®

RRP £1749
Now in stock...

The AR5000 advances the frontiers of performance
providing excellent strong signal handling, high sensitivity
and wide frequency coverage with microprocessor facilities
to match. Features include automatic electronic
preselection between 500kHz - 999.999999MHz. 'True
receive' throughout it's range, not an up -converter above
1GHz.

Government departments on both sides of the Atlantic
have carried out extensive trials against rival units and we
are pleased to find they are placing orders for the AR5000,
good sensitivity at frequency extremes, excellent range of
facilities, compactness & light weight leading to great
flexibility in operation.

 Very wide frequency coverage 10kHz - 2600MHz
 All mode reception: AM, FM, USB, LSB & CW
 Automatic electronic preselection of the front end
 Excellent strong signal handling
 NCO (Numeric Controlled Oscillator) with tuning steps

down to 1Hz
 TCXO fitted as standard
 Multiple I.F. bandwidths 3, 6, 15, 30, 110 & 220kHz

(500Hz optional)
 Auto mode bandplan selection
 Multi -function LCD with 8 character alpha -text

comments
 Extensive search & scan facilities
 "Cyber Scan" fast search & scan speeds up to 45

channels / increments per second
 Analogue S -meter
 1000 memory channels and 20 search banks with

EEPROM storage
 Auto memory store
 Extensive RS232 command list
 Sleep timer / alarm
 Standard DTMF decode / display
 Optional CTCSS search & decode
 Two aerial inputs with programmable switching from

the front panel
 Flexible BANK LINK menu with enhanced features such

as DELAY, PAUSE, VOICE etc
 Built-in squelch tone eliminator
 Audio and discriminator out plus tape recorder control
 SDU ready
 More, more, more...!
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Over 14 years of unrivalled technical excellence

It all started in 1983 with the AR2001 which represented the world's first "no -gaps" high performance wide range receiver
providing coverage from 25 MHz to 550 MHz in AM, NFM & WFM... memories, scan, search & priority. Later, in 1985 the
AR2002 became the worthy successor extending the frequency coverage into the UHF band between
800 - 1300 MHz with tactile keypad, rotary tuning and signal meter. A remote port
provided access for computer control. AOR did not stand still but added even more
with the revolutionary all new AR3000 which appeared in 1989 providing all
mode receive AM, NFM, WFM, USB, LSB & CW with smooth tuning in 50 Hz
steps and unbroken coverage from 100 kHz - 2036 MHz... more memories,
more features and true RS232 connector as standard. Building on
this success AOR continued the EVOLUTION to bring the AR3000A
to the market in 1992, smooth tuning, faster scan / search rates &
more. The AR3000A became an overnight success and demand
continued to steadily increase, to -date over 70,000 units have
been sold worldwide. Simply there has never been a serious
competitor to the range anywhere close to the price... truly
excellent value for money. Even the world's armed forces
including the largest Airforce and Navy has employed the
AR3000A in its up-to-date high-tech hardware for backup
purposes, performance, quality, reliability and performance -
cost -factor being excellent... the AR3000A has proved itself to
be an excellent tool during reconnaissance and on the battlefield.
If you have the chance to visit an airshow across the Atlantic, you may
find the AR3000A installed in the latest electronic surveillance military hardware.

Now is YOUR chance to own an amazing AR3000A receiver at the extremely
attractive price of £799.00 inc VAT.
This highly attractive price cannot be held
for ever so do not delay, contact your dealer
and start listening today.

Specification:
Receiver coverage 100 kHz - 2036 MHz
Tuning selection 50 Hz - 999.95 kHz - programmable
Receiving modes AM, WFM, NFM, USB, LSB & CW
Memory channels 400 total (4 x 100)
Search banks Four
Aerial connection 50 OHM BNC
Audio output 0.7 WATTS 8 OHM load @ 10%
distortion
Power requirement External 12V DC @ 0.5A (nominal 13.8V)

negative ground approx
Size 138mm (W) x 80mm (HI x 200mm ID)

Approx excluding projections
Weight 1.2kgs

AOR AR3000A £799
Evolution at its very best

AR8000 - wide band hand-held
receiver, affordable RRP £349

The AR8000 UK receiver is an
all mode full featured wide
band hand held receiver
offering computer control and
more... Frequency coverage
is from 500 kHz - 1900 MHz
without gaps with all mode
reception... twin frequency
display, alphanumeric text
comments.

AR8000 UK £349.00
CU8232 interface £99
PC -MANAGER software £49
SC8000 soft case £17.95
CR8000 tape control interface
£44.90
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Graham Tanner, 64 Attlee Road, Hayes, Middlesex UB4 91E. Internet: gmt@delphi.com

SS3
Africa

For the last few months, another
new h.f. frequency has been in use
by aircraft operating around
northern Africa and the Middle
East. A few weeks before last
Christmas, I noticed that a number
of aircraft working Cairo and Addis
Ababa on 5.658MHz were being
asked to change to a new
frequency. I tuned down to the
new frequency, 5.517MHz, and
found it extremely active with
many flights working some of the
ATC ground stations usually heard
on 5.658.

Since then, I have had the time
to analyse the traffic, and it seems
that the almost all the ATC stations
on 5.658 have made 'appearances'
on 5.517 at one time or another.
There are some stations which I
have not heard, but I have heard
other stations calling them, and
eventually passing flight details.
One of the more active stations on
5.517 seems to be Tripoli ATC,
which was always one of the rarer
stations on 5.658.

This is a new frequency for the
AFI-3 network, and seems to been
an additional frequency, not a
replacement as 5.658MHz still
carries a lot of traffic. As ever, with
these African stations, the best
time to listen is during the
evening.

Staying with Africa, but
moving down to the other end of
the continent, I have been told that
a very good time to listen for
southern African stations is also
during the evening. The time of
19.00 has been suggested as a
good time to start listening, and
the frequency to listen to is
8.903MHz. This is part of the AFI-4
network, so you can hear
numerous ATC stations including
Brazzaville, Entebbe and
N'Djamena.

If you interested in hearing
some 'out of the way' stations, or
rare countries on h.f., or even rare
airlines and aircraft, this is one of
those frequencies which is
certainly worth listening to.

Antarctica

Over the Christmas and New Year
period, much of the UK was
covered in snow and ice, and the
temperatures hovered around the
0°C mark. This set me thinking
about signals from warmer
climates. I then thought about
other signals from the southern
hemisphere; I did some research
into frequencies and signals from

I

[islenInc
much colder climates, and came
across a listing of frequencies for
the various stations in and around
Antarctica. A few years ago, I
remember listening to some weak
signals from one of the British
stations late one night, but I never
realised that there were so many
nations involved in research in the
inhospitable terrain 'down there'.

Elsewhere on this page, Table 1
gives a listing of the Antarctic
stations, which country operates
them, and some of their known
frequencies. I must admit that this
list might be out-of-date, but the
only way to find out for sure is to
listen for signals on the listed
frequencies. When I listened a few
years ago, I heard signals from

suitable frequencies for Mr Yavuz
to listen to. I am sure that there
must be some coastal maritime
stations, but I do not have any
information that I can pass on.

Checking in the relevant RAF
En -Route Supplement covering
Turkey, it seems that most of the
major ATC centres have the
international Search & Rescue
frequencies available (3.023 &
5.680MHz), while the Turkish Air
Force at lzmir/Cigli are listed as
using 6.6345MHz during daylight
hours and 2.896MHz during the
night.
Does anyone have any other
suggestions which I can pass -on
to Mr Yavuz?

Table 1: Antarctic frequencies.

Station Operator HF frequencies
(all in MHz u.s.b.)

Marambio, Argentina 4.490 and 8.864
Casey Australia 5.400
Davis Australia 5.400
Mawson Australia 5.400
Comandante Ferraz, Brazil 500kHz, 2..128
Great Wall, China 13.158
Aboa Finland 4.119, 6.264
Neumeyer, Germany 6.264
Scott Base, New Zealand 2.773, 5.400, 11.570
Molodezhnaya, Russia 7.665, 13.385
Mirny, Russia 7.665, 13.385
Vostok, Russia 7.665, 13.385
Novolazarevskaya, Russia 7.665, 13.385
Bellingshausen Russia 7.665, 13.385
Rothera, UK 5.080 (I.s.b.), 7.775 (u.s.b.)
Faraday, UK 4.067, 11.453
Halley, UK 7

Signy, UK
McMurdo, USA 4.242, 8.998
Palmer, USA 4.067, 4.125, 11.553

Signy at Rothera on 9.106MHz, but
that frequency does not appear in
the list. Does anyone know if it is
still an active frequency? It is
important to remember that these
are not 'military' set-ups, so they
are 'stations' rather than 'bases'.

Questions

Via the Internet, I have received a
question from a Mr Yavuz (I hope
that's right) in Turkey. He says that
he is a keen short wave utility
listener, and hears plenty of
signals on all the usual USAF and
RAF frequencies. He wants to
know about any utility stations
transmitting from Turkey. I have a
limited amount of information
concerning air traffic, but I wonder
if any readers can suggest any

Balloons

Last month I wrote about the
various attempts to pilot a balloon
around the world. By now,
everyone will have realised that
three attempts got off the ground
(literally speaking). One of the
most interesting (for UK readers,
at least) was the flight by Richard
Branson in the Virgin Challenger
balloon.

It seems that many people
stayed -up to hear communications
between the balloon and
Portishead in the early hours of
the morning. In fact, several
people report hearing a Virgin
aircraft talking with Portishead and
calling the balloon on 5.610MHz as
the aircraft was returning from
Morocco, having taken the Press

to cover the launch.
One letter covering this item

deserves a mention. George R. in
Edinburgh wrote to say that he
never had any success catching
'those faraway stations and was
resigned to listening to VOLMET
stations'. He goes on to say that
he saw the balloon launch on TV,
and then started to look for details
of the most likely frequencies. He
had no luck with that, and went to
bed for the night. In the early
hours he awoke, found the
relevant article, and tuned to
5.610MHz, and immediately heard
Richard Branson in the Challenger
Balloon talking to Portishead
radio. It is so good to hear from
people who find this column
useful, and are able to use it to
listen to interesting signals.

The next attempt at the flight
was just a few days later, the
following weekend, in fact. The
Breitling Orbiter team set-off from
Switzerland, but ditched in the
Mediterranean Sea just a few
hours later. As yet, nobody has
reported hearing any
communications between the
balloon and ground stations, but
since it was only airborne for a
few hours they may not have had
time.

Finally, just three days later,
Steve Fossett launched his balloon
from Chicago and headed towards
the Atlantic. This is the flight
which ended in India over a week
later. According to the information
on the Internet, his balloon was
equipped with h.f. radios for
"communicating with ATC
stations", however I have not seen
any confirmed reports of this. He
must have been in contact with
somebody as he crossed the
Atlantic, but I have not read
anything about this yet. His
balloon crossed from the USA to
the Straits of Gibraltar, so maybe
he was in contact with the
Portuguese ATC at Santa Maria;
the closest that I have to an actual
report is from somebody who said
that they heard a normal
transatlantic flight briefly
mentioned the 'solo balloon' in
one of his regular contacts with
ATC.

I have heard nothing at all
about the other two attempts
listed last month, and since the
launch season is nearly at an end,
it seems unlikely that they will fly
now. According to the BBC, there
could be as many as eight flights
planned for early next year, so
keep those radios glowing and
ready for action!
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COMMUNICATIONS
V

HOWES

SSB & CW Filter - £29.80!
Clean up your reception!

Reduce noise and interference! Sharp SSB/
Speech filter with faster roll -off than IF crystal filters!
 300Hz bandwidth CW filter  Printed and punched
front panel  All aluminium case  Simply connects
between radio and external 'speaker or 'phones
 Suits all general coverage receivers & transceivers
 ASL5 Kit plus HASOR hardware: £29.80

HOWES r a.

(112)

DC2000 built in HA22R hardware option

Mail Order to: Eydon, Daventry,
Northants. NN11 3PT
IT 01327 260178121 VISA

HOWES DC2000 SSB/CW Receiver Kit - £22.90
This great little receiver makes an excellent project for the novice constructor! The plug-in
band module system gives a wide frequency coverage combined with simple construction.
Choose from 160, 80, 40, 30, 20,15 & 10M amateur bands. Also suitable for BM 11 and BM54
HF air -band modules. One band kit supplied with DC2000, extra band kits £7.90 each.
Expands into an amateur transceiver with add-on kits! A great way to start building your
station! DC2000 Electronic kit: £22.90 (inc. one band module). HA22R Hardware: £18.90.

C5L4

DCS2

CBA2

DFD4

DFD5

SPA4

ACCESSORY KITS
Internal SOB d CW Filter for ow RXs

"5 Meter' for direct conversion RXs
Counter Buffer (fit to fin to feed DFD5)

Add-on Digital Readout for supernets

Digital Frequency Counter/Readout

Scanner Preamp 4 to 1300MHz

£10.50
St 0.90

£5.90

£49.90
£54 90
£15.90

MW1 Medium Wave & Topband TRF Receiver
A real bargain for the
budding constructor. -

Complete beginner's kit
with all hardware. Only

whilst stocks last: £19.90 (was £29.901

Enjoy your radio more with great projects from HOWES!

Multiband SSB/CW Receiver
The DXR20 covers 20, 40 & 80M bands as standard.
You can add any other SW band with optional plug-in band
modules (same type as DC2000). Versatile and popular!

DXR20 Kit: £39.90. DCS2 "S meter" Kit: £10.90. HASOR hardware pack: £28.90

The famous HOWES Active Antenna Kits
AA2. Covers 150kHz to 30MHz. The neat compact answer for those with limited space.

Kit: £8.90 Assembled PCB module; £14.90

AA4.Covers 25 to 1300MHz. Broad -band performance in a neat, compact package.

Kit: £19.90 Assembled PCB modules: £28.90

AB1 18. Optimised for long distance reception on 118 to 137MHz air -band.

Kit: £18.80 Assembled PCB modules: £27.90

MB1 56. 156 to 162MHz marine band active antenna system (the brother of AB118!)
Kit: 18.50 Assembled PCB modules: £27.60

(IN

Antenna Tuning Units for use with HF receivers
CTU8. Covers 500kHz to 30MHz. Matches antenna impedance and helps reduce spurious
signals and interference with extra front-end filtering for the receiver. 50239 sockets.

Factory Built: £49.90. Kit (including case and all hardware): £29.90.

CTU9. As CTU8 plus balun, bypass switch and terminal posts. The fully featured Rx ATU!

Factory Built: £69.90. CTU9 Kit (including case and all hardware): £39.90.

Please add f4.00 P&P, or £1.50 P&P for electronics kits without hardware.

HOWES KITS contain good quality printed circuit boards with screen printed parts
locations, full, clear instructions and all board mounted components. Sales, constructional
and technical advice are available by phone during office hours. Please send an SAE for our
free catalogue and specific product data sheets. Delivery is normally within seven days.

73 from Dave G4KQH, Technical Manager.

Radio Receiver Trainer
An Invaluable Learning and Design Tool for all Experimenters

Mail Order To:

The Radio Receiver Trainer contains eight
receiver building blocks and a comprehensive
training manual.

Simply connect the building blocks to
build AM, SW, Superhet and Direct Conversion
receivers. Decode SSB and CW. Use proven building
blocks to develop and test your own designs.

Pricing: Complete £129.00

Kit £89.00
(Excludes case & headphones)

P&P is £5 (UK). £8 (EC), £12 (World)
Add Vat to Total Price

Building Blocks:

Pyramid Electronics LTD.
204 Ferndale Road,
Brixton,
London SW9 8AG
Phone (0171) 738 4044 Fax (0171) 274 7997
(Out of office hours ordering by answering machine)

Bandspread Tuner
RF Oscillator
Mixer
IF Amplifier
AM Detector
Beat Frequency Oscillator
Audio Filter
Audio Amplifier
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Jacques d'Avignon VE3VIA
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How to use the success below this frequency probability of success for the determined by the values of

Propagation Charts. are very slim. path and time. the intersections of the plots
The middle line indicates

the optimum working frequency
To make use of the charts

you must select the chart most
against frequency.

The charts contain three plots. (OWF) with a 90% probability closely located to the region Good luck and happy listening.
The lower dashed line of success for the particular containing the station that you
represents the lowest usable path and time. wish to hear. By selecting the
frequency (LUF), or ALF Lastly, the upper dashed time chosen for listening on the
(Absorption Limiting line, represents the maximum horizontal axis, the best
Frequency). The chances of usable frequency (MUF) a 50% frequencies for listening can be
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Dick Ganderton, c/o SWM Editorial Offices, Broadstone

Promption

Extra

in mb
30.7 1038
30.6 1035
30.5 1032
30.4 1029
30.3 1026
30.2 1022
30.1 1019
30.0 1015
29.9 1012
29.8 1009
29.7 1005
29.6 1002
29.5 998
29.4 995
29.3 991
29.2 988
29.1 984
29 0 981
28.9 978
28.8 975
28.7 972
28.6 968
28.5 965
28.4 961

Ibelieve that it is still essential that those readers who have an ongoing interest in propagation still have
access to the various pieces of information collated by Ron Ham. I have asked Ron to continue to provide his
monthly barometric pressure charts in the same format as before. In the meantime I am trying to arrange for

a regular supply of sunspot charts and other similar information. If there are any readers who would be
prepared to provide such information on a regular basis, please get in touch with me at the Editorial Offices,
Broadstone.
Ron's barometric pressure chart for the month of January 1997.

January 1997
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31
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30.6
30.5
30.4
30.3
30.2
30.1
30.0
29.9
29.8
29.7
29.6
29.5
29.4
29.3
29.2
29.1
29.0
28.9
28.8
28.7
28.6
28.5
28.4
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mb
1038
1035
1032
1029
1026
1022
1019
1015
1012
1009
1005
1002

998
995
991
988
984
981
978
975
972
968
965
961

H 0 RTWAV E
NEON Is FAIRMILE ROAD. CHRISTCHURCH. DORSET BH23 21.J KENWOOD

Phone Fax 01202 190099  Mobile 0836-246955 ''--

THE SCANNERAND RECEIVER SPECIALISTS
Scanners and Receivers from OS - G5000.
Cat & discuss which part of the Radio Spectrum you wish to monitor

& we will advise you on the most cost effective way of doing lc
 Full range of new & secondhand equipment available.
 We stock all famous brands:.
AOR,Yoprrexu,80acAtkApriAnIx
+ Au. THE ACCESSORIES

. AND WE GIVE FRIENDLY ADVICE!!

Suppliers of comunications equipment
and accessories to enthusiasts countrywide.

CB - Amateur - SWL - Novice - Maul - Marine

SAME DAT DESPATCH
on all postal sale quoting your

1151. number

BEST
e=2,

We are the Kenwood main dealer for the

South Coast and appointed dealer for
Yaesu & kom equipment

4 MILES FROM BOURNEMOUTH INTERNATIONAL. AIRPORT ON 83073

300 YARDS FROM CHRISTCHURCH RAILWAY STATION. FORECOURT ROWING FOR Disteiri,

Actual Size:
130 a 150rnrn

GET WEATHER INFORMATION
FIRST HAND!

Haven't you always
wanted a
weather station?
The Weather Wizard III

combines all the most requested features
into one incredible package!

 FEATURES INCLUDE 
 Inside & Outside Temps  Wind Chill  Optional PC Interface
 Wind Speed & Direction  Alarms  Optional Rain Collector
 Highs & Lows

SEND FOR FREE COLOUR CATALOGUE
ICS Electronics Ltd
Unit V Rudford Industrial Estate
FORD  Arundel  West Sussex BN18 OBD

.
ti99Oat.5°=

Tel: 01903 731101  Fax: 01903 731105

Is noise a problem?
THEN TRY ONE OF THESE!

NRF-2 Noise Reduction Filter Simply plug it in with your headphones or LS. No batteries required. Cuts down hum,
hiss and sideband splatter. £16.50 plus £1.00 postage.
CT400 Long - Wire Coupling Transformer (Sometimes known as a "Magnetic Balun"). Use your wire
antenna with a screened down lead ONLY £6.75 plus £1.00 postage.
TU3 Antenna tuning unit. A very versatile ATU with a special mode switch. Quality aluminium case.
£54 plus £4.00 postage. Low frequency version (below 500kHz). Only £64 plus £4.00 postage.
SEND SSAE FOR BROCHURE OF OUR COMPLETE RANGE (Callers by appointment only)

LAKE ELECTRONICS, DEPT SW, 7 Middleton Close, Nuthall, Nottingham NG16 1BX
0115 - 938 2509 - E-mail 100775.730@compuserve.com
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Paul Essery GW3KFE, PO Box 4, Newtown, Powys SY16 1ZZ

A Taleur
[isteninc to t A

This is being written as the first
exercise of 1997, so our first
task is to thank you all out

there for your many and various
greetings for Christmas and the
New Year - and, of course, to
reciprocate.

It does seem that we are indeed
past the bottom of the sunspot
cycle, though we won't know for
sure until the 'smoothed' numbers
show it. I understand that the
sunspot number got down to
below 2 and there is an adage that
says that historically it always goes
below 5 before the bottom. In
addition there has been a
noticeable trend to improved flux
numbers in the last few months.
Who knows? Maybe the W6
sundancers are having an effect!

A friend mentioned to me a few
days ago a new and unexpected
advantage of having an antenna
tuning unit in the system. Bob has
the tuner settings logged for each
amateur band from 1.8 up to
29.7MHz, and noted on the cover
of his log. When he goes to a band
he first sets the tuner to the logged
settings; if the band is 'live' he
checks to see if the tuner setting is
right by finding a good signal and
swinging the tuner. If the band
seems dead he does a similar
check on noise. Now, on this
particular day the settings seemed
'all to pot' though signals were
audible. A look outside revealed
parts of his ground radial system
covered in snow, and the antenna
part of the system largely on the
ground. A quick repair and snow -
clearance, and everything went
back to normal. For a listener, in
his position, the band would in fact
have seemed to be OK as signals
were being heard - but when
things were put back to normal the
same signals were many decibels
better. For a transmitting amateur
such a mishap could be costly.

The International Listeners
Association, better known to us all
as ILA, have their HQ at 1 Jersey
Street, Hafod, Swansea SA21
214. In their December issue they
mention the Heard All Britain
Awards. Essentially the idea is to
log a station in each of the small
squares of the National Grid(NGR)
for example, the Irish Grid for
Northern Ireland and the Universal
Transverse Macerator Grid for the
Channel Islands. However, since
many a square contains part of
more than one county you need to
log the county as well as the
Square reference. For example
NN25, on Rannoch Moor or TL52 in

3anc S Rounc
Tateurs Let's have all your news and comments, sent as usual for the start of the month.

Bishops Stortford where there is a
little chunk of Essex and a bigger
of Hertfordshire. So, you log the
WAB Squares, and perhaps it's
worth noting that the WAB nets are
often to be found around 1.94,
3,760, 7.060, 14.260, 21.320 and
28.655MHz always, of course, ± the
QRM. For WAB purposes the report
and reference must be confirmed
by both ends. While you don't
have to be a member to start
collecting, one suspects you will
soon decide that the ends are
worthwhile.

Incidentally, such loggings are
also good for the ILA's Counties
Award which requires logging at
least one station in each county of
the British Isles and Eire.

Letters

Our anonymous reader asks about
the history of national prefixes for
amateur stations. Originally, in the
USA and Europe for example,
there were no prefixes, just a
number and the suffix letter for
example 1AW, 1BCG and so on.
Indeed, pre -WW1 UK licensees had
three letters only, for example,
Carter, IRX. Radio waves are no
respecters of frontiers, so very
soon something had to be done
and the Transatlantic tests of 1923
of course forced the issue. So, a
letter indicating nationality was
tacked on to the front of the
callsign and the number. As the
number, in the USA and elsewhere
had geographic significance it was
considered also part of the prefix.
In due course this system extended
world-wide. It is amusing to note in
this context that the 'yell for help'
from Rene Klein published in the
English Mechanic of June 6, 1913
resulted in the formation of the
Wireless Society of London, later
to become RSGB. The letter
indicates that already there were
clubs in Derby and Liverpool, and
the records suggest Barrow and
Birmingham also. However, we get
ahead. Up to 1910, licensed
amateurs in this country had no
callsigns at all, the three -letter
ones being brought in to play in
May 1910. After the war, in 1919
the USA led off by permitting full
activity again, but only after
securing an exam pass and an
operator's licence too. It was May
1920 before UK activity
recommenced, with low power and
for no more than two hours a day,
with no more than three specified
other stations. Even to achieve this
was quite a stiff fight for the young

RSGB but it was at least a foot
holding the door open. With all its
faults, RSGB is still the only
guardian of our bands, and the
pressure to take them away and
hand to the commercials is plainly
horrifying.

At the outbreak of WW2 all
licences were 'determined' and
equipment impounded though
some German signals using
amateur callsigns remained on the
bands. At first the post-war callsign
structure comprised one or two
letters, a number, and up to three
letters, like for example my own
GW3KFE. During the post -WW2
period we have seen callsign
format varying somewhat, the first
variation being for example of the
form 9G1HE, and later we find
such as D44BS or Z23J0. In the
post-war period the ITU has issued
blocks of callsigns to countries,
who then issued amateur -form
calls within their allocated block to
their applicants.

Next we must turn to Ted
Hearn in Newcastle, Staffs, who
looked at Top Band for IIBQV,
LA5FHA, OZ1DPR, SP2QCH,
UR5ZRJ, UTOMY and UXOZZ.
Looking in to 3.5MHz Ted found
AP2AR, BV2FI, C53HP, C31SD,
CT3DZ, CU2BQR, DS5RNM,
ER5DX, HL5NBM, HK6BRK,
IC8JCH, JA2KIW, JF7DZA, JA1EOY,
LU2ANN, OH5LF/P4, 010RJ,
OY9JD, PY2BW, PY3TD, T77WI,
UR5EDU, VY2ROB, VZ9SW,
XE1VIC, ZL1IU, ZL4B0, 9A4A and
9K2MU. Down again to 7MHz and
here we find CO6RJ, CN8VB,
HL5NDQ, IT9JCB, JA3AZD, PZ1EL,
SU1GS, UR7HC, UT5UDC, VK2CP,
ZB2IF, 9A1BST and 9H1GT.Finally,
to 14MHz for CU2BS, D44BS,
EL2DT, EL2EB, HI8CR, JI8AQC,
JR3PEP, JT2AP, OD5MM, PY6JJ,
RZ9MYL, V51130, VK3AJJ,
VU2XLZ, ZL3RG, Z22JE, 4K6CM,
5R8ET, 5B4AFZ, 9H1DL, 9Q5TR,
and 9V1UD.

From Barnsley, Colin Dean
reports on his doings on 3.5MHz
with AP2N, C53HP, DU1KT,
D25RNMI=HL 'special'), D44BC,
EX8M, EY8MM, EZ6DN, HL1JV,
JA1ELY, JA4KIW, JA6BEE, JA6BJT,
JAOBYS, JT1BG, J68ER, NP2FL,
OD5NJ, TA3BN, TG9IGI, TI4CF,
UNOAA, VE2DS in CQ Zone 2,
VK3DQW, VK3DZM, VK5P0,
V29SW, V31DE, W6s, W7s, YB5QZ,
YB6INU, YK1A0, ZL4B0, 4L4KK,
and 9K2/Y09HP. Turning up to
7MHz we see A45ZN, A92FZ,
C53HP, FT5WE, HC4L, HP1XVH,
J68AS, NP4A, P43HM, R1ANZ,
TA3BP, TI4CF, T77WI, UN5F,

-U

VU3S10, XT2DP, YB2PBX,
3E1DX(=HP),4L50, 5A1A, 701A
and 9G1YR.

Here and There

Perhaps the most important news
is that those of you who were
awaiting the Heard Island
expedition's visit to Crozet en route
are, alas, going to be unlucky. A
French seamen's strike caused the
time -scale to be tightened and led
to the decision that Crozet would
have to wait for another time. On
the other hand, Top Band addicts
will know that, as planned they
went QRT as TOOR from Reunion
on January 5 after 411 contacts in
50 DXCC countries They intend to
stop at Kerguelen on the return
trip, but the time available will be
minimal so they may not be active.

If you're looking for Malawi,
from the beginning of February for
four or five weeks, watch for
7Q7KH, with QSLs to the home
address of WF5A.

Another one to watch out for is
Jan Mayen. JX7DFA will be there
until April. In Antarctica, KC4AAF
Upstream Charlie Base, may be
noted when the band is open.

Modes

Don't hesitate to look into other
possible modes of activity on the
bands. For example, Slow Scan
Television; my first SSTV listening
was done using a little old Sinclair
Spectrum computer and freebie
software, looking at the output on
an old TV used as the monitor. You
might, for example, find 4X4FD or
4Z4UT who are both active on
slow -scan particularly on 14MHz.

Finale

Thanks to all of you for your letters
and comments. Some information
has been culled, as usual, from the
weekly RSGB's DX News Sheet and
DX Magazine. Other snippets
thanks to the 59(9) DX Report of PO
Box 73, Spring Brook NY 14140
who have taken over Chod Harris's
The DX Bulletin and merged them.

Letters as usual, to arrive by the
first of the month to me please at
PO Box 4, Newtown Powys SY16
1ZZ and meanwhile Good Hunting
for the rest of 1997.
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Solid State Electronics (UK)

HIGH QUALITY ACCESSORIES

FOR SCANNING, MONITOR RECEIVERS

1. JIM PSU-101A Mk5. UK manufactured regulated 230V
AC power supply with ADJUSTABLE radio base holder,
combined. For use with most pocket scanners. (Please
state radio type). 2 DC output sockets, one for radio the
other for accessories. 12 volt DC output. A 9 volt output
version for Tandy, Comte!, Netset etc available. (PSU -
101ATA). PRICE £34.95. CE Approved

2. JIM PSU-101AC Mk5. As above but includes 12"
fitted 50ohm coaxial cable assembly with BNC
plug and socket for base antenna connection.
PRICE £36.95.

3. JIM BH-A3A. Universal base holder. With
ADJUSTABLE radio base holder, combined.
Convenient, safe support of radio. Adjustable
front stop. Heavy duty chromed base. TWO
models "If you don't need the cable why pay
for it". PRICE ONLY £13.95.

4. JIM BH-A3AC. As above includes 12" fitted 50ohm
coaxial cable assembly with professional BNC
plugs and sockets for base antenna connection
TNC type plug available on request. Ideal RX and TX
up to 4GHz. PRICE ONLY £17.95.

Payment by postal order or cheque. Price includes
postage (UK). Other high quality products available:
Car Holder, S Meter, Notch Filter, Flexi Antenna &
Wire Antenna. For further information on SSE prod-
ucts, send A4 SAE to:

Solid State Electronics IUK)
6 The Orchard, Bassett Green Village,
Southampton S016 3NA
Tel: (01703) 769598

PSU-1 01A Mk5

I

BH-A3A

The thm logo is a registered trade mark of 144-1.1 (UK)

I MOMENTUM 1/4

Communications
MCL 1100
DATA DECODER
FOR THE SERIOUS UTILITY

LISTENER WITHOUT A COMPUTER,

From

£255
STANDARD FEATURES:

 SMARTLOCK system for easy tuning.
 Full screen of readable text with on -screen tuning indication
 Automatic decoding of RTTY, CW, FEC (NAVTEX) and ARQ.
 Auto or manual selection of transmission speeds.
 Extremely rapid lock onto signal.
 Connection for a parallel type printer.

* SYNOPTIC UPGRADE *
for MCL-1100 and DM -1000's

Now available
FREE

, 5yr warranty of

1 ducts

IL. sold

Optional monitor

RECEIV RS

COMPLETE

\I PHONE FOR DETAILS f

 A NKT IT A

Callers by appointment only

,1-17 01384 896879
61/ 7 Clarkson Place, Dudley Road,

1E3 Lye, West Midlands DY9 8EL

nitpring
nnes-,

Shofl,
to, F. Next
Amoretke

Come to the Frontier of

Global Communications
Subscribe to Monitoring Times and
Satellite Times Magazines

Do you own a radio, a shortwave receiver, a scanning
receiver, or a ham radio? Then Monitoring Times is your
magazine! Each monthly issue of MT offers 20 pages of

worldwide, English language, shortwave broadcast schedules; departments on
aero, military, government, public safety communications; broadcast band,
satellite television, long -wave coverage; reviews of new products and radio -
related software; technical articles and projects for the hobbyist; feature articles,
and much, much more.

If it's on the radio, it's in Monitoring Times!
Satellite Times is the world's first and only full -

spectrum satellite monitoring magazine, exploring all
aspects of satellite communications, including
commercial, military, broadcasting, scientific,
governmental and personal communications as well as
private satellite systems. The satellite industry's most
respected experts contribute to every bi-monthly issue of
Satellite Times, addressing both amateurs and experts
alike.

If it's in orbit, Satellite Times covers it!

PLEASE VISIT OUR SITE ON THE WORLD WIDE WEB:
www.grove.net

Mail this subscription form to:

PW Publishing Ltd., Freepost,

Arrowsmith Ct. Station Approach,
Broadstone, Dorset BH188 PW.

Subscription rates include speedy Air Mail

Service!

Ti 1 year Monitoring Times - E85 (12 issues)
1 1 year Satellite Times - £55 (6 issues)

Name

Address

Postcode

Telephone

I enclose cheque/PO (Payable to PW
Publishing Ltd.) £

Or charge to my Access/Visa Card the
amount of £

Card#
Valid From

Signature

Tel

Thru

Credit Card Orders taken on (01202) 659930

FAX orders taken on (01202) 659950
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John Griffiths, c/o 22 Ffordd Beibio, Holyhead, Gwynedd, North Wales LL65 2EH.

Scanninc
This month, as promised, we'll
take a brief look at hand-
helds. I say brief because I

haven't the space to go into
technical detail about the
particular hand-held you may
own. It's best for you to read the
technical reviews previously
written here in the mag and you
can request a list of the reviews
from the Editorial Offices - there
you will find a more complex
piece on a particular set written in
far more depth than I can hope to
cover here!

Before we look at radios,
however, I'd like to address some
criticism levelled at the column by
various people both in the 'Letters'
page and in personal mail. Maybe
the column isn't to your liking, but
it's all things to all people. I cannot
write the first -place and definitive
piece because I don't have the
entire database of information you
request!

I rely on the mail and try to
answer the questions raised while
also trying to make the hobby
more understandable to all. It was
said that I'd done some damage
after my piece of Emmerdale. I'd
disagree with that because I felt it
presented scanner owners in a
very negative light. That was my
opinion - and one shared by other
readers. I'm afraid to have to
inform my critics that you are
currently outnumbered on the
popularity and content score by
many more who welcome a) my
non -technical approach and b)
what I offer.

However, I do welcome
criticism! I will state though that I
cannot be everything to
everybody. That's an impossibility.
I reiterate that it is you, the
readers, who write the piece. I do
really only collate it! Lastly, I know
that heavily technical pieces on
conversions and radio -jargon do
not please everybody as the
majority of owners are not tech-
bods! So, I say sorry to those who
feel I'm not doing a good job and
thanks to those who enjoy the
simplistic and somewhat personal
style of my writing! You can't win
'em all, I'm afraid!

Mail First
K. J. Helmsley of Nottingham
asks what antenna is suitable for
both Civ. and Mil. airband. His
problem is that he lives in a
hollow! He's sought advice from
two manufacturers who,
obviously, push their products and
asks what I think. Well, without
being biased, I'd say that as you

are into the airband, and that is
your area, I'd be inclined to go for
the most suitable antenna
available. To me - and this is
personal - that has to be the Air
44N.

Why? Because it is built for
airband and will have a higher
gain - or less loses - than a more
broadband antenna. Using your
pre -amp will help as will getting
the stick up as high as you can. I
hope that gives you some ideas!

An interesting E-mail from T.
Trentfield tells me about an
unusual broadcast by Birmingham
ATIS over Christmas and stating
that ATIS wishes a 'Happy
Christmas to all our listeners!'. Mr
TT asks "is this what was meant
for those who monitor the
frequency as a hobby?". Who
knows? Probably though! It would
also be broadcast to all aircraft on
that frequency as a sort of general
messages wishing all well.
However, it's well known that it
isn't just the aircraft who listen in
to the ATIS broadcasts! Nice
touch, though!

What is MOULD, asks
someone from the south of
England. Briefly, MOULD is a
military system, operating on
v,h.f./u.h.f. It allows multi-access
as well as divisional contact to be
made to troops in the field. It is
narrow band f.m. and uses over
100 static repeaters and
talkthrough throughout the UK.
Mobile repeaters can enhance
coverage. Bands it operates in are:
73.925 - 74.100, 75.300 -
76.700, 149.000 - 149.900MHz
on v.h.f. and 410.000 -
425.000MHz on u.h.f.

Also asked is how do they
provide links to studio from
programmes like Treasure Hunt?
To the best of my knowledge, a
second helicopter would be used
as a comm's ship. I don't really
know. Anyone out there got a
better idea than that?

P. Ford poses a question that
I'm going to throw to the floor.
Why is it that a converter can
produce a cleaner and stronger
signal than some scanners on the
market? Now, tech-bods, answer
me that one!

He also asks why an a.t.u. can
tune a length of wire from 500kHz,
etc., up to 30MHz and why can't an
a.t.u. be manufactured to tune
from 25 to 1300MHz! This is
another I'll leave to the
manufacturers! If you have any
ideas, then please write in. Rather
tricky, I think, that one!

A. Burnett-Provan writes
asking if I have an address for Paul

Jones, who produces scanner lists
on the Internet. I don't, I'm afraid.
However, if Paul wants to get in
touch then I'm sure I can pass on
details for the written, or printed
out, lists he may have available.

S. Brown writes and asks if
anyone can help him with
frequencies for the following
callsigns heard on his set:
Starburst 1 - BBC North - Sky
Sports. He is interested in studio
talkback and traffic, OB
frequencies and Match of the Day
talkback from St James' Park
(Newcastle Utd.) and anything
using talkback from this ground.
Any good ideas from
scanner/football fans?

Paul Mudge writes in with
frequencies heard whilst
Greenpeace were in the Liverpool
area trying to blockade the
berthing in Liverpool Freeport.
Channel 12 - 156.300MHz was
used, with callsigns overhead
being 'Delta', 'Blossom' and
'Rover', these being the inflatables
launched from the vessel herself.
It may be worthwhile
remembering these if you monitor
any Greenpeace activity in or
around seaports or other areas
where this worthy organisation
gets involved.

I'd like to say thanks to Mike
R for his logs. I do think, however,
that you should now send them
into the military airband column. I
appreciate seeing them, of course,
but don't want to stand on
anyone's toes on this! So I will
pass them on.

Lastly, I'll answer a question
from Mr G. Dickinson, but within
the next bit about hand-helds.

Firstly, What's Out There?
Buying a hand-held can be
expensive and, as I have so often
seen, a bit of a disappointment!
I've known people buy the latest
all singin', all dancin' hand-held
who want to use it only for marine
v.h.f. and have ended up with a bit
of kit that is terrific, but over -kill
for such a specialist area of
listening!

Before committing yourself to
buying one, ask yourself what it is
you want to listen to. Also, ask
yourself whether you want to
auto -step with the in-built land
usually) 5kHz steps contained in
the machine or would the ability to
work 1kHz at a time be better? I'd
say have the 1kHz step and the
ability so do so manually. Why?
Because frequencies change and
the ability to step one kilohertz at a
time is better than having it done

for you!
So, what should you look for?

Scanners work at v.h.flu.h.f., so a
starting point of 30 to 1300MHz is
a good one. Above 1300MHz and
you're looking at problems with
reception as you'll need specialist
antenna to go chasing what's up
there! Again, scanners offering
short wave coverage are a bit of a
compromise and unless they have
s.s.b. are not really worth it! I

would prefer to have a cheaper,
dedicated short wave receiver and
a.t.u. rather than a scanner
promising me the world, but, by
virtue of what it has to do, less
able than a separate set.

My Personal Choices
If I had a choice, what would I go
for? - Hard one! - There are many
good sets on the market and I
have yet to play with all of them.
However, over the years, I have
made a list of those I think are
good value and built for the job.
I'm not going to upset anyone
here - I hope! - but here I go with
my personal choices and why.

Airband: Two sets! First, the
venerable Yupiteru VT -225. This
is a really good piece of kit. Why?
Mainly because it offers dedicated
r.f., i.f. and a.g.c. circuits for the
optimum performance required on
airband, while also still offering
excellent marine band
performance - vital if using the set
for SAR listening between rescue
hellos, lifeboats and so on. After
that comes the Black Jaguar
MkIV. This is now a bit long in the
tooth, but offers such excellent
coverage on some bands. Owners
enthuse about this set and, having
used one, I also found it to be
quite good. It sets from 28-30-60-
88-115-178-210-260-410-520MHz,
so it is a bit 'gappy' on other
aspects of scanning. However, for
airband, it is good. It has a.m/f.m.
modes as standard and 16
channels as standard.

General: The old lady of
scanners, able to tune to the lower
end of the short wave band and
still provide limited cover on
v.h.f./u.h.f. is the Sony PRO -80.
I've had mine for years and it is
excellent on short wave! It covers
widely from 150-108MHz, with
selectable modes (a.m., f.m.,
n.f.m. and s.s.b.) and then, via an
untidy and ancient looking
converter, which you have to
screw on and re -set the steps
within the set, from 115-223MHz.
However, it does allow you to scan
through the seldom used bands

Continued
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Keith Hamer & Garry Smith, 17 Coffingham Gardens, Derby DE22 4FS.

DX Te
December proved to be a

reasonable month for long-
distance television signals

with instances of reception via
meteor -shower, Sporadic -E,
tropospheric and even Auroral
activity. Reception is less frequent
during the winter months so lots
of patience and regular checks
are essential. As one enthusiast
recently remarked: 'Seek and ye
shall find!'.

Reception Reports

Peter Barber (Coventry)
witnessed a Sporadic -E opening
to southern France on December
7th with ballet and general
dancing from Canal Plus on
Channel L3 (from the transmitter
located at Carcassonne). Iceland
(RUV) appeared on the 21st
around 1400UTC with
programme schedules and
sample text pages on Channel E4.
Unidentified signals via Sporadic -
E occurred on the 4th and 8th on
Channels R1 and E3 but these
were short-lived.

Meteor -Shower activity was
plentiful during the month with
many unidentified 'pings' on
various Band I channels.
Tropospheric reception in Band III
was possible on the 8th, 9th and
10th with France (Canal Plus on
Channels L5 and L7), Germany
(SWF on Channel E8(, Belgium
(RTBF-1, Channel E8) and
Luxembourg (RTL Plus, Channel
E7).

Stephen Michie (Bristol) also
encountered many Benelux and
German transmissions in Band III

$ I

evasion
and at u.h.f. between December
8th and 11th. The best signals
were Denmark on Channel E7
(Soenderjylland) with its
distinctive PM5534 test card with
'DR TV' at the bottom, and the
German FuBK test card from the
Hessen Drei network on Channel
E52 (Biedenkopf) with 'Hessen -3
FFTM' identification and digital
clock and date.

Shaun Taylor (Goole) reports
several unidentified Band III
tropospheric signals which were
present on the 2nd, 3rd and 12th.
Further south, Andrew Burfield
(Braintree) had a beanfeast
during the evening of the 8th with
a host of strong u.h.f. signals
from France, Belgium, the
Netherlands, Germany and
Denmark. Signals lasted well into
the early hours of the 9th.
Andrew queries a signal from the
west on Channel E59 with a G -
shaped logo inside a box in the
top -right of the picture. The
sound spacing was 5.5MHz. The
broadcast was in a foreign -
sounding language, although
some of the adverts were in
English.

Channel 5 test transmissions
from Belmont on Channel E56 are
providing a source of 'firsts' for
DXers. In early December,
Stephen Michie saw colour bars
with the slogan 'Give Me 5'
emblazoned across the centre.
G.Tate (Luton) also discovered
strong Channel 5 signals from
Belmont during a tropospheric lift
on the 8th and 9th. The e.r.p. of
the Channel 5 outlet is 50kW, a
tenth of the power of the other
four channels. For u.h.f.

Fig. 4: Satellite and microwave installation for private TV
transmitters in the mountains above Bergamo, Italy

reception, a ten -element set -top
antenna is used together with a
Grundig colour receiver. For v.h.f.
DXing, a reduced vision i.f.
bandwidth system is used which
comprises of a D-100 converter
feeding a Ferguson 1690
monochrome receiver. G. Tate
comments that living on the
Chiltern range of hills, reception
from all directions is favourable.
UK stations received on a daily
basis include Tyne Tees (weak on
Channel 29) from Bilsdale West
Moor, Central West from Sutton
Coldfield (fair on Channel 431,
Central East from Waltham (fair
on Channel 61), Carlton TV from
Crystal Palace (good on Channel
23) and Anglia TV from Sandy
Heath (his local on Channel 24).

David Glenday (Scotland)
has moved to the banks of Loch
Fyne where there are beautiful
views but very few DX signals!
David says it is a challenge to
receive the local four signals in
noise -free colour and there are
times when he wishes he was
back in Arbroath notching up
goodies such as TVP-2 (Poland),
SWF (Germany) and SSVC
(British Forces in Germany).

Pertti Salonen (Finland)
reports Auroral activity on the 4th
between 2122 and 2126UTC on
Channel E3. A Danish movie with
Icelandic subtitles was being
shown and the sound channel
could be heard at times. An
unidentified Russian station using
colour bars and a stylised 'PC'
logo has been received on
Channel R40 during two recent
tropospheric openings.

Riccardo Merlotti (Italy)
informs us that permission has
been granted for a 6m amateur
band from 50-51MHz. There is
also a growing interest in the
DXTV hobby in Italy despite the
overcrowding of the v.h.f. and
u.h.f. bands. Private TV stations
are everywhere!

Finally, Todd Emslie
(Australia) reports a gradual start
to the Sporadic -E season
(November to March down -
under). The main highlight so far
has been 525 -line reception from
the Philippines on Channel A2
(55.25MHz).

Auroral Reception

Auroral reception is possible in
the UK but with a greater success
rate in Scotland than in the south
of England. Antennas should be
directed to the north for best
results. The vision can be

Fig. 1: A rare sight these
days! TVP-1 Poland using the
PM5544 with a dark -
background. High -power
Band I transmitters are no

Fig. 2: A chocolate advert from
the Estonian private TV station
EVTV operating on Channel R30.
This was received by Pertti
Salonen in Vaajakoski, Finland.

Fig. 3: A Russian TV station
received on u.h.f. Channel
R23 by Pertti Salonen. This is
%TR' (PTR in Cyrillic)
transmitting from Vyborg.
Test transmissions consist of
colour bars with the `RTR'
logo in the top left-hand
corner.

extremely distorted and is
accompanied by severe hum bars
and noise bands. Listening to the
carriers will often reveal a
characteristic sleigh -bell sound.
Although Band I is mostly
affected, Band III carriers can also
be propagated. USA and
Canadian carriers in both of these
bands were monitored in the UK
many years ago.

Channel 5 Tests

In addition to the colour -bar test
signal radiated by Belmont, some
of the main transmitters using
Channel 37 have occasionally
radiated a greyscale test pattern
for short periods only. This is to
ensure that interference is not
caused to video recorders which
have so far not had their
modulators retuned.

Channel 35 transmitters
include Bilsdale, Darvel, Fenton,
Kilvey Hill, Sudbury, Hannington,
Ridge Hill, Waltham and The
Wrekin. The last two transmitters
are so close together
geographically that there is
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CDM-880MULT1SYSTEM DIGITAL
CONVERTER

 Professional quality, full digital processing
 Accommodates input systems of NTSC 358,

PAL and SECAM (optional 443 available)

 Output systems NTSC 358, NTSC 443 and
PAL

 4M bit field memory, Static resolution 500
lines, dynamic resolution 300 lines

 Accommodates two inputs and two outputs
 Built-in time Base correction 1T.B.C.)

 Line conversion: 525 to 625 lines, 625 to 525
lines

M Field conversion: 60 to 50 and 50 to 60 fields

MAC mains powered

E449.00 inclusive of VAT

AC/DC
23130/

12-24V

ROADSTAR PORTABLE COLOUR TV
CTV-1007 Multi -System

10 inch colour television/monitor, mutt -

system IPAL 8/6-1,SECAMBIG-0/K-U, 40

preset memories. On screen display,

hyperband and full function remote control.

Dcuble NV socket (KART u RCA) and AC/DC

230V/12 -24V operation. PAL system I Ilor UK);

PAL system B/G (for Europe). SECAM B/G (for

Middle East etc.); SECAM 0/K (for Eastern

HITACHI 21"
MULTI -SYSTEM

COLOUR 'IV.

PAL/SECAMMTSC
(25-8. rr models
also available).

No  Multi -System Reception System:
RF 8/G/D/K/H/1-PAL 84/0/11./W-
SECAM M-NTSC

VIDEO: NTSC3.58, NTSC4.43,

NTSC5O PAL6O SECAM 60

. Square flat picture tube
 Preset tuning Wattage Synthesizer.

auto, manual, fine)

0  40 -program preset
 Rainbow colour an -screen display

 Preset volume on each program
itt. AV terminals  Channel skip
 Blue back IN Auto off
 On/off alarm timer 1000.2400)
 Game function (Slot Machine, Black

Jack)

 Infra -red remote control
E399.00 inclusive of VAT

aica

4111111111111
Worldwide covers 10 Standards'

AKA( VS X480 EGN MULTI -SYSTEM VCR
Covers PAL 1; PAL 8)5, PALO; SECAM B/G:

SECAM 0/K; SECAM L for FRANCE); NTSC

3.58MHz and NTSC 4.43MHz. VHFAME

Hyperband Tuner. 004 head with Long play.

NTSC playback on a PAL TV. 8 Event. I year
timer. Auto voltage selector for use
worldwide. Complete with infra -red remote

Bloc); SECAM L for France). control.
E349.99 inclusive of VAT E499.00 inclusive of VAT

(All above rites are inclusive of VAT, delivery by courier £10.00)

re

COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE
Features all the usual popular specialist
products, together with many new items,
Satellite, Multi -system TV's & VCR's,

Converters, Decoders, Amplifiers and Aerials.

AVAILABLE BY RETURN OF POST FOR ONLY £1,
or ring with your credit card.

II Kent Road, Parkstone, Poole, Dorset BH12 2EH
Tel: 01202-738232 Fax: 01202-716951

PHOTAVIA PRESS 1A1 RWAVES 96' -- PHOTAVIA PRESS
THE THIRD EDITION OF THE UK's MOST COMPREHENSIVE AND
UP TO DATE HF / VHF I UHF AVIATION FREQUENCY DIRECTORY
AIRWAVES FULLY UPDATED - EXPANDED BY 12 PAGES - THE LATEST CIVIL

96 AND MILITARY AIRBAND FREQUENCIES - A5 SIZE - WIRE SPIRAL
BOUND - SUPPLIED WITH AN UPDATE SHEET OF THE LATEST INFO
TOWER - APPROACH - RADAR - GROUND - VOLMET - ATIS - AIR TO AIR

SQUADRON OPS - RANGES - CLEARANCES - AIR REFUELLING - STUDS
AIRLINE OPERATIONS - UKADGE / AIR DEFENCE RADAR - AEROBATIC TEAMS
GROUND OPERATIONS - AFIS SSR SQUAWK CODES - SEARCH 4. RESCUE

RUNWAY DESIGNATORS - AIRFIELD 4 LETTER ICAO CODES
UK AND EUROPEAN CIVIL / MILITARY AREA RADAR

MAPS OF - UK TRANSMITTER SITES & FREQUENCIES - MILITARY TACAN ROUTES
AIR REFUELLING AREAS UK AREA RADAR SECTORS AND FREQUENCIES
UK PRIMARY AIRWAYS AND REPORTING POINTS - UK OCEANIC ROUTES

EXTENSIVE WORLCMADE HF FREQUENCIES FOR CIVIL AND MILITARY AVIATION I INCLUDING MANY
DISCRETE FREQUENCIES ) - MAJOR WORLD AIR ROUTES - COMPANY OPS LDOC - DOMESTIC OF - RAF
NATO - US MILITARY GLOBAL - USN - USCG - VOLMET - SEARCH AND RESCUE - SPACE SHUTTLE - ETC

UK PRICE £8 - 95 / EIRE & EEC £9 - 95 / INCLUDING P & P

CTHEAL9L7 ESOIN
GOF

ONC IVI97
m p

MILITARY AVIATION CALLSIGN DIRECTORY
FULLY UPDATED - OVER 2400 ADDITIONS AND AMENDMENTS - WIRE SPI L BOU
A5 SIZE - OVER 140 PAGES WITH OVER 7000 MILITARY & CIVIL AVIATION CALLSIGNS

OVER 5000 MILITARY CALLSIGNS - INFORMATION INCLUDES CALLSIGN - AIRCRAFT TYPE
CODE - OPERATOR & SQUADRON - HOME BASE - GENERAL REMARKS - MILITARY INFORMATION
IS LISTED BY BOTH ALPHABETICAL CALLSIGN AND AIRARM OR SQUADRON ORDER ALMOST 2000
CIVIL CALLSIGNS FROM OVER 170 COUNTRIES ARE LISTED BOTH ALPHABETICALLY AND ALSO BY
3 LETTER ATC PREFIX - INCLUDED IS CALLSIGN - 3 LETTER ATC PREFIX - AIRLINE OR OPERATOR
COUNTRY OF ORIGIN - REGISTRATION PREFIX PUBLISHED FEB 97
UK PRICE £8 - 95 / EIRE & EEC £9 - 95 / INCLUDING P & P

AIRWAVES EUROPE
AIRWAVES EUROPE LISTS WELL OVER 5000 VHF / UHF CIVIL AND MILITARY AVIATION FREQUENCIES

FROM 3B COUNTRIES IN BOTH EAST AND WEST EUROPE - A5 FORMAT - WRE SPIRAL BOUND

ALBANIA - AUSTRIA - BELGIUM - BELORUSSIA - BOSNIA - BULGARIA - CROATIA - CYPRUS
CZECH REPUBLIC - DENMARK ESTONIA - FINLAND - FRANCE - GERMANY - GREECE

HUNGARY - ICELAND - ITALY LATVIA - LITHUANIA - LUXEMBOURG - MALTA - MOLDOVA
'.ETHERLANDS - NORWAY - POLAND - PORTUGAL - ROMANIA - RUSSIAN FEDERATION - SLOVAKIA

SLOVENIA - SPAIN - SWEDEN - SWITZERLAND - TURKEY - UKRAINE - YUGOSLAVIA
I PLUS THE CIVIL AND MILITARY AREA RADAR FREQUENCIES OF THE UK I

UK PRICE £9 - 50 / EIRE & EEC £10 - 50 / INCLUDING P & P
I SORRY - NO CREDIT CARDS) CHEQUES EUROCHEQUES / POSTAL ORDERS / PAYABLE TO

PHOTAVIA PRESS / DEPT Al - SUNRISE BREAK
CHISELDON FARM - SOUTHDOWN HILL - BRIXHAM
DEVON - TQ5 OAE - UK Tel : 01803 - 855599

DEMODULATORS FOR JVFAX HAMCOMM
PKTMON12 DL4SAW SSTV & POCSAG

THE ORIGINAL RECEIVE ONLY with 25 way 'D' type £16.99
POCSAG RECEIVE version (as above, with variable hysteresis) £19.99

TRANSMIT version (Pocsag Rx + Fax/SSTV/HamComm Tx) £24.99
25 to 9 way Adaptor £3.00. Shareware on 3.5" HD Disks

JVFAX7 + HAMCOMM3.1 + PKTMON12 + POCSAG (PD2.03) £2.50
DL4SAW SSTV £2.50 (Minimum 386 + VESA - REVIEWED PW JAN '97)

REGISTERED VERSIONS OF SOFTWARE
DL4SAW SSTV £34.99 HamComm3.1 £19.99 POCSAG £19.99

All prices Ulf/Eire inc VAT + P&P. For non-EU deduct 17.5% VAT
All products (except software) carry a full money back guarantee.
Minimum Credit Card order £15.00 Outside British Isles add £2.00

Pervisell Ltd, 8 Temple End, High Wycombe, Bucks.
HP13 5DR Tel: (01494) 443033 Fax: (01494) 448236
http://www.pervisell.com e-mail ham@pervisell.com----.
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THE INTERNATIONAL GROUP FOR
WEATHER SATELLITE ENTHUSIASTS
RIG - THE REMOTE IMAGING GROUP

RIG publishes a quarterly journal containing: Many
images from space, some in colour. Orbital elements
and satellite predictions. Articles about the
interpretation of weather images, equipment
construction and software. Helplines to advise
beginners. All the news about weather satellites.
RIG supplies (to members only): receivers and
hardware at a discount shareware of relevant
programs, images on disk and CD-ROM.

Send for free information pack (UK readers SAE please) to:-

RIG-S2A, 34 Ellerton Road, SURBITON, Surrey KT6 7TX, UK

UNIVERSAL MAGNETIC BALUN T2FD
The T2FD is now easy to build using readily available
materials and the new 9:1 Balun fitted with a 500 ohm 5W
Terminator. Simply connect the Balun and create a superb
antenna. Details supplied. £27,95 a P&P
Create a Low noise antenna from a length of wire. The
UMB130 is the first Balun designed to reduce noise by
isolating the antenna from the feeder. Use with the FEEDER
ISOLATOR and reduce mains noise (TVs etc) by up to 40dB
compared to other Longwire Baluns.

EACH £18.95 £2 P&PS.A.E. (1st class stamp for Data)

WELLBROOK COMMUNICATIONS
Wellbrook House, Brookside Road, Bransgore
Christchurch BH23 8NA. Tel: 01425 674174 evenings only

26 Clarendon Court  Winwick Quay
Warrington  WA2 8QP Tel: (01925) 573118

For years the Microreader has
been one of the most

successful and widely used
decoders in Britain. With the Microreader you
don't need computers, monitors or any special
equipment simply plug into your speaker MKII (V4.2) MICROREADER
socket and turn on. Please call or write for more
information as space limits a full description.

SYNOPTIC DECODER
The easy way to translate the five figure code groups
from meteo weather stations around the world into
plain English. Messages can be displayed on home
PC, dumb terminal or printed using a serial printer.
Write or ring today for more information with
example print-outs.

Computer Terminal Program £10.00 Upgrade old Mk!! Microreader £20.00
Au. PRODUCTS GUARANTEED FOR 2 YEARS & PRICE INC. VAT & DEL P&P

UPGRADES £20.00 TERMINAL PROG £10.00

£199.50

£99.50
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DXTV Continued from p.67

bound to be some interesting co -
channel interference effects in
certain areas.

Eastern European
Changes

Gosta van der Linden
(Netherlands) advises that TV
Nova (Czech Republic) have
introduced a teletext service.
Stereo and dual -language
broadcasts will not be introduced
until transmitter replacement is
feasible. The Slovakian second -
network (SVT-21 is now broadcast
only via satellite. A private
company will use the terrestrial
transmitter network vacated by
STV-2. All TV transmitters,
including low -power outlets,
which used Channels R4 and R5
(located within the CCIR f.m.
band) have now been transferred
to u.h.f.

Digital Tests

Using a spectrum analyser, Dave
Lauder (Barnet) has discovered a
local digital TV test signal on
Channel 28. The signal is about
7MHz wide with a sharply defined
upper and lower cut-off. Dave
adds that it is difficult to detect
whether a signal is present by

Fig. 5: The Thailand 'Channel 3'
E2 by Lt. Col. Rana Roy in India.
an F2 opening in 1990.

examining the TV screen because
it is indistinguishable from the
normal off -air noise. A signal on
Channel 34 has also been
detected.

Iberian AFRTS TV

The reception of an AFRTS f.m.

network received on Channel
This was photographed during

(American Forces Radio &
Television Service) radio station in
Spain by Mike Gaskin (Cornwall)
has refuelled a mystery
surrounding two AFRTS TV
transmitters which are both listed
in Band I with an e.r.p. of 2kW.
One is located at Rota near Cadiz
in southern Spain and is listed as
operating on Channel A2 while the

MC

MC

A

ow a

Fig. 6: This month's delve into
the archives features the very
first test card to be radiated
on a regular basis  the BBC
Test Card 'A'.

other is sited at Torrejon near
Madrid and is listed as being on
Channel A4. Neither station has
been received outside of Spain
which does seem strange
considering their e.r.p. and also
the number of intense openings
from the Iberian Peninsula. We
wonder if these stations have ever
been operational?

Keep On Writing!

Please send DXTV reception
reports, equipment news, off -
screen photographs and general
information to arrive by the 3rd
of the month to:- Garry Smith, 17
Collingham Gardens, Derby DE22
4FS, England.

Scanning continued from p.66

between 30 and 88MHz and,
with an a.t.u. and an external
antenna, is a bloody good
performer.

Yupiteru MVT-7100 - A
remarkable and absolutely
brilliant performer! It has a 1000
channel ability, uses a.m./f.m.
wide f.m./s.s.b. and is a wide
frequency coverage set. It has a
drawback in that it has a
telescopic whip, but keen
enthusiasts will always change the
whip for 'rubber duck' types on
their own particular area of
preference.

Lastly, I'd also endorse the
AOR AR1500. Again, one of the
better sets on the market, this little
gem has a good following and an
enthusiastic press. It tunes from
500kHz to 1300MHz in a.m./f.m.
and s.s.b. with an in-built b.f.o.
(beat frequency oscillator) and,
again, is a good performer on the
short wave bands.

These sets are not, I hasten to
add, a definitive listing! There are
new sets on the market which are
equally as good but I'll only talk
about what I know! Of all the
recent sets I received, the
Maruhama set was also a
surprise to me as it performed
well and I didn't want to give it
back! I don't seem to get sets to
review anymore, so I have to look
at what I know! However, having
said that, I'm also cost-conscious
and know that you can pick these

sets up at a fraction of their new
price in the magazine and they
will both serve you well and
perform excellently.

Buyer Beware

Again, because of the space
available to me I cannot be any
more definitive than just at a basic
level. Hand-helds are always a
good idea if you like to get out
and about with a radio and also
have the ability to be stood on a
charger stand and connected to an
external antenna for monitoring in
the shack. They are confusing,
when one looks at the coverage
available, but it's really down to
what you want to pay for. There
are a few 'dogs' on the market
too, but I can't list those I feel are
not quite right for fear of legal
action! My advice? Consider
buying second-hand before new
and remember, the sets are all
things to all people! You are
advised to consider the areas you
are interested in rather than
buying something that, in a few
months time, you will find is too
much for you! Caveat Emptor, as
they say. Let the buyer beware!

I guess that wraps it up for
this month. I'll do the same next
month with mobile sets, so keep
your eyes peeled on the
magazine! After that, I think we
should move to frequency bands

Which one would you choose ?
and a general listing of what you
can hear and where. Until then,
please keep the letters coming in
and thanks for the encouragement
and the criticism!
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Godfrey Manning G4GLM, c/o The Godfrey Manning Aircraft Museum, 63 The Drive, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 8PS

Air polo
By the time this gets to you,
I hope that the weather will
have improved enough to

encourage you to start planning
which airshows to go to. Chris
(with camera in her hand, as ever)
and I are certainly looking forward
to the new season! Arthur Budd
recommends his local show in
Southport which isn't yet finalised,
so keep August 30/31 and
September 13/14 reserved in your
diaries if you intend to go. Control
by Woodvale 119.75MHz.

Procedures

Reg Dunkley (Havant) is
understandably confused by band -
boxing. Pilots working a controller
can hear any other aircraft on the
same frequency. If this didn't
happen, two aircraft could
unwittingly transmit at once -
causing confusion. The problem is
worse when one controller works
two separate frequencies, as
happens during quiet periods such
as late evening. In this case, a pilot
transmitting on the first frequency
is also relayed on the other
frequency.

Anyone (any pilot) listening on
that other frequency hears the first
aircraft and doesn't realise that it's
on a different channel. As all
aircraft on both frequencies can
hear each other, this avoids two
pilots transmitting at once. That's
what band -boxing is.

Navigation

Global Positioning System (GPS) is
a satellite -based navigation system
that offers great precision from
equipment advertised in this
magazine at under £200. Peter
Wade (Sevenoaks) has seen an
article that questions its use for
flight. It's too accurate! If there was
a mistake, two opposite -direction
aircraft could collide head-on as
GPS would keep both in the centre
of the airway with great accuracy.
If the flight management computer
could offset the track slightly to the
right of the centreline, the aircraft
would still remain in the airway
but an error would result in a near -
miss.

When following straight-line
features during visual flight, pilots
keep to the right of the line (not
directly overhead) so as to reduce
the chance of hitting someone
coming in the opposite direction.
So it seems sensible to offset GPS
navigation in the same way.

Conventional instrument

navigation still relies on ground -
based aids, though. The accuracy
of these can only be checked by a
suitably -equipped aircraft flying
under their guidance while a
ground crew observes that the
correct flight path is actually
followed. For many years, the CAA
(and the Board of Trade before
them) have flown Hawker-Siddeley
748s G-AVXI/J in this role. Chris
Brenton (Plymouth) has found
that the aircraft communicate with
the ground party on 122.275 (or
126.15 and 134.65MHz for the RAF
equivalent).

Callsign is Calibrator (CAA) or
Flight Checker (RAF), not to be
confused with Checker vehicles
that inspect runways for debris.
The RAF gave their Andovers to
Hunting in a privatisation deal but I
believe the contract has moved on
yet again! I want my Andover back
- I paid for it out of my taxes, why
did they have to give it away?

Information Sources

Concorde has had plenty of
coverage in my recent columns.
Don't forget the supersonic routes
chart on my Airband Factsheet! If
you want a copy, see the
instructions at the end of this
article. Meanwhile, you might be
interested in a video about a flight
on the aircraft. Bob Burdick
(Connecticut) certainly was! At five
hours long, you can obtain it from
Intelligent Television and
Video Ltd., 77-78
Westborough, Scarborough,
North Yorkshire Y011 1TP
(presumably PAL -VHS) or in the
United States from a distributor
known as JP (hope it's in NTSC).

When exchanging QSL cards
with a radio amateur in the Azores,
Ian Whiteford GM -20847
(Irvine) was pleased to receive
information extracted from the
Portuguese AIP. It shows Santa
Maria's h.f. oceanic control to be
on (all MHz): Nat -A 3.016, 5.598,
8.906, 13.306; and Nat -E 2.962,
6.628, 8.825, 11.309, 17.946.

Follow -Ups

In the December 1996 'Airband'
under 'Rescue' F.J. Hermann
(Hull) asked for the dividing line
between Kinloss and Plymouth
Rescue Co-ordination Centres.
Martin Sutton (CAA) and Keith
Campbell (Carterton) tell me that
this is the N52°30' latitude line
over Great Britain. Plymouth gets a
smaller area but more work due to

Bristol 170 Freighter 31M. Sadly it crashed a few weeks later.
Christine Aflynek.

the nature of south coast shipping.
The boundary is different over the
north Atlantic and Shannon also
has an area of responsibility. Keith:
are you able to provide air-to-air
refuelling frequencies for
publication?

January's question from Lee
Collins (Leeds) about the
Sovereign callsign is answered by
Martin. It's Imperial Air Charter
Ltd., a company I know nothing
about! Will someone tell me what
they fly?

Also in January's column
('Frequency and Operational
News') I asked about the
Manchester MCH n.d.b. that Arthur
Budd tells me is on 428kHz. As it's
been in existence for a while, I'm
not sure why the official
information from the CAA makes it
seem like a new one.

Was the photo caption correct
in January? John Alton, Sqn.
Ldr. Retired (Salisbury) wonders
if the Stampe is really a Tiger
Moth. This is a well-known
confusion. The fin's rounded
trailing edge and the prominent oil
cooler intake on the left cowling
confirm that this is indeed a
Stampe. I'm glad I got it right. I'd
announced it as a Stampe for all to
hear at the airshow last August!

Frequency and

Operational News
Information from the CAA via
GASIL 6 of 1996, AIC 111/1996 and
the good offices of Martin Sutton.

Aerodromes: Barrow
(Walney) loses its ATZ. Beccles
really does have Air/Ground
('Ellough Beccles Radio') on
134.6MHz (see January 'Airband').
Brough loses its ATZ. Coventry
really has a.t.i.s. on 126.05MHz so
the Aerodrome FIS service (also
January) is wrong. A simple
misprint in the source information
makes such a difference!

Flotta loses its ATZ. Glasgow
a.t.i.s. remains on 132.175 but is
no longer heard over the GOW

v.o.r. beacon 115.4MHz.
Remember that some other v.o.r.s
still broadcast a.t.i.s. and so
airband receivers that omit
coverage of these (108-118MHz)
can therefore be a disappointment.
Stubton Park is a new aerodrome
with ATZ near Newark -on -Trent,
Lincolnshire, Air/Ground
119.425MHz (see last month's
'Frequency and Operational
News').

Airways: London frequencies
changed for: A1, A2, A20, UA20,
A25, UA25, UB1, UB3, B4, UB4, B5,
B10, B11, B317, UG27, UG39,
UH52, UH53, UH54, UL3, UL74,
UL607, UL613, UM14, UP2, UP4,
UR25, UR37, UR123, UR126,
UW70, UW501, UW502, UW532,
UW534, UW536, UW538, UW550.

All change at Scottish Air
Traffic Control Centre! Although
the picture still leaves me
confused, I believe the current
frequencies (all MHz) to be:
119.875, 123.775, 125.675, 126.3
(was 123.3751, 127.275, 129.225,
132.275, 133.675, Northern Radar
Advisory Service Area 133.875
(was 124.5), 134.775. On the FIS,
uncertain if 131.3 still allocated,
possibly replaced by 124.825 and
126.25; 134.7 probably remains.
Please let me know if you can
clarify any of this.

Affected routes: Al, Al D, A2,
A25, B2, B2D, UB2, B4, B5, B226,
UG11, UH70, UH71, UL7, UL613,
UN562, UN571, UN572, UN580,
UN581, UN584, UN585, UN590,
UN591, UN601, UN603, UN610,
UN612, UN614, UN615, UR23,
UR38, W3D, W4D, W5D, W6D,
UW532, UW534, UW536, UW538,
W911D.

Affected Danger Area
Information Service (now 126.25,
was 131.3MHz): D702, D801, D802,
D803, D809(C), D809(N), D809(S).

Re -routings have taken place
on UA25, UB2, UL607, UN572,
UN581, UN583, UN584, UN593,
UN603, UN610, UN614, UP2,
UW501, UW502, UVV701.
Withdrawn airways: UH73, UN564,
UN573, UN582, UN602, UN611.
New airway: Y3.
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Spitfire. Christine Mlynek.

Instrument procedures: New
Standard Terminal Arrival Routes
(STAR): Astra 1H for London
(Gatwick), Lorel (or Askey) 1P for
London (Stansted) & Luton,
Ockham 1F for London (Heathrow),
Willo 1H for London (Gatwick).

Military airspace: Ternhill
Area of Intense Aerial Activity
(near Stoke-on-Trent) withdrawn.
Air -to -Air Refuelling Area 6A
withdrawn; activity information
Area 8 available from London
Radar.

Oil/gas platforms: Amend
your copy of the RAF En Route
Supplement as follows. Withdrawn
platforms: AiIse Craig, Emerald
Producer, Frigg CDP1. Frigg QP
118.05 (was 129.75MHz). Arpet A
n.d.b. HWQ 426kHz (was GUI.
Arpet C n.d.b. GC withdrawn.
Murdoch n.d.b. MUK now 335
(was 334.5kHzl. North Sea Forth
renamed Harding, n.d.b. now HRD
(was FRH(.

Reporting points: New ones:
BILLY, BUNCE, RONVI, TINAC.
Withdrawn: ASPIT, BATSU,
BORMA, MORIS, PORLA, RONAK.
New visual reference point
Warburton Green just west of
Manchester.

These changes are unusually
extensive. Trying to print the
details in a short magazine article
is impossible! If you need
clarification on a specific change,
write in. If you are badly affected
by these changes then I can only
recommend buying the latest
radio -navigation charts and
supplements. Suppliers are listed
in my Airband Factsheet; send a
pre -paid, self-addressed envelope
(to hold two A4 sheets) to the
Broadstone Editorial Offices (not
to me!) for your free copy.

R. Chapman (Durham) please
note the above! Readers might like
to purchase RAF chart EU(H(12
because it shows TACAN routes

AIC
AIP
a.t.i.s.
ATZ
CAA
FIS

GASIL
h.f.
kHz

MHz
n.d.b.
TACAN

Aeronautical Information Circular
Aeronautical Information Publication
automatic terminal information service
Aerodrome Traffic Zone
Civil Aviation Authority
Flight Information Service
General Aviation Safety Information Leaflet
high frequency
kilohertz
megahertz
non -directional beacon
TACtical Air Navigation

and military reporting points (in
faint grey print) as referred to on
page 70 of the January issue under
'Mil Air.' Again, the Factsheet tells
you how to get this.

Telephone Facility

I'm sorry that I've finally had to
withdraw my telephone facility for
urgent enquiries. This is because I
have received no urgent 'phone
calls!

Unfortunately, over the last few
months, there has been a sudden
tendency for readers to ring me up
and ask for routine information.
Regrettably I am unable to provide
this service as writing this column
has to be squeezed in to my spare
time. Columnists are not
employees of the magazine. A

first-class letter should reach me
overnight from most parts of the
UK and you'll see your answer in
the next issue. If your problem is
genuinely urgent, then state your
evening 'phone number on your
letter.

Don't miss next month's 'Airband
Special' issue. The next three
deadlines (for topical information)
are March 17, April 14 and May 19.
Replies always appear in this column
and it is regretted that no direct
correspondence is possible.

THE

AVIATION

HOBBY

CENTRE

VISITOR CENTRE

MAIN TERMINAL

BIRMINGHAM

INTERNATIONAL

AIRPORT

B26 3QJ

TEL: 0121-782 2112

FAX: 0121-782 6423

Why not send for our free Mail Order Catalogue full

of Aviation Books. Videos. Scanners. Antennas. Map.

& Charts. Always available are the UK POCKET

VHF/UHF FREQUENCY GUIDE at £395 + 50p
P&P. THE AIRBAND JARGON BOOK - Explains

what exactly is being said and the instructions being

given over sour airband radio between ATC and the

aircraft - Price: £6.95 post free.

AVIATION VIDEOS - PLANE FOOTBALL

CRAZY - see the aircraft such as Martinair BJ- -
MD -11, Corsair 8"1", Czech IL -62 and-El:15-1s piu,

lots lots more when visiting fans arrived at BHX in

June for one of the biggest football events held at

Villa Park. 90 Minutes Plus Extra Time of aircraft

action! Price: £16.99 + £1 P&P. FIVE DAYS IN

MAY - BIRMINGHAM INTERNATIONAL AIR.

PORT -a video 'diary' including the aircraft that

visited BHX for the Western European conference

including German AF VF't'614 and A310 Airbus,

Polish AF YAK40, Slovak & Czech TU15-1s as well as

various Military and private exec jets. Also features

BHX's regular 'traffic. The best of the five days com-

pressed into a 2 hour action video. Price: £14.99 +

SA P&P.

ON THE FLIGHTDECK VOLUME ONE - Five var-

ied flights including overhead join and landing at

Welshpool in a Cessna 152. An approach and land-

ing at Prague in a CSA B-3--541 larnaca-Beirut-

Larnaca great aerial footage of Beirut and its airport

from a Cherokee Archer 11. Price: £11.95 + P&P.

HONG KONG '96A 2 hour all action video.

Includes footage of aircraft making the last minute

45 degree turn onto finaLs into Kai Tak. See aircraft

such as B-4. B-5" and B- plus. irbuses A300.

A310 Cathay, ANA. Air China, Dragonair, JAL

Mandarin, Thai plus assorted freighters such as UPS.

Polar, Atlas etc. With ATC. Price: £16.99 +£1 PEP.

Ste accept visa Access. Snitch. Visa Delta. Cheques Postai

Orders and Cain of course! And Ile are open days a

net* tion - pm
Like RAPWARD m lima% mom roc

JAVIATION
THE AIRBAND SPECIALISTS

CARLTON WORKS, CARLTON STREET, BRADFORD 807

01274 732146
Frequency & Callsign List - Together
The latest edition of our most successful publication ever is due to
he published during December 1996 - in time for Christmas and
the New Year. Fully updated with this years frequency changes
together with a comprehensive update on the Military Callsign sec-
tion. Same format as all previous editions and from customer feed-
back still the best airband guide there is.

£12.50 including postage

7M8000 Ocopteiva
Want to improve performance on the AM Broadcast bands?

We now have available a small PCB that fits internally within the
AR8000 and allows the narrower SSB filters to be selected when in
AM mode. This can greatly assist with AM listening on crowded
Shortwave bands. Once the PCB is fitted the narrower filters can
be selected by pressing the LOCAL button and deselected in the
same way.

For further details please give us a call.

Robust leather carry cases also available for the AR8000 - £15.00
inc P&P.

If you have internet WWW access then surf along to our Web Site
at:- http://www.demon.co.uk/javiation
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Peter Bond, c/o Editorial Offices, Broadstone

GPS Update

As a follow-up to my previous
comments regarding the use of a GPS
as an aid to the military enthusiast,
Andy from Essex writes to me to say
he is currently writing a book on the
airfields of the former East Germany.
Last October he travelled around for
three weeks attempting to seek out the
military fields originally operated by
the East German and Russian air
forces. Apparently, some of the airfield
locations were well documented
whilst others were extremely difficult
to find - especially as some are now
derelict. Consequently, armed with a
borrowed GPS and a listing of
Latitudes and Longitudes provided by
a UK source he achieved a 100%
success rate locating the elusive
airfields. It's amazing what you can do
with a bit of ingenuity.

USAF 50th Anniversary

The year 1997, is the 50th anniversary
of the United States Air Force. It
seems that quite a few British
enthusiasts are making the pilgrimage
to Nellis Air Force Base, near Las
Vegas, Nevada, to attend a special

50th birthday airshow to be called the
Golden Air Tattoo. The show takes
place on the 25th/26th April and is
expected to attract a large number of
participants including several
aerobatic teams the most notable of
which is the 'Blue Impulse' from
Japan. I have had a request from one
of the 'MilAir' readers, who is taking
his scanner to the USA and wondered
if I knew any frequencies for Nellis. A
couple of 'phone calls to those in the
know produced the list of frequencies
(top right)- The list is about a year old,
but I am assured that most were heard
in use last October.

I hope the list helps - Don't forget
that you should use your radio with
caution in any foreign country, their
security and Police forces may not be
as liberally minded as those in the UK!
Scanners are readily available in the
USA so you should not have any
problems but your own radio will not
have the cellular frequencies deleted
as required by American law, so you
should still operate it discretely.
Incidentally, the UK 50th anniversary
airshow is to be held at RAF
Mildenhall over the weekend of the
24th/25th May, plus this will be one of
the major themes of the International
Air Tattoo at Fairford in July.

Blackbird

The on/off/on/off story of the
reactivation of the SR -71A took
another twist at the end of 1996 with
funding at last being approved for 80
flying hours per annum. Two aircraft
are to be maintained at operational
status, both have been fitted with a
new ventral dome housing a
computer data link. This new dome
caused some instability in flight
because of disturbance to the airflow
but this has apparently been
corrected. There has been much
speculation as to whether the aircraft
may be deployed to the UK. Both
Mildenhall and Fairford have been
suggested as the possible operating
location, but the apparent installation
of new fuel tanks at Fairford, which
can take the special JP -7 fuel used by
the Blackbird, seem to make it the
favourite choice. As the rumours of its
return have been circulating for about
two years, I won't hold my breath, but
it would be nice to have some new
operations frequencies to search for.

Calisigns

A request has come from Ian who has

Nellis
Tower
Approach
Ground
Departures
Clearances
ATIS
Comm Post
SOF / Ops
Red Flag Ops
Area Radar

324.3/132.55
279.7/124.95
275.8/121.8
352.8/135.1
289.4/120.9
270.1
381.3/320.0
303.2
257.35/259.95
295.0/ 33.95

'ust moved to Kings Lynn, wanting to
know if I can identify the callsigns
used by 561R) Squadron who fly
Tornado F3s from RAF Coningsby. A
check with the records produced the
following list, can anyone update or
add information? CHARGER, DELTA,
DRUMSTICK, HORSEMAN, LION,
LUCKY, MADDOG, PHOENIX, RAMBO,
SATURN, SCORCHER, SCORPION,
VOODOO, WARLORD.

Frequency Focus

Not a lot of new information this
month. Lakenheath has a new
approach frequency in operation,
337.6 has replaced 398.35. As the old
frequency was also used by inbounds
into Mildenhall I assume that the new
frequency will also be used by
Mildenhall movements. The small
grass airfield at Ipswich has closed
and the associated frequencies are
withdrawn. After a couple of changes,
Shawbury DATIS is now on 292.575.

That's it for this month - I know it's
the quiet winter period with not much
happening, but please keep sending in
the letters.

* SALE SALE SALE *
NEW BOOKS

Deduct 25% discount on orders of £30 and over before post and packing

Eddystone Communications Receiver Data 1950-1970. A facsimile reprint of the circuit diagrams.

general description and some service notes for sets from 1950-1970.50 pages. 59.75 iris! p&p.

Radar. P. S. Hall let al). An absorbing and informative study by authors from The Royal Military College

of Science. Covers the origin, development and operation of military radar from Chain Home to Patriot.

etc. Numerous photos and illustration of equipment and its principles of operation. 170pp. Published

Brasseys Weapon Technology series at 52i. Our Pnce 57.50 p&p S)2.50.

Racal RA17 Communications Receiver Technical Service Manual. Facsimile copy. contains gen-

eral description includes iircuit liagrains. layout and alignment and beef fault finding notes. Large for-

mat. 46 pages. £9.50 incl p&p.

Wireless Set (Canadian) No 19 Mk.111 Technical Manual. Facsimile copy, contains detailed
description. layouts. circuits. operating instructions. etc. 62 pages. Large format. $12.50 p&p 52.50.

Winning the Radar War by Jack Nissan. A new book on W811 radar. The suspense -filled story of the

experiments and electronic eavesdropping. Includes details of German radar. Author was one of the key

technicians. 224 pages, illus. £9.95 p&P £2.

Communications Receiver Type CR100. Complete handbook, 56 pages. full circuits. layout and

alignment notes. Large format. £9.25 incl p&p.

Janes Military Communications 12th edition 1991-1992. A vast volume of 814pp. Large format,

raps. Contains descriptions. photographs and basic details of the world's military communication,

equipment. Brand new. Published at over £100. SPECIAL PRICE 535 postage .15.50. Overseas postage

extra.

WW2 German/Italian/Japanese Military Wireless Equipment Manuals. Facsimile reprint of the

original manuals compiled by the War Depanment on captured enemy wireless equipment. - Volume

1 contains photos. technical data, weights, dimensions and tactical information on German and

Italian military receivers and transmitters. etc. Approx. 150 pages. large format. Volume 2 corers addi-

tional German equipment and contains hard -to -obtain information and photos on Japanese militia-)

equipment. Approx. 88 pages. large format. The two volume set £35 including carriage (carriage over

,eas extra).

VINTAGE WIRELESS COMPONENTS

2 -gang 0.0005id Tuning Caps. Standard size, made by Jacksons. £3.95 each, p&p £1 26

1 -watt Carbon Resistors. Cseful values. Pack of 00 mixed £2.95 incl. postage

(Dept SW) CHEVET SUPPLIES LTD.
157 Dickson Road, BLACKPOOL FY1 2EU

Tel:101253) 751858. Fax: 101253) 302979

Telephone orders accepted.

VISAors

GAREX ELECTRONICS
SCANNER AERIALS "REVCONE premium quality British VHF/UHF Dscone 16 element for all-round coverage,

S0235 connector 011.95 or N -type connector for improved UHF performance 13935.

"NOMAD" PORTABLE SCANNER AERIAL Lightweight design using ribbon cable elements. rolls into a small bundle

for ease of transport, hang from any convenient point, ideal for travelling, with 4m co -an and BNC plug E1135.

ACTIVE "NOMAD" With built-in wideband preamp requires internal battery or external 9-15V supply MSS.

SCANNER AERIAL ALTER Is your scanner useless due to breakthrough? Then this product could solve your prob-

lem: a specially designed tunable filter to be fitted in -line with the aerial feeder, reduces breakthrough from strong

VHF signals, le.g. Band II, pagers, police) also includes HPF to reduce SW and MW interference, BNC connectors

(28.95.

FLEXIBLE 1/4 WAVE AERIALS Discover a whole new world of signals: full-length waves are several dB better

than "rubber duck". BNC plug. Available for VHF Airband, UHF Airband, 2m, 70cms also other VHF and UHF bands

to order VHF models E11.95, UHF E9.95. Special 70/71MHz centre -loaded whip: E1535.

Write, phone or fax for lists. Callers by appointment only, please.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK CARRIAGE AND VAT AT 17.5%

41101

GAREX ELECTRONICS
Unit 8, Sandpiper Court, Harrington Lane, Exeter EX4 8NS 1/1"

Phone: 1013921466899 Fax: (01392) 466887

AIR SUPPLY
97 HIGH STREET, YEADON, LEEDS LS19 7TA

FLIGHT SIMULATOR SHOW at
Yorks Aero Club, Leeds Bradford Airport
Sunday 13 April 1997 10am to 4.30pm

Send for our new "NO FRILLS" Frequency Guide.
Only C4.99 inc P&P. Revised catalogue 21.50, (refundable)

FOR PERSONAL AND FRIENDLY ADVICE, CONSULT THE AIRBAND EXPERTS.

PHONE KEN COTHLIFF ON 0113-250 9581. FAX 0113-250 0119
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Lawrence Harris, 5 Burnham Park Road, Peverell, Plymouth, Devon PL3 50B E-mail: lawrenceh@enterprise.net
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IA call from the Royal Liverpool
Hospital came a few hours into the
New Year, telling me that my

brother John had just been admitted
to the Heavy Dependence Unit
suffering from a severe, unexpected
internal haemorrhage. He rapidly
deteriorated so I caught the first
coach back to my home town to be
at his side. Miracles do happen, and
despite the doctor telling us that his
chances of survival were tiny, he
came out of a four -day coma
unscathed, unable to believe that he
had been unconscious for so long.
By Saturday his crisis was over and I
caught the coach back to Plymouth.

During this return journey the
coach passed through lit seemed)
nearly every town in Britain, and I
found myself associating the names
of Short Wave Magazine readers
with many places. Letters have been
received from Liverpool, the Wirral,
Birkenhead, Chester, Crewe, all along
the line. When we approached
Birmingham, I saw Telford (Roger
Ray territory), then further into the
Midlands. Bristol, Exeter and the
southwest bring many letters as
well. Brother John survived his
ordeal - I had a call from him
yesterday - finding his family
probably feeling the worse for the
experience!

Current WXSATS
Many WXSAT monitors have a
computer and run a satellite tracking
program to check on the orbits and
pass times of the various satellites.
These show that METEOR 2-21 and
METEOR 3-5 were under low solar
illumination in late December and
early January - which is why neither
were operating. I logged METEOR 3-
5 on 14 January at 1624UTC, but I
am sure it was on for the earlier
passes while I was in town!
The oceanographic satellites SICH-1
and OKEAN-4 (or 1-71 are in limited
use. SICH-1 is nominally off until
March, and OKEAN-4 remains
transmitting for short periods
according to the schedule published
by Alex Ivanov.

GOES -8 Problem Fixed
The USA's geostationary GOES -8
WXSAT lost lock on the earth at
around 133OUTC on 9 January and
entered a 'safe -mode'. The
controllers then put the spacecraft in
a 'safe hold' and reported the system
stable, pointing towards the sun, but
not providing any meteorological
data. At first, the engineers believed
the satellite had experienced some
type of electrostatic discharge
causing attitude and orbit control
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Or oil
electronics to malfunction.
NOAA found that the problem was
unrelated to an electrostatic
discharge. Data indicated that the
attitude and orbit control computer
was not receiving telemetry from
one of two momentum wheels
which keep the spacecraft facing the
earth properly. A fix, which required
using a back-up momentum wheel
configuration, was performed.
NOAA brought GOES -8 out of safe
hold at 213OUTC on 10 January, and
data started flowing during the early
hours of 11 January. During the
GOES -8 outage, GOES -9 was
switched to its backup mode in
which GOES -9 full disc scans were
disseminated on the GOES -8 data
circuits.

Fig. 2: SICH-1 image from Steve
Rake.

GOES -K (the next GOES WXSAT) is
being prepared for a 24 April launch.
NOAA will place GOES -K in an on -
orbit storage mode, only to be
activated in the event of a GOES -8 or
GOES -9 failure. My thanks to Jamie
Hawkins, GOES Product Manager of
NOAA/NESDIS for this information.

GOMS Images In Near
Real -Time
Michael Zakharov, a scientist
working at the Space Monitoring
Information Support Laboratory
(SMIS) of the Space Research
Institute (IKI) recently announced
that RPA PLANETA is on the Internet,
and that images are to be updated
each day:
http://smis.ikisssisu/goms/
goms_d.htm
They expect to have updates every
two hours in the near future. I had a
look on 21 January and downloaded
Fig. 1, an infra -red image taken just
a few hours earlier at 1204UTC.

LRPT - The Time Scale
For Changes
Further information concerning the
time -scale of the change from a.p.t.
(automatic picture transmission) to
I.r.p.t. (low rate picture transmission)
is now available. The new
transmission format is planned for

1997

Fig.1:
GOMS on

21 January
at 1204UTC

courtesy
Planeta.

the new generation of WXSATS.
Wayne G. Winston of the
NOAA/NESDIS Direct Services
Division points out that I.r.p.t. will
first fly on the European METOP-1
satellite, probably being launched in
the 2001- early 2002 time frame.
NOAA plans to continue flying the
present analogue (a.p.t.) system
aboard its spacecraft for some years.
This means there should be several
years when both systems (a.p.t. and
I.r.p.t.) will be operational. Wayne
tells me that the present system will
remain available until NOAA-N fails
or is decommissioned; launch of
NOM -N is not scheduled until 2007
- making it approximately 2009-2010
before -N might be decommissioned
and replaced with a U.S. I.r.p.t.
WXSAT.

If the pace of development in
electronics, and price -to -benefit
ratios seen in the past decade are
any indication, Wayne suggests that
the transition to digital LRPT
reception systems might not be as
costly as they seem today. My
thanks to Wayne for providing this
comment.

New METEOSAT
Schedule During 1997
Some positive changes are planned
by EUMETSAT for both WEFAX and
PDUS data dissemination from
METEOSAT this year. Currently, in
addition to METEOSAT imagery,
METEOSAT-5 transmits WEFAX
images from GMS-5 (the Japanese
geostationary WXSAT) and GOES -E
(GOES -81 on channel A2
(1694.5MHz). Later this year high
resolution images from GOES -E,
GOES -W (GOES -9), and GMS-5 are
to be included in the schedule. In
addition, GOMS (the Russian
geostationary WXSAT) infra -red
images are to be re -transmitted eight
times per day in WEFAX format. No
dissemination of high resolution
GOMS images - from METEOSAT - is
foreseen yet.

Existing GMS formats (the area
covered by each image) are to be
changed; GMSA, B, C and D formats
will be replaced by GMST (total
disc), GMSS (Australia) and GMSN
(the north-west continent as seen
from the WXSAT). More details will
be provided in future months.

Letters & Pictures
Take a good look at Fig. 2 from
Steve Rake of Tredegar. I could only
identify it because Steve told me that
it is Alaska! This stored SICH-1
image was retransmitted to the
ground station while passing over
the UK (earlier last year). The

numbers sequence includes
information on the elapsed time
since mid -night in Moscow, as well
as identifying which onboard
systems were operating. The
coastline is that near the Gulf of
Alaska, and Kodiak Island is just in
the picture, at the bottom left.

Brian Dudman has some late
nights (or rather, early mornings) in
order to catch the retransmissions of
OKEAN-7 and SICH-1 which were
active last year. Brian sent me a set
of these images from which I
selected Fig. 3, which includes part
of Cuba.

John Fitzsimons of Sligo in the
Republic of Ireland, uses the results
from his WXSAT equipment for a
novel purpose. His Martelec MSR50
WXSAT receiver is fed by their JVFII
interface (which is used with the
JVFAX WXSAT decoding software)
to produce images. John works part-
time, farming clams and oysters on
the north-west coast, and told me
that the a.p.t. often provides advance
warning of the approach of Atlantic
storms. These can devastate clam
beds overnight. John is also into
astronomy and uses the same make
of telescope that I use - but that is
another story!

STS Plus - Version 9650
Users of the satellite tracking
program STS Plus are probably
aware that the author David H.
Ransom has continued to develop

Fig. 3: SICH-1 image from Brian
Dudman.

his program throughout 1996. When
the latest version - STS Plus 9650 -
arrived on the internet I downloaded
it and invited David to tell me about
its development.

David writes: "STSPLUS started
life as STSORBIT about seven years
ago when I got frustrated at my
place in Northern California where I
could not receive NASA Television -
no C -Band satellite dish there! Not
being able to follow a Shuttle
mission in progress made me hard
to live with, or so my wife said, so I
thought "Gee, I'll bet I could write a
program to duplicate the wall map at
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Fig. 4: Mercator display on STS Plus.

Mission Control in Houston!" Sure
enough, several weeks of work
brought forth the first (rather crude)
version of the program.

STSORBIT had a rather simple
'flat map' and I came across a map
database which had originated with
the CIA in the early 1980s and which
I was able to adapt for use as a map
drawing program. More months of
work later, and STSORBIT PLUS
(STSPLUS) was born! Initially, it
used a simple orbital model which
had to be frequently 'adjusted' to
track the space Shuttle. Then a
friend, Paul Traufler, convinced me
to adapt the program for US Space
Command's Two -Line Elements
(TLEs). Presto, I could track any
satellite for which data was
available.

The rest, as they say on
television, is history. I posted
STSPLUS on my own computer
bulletin board system (RPV
Astronomy BBS) and it started on its
way around the world. Eventually,
even the folks at NASA and USAF
discovered it and five years later,
STSPLUS can be found almost
anywhere that satellites and the
space programme are active. At one
end of the user spectrum are the
professional users like NASA, USAF,
ESA, RSA, and so forth; at the other
end are teachers and school children
who get really excited to be able to
track a satellite or the space shuttle
in the classroom or outside at night
and see it! Somewhere in the
middle are the rest of us, amateurs,
hams, and 'just plain folks' who are
interested in satellites and our
various nations' space programs.

This morning I just got back from
a visit to Hollywood (Culver City)
where I instructed some folks
making a space and satellite related
movie in some of the fundamentals

of STSPLUS. With just a little luck, it
will be in a theatre near you some
time next year! Also next year,
STSPLUS is due to fly on the
Russian MIR Space Station and
really get into space, another
exciting adventure for my little
gem!"

Version 9650 (it was issued in
week 50 of 1996) is a features
upgrade which also corrects a few
minor bugs. A 'Night vision' option
is added to allow use of the program
on lap -top computers outside at
night - where satellite spotting is
done. Due to requests from
geography teachers, Dave added a
capability to specify the co-ordinates
of the centre of the orthographic
map in the Location Map mode. STS
Plus is now millennium -proof - with
the addition of code for proper
operation past 1999! David also
comments that "a number of small
bugs have been fixed".

Any reader having difficulty in
obtaining this new release from
BBSs can have a copy from me by
sending a secure 50p coin and one
disk with return stamped envelope.
Readers abroad should ensure that
an international reply coupon is
enclosed to cover return postage. I
enclose a copy of current Kepler
elements when readers request
programs.

PDUS - Some Thoughts
Some years back I bought a receiver
and high quality pre -amp for
METEOSAT Primary Data (PDUS) -
the high resolution imagery
transmitted on channel A2
(1694.5MHz). My original system
worked well, using a 1.6m dish fitted
to a wooden frame. The frame
eventually perished and I found it
impossible to locate any supplier of

Frequencies
NOAA-14 transmits a.p.t. on 137.62MHz
NOAA-12 transmits a.p.t. on 137.50MHz
NOAAs transmit beacon data on 137.77 or 136.77MHz
METEOR 3-5 (or 2-21) uses 137.85MHz
OKEAN-4 uses 137.40MHz
METEOSAT-5 (geostationary) uses 1691 and 1694.5MHz for WEFAX
GOES -8 (western horizon) uses 1691MHz for WEFAX
MIR 145.55 and 143.625MHz.

suitable mounts within a tight
budget. Meanwhile EUMETSAT
encrypted almost all of METEOSAT's
Primary Data image stream,
charging 700ECUs - about £500 - for
the decryption unit, so I made no
further effort to restart the system.

Recent advertisements for
suitable dishes price a 1.8m dish at
around £550 including a mount. The
idea of checking out large dishes for
satellite television use came to me.
Satellite television uses the 12GHz
band for ASTRA and many other
satellites now transmitting direct to
home. My new project is to identify a
dish, together with a polar mount
lone suitable for driving between the
satellites on the Clarke belt) and
convert its feed to one suitable for
METEOSAT telemetry.

Large dishes remain extremely

Kepler Elements - MIR
and Shuttle
Before and during each Shuttle flight
I receive a large number of requests
for Kepler elements. This is how they
are produced: Dave Simonson and
his staff at the DOD C -Band Radar
Network at Cape Canaveral, in
Florida, generate and provide
frequent state vectors
(measurements of the Shuttle's
orbit). These data are relative
velocities quoted in 1/100s of feet/sec
in their initial format They are
processed by David H. Ransom
(mentioned previously). The
resulting two-line elements are sent
via the Internet to a group of people,
including me. Several sets may be
processed each day. I print the latest
set for each request that I receive. As
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expensive because of the surface
accuracy required for 12GHz, and the
delivery charge (about £70-E100) but
have the added bonus of higher
performance because they are
figured for these higher frequencies.
When the project is complete I shall
mention the result in the column.

MIR Monitoring
Like hundreds of other monitors, I
regularly hear MIR voice on
143.625MHz during most daytime
passes. Jack Gore reports hearing
voice from MIR on the new
145.200MHz frequency (announced
last month). Jack also reported that
it was quite clear on a hand-held
receiver.

Shuttle Launch
Information
I am surprised by the number of
people who tell of their recent trips
to America during which they were
able to see a Shuttle launch! One
such explorer was Tony Gutorski
who kindly provided confirmation of
telephone numbers which I had
obtained elsewhere, for finding out
the latest launch information. The
number 00-1-407-867-2314 is quoted,
together with one for future launch
dates: 00-1-407-867-4636.

A comprehensive listing of all
Shuttle flights and payloads,
together with associated information
is available from me as the 'Shuttle
pack'. Please include £1 and a
stamped s.a.e. for the A4 booklet.

an example of their value, some of
the sets are about 60 minutes old
when I post them!

1

2

3

For a print-out of the latest
WXSAT elements, MIR, and
the Shuttle (if in orbit), send
a stamped addressed
envelope and secured 20p
coin or separate, extra
stamp. Transmission
frequencies are given for all
operating WXSATS.
I also send monthly Kepler
print-outs to many people.
To join the list please send
a 'subscription' of £1
(secured, plus four self-
addressed, stamped
envelopes) for four
editions.
You can have the data as a
computer disk file
containing current elements
for the WXSATs, and a large
file holding elements for
thousands of satellites. A
print-out is included,
identifying NASA catalogue
numbers (for the WXSATs,
Amateur Radio satellites,
and others of general
interest). This is ideal for
automatic updating of your
tracking software. Please
enclose 50p with your PC -
formatted disk and stamped
envelope.
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PROsat II is used by most leading
Weather Satellite enthusiasts.
They have come to rely on the
vastly superior features of PROsat
II. Features such as 1,000 frame
full screen full colour animate, 3D,
direct temperature readout, lati-
tude -longitude overlays and coun-
try outlines from NOAA, and
Windows export make Timestep
products preferred by most serious
users. All satellites are catered for
including the awkward Japanese
GMS and the very infrequent
Soviet Okean series. All current
SVGA cards are supported.
NOAA images contain full resolu-
tion visible and infrared data in a
stunning 2.4Mb file!

If you really are serious about
Weather Satellites, phone or write
us now for a colour catalogue and
find out why the world's experts
including Arthur C. Clarke use and
recommend our equipment.

Timestep

Timestep

PO Box 2001 Newmarket

Advanced Weather Satellite users
will by now have read about our
new TRACK II prediction soft-

ware. Full screen colour graphics
and 6 simultaneous satellites are

just some of the amazing features.
For the ultimate in detail we offer

HRPT digital systems with five
1.1km ground sensors, towns and

rivers are clearly visible. For
everyday use we also have the
PDUS digital Meteosat system
that takes 2.5km data every 30

minutes. Timestep PDUS colour
animate is used several times a

day by Anglia Television because
of its very high resolution com-

bined with spectacular colour.
Forecasters will appreciate temper-
ature calibrated 30 minute interval

images.

A full range of separate Antennas,
Preamplifiers, Cables, Receivers

and accessories are held in stock.

CB8 8QA England
Tel: 01440 820040 Fax: 01440 820281

dress I
ACTIVE

THE NEW

ANTENNAS

ARA RANGE

_er
ARA 40 ARA 60 ARA 2000

Technical performace Technical performace
Frequency range 401(Hz-40MHz at full perfor- Frequency range

mance 40MHz-108MHz 2.3dB
gain

Output impedan 50-75 ohm coaxial Output impedance
Connector to Rx PL comes as the standard. Connector to Rx

Other standards can be fitted
upon request

Gain 3dB +/-0.2dBs Gain
Intercept Point +45dBm IP 3rd order Intercept Point

(10MHz/12V)
DC p e uppl 11.5-13 volt DC at 70mA typ. DC power supply

(230V mains adaptor for 1.2V
at, DC is supplied with the anten-

na)
Mast diameter 30-50mm can be fitted Mast diameter
Dimensions ARA40 115cm total length Dimensions

with glassfibre whip. Antenna
tube 40mm x 140mm Ideal
ARA40 TEL 125cm total length
1411 telescopic whip extended.

m minmum length. Antenna
i) 40mm x 140mm

f ortable radio

Technical performace
. 40kHz-60MHz (full perfor- Frequency range

mance) 60-120MHz Output impedance
2-3dB less gain Gain

50-75 ohm coaxial
PL type delivered as
standard. Other standards can Noise figure
be fitted on request
10dB +/-0.2dBs
+50dBm IP 3rd order 3rd order IP
(10MHz/12V) Output impedance
11.5-13 volt DC at 8OmA typ. Connector standards
(230V/12V DC stabilised
mains adaptor is supplied with
the antenna) Power supply
30-50mm can be fitted
115cm total length. Antenna
tube 50mm x 160mm Dimensions

for base stations
Weight .

Accessories

41
1

50-2000MHz
50-75 ohms coaxial

MI -1000MHz
-1400MHz

16dB -2000MHz
1.5-2dB -1000MHz
1.8-2.5dB -1500MHz
2.5-4dB -2000MHz
+35dB typical
50-75 ohms coaxial
Ntype connector at the
antenna. BNC male connec-
tor to the receiver
12V DC at 160mA DC. Power
supply for 230V AC is deliv-

o ared'comes with the antenna
Length 450mm.
Diameter 90mm

I 4,,,kkgf

Mains wall plug adaptor
(230V A/12V DC). Interface
unit (remote supply unit)
12m coaxial cable and mast
mounting clamps

Available from: CELEBRITY COMMUNICATIONS 191 FRANCIS ROAD, LEYTON E10 6NQ

Tel: 0181-558 0854/0181-556 1415. Fax: 0181-558 1298.
E-mail: celcomms@aol.com Internet HTTP://DRESSLER@digit.de
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Mike Richards G4WNC, PO Box 1863, Ringwood, Hants BH24 3XD. Internet: mike.richards@dial.pipex.com

Decoc
All the Data Modes

FAX Alignment
One of the problems facing
listeners that use computers for
FAX reception is obtaining nice
square pictures that don't run
diagonally across the screen. The
problem is caused by the
inaccuracy of the clock oscillators
used in most PCs. Although they
are crystal controlled, absolute
accuracy is not necessary for
normal computing applications.
The secret of success in this area
is to calibrate your FAX program
so that it compensates for the
clock oscillator frequency of your
PC. Whilst you can carry out this
calibration with an existing FAX
station, a much better way is to
use the highly accurate standard
frequency transmissions that can
be found on the h.f. bands. These
stations are generally operated by
government agencies and are
usually based around a caesium
clock that's locked to an
international standard. As a result
they are extremely accurate.
Whilst I usually recommend using
MSF Rugby on 60kHz, Eric
Lincoln of Heighinton points out
that there are many other stations
that can be used. Eric
recommends the RWM
transmissions from Moscow that
can be found on 4.996, 8.996 and
14.996MHz. The spread of
frequencies offered means that
the station can usually be received
in Europe at any time of day. The
transmission pattern used is: 10
mins unmodulated c.w., 10 mins
of 1 sec pulses, 10 mins of digital
code. This sequence is
continuously repeated. To set-up
your FAX program, first read the
appropriate section of the
operating manual, then tune your
receiver to give a clear beat that
registers on your FAX program's
tuning indicator. Next set the FAX
program to 60 or 120r.p.m. and
any IOC. If you manually start the
reception process you should start
to see a pattern build-up you can
now fine tune the receiver so that
there is a very clear vertical stripe.
If you have the facility to roll the
image from side -to -side it's helpful
to have the stripe running close to
one side of the screen. This just
makes it easier to spot any drift.
All you need to do now is adjust
the FAX program's timing
correction factor so that you have
a nice vertical stripe. You need to
take your time when doing this -
remember a typical FAX chart

e

takes around fifteen minutes to
send so you need to monitor the
line for at least that length of time.
Once you've completed the set-up
you should receive well aligned
pictures from all the standard
weather stations. If the image is
mis-aligned it's probably them!

Help I

I've received a couple of pleas for
help from readers wanting to
receive utilities using older
computer systems. Wilf Lycett of
Walsall has an Apple II computer
and wants to be able to send and
receive RTTY. A second request
comes from Alf Cartright of
Birkenhead, in this case he wants
to use his Amiga 1200HD for
utilities. If you know of any
software sources, please drop me
a line and I will print the details
here and pass it on to the Wilf or
Alf.

New Station Database
Jan Nieuwenhuis from The
Netherlands has been a regular
contributor to this column for
many years now. In addition to
being a very keen monitor he is
well known for his excellent WX-
FAX program that provides a
computer based database of h.f.
FAX stations. This has been
available via a number of
shareware distribution outlets,
including my readers offers for
some time now. The latest
development is a new Windows
program called Euro-TX which is a
fascinating database of broadcast
stations. The program is very well
put together and makes excellent
use of graphics to make the
database easy to use. In addition
to the basic frequency data there
are addresses (Internet where
available) and a DX -programme
listing. If you'd like a registered
copy of version 1.0 all you have to
do is send Jan 10 Dutch Guilders
cash or the cash equivalent. For
this not only do you receive a
registered copy but a very good
deal on programme updates. The
address to send to is: Jan
Nieuwenhuis, Vloedlyn 12, NL-
1791 HH, Den Burg (Texel),
The Netherlands. My thanks to
Jan for supplying the review copy.

Spectrum Analysis Tool
I've recently come across a brand
new spectrum analysis program

Offenbach Weather Fax Schedule
This popular met station has just released its latest schedule of
FAX transmissions so here it is for reference. The stations
sends its output to three transmitters as follows:
DDH3, 3.855MHz, 800W
DDK3, 7.880MHz, 20kW
DDK6, 13.8825MHz, 20kW
Each station uses a shift of +425Hz for white and -425Hz for
black. The detailed schedule follows:

Time
UTC
0430
0512
0525
0546
0559
0612
0625
0638
0651
0704
0717
0730
0745
0808
0821
0834
0945
1007
1029
1050
1111
1124
1520
1541
1600
1810
1832
1845
1900
1915
2115
2136
2200

Chart Detail

Surface weather chart
H +24 surface pressure
Repeat of 0430 chart
H +12, H +24 (EMV) 500 hPa H+T surface
H +12, H +24 (EMV) 850 hPa T, 700 hPa f
H +36, H +48 (EMV) 500 hPa H + T surface
H +36, H +48 (EMV) 850 hPa T, 700 hPa f
H +36, H +48 (EM) 500 hPa H + T surface p
H +36, H +48 (EM) 850 hPa T, 700 hPa f
H +60, H +72 (EM) 500 hPa H + T surface
H +60, H +72 (EM) 850 hPa T, 700 hPa f
Repeat of 0512
Surface pressure analysis
H +48 (EM) surface pressure
H +72 (EM) surface pressure
H +96 (GM) surface pressure
Sea surface temperature North Sea
Ice conditions chart
Wave predictions
Surface weather chart
Transmission schedule
Test chart
Ice conditions chart
Ice conditions chart
Surface weather chart
Surface pressure analysis
H +24 surface pressure
repeat of 0808
repeat of 0829
Sea ice observations
Ice conditions chart
repeat of 1029
Surface weather chart

from Kevin J. McWilliams
KW5Q. The program is called
SbFFTwhich is an acronym for
SoundBlaster Fast Fourier
Transform. The basic principle
relies on taking advantage of the
digital signal processing
capabilities of a modern computer
sound card to carry out some
sophisticated frequency analysis
and filtering. Included within its
range of features are selectable
bandwidths of 2, 4, 8 or 16kHz and
spectral resolutions of 1 to 16Hz
per pixel. The spectral density can
be displayed with any of 4 colour
maps using either a linear or
logarithmic scale. You can also
use up to six filters
simultaneously including band-
pass, band -stop, low-pass and
high-pass. The filters have 25Hz
skirts, 3 to 50dB. Adjusting the
filters can be done graphically
using the mouse and the overall
filter passband is shown on the
main display. The program can
take information from the CD-
ROM and SoundBlaster line inputs
so should interface easily with
most radio kit. You can also use
SbFFTto analyse .WAV files to
process audio signals that have
been previously stored on disk. To
run a program like this you do
need a fairly powerful PC and

Kevin recommends a 486/66 or
Pentium processor with DOS 3 or
higher a SVGA VESA display with
640 x 480 and 1024 x 768
resolutions. If you would like to try
a copy it's available on the Internet
in shareware form at any of the
simtel mirror sites in directory
/msdos/hamradio/sbfft12.zip. I
found my copy in:
ftp.funet.fi/pub/ham/simtel/ms
dos/hamradio/sbfftl2.zip If you
like the program don't forget to
tell the author and register. My
thanks to Kevin McWilliams for
creating the program.

Wefax For Win

Les Crossan has written with an
update on this new software
package that he's putting together.
It's now at version 0.99C1 and he
promises that when it gets to
version 1.0 he will release it so we
can all join in the fun. In essence
this program is likely to be just
about the first that will enable FAX
reception under Windows. I've
shown a sample FAX in the
column so you can judge for
yourself the quality of the received
image. As soon as it's finished I'll
let you know how to lay your
hands on a copy.
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Missing Person
During the clear -up of outstanding
readers offers I'm left with a
package for a Mr M. R. Gardiner
of Augustus Close but that's all the
address I have! Would Mr Gardiner
please make contact and I will
forward his goods.

Utility Macros
Barry Stone enjoyed my recent
feature on a specialist
configuration file for Hamcomm
and reminded me about the facility
to record macros within
Hamcomm. To many that are new
to computing the whole idea of
macros may well appear to be
some form of black art that's best
left to the experts.

This is an ideal opportunity for
me to tell you about the benefits of
macros and how to use them. If
you look up the word macro in the
dictionary you won't find much
help as most explain macro as
being used to refer to or describe
things that are large in size or
scope (the definition comes from
the BBC English Dictionary which
is really excellent). So what does
macro mean in computing terms?
The simplest way I can think to
describe it, is a way of grouping
together a number of instructions
or keystrokes so that they can be
automatically carried -out. Let's try
an example to help make it a little
clearer. If you use Hamcomm and
want to change from AMTOR to 50
baud, 400Hz shift RTTY you would
have to first set the mode to RTTY
(Baudot), then set the speed and
finally set the shift. You can do this
quite quickly using the keyboard
shortcuts i.e. Alt M B to set the
mode. But it would be even better
if you could just press one key
combination to do all of this. By
using a macro you can do just that
and so save a lot of time.

So how do we set about
creating a macro? With Hamcomm
it's dead easy as there's a macro
recorder included with the
program. All you do is go to the
File menu and select Record Macro
and follow the instructions to start
the recording. You then press the
key combinations that you want to
store. When you've finished you
just press 'Alt' and the number key
where you want to store the
macro.

To replay the macro that you've
stored you just press 'Alt' and the
required number key. The best way
to learn is to try it so why not have
a go now.

One of the first things you'll
notice is the speed of the macro
execution - it really is quick. Did it
work? If not make sure you only
used the keyboard to enter details
of the macro as Hamcomm's
macros don't store mouse
movements.

With Hamcomm you can store
up to 10 macros using the
combination 'Alt 1' through to 'Alt
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0'. Of course, the next problem is
remembering what macro you've
stored where. A simple solution is
to cut a strip of stiff card that you
can mount just above the number
keys on your keyboard. You can
then write details of the macro on
the card. Once you've created your
macro Hamcomm has the facility
to save it to disk for use on
another occasion.

You can save as many macros
as you like so you could get really
clever and have different macros
for different listening modes. If you
do this you will need a number of
different reminder strips to put
above you number keys - don't
forget to use both sides of the
strip!

Just to get you started here's a
few macros that I find useful:
45.5baud, 170Hz shift, RTTY = 'Alt
mb"Alt sa"Alt k1'
50 baud, 400Hz shift, RTTY = 'Alt
mb"Alt sb"Alt ks400'
75 baud, 400Hz shift, RTTY = 'Alt
mb"Alt Sc'Alt ks400'

Although I've concentrated on
Hamcomm, the basic facility of
being able to record often used
keystrokes exists in lots of different
computer programs. If you've put
together what you think is an
interesting combination of macros
why not drop me a line with the
details so I can print them here.

New Klingenfuss
Releases
The 1997 Guide to Utility Radio
Stations is now on general release.
This book has become very well
established and remains the single
most up-to-date reference for
utility listeners. Although it is most
well known for its frequency
listing, it contains a host of other
invaluable information that should
not be overlooked.. For example
there's a full listing of FAX
schedules that's shown grouped by
country. There's also a real gem in
the chronological listing of press
stations. This splits the day into 30
minute segments and shows the
stations that are scheduled to
transmit.

As well as the station name and
call, all the active frequencies are
shown along with the language
used. I've always found this
section very useful.

The guide also contains a very
comprehensive callsign listing
along with the latest QSL
addresses for all the major utilities.
One thing that you mustn't do is
expect to be able to hear all the
stations that are listed! The guide
is more commonly used as a
reference to help identify a newly
discovered station. Despite its
rising price there is no real
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alternative for the experienced
listener.

Launched at the same time as
the Utility Guide is a brand new
publication - The 1997 Shortwave
Frequency Guide. In the
introduction Joerg explains the
rationale for the new book as being
to produce a timely publication
that includes a combined list of
broadcast and utility stations that
includes the very latest 1997
broadcasting schedules. I believe
this is likely to be a real winner as
not only is the content good, but
the price is also very attractive.

In order to make the book easy
to use it has been simplified into
two main sections, the first is a
straightforward listing of utility
stations by frequency. Each line of
the listing shows the frequency,
callsign, station, country, mode
plus a few notes that covers details
of the utility mode. The layout of
the list had been well thought out
and was easy to read.

The broadcast stations listing is
similar, but in this case the list
shows frequency, station, location,
IYU, start/end times, language,
target area and a few helpful notes.

The main sections were
supplemented with an introductory
section on utilities and a
comprehensive list of
abbreviations. Overall this was a
very attractive package that fills a
gap in the market for a combined
utility and broadcast frequency
listing.

Both books are available from
the SWM Book Service and my
thanks are due to Joerg
Klingenfuss for supplying the
review copies.

Readers Special Offers

If you'd like a copy of
Hamcomm/JVFAX, etc. I've
arranged a very special offer with
the Public Domain and Shareware
Library (PDSL). They have put
together a library set of all five disks
for just £12.00, all inclusive. Using
PDSL also makes ordering simpler
as they accept all the usual credit
cards so you can order by phone -
you don't even have to write a letter.
Please direct all orders and
enquiries about this disk set to
PDSL Winscombe House,
Beacon Road, Crowborough,
Sussex TN6 1UL. Tel. (01892)
663298 and request library
volume:H008739abcde. IBM PC
Software11.44Mb disks):
Disk A - JVFAX 7.0, HAMCOMM 3.1
and WXFAX 3.2
Disk B - DSP Starter plus Texas
device selection software.
Disk C - NuMorse 1.3
Disk D - UltraPak 4.0
Disk E - Mscan 1.3 and 2.0



1997 SHORTWAVE FREQUENCY GUIDE
worldwide broadcast and utility radio stations!
484 pages , £ 23 or DM 50 (including airmail)
Finally ... a really up-to-date handbook with the latest 1997 broadcast
schedules compiled end November and available here in Europe only ten

..........
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.......,

days later! Modern layout allows easy use and quick information access.
User-friendly tables include 11,500 entries with all clandestine, dome-
stic, and international broadcast stations worldwide from our 1997 Super
Frequency List an CD-ROM (see below). Another 13,800 frequencies qtr. OFR;
cover all utility stations worldwide. A solid introduction to real short- .  
wave monitoring is included as well, plus 1,160 abbreviations. The right
product at the right moment for worldwide listeners, radio amateurs and
professional monitoring services alike - at a sensational low price!

1997 SUPER FREQUENCY LIST ON CD-ROM
includes broadcast

SUM

il

now all stations worldwide!
ME 19/7 £ 27 or DM 60 (including airmail)

FRICIUDICY

11,500 entries with latest schedules of all clandestine, domestic and inter.
1,1 national broadcasters on shortwave,

as

compiled by top expert Schaay
or open access!from the Netherlands - now available a standard .dh f file for

13,800 special frequencies from our international bestseller 1997 Utility Radio

Guid e(e below).(seen)-RM irP2swinds.ariws5 Youabbreviations. 11,' aWfnZeritai'' frequencies.V i' on one search r
0.1111.1001011 specific frequencies, countries, stations. languages. call signs, and times, and

browse through all that data within milliseconds. It can't get faster than this!

1997 GUIDE TO UTILITY RADIO STATIONS
includes latest Red Cross and UNO frequencies!
588 pages - £ 36 or DM 80 (including airmail)

The international reference book for the really fascinating radio services
on SW: acro, diplo, maritime, metro, military, police, press, and tale-
corn. The conflicts on the Balkan and in Afnca and Asia are perfectly
covered. 13,800 up-to-date frequencies from 0 to 30 MHz are listed,
including the very latest frequencies used now during the sunspot mini-
mum. We arc the world leader in advanced telepnnter systems monitor-
ing and decoding! This unique reference book lists Just everything:
abbreviations, addresses, call signs, codes, explanations, frequency band
plans, meteofax and NAVTEX and press schedules, modulation types,
all Q and Z codes, and much more. Thus, it is the ideal companion to
the publications above for the "special' stations on shortwave!

-...- c )
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...........-

Special package price: CD-ROM + SW Frequency Guide = £ 45. More package deals available.
Plus: Internet Radio Guide = £ 23. Worldwide Weatherfax Services = £ 27. Double CD Record-
ing of Modulation Types = f 45 (cassette f 27). Radio Data Code Manual = £ 32. Sample pages
and colour screenshots can be viewed on our superb Internet World Wide Web site (see below).
We have published our international radio books for 28 years. Payment can be made by cheque or
credit card - we accept American Express, Eurocard, Mastercard and Visa. Dealer discount rates on
request Please ask for our free catalogue with recommendations from all over the world' (;)

Klingenfuss Publications Hagenloher Str. 14 D-72070 Tuebingen Germany

Fax 0049 7071 600849 Phone 0049 7071 62830 - E -Moil 101550.514@compuserve.com

Internet http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/Klingenfuss/

EWE r ;7E7......._..................

SCANCAt GOLD.fro
Since 1989, The Recognized
Leader in Computer

Windows

Control
Once you use SCANCAT with YOUR radio,!,ik you'll NEVER use your radio attain

._.-- ..__.; WITHOUT SCANCATI
SCANCAT supports almost ALL computer controlled radios by:

F:-.-- AOR, DRAKE, KENWOOD. ICOM, YAESU and JRC (NRD)
I. Including AR-8000/2700/PRO-2005/6/35/42 (with 0S456/535),

Lowe HF-150, Watkins HF-1000.and -Johnson

SCANCAT GOLD FEATURES-
 Link up to 100 frequency disk files. Link up to 100 search banks.
 D -BASE IMPORT wiDUPLICATE filters.  IMPORT virtually any database.
 Scan HF & VHF Icom's simultaneously. Search by CTCSS & DCS TONES
 PRINT to ANY pnnter, or disk tile. witH PRO2005.6/2035 (& ICOM/DC440).
 Automatic BIRDIE LOCKOUT.  MULTIPLE search fillers.

EXCLUSIVE WINDOWS FEATURES
All the features you EXPECT from a true Windows application such as:

 NO MORE CONVERSION! DIRECT scanning  Exclusive 'SLIDE RULE tuner. Click or 'skate'
of most DBASE FOXPRO, ACCESS, BTRIEVE your mouse over our Slide -Tuner to change
files WITHOUT 'importing. frequencies effortlessly! OR use our graphical

 UNIQUE database management system with tuning knob.
moveable SPLIT columns for easy viewing.  MAPS - Load virtually ANY map or GRAPHIC

 VERSATILE 'Functional- spectrum analysts. image in "BMP" format (several included with
Simply "mouse over" to read frequency of Scancat). Program 'hot spots' with your
spectrum location. -CLICK" to immediately tune favorite frequencies.
your receiver.

..SCANCAT is not copy protected - use on as many computers as youmeed-
Requires windows 3.1 or greater - 8 meg ram - 4 meg harddrive space - (dos version requires
a 640K MS DOS computer), RS -232C serial port. Manufacturer's interface not included.

SCANCAT GOLD
FOR WINDOWS $99.95 + sail
SCANCAT GOLD
FOR DOS $94.95 + sal,

UPGRADE TO GOLD $29.95
from any version

Shipping S Handling $5.00 USA
$7.50 FOREIGN

INTERNET WEB ADDRESS  http://www.scancat.com WEB E-MAIL - scancetascancatcom

COMPUTER AIDED TECHNOLOGIES
© P.O. Box 18285 Shreveport, LA 71138 as

(318) 636-1234 (24 hrs) FAX (318) 686-0449 (24 hrs)
.,

Also available in the UK from your favorite dealer inc. LOWE ELEC. & JAVIATION

HOORAY! I'VE SUBSCRIBED
TO SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE.

WHY DON'T YOU?

PHONE MICHAEL ON

01202 659930
FOR FULL DETAILS

SpeCial of ela 104 1997

Shortwave Eavesdropper
CD-ROM

huge step forward in the accessibility of shortwave mill-
:, information has been made with the Shortwave
Eavesdropper CD-ROM. It gives instant access to well over

32,000 frequencies and 42,000 callsigns listing military, tactical, ships - naval
and merchant, embassies, aeronautical, press agencies, weather stations and
countless more. In-depth country by country information containing QSL
addresses, schedules, examples of traffic, and maps, DX Edge are also includ-
ed.
Price: ../.2irtirf NOW ONLY £19.50 including UK post and airmail worldwide.

TB. 00 Scoimino
Directory

sea scow

The UK Scanning Directory
5th Edition

Now with FREE full colour band -
plan worth £3
Thousands of Spot Frequencies listed in over 500 pages
covering 25MHz to 1.8GHz its comprehensive coverage
and detail will continue to amaze readers with its explicit
listings of Civil and Military Aviation, Maritime, Army,

Navy, DSS snoopers, police and their helicopters, Eye -in -Sky -Links, Bailiffs.
Prisons, Motor Racing, Outside Broadcasting, courier services and a vast
amount more. Price £18.50 plus £1 UK postage.

SW Maritime Comm £17.50 now £15.50 Weather Reports from Radio £6.00

Scanner Busters 2 £7.00 now £5.00 Eavesdropping on British Military' £18.75

Fax & RITY Weather Reports £8.95 Scanning the Maritime Bands £9.50

Prices include UK part. Or enom Purl extra. Allme 14 dm's delivery.

,Lm Ask for FREE catalogue of all books. IT: rip

INTERPRODUCTS (S37)
8 Abbot Street, Perth PH2 OEB, Scotland

Tel & Fax: 01738 441199
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Brian Oddy G3FEX, Three Corners, Merryfiekl Way, Storrington, West Sussex RH2O 4NS.

LW Mariii
io 3eacons

Much to the delight of DXers
the conditions at night were
often favourable during

October, November and December.
Extensive logs were compiled by
some listeners and there are many
interesting entries in the chart.

Due to variations in
propagation, one cannot be sure
that the sky waves from any
particular beacon will reach the UK
at night. Those from Punta D.
Penna, Italy (IL) on 314.5 were
received on one evening only by
Peter Poison in St.Andrews. The
beacons at Cabo Carvoeiro Lt,
Portugal (CV) on 287.5 and Punta
de Llobregat, S.Spain (ORI on 303.5
were heard for the first time by
Steve Cann in Southampton.
Good reception from Iceland and
Greenland was noted at night by
Peter Rycraft in Wickham Market.
On October 5 Dave Dawson
(Birmingham) was surprised to find
the beacon at Prinz Christian Sund,
Greenland (OZN) on 372.0 still
audible thirty minutes after sunrise!

Whilst searching the band in
Edinburgh, Kenneth Buck
discovered that Ingolfshofdhi Lt,
Iceland (IN) is not the only beacon
with that ident on 316.0 - the other
is an aero one in Denmark! Both
are amplitude modulated (400Hz)
but Ingolfshofdi keys the ident
several times and then radiates
tone for about 50sec.

A very welcome first report
came from Patrick Vignoud in
Pontcharra, which is in the heart of
the French Alps. High mountains
surround his house and he has
great difficulty in receiving any of
the beacons. Although some reach
him via sky wave paths at night
none are detectable during
daylight.

Local electrical interference
often troubled John Woodcock in
Basingstoke but he managed to log
26 beacons. Similar problems were
encountered late at night by John
Wells in E.Grinstead, so he
searched the band in the daytime
or early evening. He heard for the
first time the Norwegian beacons at
Skrova Lt (KN) on 296.0 and Halten
Lt (HA) on 313.0.

The ground waves from two
beacons in Holland were picked up
by Eric Tubman (Whitstable) for
the first time - Ameland Lt (AD) on
299.0 and Vlieland Lt IVO on 303.5.
Three listeners noticed that the
beacon at Pt. St.Mathieu Lt, France
(SM) had moved to 291.0, but
several others logged it on 292.5. It
is not known if this change is
intentional or due to a transmitter
fault, so it is still listed on 292.5 in
the chart.

're
Long Wave Maritime Radiobeacon Chart

DXam
(Al Kenneth Buck Edinburgh.

IBI Soave Cann, Southampton.

ICI Robert Connolly, Kilkeel.

101 Dave Dawson, Birmingham.

El John Eaton, Woking.

IF) Brian Heath, Stapleton.

IGI Tim McClellan, Christchurch.

NI George Millmore, Wootton, loW.

01 Aber Moore, Douglas, loM.

IJI Fred Patent Storni-won.

IK Peter Pollard, Rusin.

ILI Peter Poison, StAndrews.

IMI Victor Robb, BeHest

INI Peter Flynt Wickham Market

101 Torn Smyth, Co.Ferrnanagh.

IPI Philip Townsend, E.London.

101 Edo Tubman. Whitstable.

IAI Patrick lignoud, Pontcharra. Rance.

ISI John Web, E.Grinstead.

(1) Peter Westwood, Farnham.

RA John Woodcock Basingstoke.

St Ross Workman, Shoreharoby&ea.

Freq

Odia

SO Station

Name

Woke Mar Fop

klkl
Ci8 beim

Nom
Location I/Xer

204.5 12 Lizard Lt S.Comvall A,C,D,H,I,J,N`,S,U,V 301.0 ER ROW Lt Holland C.

284.5 MA Cabo Machidoico N.Spain B`,C'D',E.,F.,I,K.,L',M.N.,R.,S,V. 301.1 RG Raularhoefn Iceland N'
2815 PR Poritele Friend D`,L.,N. 301.5 ILD Kinnards Hd Lt NE.Scodand A.C.J.,1',S

283,0 NO Cabo de la Nilo It S.Sprin CY' 301.5 L Torre de Hercules N.Spain BO',K.
2850 W, Nieupoort Why Belgium N',P,S 3015 OB Hoburg Sweden C',I',N'
2860 TR Tuskar Rock lt &Ireland A.B..C,D.E`,Eill.KI'31,N.,P,S,U,V 301.0 R8 Cherbourg Ft W Lt France B,C,D',E,F',G,H,J.,K.,N`,P,S.,T,U,V

286.5 AL Mmagruniet Lt Sweden K.,I.',N 303.0 D Rom SW.Spin C',N
2855 BY Wally 1.1 S.Indand C,I,0 303.0 FB Farnborough ad Lt Yorkshire AC,17e,E,F.J,L',M,N',P,S',U,V

286.5 0 Cola Foote Majorca B.,C.,E`,F.,1`,K9AN'71`,V. 3030 FV Falsterbomv Lt Sweden A.C.D.,1',1',T.

286.5 FT Cap Ferret It Whence 8.,C.D.J.,K`,N`,R.,U,V. 3030 YE Ile d'Yeu Main Lt France 8,C',G',H,1*,J.,K1*,N.,S,V

2325 KC Inchked It E d Forth AL' 303.4 MA Wand Lt bawl E.

2813 II LBsienp Parboil N. 303.4 VC Cape 3V/incept Pomp! N'
2873 LE lobe Rear Poland W 3033 81 fijonnuod 1.1 Noway A,B.,C`,D.,F.,E.,1,K.,L.,U

2873 00 Swinoujscie Poland N' 3033 RI Fallen 11 Nor* AL',3',0'
282.5 CV Cabo Camaro LI Porlupi 8' 3015 IA UMW It N.Spin C..N.

37$ FR herder Lt Norway C')' 303.5 OR Punta de Uottegal S.Spil 11',Cfl`
2875 MD Cato Mondago P0f11.1eli C 303.5 VI. Wieland U Holatd C',D,EFIL'71.,P,O,S`,T,U,V

287.5 SE Sete Mt Si Oar Shame C' 304.0 ME Reda D.Mweaba tidy R.

288.0 WI Hoek van Hand Holland C,N.,S 304.0 PS Pt Imes Lt Anthill/ A,8',O0',E`,F.,1,K.,L.,M,No.P.,S.,V.

2985 M. Sainne It Norway C..1...N. 3343 88 SunkudiHdLt &Wend b L.

MO OH Old Hd of Kinsale &Ireland C',D',I,M 304.5 MY Cabo Mayor U N.Spain D',N.,R.,V

288.5 R Cabo Finisterre Lt NW Spain B.,C,D',1,L.,N.,V 3050 W %Nem Lt SEScotland A5',C,0',F,I,K.,L',M,S.

289.5 LID Cabo Saloo S.Spain N.,R 305.0 GL kik Giraiglia Lt Corsica N'

2835 WA ijmuiden Lt Holland E,D,F,N.,P,S 305.5 Al. Fl d'Ailly Lt France B',C,0',E',F',G,H.1.1,K.I.',M,N.,P,O.R.,S',T,U,V

/89 0 BL Butt of Lewis Lt Is of Lewis L' 305.1 DA Dalatangi Lt Iceland B',L'

289.0 BY Body Lt SIreland 8,C,CAJAI.N..0 306.0 FN NWney Is Lt OR Lams A,C,0',FIK.,L.,M,N.,0.,P,S

2895 KY Oksoy Lt Norway L* 306.0 TN Thyboron Derrnark AL.,N.
285 LO Landsort S Lt Sweden 0`,1`.1.` 306.5 GI Le Grand Jardin Lt France N',V

2895 MN Hammerodde Denmark C. 306.5 H Hal It Poland 0'
289.5 NP Punta Caren Italy C' 306.5 OR 0.0smussaar Estonia C'

189.5 SN Re de Sim NW 11 France 8',E,H,1,74',F1S,V 306.5 RS Ristna Estonia C.D.,FJ',L9A,N
290.0 AV Weep Podupt C MS SY Save Estonie C
80.0 ED Rdre Lt F d Forth A.C.,1*.l' 3063 UT Weir Norway A.B.,CA'5',F.,I,W,1'Al',N',P.S.
290.0 AIR Mootedor Porhipi C' 307.0 GL Eagle a 11 Ireland C.D..K.,1*.MIN`,0

290.5 DY Duncansby lid It NESoodand A,1 308.0 R Cabo Espidiel Portugal C
2903 LI Halo Lt Sweden B.,WE',L.,N. 308.0 RC Cabo Roca Portugal C,N
1993 S8 &Bishop Lt Pembroke B,C)),EG,H,LJ,W,M,N.,0'.P,S,T1.1,V 308.0 RD Rake Domes LI France C,K.,11'

290$ VI Cabo Elmo Lt N.Spain A.,13,C.,13',E.,F,G.,1,K.J.`,M.,N,0,P.,0,R`,S,V 308.0 SN Cabo de Sines It Portugal a`

290.5 VY Esby Sweden N' 309.5 RU Sl Nairn France 8',C`,E.,1,L44',P,,S,V

2911 CF Caw Ferro Sadiea E',111. 309.5 BA Puree Etta BMW tiSaill C..D.J.K..MICW__
291.0 SN Cabo San Sebastian S.Spain C' 309.5 RI Fruholmen Lt Norway C ,M

191.0 TG Immo It Koja Norway N' 3093 MA Marstein Lt Norway A,B,C.,E',1,K*,L',M,N,S

2913 MA 0.Matveyev SSA Arctic L' 309.5 PEI Portland Bill U Dorset 8',D,E.,F.,G,H,I,J,K.,M,N.,P,S.,U,V

291.5 MR Mersrags Latvia N' 3100 ER Pt de Ver Lt N.Franos B`,C.,E.11.1,P,S.,U,V

291.5 SU South Rock LV Co.Down A3',C,D.,FJ,K.,L.,M,O,P,S,V 310.0 IP Cap Sandal° Lt Sardinia R'

291.9 LT La Isleta Canaries C' 3103 GV Gottor Iceland EN'
81.9 NA Punta LantailLs Canaries C' 310.5 80 Bokflord Lt Norway C',F1'

292.0 IAN Mahon, Minorca Balearic Is R',V' 310.5 SG Saellands N Lt Denmark CI`
82.0 SJ Soutar Lt Sunderland AC,D,FJ,W,L.,M,N.,0,P,S 311.0 GD Girdle Ness Lt NE.Scodand A,C,L',M

292.0 TO Torungen U Norway D',I.` 311.0 NF N.Foreland lt Kent B.,C. D E. F. H I K' M,N.,P,03` T,U V

292.5 SM Pt StJAathieu Lt France B,C,D,E,F,G,HJ.JA',L'Al',NP,S,T,U,V 311.5 LP Loop Hd lt Simard B',C,I'

293.0 C1P StCadierine's It I.O.W. 8,D1`,F`,G,H)*,..1',K`,N',P,S,T,U,V 312.0 HO Tennholmen Lt Norway L.,M.,N
293.0 RN Rhinos of Islay 11 Is of blay AC,I,L',M,0 312.0 OE Oostende Belgium C',OF',K.,M,N,0,P,S.,V

293.0 SY SvMoy It Norway A.C',I.' 312.0 UN Eckmuhl Lt France B',C'

293.5 RO Cabo Silleiro It fiSpzin C.,F1' 3123 AK Akmenrags Labia C
294.0 KU Ktdkm Hip U Sweden CJ'X',N' 312.5 BK Baltiysk sus* C',E',1.
294.0 PH Cap d'Alprech France A.B,C,V,E.,F,G,H,1,1*,K..M,N`J`,03,T,V 312.5 BT Mys Taran lt Russia C'I'
2945 BA Slack Hd Lt !Oland C',0 312.5 CS Calais Main lt France C,E',11,N.,CiS.

234.5 1111 Mohni Lt Estonia C. 311.5 08 Doobsby Ukraine C'

2943 PA Patrineem Lt Estonia C' 3123 KA Eamede Rem 1.1 Lithuania C14`

2943 PS PtLynas U Anglesey C0,0 312.5 U3 Liepaja Latvia C'

294.5 PT Cower to Durham A 312.5 SR Skardsfiara Iceland C.,K

2945 UK Sunk U V Off Esau FI'D'E',F.X.,N.,P,O,S,T,U,V 312.5 VS Cabo Estay Lt N.Spain K`,M,N`,T

295.0 DV Djupaogur Iceland C 312.6 KB Krautsand German F.

295.0 JA AMIN* Poland C',D'J',K',L',T' 313.0 HA Halter Lt Norway C',0',1.',N.,S'

295.0 SN Sletnes It Norway C.,N. 3130 PA Cabo de Palos Lt S.Spain B`,C.,D.,E`,F',G`,1`,K`,N`,R',V`

295.5 CB La Corners Lt Jersey CJ. B.,N.,S,V 313.0 1Y Tory Is Lt Reiland A,C,I,L.,M

295.5 CR Cap Couronne France C.,N`R 313.5 BR Cap Bear Lt S.France B.,C',E.,R.

295.5 FE La Rochelle France C,N' 313.5 CM Cromer Lt Norfolk 6,0',E',F.,1,K.J.',N1,0,3',T,U,V

2960 EP Blavandshut Lt Denmark A.C.D.,1,1.`,N`,P' 313.5 OG °lards Soda Grind Sweden C
2960 GR Goatee Lt Holland PS 3140 HK Hekkingen Lt Norway I..

2960 104 Strove U Norway El',V,EW.S 314.0 PO Paranoias S.Fraica B.,C,N',11'

31.0 FG Pt de Bellew Li France 8,C01`,F.,G.HX,1'1`31.N.1103,T,U,V 314.0 VG Ile Vierge Li Frame A.8.,C,D.,EF',G,F1,1,V,L',11',N.,0P,0',S,T,U,V

MS MA Mangiuoto FIerhusd D' 314$ SK Strardloin !Wand C51'
297.5 PS Cato Penal U tiSpit OD'I',8',V. 314.5 TI. Punta OPmma lady B.,C,K*,L'Al.
290.0 GX Ile de Groiz kaki 8',1",1'...1`,K.,L.,P,S,U,V 3153 ND Midden Lithuania C'

298.0 TA Cabo Gan Skeet N. 316.0 tN Inpolleholdi It imand A',8`,C,D..1.1.',W,N.
239.5 RR Round Is Lt Is Sail A,F3',C,D'E'f ..G.H,I,J.X.I.A1,71',0111',S,T,U.V 319.0 LEC Stavanger Norway A,8',C,D.,E',F.,G,HJ,14',L',M,N*,0.,P,03*,T,U,V*

2983 SW Skagen Now C 3260 HB Hotsteinborg Greenland N.
299.0 AD Ameland Li Hoard A.N..0.5 331.0 Fil Frederikdab Greenland N.

299.0 BN Les Balenes Whoa C',N 3370 MY Myggenaes Faeroe Is A'

293.0 0 Tarifa &Spin C. 367.0 JV Jakobsham Greenland C'

299.0 UN Understen Lt Sweden I.. 372.0 OIN Prins Chris's Sund Greenland B.,C17,1',K.,M,N.,U

299.5 NP Nash R Lt S.Weles B`,C,D,E.G.1.1'.M,N',P,S.,T,U,V 381.0 AB Akraherg Faeroe Is A.,E1',C,10',E.,F.,1,K.,M,N.,U.,V

299.5 SK Skornvaer L1 Rost Norway V,K.,L. 399.0 UP Upernavik Greenland N'
299.5 VR Utraer LI Norway AC`,P,L',N. 404.0 AL Nolso F8810015 A',13',C.,D.,E.,F.,1,K.,M,N.,V°

299.5 VS Vesta Lt Italy N'
300.0 MI Wren Head &Ireland C,D',1',J',N.,S

Note:
300.0 T1 Cap d'Andier Lt Nfrance 8',H.N`,V Entries marked # are calibration stations.
303.5 DU Dungeon; Lt Kent D,E.,F.,G,H1.1*X`,N`P,03,T,U,V Entries marked " were logged during darkness.
300.5 LA lies Noway A8',C.,1*.K.,L.,1.1',14' All other entries were logged during daylight or at
301.0 CA 41 de Creedi France B.,C,DE.,F',G,H,I,K.,L',M,N.,P,S`,T,U,V dawn/dusk.
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32 page full colour
Computer Equipment Catalogue

with the Winter 96/97 Cirkit Catalogue

The Winter 96/97 Edition brings you:

Even further additions to the Computer section
extending our range of PC components and
accessories at unbeatable prices.

WIN'. a 28,800 Fax Modem in our easy to enter
competition.

100's of new products including; Books, Connectors,
Entertainment, Test Equipment and Tools.

New Speakers, Mixers and In -Car
Amplifiers in the Entertainment
section.

£25 worth discount vouchers.
+ 30p p&p

248 Page main Catalogue, plus 32 Page full
Colour Computer Catalogue, incorporating 24
Sections and over 4000 Products from some of the
Worlds Finest Manufacturers.

Available at WH Smith, John Menzies and most
large newsagents, or directly from Cirkit.

Get your copy today!

Cirkit
Cirkit Distribution Ltd

Park Lane  Broxbourne  Hertfordshire  EN10 7N0
Tel: 01992 448899  Fax: 01992 471314

Email:mailorder@cirkit.co.uk

Amateur ARC

Radio
Communications

ARC Ltd TUE TO SAT
10AM-SPM

We have been trading for over 13 years and pride ourselves on our "before and
after" sales service. That is why we are still in business and customers come
back time and again. Why compromise on quality, service and advice for the
sake of saving a few pounds. Come to the experts - you know it makes sense!

Tel: 01925 229881
Fax: 01925 229882

KENWOOD'S MASTERFUL

1111111
R-5000
A born champi-
on, Kenwood's
competition -

class R-5000 goes beyond meeting the
demands of today's operators. It sets
the standard for the next generation of
receivers.
£1060 RRP.
Phone now for details.
SPECIAL CASH PRICE £925

M EPPRSS
AOR have reduced the RRP of
the AOR-8000 to L349!!
Don't miss out on this special
offer.
Phone now for our cash
price.

UBC-9000XLT
New 500 channel
base station cover-
ing 25MHz-
1.3GHz in 1000 continuous bands
(25-550MHz and 760-1300MHz).
Lots of features - phone for details.
RRP £310.00 Cash/Cheque

BEARCAT UBC-220XLT
Easy to use scanner with 200
memory channels. Includes 10
band coverage, automatic
search, priority channel &
selective scan delay.

Phone for our price t1S9.00

AR -3000A
100MHz-2036MHz
plus lots of extras
including an RS -232
interface for comput-

er control. Remember the saying "all
good things come in small packages",
well the AOR-AR3000A proves it's
true. £949 RRP.

£830 CASH/CHEQUE

SIM IA `, I Ot Is 1C -R8500

Proving to be a top seller the
ICR-8500 is not simply a sea ner it t.
a professional quality receiver. Phone

for details! RRP £1699.
Cash/Cheque/Switch £1529

sect free AD -55 mains PSU.

AR -7030
If you are serious
about shortwave listen-
ing, then this is the

radio for you.
Just read the reviews!

CASH/SWITCH £729

IIC -1110 NOW IN STOCK
The latest handheld scanner from
Icom - a sure winner! The R-10
is the first handheld ever to boast
a real-time bandscope function
making it easy to locate busy fre-
quencies and view the recessing
frequency band conditions. L379

RRP.

Ring for Cash/Cheque price!

Watson WSM- 5th UK Scanning Scanmaster Scanmaster

1900 antenna on Directory QS -200 Mobile Base £39.95
micro magnetic £18.50 Holder £9.95 Discone

base

£29.95
FREE P&P QS -300 Adjustable

desk holder £19.95

149.95

SECONDHAND HARGALNS
R-5000 CAV book and box £699
IC -R7000
2 x IC -R7 I VGC from £600
Drake R -RE As new £650
2 x Yaesu FRG -9600 Excellent condition from £350
Yaesu FRG -100 Boxed VGC £375
Yaesu FRG -8800 + VHF converter £450
Trio R-2000 + VHF converter £425
MX -7000 C/W PSU £325
2 x AR -2500 Boxed £275 each
2 x Lowe HF-225 Good condition from £350
Trio R-1000 £299
Trio R-600 £250
Icom IC -R100
Realistic DX -I60 £60

The abase is just a selection. Please phone for more details.

+ HF module £750

INSTANT FINANCE AVAILABLE at low APR rates

ACCESS * VISA * SWITCH - ALWAYS WELCOME
FREE PARKING AVAILABLE

38 Bridge Street, Earlestown,
Newton -le -Willows,

Merseyside WA12 9BA
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Brian Oddy G3FEX, Three Corners, Merryfield Way, Storrington, West Sussex RH2O 4NS

Lonc, Medium anc Short Waves

For most purposes Universal
Time Co-ordinated (UTC), as
used by the international s.w.

broadcasters, is the same as
Greenwich Mean Time (GMT). At
present GMT is indicated by clocks
in the UK.

On March 30th UK clocks will
be advanced by one hour to
display British Summer Time (BST)
but s.w. broadcast schedules and
LM&S will continue to quote
transmission times in UTC. To
avoid confusion, place a clock by
your receiver now and set it to UTC
(=GMT). Do not alter it on the 30th.

Long Wave Reports
Note: I.w. & m.w. frequencies in
kHz; s.w. in MHz; Time in UTC
(=GMT).
Unless otherwise stated, all logs
were compiled during December.
A broadcast from Radiodiffusion-
TV Morocco (RTM) via Azilal
(800kW) on 207kHz was received at
2211UTC by Eddie McKeown in
Newry, Co.Down. It was competing
quite strongly with co -channel DLF
via Munich (500kW) and rated
SINPO 22222. By listening to it for
about 15 minutes he was able to
confirm the identity.

The Radiotelevisione Italiana
(RAI) 10kW outlet at Caltanisseta,
Italy on 189kHz was heard during
some evenings - see chart. At 2044
on December 21, Fred Pallant
(Storrington) logged it as 14333.

Over in Canada, Alan Roberts
(Quebec) picked up a weak
modulated carrier on 177kHz at
0100 on January 9. Six time pips
were heard and then a man spoke
in a language which sounded like
German but Alan could not be sure
because the signal rated only
S10131. It was probably
DeutschlandRadio Berlin via
Oranienburg (250kW), who still use
that off -set frequency.

Medium Wave Reports
Some of the m.w. stations in
E.Canada and E.USA were received
in the UK after dark - see chart.
Favourable conditions were noted
on December 2, 3 & 7 by Tony
Stickells in Thornton Heath. He
spent part of December in Suevres,
France but transatlantic signals
were noticeably absent there -
WNRB in Boston, MA on 1510 was
the only station positively
identified.

Between 0135 and 0210 on the
8th, Robert Connolly (Kilkeel)
logged CKVO on 710 as 22322; also
WINS on 1010, WTOP on 1500 and
WWRL on 1600 - they all rated
32322. During the early hours of
the 8th & 9th Eric Duncan
(St.Andrews) compiled an
extensive log which included CFRB
in Toronto on 1010, audible when

WINS faded out at 0030 and WHAS
in Louisville, KY on 840, heard at
0128. Up in Shetland John Sadler
(Scalloway) found reception good
after sunrise on the 9th - at 0905 he
logged WBBR on 1130 as SI0444.
The conditions that morning
surprised David Edwardson in
Wallsend - at 0959 he logged
WNRB on 1510 as 24542.

During the second half of the
month the conditions were often
favourable, especially from the
19th to 21st and on the 31st. An
extensive log was compiled by
Paul Crankshaw (Troon) Many
of the entries were heard around
dawn or later! At 0900 on the 31st
he listened to CJOB in Winnipeg,
MB on 680, with a weather report
(clear and -22C) and a news
bulletin.

Quite a few of the broadcasts
from the Middle East and N.Africa
reached the UK after dark - see
chart. Unusual conditions were
often present before dusk which
enabled many European stations
to be heard.

For some time now there have
been reports of broadcasts in
German on 1539 but no definite
ident has been mentioned. Ted
Harris (Manchester) has been
using his knowledge of German to
monitor them. He heard the ident
ERF (Evangeliums Rundfunk) and
'das Zuhor radio', also an address
was given, so he wrote to them. He
has received a reply, which
indicates that they (ERF) have been
using the Mainflingen transmitter
(700kW) since 1 April '96. Currently
it is being operated at 350kW from
0400 until 2300UTC.

Ground waves from the new
ILR Valleys Radio outlet on 1116
were picked up during daylight by
Ronald Jefferies in Berkeley and
Chris Ridley in Co.Sligo, Eire.
Reports from other areas would be
very welcome here.

Short Wave Reports
The propagation conditions in the
25MHz (11rn) band are so
unreliable that international
broadcasters are unlikely to use it
during 1997.

Despite daily variations in
propagation the 21MHz (13m)
band is being used by a number of
broadcasters. They include UAER,
Dubai 21.605 (Ar to Eur 0615-1030)
rated 45454 at 0832 in Newry;
R.Australia via Darwin 21.725 (Eng
to Asia 0630-1100) 35543 at 0832 in
Wallsend; 54444 at 0939 by Tom
Winzor in Plymouth & 35433 at
1007 by Darren Beasley in
Bridgwater; R.Prague via Litomysl
21.705 (Eng to S.Asia, W.Africa
1000-1030) 33333 at 1000 by Chris
Shorten in Norwich; UAER, Dubai
21.605 (Eng to Eur 1030-1055)
35333 at 1038 by Tim Allison in

Long Wave Chart
Rag Station Country Power liatattr

Oft (184

153 Bechar Algeria 1000 G',I*
153 Donebach OLE Germany 500
162 Allouis France 2000

171 Nador Medi-1 Morocco 2000 G'.1*.J'.L'
171 Osnakovo etc Russia 121:Xl

171 Minsk Belarus 1000

177 Oranienburg Germany 750

180 Polati Turkey 1200 H'
183 Saarlouis Germany 2000

189 Caltanissetta Italy 10

198 BBC R-4 via ? UK 7 C.D,H,L*

198 Droitwich BBC UK 500 B,E,F,I,J,K

207 Munich DLF Germany 500

207 kite! Morocco BOO 8'.D,E`,G,I',J
216 Roumoules RMC S France 1400 B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,J,K

225 Raszyn Resv Poland 13,C".0.6*.F.V.11.1.J.K"

234 Beidweiler Luxembourg 2000

243 Kalundborg Denmark 300 B,C,D,E,F,G,I,J,K

252 Tipaza Algeria 1500 B.C'.1",1%.1*
252 Atlantic 252 &Ireland 500

261 Burgal.Ropal Germany ; 200
261 Taldom Moscow Russia 2500 C',I'
270 Topolna Cinch Rep 1500

279 Minsk Boleros 500

Note Entries marked' were logged during darkness. All other

entries were logged during daylight or at dawn/dusk.

Listeners: -
(Al Tim Allison. Middlesbrough
113) Paul Bowery. Burnham -on -Crouch,
IC) Sheila Hughes, Morden
101 Ronald Jetteries, Berkeley.

Eddie McKeown. Newry
IF) George Millmore, Wootton, loW
16) Fred Pallant. Storrington.
IH) Tom Smyth, Co.Fermanagh.
ll Tony Stickells. Thornton Heath.

Middlesbrough; RFI via Issoudun
21.620 (Fr to E.Africa 0800-1500?)
13341 at 1105 by Eric Shaw in
Chester; BSKSA Saudi Arabia
21.495 (Ar [Holy Quran] to S.E.Asia
0900-1200) 510344 at 1130 by Phil
Townsend in E.London; REE via
Noblejas 21.570 (Sp to S.America
1200-1800) 34343 at 1202 by John
Eaton in Woking; RFI via Allouis?
21.580 IFr to Africa? 0900? -1500?)
24322 at 1225 by Rhoderick
Illman in Oxted; BBC via Limassol,
Cyprus 21.470 (Eng to E.Africa
1300-1700) 23322 at 1330 in Kilkeel;
BBC via Ascension Is 21.660 (Eng
to W/E/S.Africa 1100-1700) 34433 at
1545 by Stan Evans in
Herstmonceux; WYFR via
Okeechobee, USA 21.525 (Eng, Fr,
Ger, Port to W.Africa 1600-2045)
45444 at 1632 by Michael Griffin
in Ross -on -Wye.

The conditions also vary daily
in the 17MHz (16m) band. During
the morning R.Australia via Darwin
17.715 (Eng to Asia, Pacific 0200-
0858) was S10233 at 0738 in
Woking; DW via Rwanda? 17.800
(Eng to Africa 0900-0950) 25433 at
0949 in Middlesbrough; V of Russia
17.860 (Eng [WS1 to Asia) 55544 at
0955 in Herstmonceux; AIR via
Bangalore 17.387 IEng to Asia
1000-1100) 44333 at 1030 in
Scalloway; R.Pakistan, Islamabad
17.900 (Eng to Eur 1100-1120)
35433 at 1107 in Bridgwater; BBC
via Skelton, UK 17.640 (Eng to Eur
0700-1500) S10333 at 1115 in
E.London; R.Kuwait via Kabd
17.885 (Ar to Far East 0900-1505)
33333 at 1200 in Kilkeel.

After mid -day Africa No.1,
Gabon 17.630 (Fr to W.Africa 0700-
1600) was 33333 at 1239 in Oxted;
UAER Abu Dhabi 17.760 (Ar to Far
East 0900-1355) 510433 at 1245 by
Philip Rambaut in Macclesfield;
RFI via Moyabi, Gabon 17.560 (Eng
to M.East 1400-1500) 43333 at 1412
in Norwich; DW via Antigua,
W.Indies 17.765 (Ger to S.America
1200-1700) 34233 at 1459 by Peter
Pollard in Rugby; RAI via 17.780 (It
[R.Uno] to America 1330? -1630?
Sun) 34543 at 1501 in Wallsend;
BBC via Ascension Is 17.830 (Eng
to W/C.Africa 0730-2100) 34443 at

(J) Tony Stickells. while in Suevres.
France.

IK) Phil Townsend, E.London.
(L) Thomas Williams, Truro.

1600 in Chester; BBC via Antigua,
W.Indies 17.840 (Eng to
N/C.America 1400-1700) 510222 at
1600 by Tom Smyth in
Co.Fermanagh; WYFR via
Okeechobee, USA 17.555 (Eng to
Eur 1800-1955?) 44544 at 1622 in
Ross -on -Wye; R.Nederlands via
Bonaire 17.605 (Eng to
S/E/W.Africa 1830-2025) 35312 at
2012 in Newry.

Rather more reliable conditions
prevail in the 15MHz (19m) band.
During the morning the Voice of
Armenia, Yerevan 15.270 (Eng to
Eur 0930-1000 Sun) rated 43443 at
0930 in Newry; AIR via ? 15.050
(Eng to NE.Asia 1000-1100) 33333
at 1000 by Bernard Curtis in
Stalbridge; Voice of Malaysia,
Kajang 15.295 (Mal to S.Asia 0830-
1025) 33333 at 1000 in Scalloway;
BBC via Masirah Is, Oman 15.310
(Eng to S.Asia 0300-0915, 1000-
1500) 14332 at 1030 in
Middlesbrough; R.Pakistan,
Islamabad 15.470 (Eng to Eur 1100-
1120) 54444 at 1105 in Norwich;
BBC via Antigua, W.Indies 15.220
(Eng to C/S.America 1100-1400)
33433 at 1140 by Tony Hall in
Freshwater Bay, loW.

After mid -day RCI via Sackville,
Canada 15.425 (Fr to C.America
1300-1400) was 33333 at 1340 in
Kilkeel; BBC via Cyprus 15.565 (Eng
to Eur 0730-1500) 45434 at 1340 in
Ross -on -Wye; BBC via Skelton, UK
15.575 (Eng to Eur, M.East, W.Asia
0600-1800) 34443 at 1502 in
Woking; R.Japan via Moyabi,
Gabon 15.355 (Eng/Jap to S.Africa
1500-1600) 23322 at 1537 by Vera
Brindley in Woodhall Spa;
Channel Africa via Meyerton
15.240 (Eng to C/W Africa 1600-
1700) 34444 at 1600 in Chester;
WWCR Nashville, USA 15.685 (Eng
to Eur 1100? -0000) 54433 at 1600 in
Herstmonceux; China R.Int via Mali
15.130 (Eng to E/S.Africa 1600-
1657) 25332 at 1630 in Bridgwater;
WEWN Vandiver, USA 15.665 (Eng
to Eur 1200-1756) 44333 at 1645 by
Sheila Hughes in Morden; BBC
via Ascension Is 15.400 (Eng to
Africa 1430-2100) SI0344 at 1700 in
E.London; VOA via Selebi-Phikwe,
Botswana 15.445 (Eng to Africa
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Medium Wave Chart
Freq.

(kHz)

Station Country Power
(kW)

Wooer Frog

Wiz)
Station Country Power

(kW)
Listener Frog Station Canby Power Listener

(kHz) IkW)

520 Hof/Hurzburg (BR) Germany 0.2 H',K,0',P 837 Nancy France 200 B,C.G.I.N".0,P 1251 R.Renascenca via? Portugal 10 0'
531 AM Beida Algeria 600/300 H',1',0*. r I 837 COPE via ? Spain ? E',G,H',1',0*.r 1260 Szczecin Poland 160 r
531 Torshavn Faeroe Is. 100 8'.r.0 846 Borne Italy 540 G,1",0',P' 1260 SER via? Spain ? H',1".0',P*
531 Leipzig Germany 100 1-1.1 855 Berlin Germany 100 H',V.O 1260 Guildford (V) UK 05 0.P.0
531 RNE5 via 7 Spain 7 G.0' 1355 RNE1 via ? Spain 7 G'.1-1".1",V.0`.r.1) 1269 Neumunster(DLF) Germany 600 B.G.W.I.K,O,r,C1
531 Beromunster Switzerland 500 B.V.G,1,0.P 864 Santah Egypt 503 l',0',P 1269 COPE via 7 Spain 7 Cr?'
540 Wavre Belgium 150/50 B.E.r.G.H.I.K,O,P,0 864 Paris France 3013 B.E.G.H',11(0.P 1278 Strasbourg France 300 H',I,0,P
540 Solt Hungary 2000 0',P 864 SocuellamosIRNE11 Spain 2 H',V.Oor 1278 Dublin/CodORTE21 Ireland IS) 10 A',G,I,K,O,P
540 Sidi Bennour Morocco 600 B',F1',1',K,0',P 873 Frankfurt/1,FM Germany 150 A,B.G',1-1',1',0',P 1287 RFE via 7 Czech Rep 400 G.1 -1,1',0,r0
540 Vitorial El) Spain 10 P 873 Zaragoza(SER) Spain 20 G*.H",0"," 1287 Lerida(SER) Spain 10 G,H',0',P'
549 Les Trembles Algeria 600 13*.G-,H',I'X',0*.r 873 EnroskillertR.U1) UK 1 M' 12% Torento Italy 5 P

549 Thurnau (DLF) Germany 283 (3,0',G,H,I,K,0',P,0 882 COPE via 7 Spain ? H',1',0 12% ValencialCOPE) Spain 10 B,GYHYIYKYO".1
549 Sr Petersburg Russia 1000 0,0 882 WashforclIBBCWales) UK 100 136.1,K,O,P 12% OrfordnessIBBC) UK 500 BYGYHYNY0
558 Espoo Finland 100 H 891 Algiers Algeria 600/300 H',1',V,13",r 1305 Genova Italy 5 P.
558 RNE5 via ? Spain ? G'.1-1.1*.K,P 891 Huisberg Netherlands 20 B.G.H",1,K.0 1305 Rzeszow Poland 100 8,H,1'
558 Cima di Dentro Switzerland 300 P 891 Vila Moura Portugal 10 O 1305 RNE5 via 7 Spain 7 G,1 -1',1',P
567 Berlin Germany 100 13' 900 Brno(CRo21 Czech Rep 25 F1',1* 1314 R.Due via ? Italy ? Li'
567 Tullamore(RTE1) Ireland 151 500 B.0*.E,G,I,K,N.0',P,0 900 Milan Italy 600 G',H'.0*.P,C1' 1314 Kvitsoy Norway 1200 A',B,C.F',G,H",
567 RNE5 via ?

SBupalganna

? 900 COPE via? Spain 1...1',V,O,r,O,R
576 Min 100 13' 909 B'mans PkIBBCS) UK 140 E1.0',1,10.0,P 1323 Wbrunn (V Russia) Germany 1000/150 B.G.F1',KN*,O.P',C)
576 MuhlackedSDR) Germany 500 G,H',1,0",0 909 Clevedon(BBC51 UK 50 G 1332 Rome Italy 300 G.H'.1,K*,0',P*
576 Riga Latvia 500 I' 918 PlesivegSloven'nR) Slovenia 600/100 G',1'.0'.r,0' 1341 Lakihegy Hungary 300 H',1'.0',P
576 Braga Portugal 10 G 918 Madrid(R.Int) Spain 20 P.H',1",0*.P ; 1341 LisnagarveyIBBC) Ireland IN) 100
576 BarcelonaIRNE5) Spain 50 8',1.0 P 927 Wolvenem Belgium 300 B,G.11`,I,K,O.P 1350 Nancy/Nice France 100 lG',H',1,1,P,C1
585 Paris)FIP) France 8 B,G.H',1,K.O.P.0 ' 936 Bremen Germany 100 B.D',1-1J',K.0',0" 1350 Pecs Hungary 10 0'
585 Madrid(RNE1) Spain 200 El',GYRI',KYOYPYCI' 936 Venezia Italy 20 1-.0'.1',0' 1350 Cesvaine/Kuldiga Latvia 50 I'
585 Gafsa Tunisia 350 r 936 RNE5 via ? Spain H',0,r 1359 Arganda (RNE-FS) Spain 600 8'.G,H',V,0',P'
585 Dumfries(BBCScot) UK 2 N,0* 945 Toulouse France 300 G'.H',0',P,Cl 1368 Foxdale(Manx RI I.O.M. 20 E',F1',N,O,P*
594 Frankfurt(HR) Germany 1000/400 13,F .G.H.I.K.0*.r,C1 954 Brno (CR02) Czech Rep 200 B"1',0',P* 1368 RAI via ? Italy 7 pi.

594 Oujda -1 Morocco 100 l',0',1 954 Madrid(CI) Spain 20 1".0',' 1377 Lille France 300 B,G,H,I,K.O.P
594

603

Muge
Lyon

Portugal
France

100

300
G-,1-.0* 963
0',1' 963

Pee

Tir Chonaill

Finland 600
Ireland IS) 10

G.F1',1,K,0',P 1386 Athens Greece 50 13'

K'.N 1386 Bolshakovo Russia 2500
603 Sevilla(RNE5) Spain 50 H',1',0*.P 972 HamburgINDRI Germany 300 B.G,1-1'.1',K,0',P 0,r.R
603 Sousse Tunisia 10 r 972 RNE1 via? Spain 7 1-1'.0',P 1395 LushnjelTtranal Albania 1000 Er
612 Athlone(RTE21 Ireland (S) 100 B.DYG.I.K.N.0'.0 981 Alger Algeria 600/300 8'.G.H',1".K',0',P' 1395 1VVR via Lushnje Albania 500 GYH'
612 Sebaa Aioun Morocco 300 0*.P' 981 Trieste Italy 10 P. 1395 Lopic Netherlands 120/40 B.G,H.1.0,P*
612 RNE1 via? Spain 10 I'D'?" 981 Coimbra Portugal 10 0' 1404 Brest France 20 8.6,11',I,K,O,P,0
621 Wavre Belgium 80 6,0',G.H-.1.0.P.0 990 Berlin Germany 300 8,13',H',1'.0',P',(1* 1404 Sighet Romania 50 13'

621 RNE1 via? Spain 10 K'.0'.1 990 Potenza Italy 10 r 1413 RNE5 via ? Spain 7 G.H".1*.KY0YP'
621

630

Barceiona)OCR)

Vigra
Spain
Norway

50

100

H',I'
B,F6,1-1',1",0'

990
990

R Bilbao(SER)

RedmossIBBC)

Spain 10

UK 1

6,0',P
H*.N,0

1422 Alger Algeria 50/25 H
1422 HeusweiledDLF) Germany 1200/600 B".CG.1-1".1',K.Or.0.R

630 Timisoara Romania 400 6 999 Torino Italy 20 0..P. 1422 Valmiera Latvia 50 0..P.
630 Tunis-Djedeida Tunisia 600 8',E*,1-1',0.P" 999 Madrid(COPEI Spain 50 Er.V.11'X'N.0*P".0' 1431 Foggia Italy 2 P.
639 Prahalliblice) Czech 1500 B.0".1.0*.P.Q 1008 SER via? Canaries/Spain ? H',1(',0',P' 1431 Kopani Ukraine 500 G'
639 RNLI via? Spain ? G.Fi'.1'.V.0',P 10 08 Flevoll-5)-5) Holland 400 B,G,H',I,K,O,PR 1440 MarnachIRTLI Luxembourg 1200 A',13,C',E',6,1-1',1,
648 RNE1 via?Spain 10 F,GYOYP' 1008 Aleksinac(13'grad-1) Yugoslavia 400/200 r K',0*.r,C1',R,S'
648 OrfordnessIBBCI UK 500 B.0".G.I.K,O.P.0 1017 RheinsenderISWF) Germany 600 8D'.6.14',IKN.0'F0' 1440 Moscow via? Russia 7 Cl
657 NeubrandenburgINDR) Germany 250 B,H',I,P' 1017 RNE5 via ? Spain ? H',0 1440 St PetersburgIRFI) Russia 10 r
657 Napoli Italy 120 B.1',0",P 1026 HassiMessaoud Algeria 5 P. 1440 Damman Saudi Arabia 1600 B"./1".0'
657 MadridIRNE51 Spain 20 BYG,HYIYKYOYP' 1026 Graz-Dobl Austria 100 P. 1449 Sguinzano Italy 50 Cr.P.
657 WrexhamIBBCWales) UK 2 13,0*.G,K,N.0 1026 SER via? Spain ? H',P' 1449 RedmossIBBC) UK 2 13*.G,H*.N.0'
666
666

Tindouf
MesskirchRolud(SWF)

Algeria
Germany

5
150

P*
8./1'.0.P,13

1035
1035

RAI via ?

Lisborerog3)
Italy ?

Portugal 120

P 1458 Fllake Albania 500 P

I-1' 1467 Monte Carlo(TWR) Monaco 1000/400 A',B,G,H',1",0P
666 Sitkunal(R.Vilmus) Lithuania 500 8',H'.0',P 1044 Dresden(MDRI Germany 250 G.H'.1".0*.P 1467 Bujanovac Yugoslavia 1 13'

666 Lisboa Portugal 135 I' 1044 SER via? Spain ? G,1',0",P 1476 Dubai UAE 1500 13',P.
666 BarcelonalCOPE) Spain 10 0,P* 1053 ZarogozalCOPE) Spain 10 1-1'.0'r 1485 OCR via ? Spain 2 P.

675 Marseille France HO B.G.H'.0',P 1053 Talk R.UK va 7 UK ? D'6.1,K,N,O,P 1485 SEA via 7 Spain ? G,KYP'
675 Lopic1F110 Gold) Holland 120 B.V.E.G.W.I.V.O.P.0 1062 Kalundborg Denmark 250 ELG,H.1,0.P.0 1485 CadisleIBBC1 UK 1 K'
684 SevillaIRNE1) Spain 500 8'.G,1-1".1',K.0P 1062 R Uno via? Italy ? G,0*.P 1494 Clermont-Ferrand France 20 13',F',G,W,l'.0..P.0'
684 Kairouan Tunisia 10 r 1071 Brest France 20 I 1494 St.Petersburg Russia 1000
684 Avala18eograd-11 Yugoslavia 2000 B,HY1',0',PYCI 1071 Lille France 40 EI.G,H",09 K,0*.r.Q,R
693 TortosaIRNE11 Spain 2 HYOYP' 1071 Riga Latvia 50 I' 1503 Stargard Poland 300 G

693 DroitwichIBBC51 UK 150 D'A.I.K,O,P.C1 1071 Bilbaci(E1) Spain 5 V.G.HYIYOYP 1503 RNE5 via ? Spain ? P.V.0',P
702 Flensburg(NDR) Germany 5 BYCYDYG.HYOYCI' 1071 Talk Radio UK via? UK ? K.0 1503 Beograd Yugoslavia 10 6'
702 Monte Carlo Monaco 40 LP 1080 Katowice Poland 1500 F1',1",0",P 1512 Wolvertem Belgium 600 A',13.C,r,G,H,I,J
702 TWR via Monte Carlo Monaco 3130 B 1080 SER via ? Spain 7 GYHY1'.0,11. K.0,r,R
702 Sebaa-Aioun Morocco 740 P'.0 1089 Adrar Algeria 5 P 1512 Jeddah Saudi Arabia 1000 0'
702 Slovensko 1 via 7 Slovak Rep. ? 0' 1089 Krasnodar Russia 300 li 1521 Kosice(Cizatice) Slovakia 600 l
711 Rennes 1 France 300 13.E,G,F1',1,C,O,P 1089 Talk Radio UK via ? UK ? V.G.I.K.N.O.P" 1521 Duba Saudi Arabia 2000 B',H',P
711 Heidelberg Germany 5 C*.O 1098 Nitra(Jarokl Slovakia 1500 B.G.W.1'.K.O.P' 1521 R.ManresalSER) Spain 2 r
711 Laayoune Morocco 603 l'.1 1098 RNE5 via ? Spain ? r,o 1530 Vatican R Italy 150/453 BYDYEYG,HY1,
711 Murcia(COPE) Spain 5 r 1107 AFN via 7 Germany 10 A',G.1-1*.N.0*.r K.0*.P',(1,R*
720 Langenberg Germany 200 D' 1107 Rome IRAII Italy 6 P' 1530 Penheira1V041 Sao Tome 100 fi'
720 LisnagarveyiBBC41 Ireland (N) 10 I.K.N 1107 Talk R.UK via 7 UK 7 G,I,O,P 1539 Mainflingen(ERF) Germany 350(700) 13*.D',I,H*,0*.P
720 Norte Portugal 100 H. 1116 Bari Italy 150 tr.r 1539 SER via? Spain 7 0.0'
720 Sfax Tunisia 200 r 1116 PontevedraISER) Spain 5 r 1557 Nice France 300 B',G,0,0*
720 Lots Rd,LdnIBBC41 UK 0.5 B,D.6.1.0.P 1125 La Louviere Belgium 20 8,F1',1,0 1566 Samen Switzerland 300 8,E.6.1",K".06*
729 Cork(FITE1) Ireland (5) 10 G.F1',I.K.N*.0* 1125 Deanovec Croatia 100 13".0',P 1575 Genova Italy 50 B,H',1".0.r.0'
729 RNE1 via ? Spain ? CYGYFIYIYKYDYP 1125 RNE5 via ? Spain ? G',1'.0',P* 1575 SER via? Spain 5 G,1",K*,0",P
738 Paris France 4 13.I.P 1125 Llandrindod Wells UK 1 G 1575 VillanuevalOCR) Spain 5 0'
738 Poznan Poland 3013 13,11",0*,r,0* 1134 COPE via ? Spain 2 G',HJ'.1(0'.1' 1584 SER via? Spain 2 V.O'r
738 Barcelona(RNE1) Spain 503 C'.F.11'.1*.r,0*.P',0 1134 Zadar(Croatian R) Yugoslavia 600/120013',G,H',1'.0.r,0 1593 Holzkirchen1V0A) Germany 150 E6",W,11.0'.0
747 Flevo(Hilv21 Holland 400 B.C*.V.E,G,F1',1,1( 1143 AFN via 7 Germany 1 F1'.0',P 1602 SER via? Spain ? l',0',1

.P.Q.R

1143 StuttgartAFN) Germany 10 or 1602 VitoriatEll Spain 10 C6.1',K*,0',P,0
747 Cadtz)RNE51 Spain 10 H° 1143 BolshakovolMayakl Russia 150 13' 1611 Vatican R Italy 15 G.r.0*
756 Braunschweig(DLF) Germany 800/200 ELD',G,H*,10',P,13" 1143 COPE via 7 Spain 2 G',H1',0',F
756 Bilbao(EI) Spain 5 H'.1,0",r 1152 RNE5 via ? Spain 10 H*J',P*
756

765

774

774

774

783

783

783

792

792
792

792
801

801

Rediuth11313C1

Setters
BonnIWDR21
Enniskillen(BBC)
RNE1 via?
Leipzig(MDR)
MiramarIR.Portol
Dammam
Limoges
Lingen(NDR)
Sevilla(SER)
LondondenyIBBC)
Munchen-Ismaning
Ajlun

UK

Switzerland
Germany
Ireland (N)
Spain
Germany
Portugal
Saudi Arabia
France

Germany
Spain

UK

Germany
Jordan

2

500

5
1

?

100
109

100

300
5

20

1

300

2000

LN

G.H',I.K,0',P0'
0'
N

H -,1',1(',0",P
D.G.HY1*.K.0YRO
H'
I'6.1',O,P0'Hungary
13'.11'.0'
GY1',Ft
N

H',K.13-.P.O
I'

1161

1161

1179
1179

1179

1188

11

1188
1188
1197

1197

1206
1206

Ain-Salah
StrasbourglEr-Intl
Bacau
SER via?
Solvesborg

Kuume
ReichenbachIMORI
Szolnek
San Rem
Munich(VOA)
Virgin via?
BordeauxFrance
Haifa

Algeria 5

France 200

Romania 200
Spain

Sweden 600

Belgium 5

Germany 5

135
Italy 6

Germany 300

UK?300
Israel 50

P
P.W.1'.K.N,13,P
13'r
J'.K.C1',P*.R
B.H".1',0*.P
Er.H'.0'

P.
8..14*.0.
G,I.K.N.0,r.C1
B.H-,O.P
El'

Note: Entries marked  were logged (HI Eddie McKeown, Newry.
during darkness. All other entries were (I) George Millmore, Wootton loW.
logged during daylight or at (J) Clare Pinder, while in Appleby.
dawn/dusk IK) Peter Pollard, Rugby

ILI Harry Richards. Barton -on -Humber.
Listeners.- IM) Chris Ridley, CoSligo, Eire
(A) Tim Allison. Middlesbrough. IN) Tom Smyth, Co. Fermanagh

(13) Paul Bowery. Burnham -on -Crouch (0) Tony Stickells, Thornton Heath.
ICI John Eaton, Woking. (P) Tony Stickells. while in Suevres.
IDI Ted Harris, Manchester France

IE) Sheila Hughes, Madan. ICII Phil Townsend, E.London.
IF) Rhodenck Inman. Oxted (R) Thomas Williams, Truro
(GI Ronald Jefferies. Berkeley. (S) Tom Winzor, Plymouth.

801

810
RNE1 via?
MadridISER)

Spain
Spain

?

20
G',H'.I'.0'r 1206

1215
Wroclaw
COPE via?

Poland 200

Spain ? p
810 WesterglenIBBCScot) UK 100 B,C.D',G.I.K,N, 1215 Virgin via? UK ? G,I.K.N,O,P

819
819

819

819

Toulouse
Trieste
Warsaw
S Sebastian(E11

France
Italy

Poland
Spain

25
300

5

0Hrl.R

E'.0*.r.
EYHY1,0Yr
P'

1224

1233

1233

1233
1242

Lelystad
Liege
Tanger

Virgin via?
MarseilleFrance

Holland 53

Moro co
2005

UK ?

150

* 1630-1800 [Sat/Sun add 1600-16301) 44434 atB.G.H".0 .P
P.P.1-1'.0'.1 1730 in Rugby; RNB Brazil 15.265 (Port, Eng, Ger

to Eur 1630-2020) 43332 at 1758 in Plymouth;
G,K,N,O.P"
BYG,HYO.P BBC via Woofferton? 15.485 (Eng to Eur,

828 HannoverINDR) Germany 100/5 G,H* 1242 Virgin via? UK ? G.K.0' N.Africa? 0730? -2000?) SI0333 at 1800 in
828 Rotterdam Holland 20 B,H*,0 1251 Marcali Hungary 500 Macclesfield; Africa No.1, Gabon 15.475 (Fr to
828 BarcelonalSER) Spain 50 H' 1251 Hutsberg Netherlands 10 0-

W.Africa 1600-1900) 25433 at 1807 in
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Local Radio Chart
Freq Station ILA e.m.r.p Listener Freq Station ILA

(kHx) BBC (kW) (kHz) BBC

camp Wow
(kW)

558 Spectrum, Lcodon 090 A.E,F,G,J 170 SCR, Portsmouth aso B.F,J,K*

585 R. Solway 2.00 8 170 Signal G,Stoke-on-T 020 G

603 Cheltenham R. 0.10 B.E.F 170 Swansea Sod. Swansea 058 A'
603 InvictaSG,Litt'brne 010 A.F,J,L 170 11704,M,High Wycombe 0.25 A.J.L
630 R.Bedfordshire(3CR) 8 020 A,C*,E,F,G,J,L 242 InvictaSG.Maidstone 0.32 A,D-E,I,J,L
630 R.Cornwall 2.00 9E1 242 loW Radio, Wootton 050 F

657 R.Clvryd 200 B,F,L 251 Amber SGR.Bury StEd 0.76 A.B,E.G.J.L

657 R.Comwall aso B,F 260 Brunel CG, Bristol 150 E,F

666 Gemini AM, Exeter 0.34 8,E,F 260 SabrasSnd,Leicester 0.29 G

666 R.York B 0.80 B,) 260 R.York 0.50 B

729 BBC Essex B 0 20 A.C.D.F.G,J.L 278 Gt.Yks G. Bradford 0.43 G

738 Hereford/Worcester B 0.037 C,E,F.G,J,L 296 Radio XL.Birmingham 500 A,B,E,F,G.H,I',J
756 R.Cumbna B 1.00 305 Gt.Yks G. Barnsley 0.15 B

756 H.Maldwyn, Powys 063 13,E.1.0 305 Premier via? 0.50 A,B.F.J

765 BBC Essex 0.50 A.B,C.DEG.J 305 Touch AM, Newport 0.20 E

774 R.Kent 020 A,F,G.J.K.L 323 S.Coast R,Southwick 0.50 A.F.J

774 R Leeds 050 8 323 SomersetSnd,Bristol 0.63 E

774 3 Counties SG, Glos 0.14 B,E,F,G 332 Premier, Battersea 1.00 A.F.J

792 Chiltern SG.Bedford 0.27 A.EF.G.J.L 332 CG 1332, Peterbor' 0.60 A,B.G

792 R.Foyle 1.00 8.1 332 Wiltshire Sound 0.30 E

801 R. Devon & Dorset 2.00 13.0,F,G,J* 359 BreezeAM.Chelmsford 0.28 A.J
828 Chiltern SG, Luton 020 A.G.L 359 CG 1359, Coventry 027 G

828 Magic 828. Leeds 0.12 359 R.Solent 0.85 F,H

828 2CR CG, Bournemouth 0.27 E.G 359 Touch AM, Cardiff 020 E

837 R.Cumbria/Furness 1.50 368 R Lincolnshire 2.00 A,G

837 R. Leicester B 0.45 A,13.C",E.F.G.J 368 Southern Counties R 0.50 A.C*.F.J.L
855 R Devon & Dorset B 1.00 368 Wiltshire Sound 0.10 E,F

855 R. Lancashire B 1 50 377 Asian Sd.Manchester ? G

855 R.Norfolk B 1.50 A.J,L 413 Premier via 050 A,8,1',J
855 Sunshine 855,Ludlow 0.15 A.C.E.G,J 431 Breeze AM. Southend 035 A.G.J.L
873 R Norfolk 0.30 kC,F.G.J 431 CG 1431. Reading 0.14 C',E.F.J
936 Brunel CO. W.Wilts 0.18 13,E,F,J 449 APeterboro/Cambs 0.15 A.B,E,G

945 S.Coast R, Bexhill 0.75 A.F.J.K* 458 R. Cumbria 0.50 B

945 Derby (Gem AM) 020 B.E,G 458 R Devon & Dorset 2.00 8.F

954 Gemini AM. Torquay 032 13,F 458 1458 Lite AM Manch' 5.00 H

954 Wwem AM, Hereford cos EF,G,H 458 Sunrise. London 50.00 A,E,F,H,J,K
963 Asian Sd.Manchester B,G 458 Radio WM 5.00 G

963 963 Liberty (Viva) Loo A.B.E.F,G,J,K 476 CountySnd.Guildford 050 A.B.E,FRI',J,K'
990 R.Devon & Dorset B 1.00 B.E.F.11 485 R.Humberside (Hull) 1.00 A',E.H
990 WABC. Wolverhampton aos E,G 485 R. Merseyside 120 B,)'
999 Gem AM, Nottingham 025 A.G.L 485 Southern Counties R 1.00 A,0',E,F,J,1
999 Red Rose G. Preston 080 B.H 503 R Stoke-on-Trent 100 A',B,C',E,G,J.K
999 R.Solent B 1.00 A.E.F.J1 521 R 1521 Craigavon.NI 0.50 B.I

1017 WABC, Shrewsbury 0.70 521 Fame 1521, Reigate 0.64 A,E,F.G,J,K',L
1026 R.Cambridgeshire B 050 A,E.G,J,L 530 R. Essex 0.15 A.C',F,J.L
1026 Downtown. Belfast 1.70 9E11.1 530 Gt Yks G.Huddersf'd 074 B,H
1026 R Jersey B 1.00 530 Wyvern, Worcester 0.52 B,E,F,G,H*

1035 RTL Country 1035 1.00 548 R Bristol 5.00 EA'
1035 N.Sound, Aberdeen 0.78 8,H 548 Capital G, London 97.50 A,F,6,11',1',J,K
1116 R.Derby B 120 A,B,E.G.H.J.L 548 City G. Liverpool 440 B.H*
1116 R.Guernsey B aso B,F,J 548 Max AM. Edinburgh 2 20 4'.H'
1116 Valleys R 557 R. Lancashire 025 B

1152 Arnber, Norwich 0133 A,H 557 Mellow, Clacton 0.8 A.E.11

1152 Clyde 2 Glasgow 306 557 Northants CG 076 A',G.H'
1152 LBC 1152 23.50 A.F,J,K* 557 S.Coast R, Solon 0.50 A',F,H
1152 Pic'ly 1152Manch'r 150 584 KCBC. Kettering atm G

1152 PlymSnd AM,Plymouth 032 8 584 London Turkish R ? A.E.F.J

1152 Xtra-AM, Birmingham 300 E.G 584 R Nottingham 1.00 C',E.H"
1161 R.Bedtordshire(3CR) B 0.10 A,G,J,L 584 R. Shropshire 050 B

1161 Brunel CG. Swindon 016 B.E,F 584 Tay. Perth 0.21 H'
1161 Southern Counties R 1.00 A,F,J 602 R.Kent 025 A.B.F.J1
1170 Amber SGR, Ipswich 028 A

Note: Entries marked ' were logged during
darkness. All other entries were logged during
daylight or at dawn/dusk.

Listeners -

Paul Bowery, Burnham -on -Crouch.

Robert Connolly, Kilkeel
Sheila Hughes. Morden.
Rhoderick Inman, (Wed
Ronald Jefferies, Berkeley.
George Millmore, Wootton. loW
Peter Pollard, Rugby.
Chris Ridley. Co.Sligo, Eire.
Tom Smyth, Co.Fermanagh.
Tony Stickells, Thornton Heath.
Tony Stickells, while in Suevres, France.
Phil Townsend, E.London.

Short Wave Magazine,

Storrington.
In the 13MHz (22m) band R.Korea via Kimjae 13.670

(Eng to Eur 0800-0900) was 34443 at 0840 in Ross -on -
Wye; SRI via Sottens? 13.685 (It, Eng, Fr, Ger, Port to
Australasia 0830-1100) 45243 at 0900 in Newry;
R.Australia via Darwin 13.605 (Eng, Chin to Asia 0900-
1200) 33343 at 1021 in Middlesbrough; R.Austria Int via
Moosbrunn 13.730 (Ger, Eng, Fr, Sp to Eur 0400-1800)
33333 at 1030 by Thomas Williams in Truro; UAER,
Dubai 13.675 (Eng to Eur 1330-13551 54544 at 1335 in
Herstmonceux; UAER Abu Dhabi 13.665 (Eng to Eur
1300-1355) 54444 at 1349 in Plymouth; R.Nederlands via
Flevo 13.700 (Eng to S.Asia, M.East 1330-1525) 32233 at
1352 by Clare Pinder in Appleby; R.Prague, Czech Rep
13.580 (Eng to Eur, E.Africa, N.America 1400-1427)
34433 at 1425 in Bridgwater; WHRI South Bend, USA
13.760 (Eng to E.USA, Eur 1500-2200) 34533 at 1523 in
Woodhall Spa; R.Kuwait via Kabd 13.620 (Ar to Eur,
N.America 0930-1605) SI0232 at 1531 in Woking; VOA
via Selebi-Phikwe, Botswana 13.710 (Eng to Africa 1600-
2230?) 43333 at 1740 in Stalbridge & 34232 at 2145 by
Ron Damp in E.Worthing; SRI via Fr.Guiana 13.635
(Eng, Fr to Africa 2000-21001 44444 at 2000 in Kilkeel;
RCI via Sackville 13.650 (Fr, Eng to Eur, Africa 2000-2200)
24332 at 2010 in Oxted.

Good reception from some areas has been noted in
the 11MHz (25m) band. Logged during the daytime
were R.Georgia via Dusheti 11.910 (Eng, Ger to Eur
0830-0900), rated SI0333 at 0843 by Francis Hearne in
N.Bristol; Slovak R.Int via Velke Kostolany 11.990 (Eng to
Australia 0830-0857) 44444 at 0847 in Plymouth; FEBC
Bocaue, Philippines 11.635 (Eng to Asia 0930-1100)
24232 at 1058 in Bridgwater; R.Australia via Darwin
11.660 (Eng to SE.Asia 1130-1300) 44444 at 1205 in
Norwich; R.Jordan via Al Karanah 11.690 (Eng to W.Eur,
E.USA 1200-1700) 44333 at 1232 in Middlesbrough;
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Vatican R, Italy 11.625 (Eng to Asia, Pacific 1345-1400)
S)0333 at 1345 in E.London; R.Finland via Pori 11.735
(Eng to N.America 1330-1400) 55555 at 1345 in Ross -
on -Wye; RCI via Sines, Portugal 11.915 (Eng, Fr to Eur,
M.East, Africa 1430-1600) 22222 at 1430 in Truro; RCI
via Skelton, UK 11.935 (Eng, Fr to Eur, M.East, Africa
1430-1600) 43433 at 1430 in Herstmonceux;
R.Nederlands via Madagascar 12.090 (Eng to S.Asia
1530-1625) 24222 at 1544 in Newry; RCI via Sackville
11.855 (Eng to N/C.America 1300-1500) 32233 at 1455 in
Stalbridge; RFI via ? 11.700 (Eng to Eur, M.East, Africa
1600-1700) S)0555 at 1600 in Co.Fermanagh.

Later, R.Nederlands via Meyerton, S.Africa 11.655
(Eng to Africa 1730-2025) was 44444 at 1755 in Rugby;
Monitor R.via WSHB 11.550 (Eng to Eur 1800-1958)
24222 at 1815 in Woodhall Spa; R.Kuwait via Kabd
11.990 (Eng to Eur, N.America 1800-2100) 33222 at 1925
in Morden; RCI via Sackville 11.945 (Fr, Eng to Eur,
Africa 2000-2230) 34232 at 2010 in Oxted; AIR via
Bangalore 11.620 (Eng, Hi to Eur 1745-2230) 44444 at
2108 in E.Worthing; VOA via Sao Tome 11.975 (Eng to
Africa 1800-2230) 33222 at 2115 in Scalloway; RAE
Argentina 11.710 (Sp 1900-2200) 35543 at 2152 in
Wallsend; BBC via Ascension Is 11.835 (Eng to W.Africa
1930-2315) 34444 at 2215 in Chester; BBC via Ascension
Is 11.750 (Eng to S.America 2000-0200) 33343 at 2347 in
Woking; BBC via Kranji, Singapore 11.955 (Eng to
S.Asia 0000-0300) 23322 at 0140 in Kilkeel; BBC via
Cyprus 12.095 (Eng to M.East, E.Africa 0300-0500),
noted as 'good' at 0400 by Bill Griffith (W. London)
while in Doha, Qatar.

Some of the broadcasts in the 9MHz (31m) band
travel long distances to reach the UK. In the early
morning R.New Zealand may be heard on 9.700. Their
transmission to Pacific areas (Eng Mon -Fri 0816-1206,
Sat/Sun 0758-1206) was rated 25222 at 0829 in Newry,
33333 at 0900 in Appleby, 33554 at 0955 in Plymouth
and 32442 at 1200 in Bridgwater. R.Australia's
broadcast to Pacific areas via Shepparton on 9.860 (Eng
0600-1200) was 34343 at 0830 in Woking.

During the afternoon R.Norway Int, Oslo 9.590
(Norw [Eng Sun) to Eur 1300-1330) was 33333 at 1300
in Truro; Voice of Vietnam, Hanoi 9.840 (Eng to Far East
1330-1400) 54433 at 1340 in Herstmonceux; China R.Int
9.535 (Eng to Asia, America 1400-1455) 22222 at 1425 in
Stalbridge; R.Austria Int via Moosbrunn 9.655 (Ger, Eng
1500-1600) 510333 at 1530 in Macclesfield; Vatican R,
Italy 9.940 (Eng to Asia 1550-1620) 33333 at 1551 in
Woodhall Spa; R.Australia via Darwin 9.615 (Eng to
Asia, Pacific 1500-1755) S)0333 at 1700 in E.London;
BBC via Kranji, Singapore 9.740 (Eng to S.E.Asia 0500-
2200) 44333 at 1725 in Ross -on -Wye.

In the evening, Africa No.1, Gabon 9.580 (Fr to
C.Africa 0500-2300) was 24232 at 1807 in Storrington;
R.Nederlands via Madagascar 9.605 (Eng to
S/E/W.Africa 1730-2025) 34333 at 1907 in
Middlesbrough; WVHA via Scotts Corner, USA 9.930
(Eng to Eur, Africa 1900-2100?) 24333 at 1920 in
Chester; Voice of Indonesia, Jakarta 9.525 (Eng to Eur
2000-2030) 34333 at 2021 in Oxted; VOA via Gloria,
Portugal 9.760 (Eng to M.East 1700? -2200) 33323 at
2115 in Rugby; RCI via Sackville 9.805 (Fr, Eng to Eur,
Africa 2000-2230) 23222 at 2128 in Thornton Heath;
R.Nac del Paraguay 9.735 (Sp 0800-0400) 34443 at 2140
in Wallsend.

Later, R.Bulgaria, Sofia 9.700 (Eng to Eur? 2200-
2230) was SI0444 at 2200 in Co.Fermanagh; VOFC
Taiwan via WYFR USA 9.985 (Eng to Eur 2200-2300)
44444 at 2235 in Norwich; Voice of Greece, Athens
9.425 (Gr, Eng to Australia 2100-2250) 33222 at 2240 in
Morden; Voice of Turkey, Ankara 9.560 (Eng to Asia,
Pacific 2300-23581 S10333 at 2337 in N.Bristol; HCJB
Quito, Ecuador 9.745 (Eng to N.America 0030-0500)
33333 at 0120 in Kilkeel; BBC via Skelton, UK 9.410 (Eng
to Eur, N/C.Africa 0300-2300), noted as 'good' at 0400 in
Doha, Qatar.

Noted during the daytime in the 7MHz (41m) band
were R.Japan via Skelton, UK 7.230 (Eng to E.Eur 0700-
0800) rated 44444 at 0700 in Appleby; WYFR via
Okeechobee 7.355 (Eng to Eur, Africa 0600-0800) 32441
at 0730 in Chester; TWR Monte Carlo, Monaco 7.115
(Eng to Eur 0640-0820) S10444 at 0800 in
Co.Fermanagh; DW via Russia 7.390 (Chin to E.Asial
23332 at 1030 in Oxted; R.Nederlands via Nauen 7.190
(Eng to Eur 1130-1325) 55354 at 1224 in Newry; DW via
Wertachtal? 7.175 (Ger to Eur) 43444 at 1430 in Rugby;
China R.Int 7.405 (Eng to W.USA 1400-1557) 43333 at
1450 in Norwich; R.Tirana, Albania 7.155 (Eng to Eur
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Tropical Bands Chart
Freq Station Country UTC 1:Nor

(MHz)
Frog Station Corey UTC DXor 43333 at 2118 in E.Worthing; Monitor R.Int,

via WSHB 5.835 (Eng 2000? -2200, also to
2.310 ABC Alice Springs Australia 2004 G 4.828 ZBC 8-4 Zimbabwe 2005 F.K.LT USA) 33323 at 2120 in Rugby; R.Korea via ?
2325 ABC Tennant Creek Australia 1920 0.G
2.485 ABC Katherine Australia 1930 D,G

4.830 R Tachira Venezuela 2316 D.F,P

4.832 R.Reloj Costa Rica 0805 G,P 6.480 (Eng 2100-2200) 43433 at 2159 in
3220 CPBS I. Beijing China 2111 4.835 R Tezulutlan. Coban Guatemala 0035 Herstmonceux; VOFC Taiwan via WYFR?
3.220 Channel Africa S Africa 0300 4.835 RIM Bamako Mali 2005 13.D.F.I.K,L,P.R.S 5.810 (Eng 2200-2300) S10444 at 2200 in
3220 R Kara, Lome Togo 2040
3.223 AIR Simla India 1705 H.P

4.840 Heilongpang, Harbin China 1150

4.840 AIR Bombay India 1647 D,K,L,P Co.Fermanagh; R.Japan via Skelton, UK
3230 SABC Meyerton S.Africa 0503 4.845 ORTM Nouakchott Mauritania 2004 D.F.LP 6.180 (Eng, Jap 2300-0100) 32333 at 2300 in
3.245 AIR Lucknow India 1700
3.255 BBC via Maseru Lesotho 2030 0,E.K.LP.R
3.270 SWABC 1, Namibia S.W.Africa 2038 D.LP

4.850 R Yaounde Cameroon 2100 D.ELK.PS
4.850 AIR Kohima India 1347 D.P
4860 AIR Delhi India 0040 0,K

Appleby; WHRI South Bend, USA 5.745 (Eng
2200-0400) 34433 at 2315 in Chester.

3.290 Namibian BC,Windhoek S.W.Africa 2038 0,1(LP 4.865 PBS Lanzhou China 2156 B.D.I.LP Some to other areas were also logged:
3300 R Cultural Guatemala 0630 4.865 L.V del Cinaruco Colombia 0045 RCI via Sackville 5.960 (Eng, Fr to USA,
3.306 ZBC Prog 2 Zimbabwe 2040 D,L,P
3315 AIR Bhopal India 0106 B.O.P

4.870 R.Cotonou Benin 2028 B.D.K,P
4.875 R Roraima, Boa Vista Brazil 0410 D.K.L Caribbean 2300-0100) was 32332 at 2339 in

3.316 SLBS Goderich Sierra Leone 2104 B,E,L.P 4.879 R.Bangladesh Bangladesh 0045 Woking; R.Nederlands via Ned.Antilles 6.165
3.320 Pyongyang N. Korea 1615
3.320 SABC Meyerton S.Africa 2025
3.325 FRCN Lagos Nigeria 2114 ELP

4.880 AIR Lucknow India 0045 0,P
4.885 R.Clube do Para Brazil 2052 0,G, K.L.P
4.885 R.Difusora Acreana Brazil 0025 0,K

(Eng to N.America 2330-0125) 33333 at 0032
in Middlesbrough; SRI via Schwarzenburg?

3.330 Christian Voice Zambia 2125 4.885 KBC East Sce Nairobi Kenya 2020 L,P 6.135 (Ger, Eng, Sp, Fr, It to N/C.America
3.335 CBS Taipei Taiwan 2105
3.340 R.Uganda, Kampala Uganda 2033 L.P

3.345 AIR Jaipur India 0035 B,D

4.890 R.Port Moresby New Guinea 2001 G,L,T

4.890 ORTS Dakar Senegal 0345 K,P

4.895 HIPB AM C'po Grande Brazil 2100

0030-0315) 44544 at 0110 in Ross -on -Wye;
R.Havana Cuba 6.000 (Eng to N.America

3.345 AIR Jammu India 1645 4.895 Voz del Rio Arauca Colombia 2330 D.P 0100-0400) 32332 at 0110 in Kilkeel; BBC via
3.356 R. Botswana Gabarone 2050 D.K.L P. R

3.365 GBC R-2 Ghana 2057 D,E,F.K.LP
3.365 AIR Delhi India 1625 C,P

4.895 AIR Kurseong India 1455 D.P
4.895 Pakistan BC Pakistan 1408 G,P

4.900 Hama 2 China 1430 B.G.P

Ascension Is 6.005 (Eng to W.Africa 0300-
0730) noted as 'good' at 0400 in Doha,

3.375 R Nacional S Gabriel Brazil 2225 4.905 R.Nat.N'djamena Chad 2030 B.D.F.K,L.P.S.T Qatar; BBC via Antigua 6.195 (Eng to
3.380 R Chorus Guatemala 0100
3.395 ZBC Gweru Zimbabwe 2245 D.P

3.900 Hulunberer. Hadar China 1430

4.910 Rlambia. Lusaka Zambia 2006 B,L.P.T

4915 R.Anhanguera Brazil 2114 D.G.LP
4915 GBC-1, Accra Ghana 2121 0.1.K,L.P.T

C/S.America 1000-1400) 43333 at 1000 in
Stalbridge.

1915 BBC via Krami Singapore 2059 G,K 4920 R.Quito, Quito Ecuador 0545 B,G.P
3.925 NSB 113.Tampal Japan 0855 4.920 AIR Madras India 0055
3.940 PBS Hubei Wuhan China 2310 4.925 R.Mozambique.Maputo Mozambique 2055
3.945 AIR Gorakhpur India 1345
3.950 Qinghai PBS, Xining China 2315 DP

4.931 R.Intemacional Honduras 0120
4.935 KBC Gen Sce Nairobi Kenya 2042 Transatlantic DX Chart

3.955 BBC via Skelton England 2030 C.D.E,EK,Q.S 4.940 Haixia 1 China 2312
1960 Xinjiang PBS. Urumqi China 0030 B.D.P 4.940 AIR Guwahati India 1210 D.P Freq Station Location Time oxen
3.965 RFI Paris France 1730 D,I.K,O,S 4.940 SLBC (Eng. Comm Syce) Sri Lanka 0050 (kHz) (UTC)
3.910 R.Korea via Skelton England 1943 A.K.M 4950 R Nacional. Mulvenos Angola 2132 LT

USA
660 WFAN New York. NY 0002
670 WMAQ Chicago, IL 0802
680 WRKO Boston. MA 0844
710 WOR New York. NY 0004

C.D

3975 R Budapest Hungary 2040
3985 Nexus. Milan Italy 1645 J,O,S
3985 China R via SRI Switzerland 2100 A,D,I.K.0
3.985 SRI Beromunster Switzerland 2050
3.990 Xinjiang BS. Urumqi China 1410

3.995 OW via Julich Germany 2356 D,F,K,S

4.950 AIR Jammu India 1510 H.L.P

4.950 VOA via Sao Tome Sao Tome 2032 G.H.L.S
4955 R Nac de Colombia Colombia 2310 D.K.P
4.960 Hanoi 2 Vietnam 1205
4.970 PBS Xinjiang China 1640 D,L.P

4.970 AIR Shillong India 0055
3.995 DW via Meyerton S Africa 2044 C.0 4.975 Fujian 1. Fuzhou China 1420 770 WABC New York, NY 0055 C,D

4.005 Vatican R. Italu 2100 A,O.R.S 4.980 PBS Xinjiang, Urumqi China 0100 D.P 780 WBBN Chicaago, IL 0837

4.035 Xizang PBS, Lhasa Tibet 2320 K.P 4 980 Ems del Torbes Venezuela 2115 D,E.F.G,K.L9 820 WBAP Fort Worth, TX 0759
4.3.30 Xinjiang 8S, Urumqi China 0040 D.P 4.985 R.Brazil Central Brazil 2320 D.K.LP 840 WHAS Louisville. KY 0128 C

4.460 CPBS 1. Beijing China 1435 4.990 AIR Ext Service India 0004 K,P 850 WEEI Boston. MA 2327 C,D,G

4.500 Xinjiang BS. Urumqi China 0021 C,D.K.P 4.990 FRCN Lagos Nigeria 2029 D.P.R 870 WWL New Orleans. LA 0500
4725 R Myanmar, Yangon Burma 1430 5.005 R Nacional. Bata Eq Guinea 1906 K.L.P 880 WCBS New York, NY 0600 C.D
4.735 Xinjiang. Urumqi China 0020 D,K,P 5.005 R.Nepal, Kathmandu Nepal 1415 1010 WINS New York, NY 0145 ,B.C.D.G
4.750 Xizang BS, Lhasa China 0118 D.K.P 5.009 R.TV Malagasy Madagascar 1755 H,L 1020 KDKA Pittsburg. PA 0743
4.755 R.Educ CP Grande Brazil 2335 D.P 5.010 Guangxi 2. Nanning China 2320 1030 WBZ Boston, MA 0110
4.760 Yunnan PBS.Kunming China 2305 5.010 AIR Thiru'puram India 0110 1050 WEVD New York, NY 2234
4.760 ELWA Monrovia Liberia 0332 5.020 PBS -Jiangxi Nanchang China 2305 BOP 1120 KMOX St.Louis, MO 0815
4.760 TWR Manzini Swaziland 0300 5.020 La V du Sahel,Niamey Niger 2100 B.D.E.K.L.P.R.T 1130 KFAN Minneapolis, MN 0905
4.765 R.Integracao Brazil 0020 D.P 5.025 ABC Katherine Australia 2138 1130 WBBR New York 0015 C.D.E.E.G
4.710 FRCN Kaduna Nigeria 2027 B,C,D,E,G. 5.025 R.Parakou Benin 2117 D.K,LP 1110 WWVA Wheeling. VA 2353

K.L.P,R.SJ
4.775 AIR Imphal India 1540 D.N.P
4.775 RRI Jakarta Indonesia 2000
4.777 R Gabon, Libreville Gabon 2205 13,D.F.I.L.P,S.T

4.783 RTM Bamako Mali 2011 B,E.F.L.P

4.785 R Tanzania Tanzania 2010
4790 Azad Kashmir R. Pakistan 1650 D.I,L.N.P
4.790 R Atlantida Peru 2255

5.025 R Pakistan. Quetta Pakistan 1300
5025 R.Uganda, Kampala Uganda 2059 K,L

5.030 AWR Latin America Costa Rica 1005 D.P

5035 R.Aparecida Brazil 0510
5.035 R Bangui C Africa 2117
5.040 PBS Fujian. ,uzhou China 2300
5.045 R.Cultura do Para Brazil 0110
5.047 R Togo, Lome Togo 2116

1180 WHAM Rochester, NY 1000
1190 WOWO FtWaine, IN 0800
1380 WFCL Clintonville. WI 0037
1390 WXTC Charleston, SC 0300
1410 WPOP Hartford. CON 0020
1430 WENE Endicott. NY 0906
1440 WLPZ Portland, MA 0001

4.830 CPBS 2 Beijing China 0035 B,D.P 5050 Guangxi PBS. Nanning China 2322 LP 1450 WFPG Atlantic City. NJ 0007

4.803 AIR Hyderabad India 1649 L,P 5.050 AIR Aizawl India 0115 1500 WTOP Washington. D.C. 0155 .C,D.E.F.G

4.800 LNBS Lesotho Maseru 1956 5.050 R Tanzania Tanzania 1903 B.K.L 1510 WNRB Boston, MA 0030 ,D,E.G

4.805 R.Nac.A.mazonas Brazil 2206 B.D,LP 5.055 RFO CayennelMatoury) French Guiana 2115 D.LP 1520 VVWKB Buffalo, NY 0021

4.815 R Difusora. Londrina Brazil 0035 0 5.060 PBS Xinjiang, Urumqi China 0009 D.F.I.P 1560 MEW New York 0207 ,C.D

4.815 R.diff TV Burkina Ouagadougou 2006 B.F.K.L.P.S.T 5.075 Caracol Bogata Colombia 0105 D.K.P 1590 WAKR Akron, OH 0510
4820 R.Botswana, Gaberone Botswana 2131 B.S.T 5.090 Taiwan 2 Sce.Beijing China 1410 1590 WARV Warwick, RI 0000
4.820 AIR Calcutta India 0040 5.125 Taiwan 1 Sce.Beijing China 1420 L.P 1590 WSMN Nashau. NH 2348
4.820 Xizang. Lhasa Tibet 2315 I.P 5.163 CPBS 2, Beijing China 1415 1600 WWRL New York, NY 0210
4.825 R.Cancao Nova Brazil 0600 1660 WJDM Elizabeth. NJ 0009

DXers-
A) Tim Allison. Middlesbrough. (H) Bill Griffith, while in Doha, Qatar. (0) Alan Roberts. Quebec, Canada.

CANADA
560 CHVO Carbonear, NF 0215 ,c

B) Paul Bowery. Burnham -on -Crouch. 1) Sheila Hughes, Madan. (P) John Slater, Scalloway. 580 CJFX Antigonish. NS 0001 .C,D

C) Vera Brindley. Woodhall Spa Rhoderick Illman. Cited 10) Tom Smyth, Co Fermanagh 590 VOCM St.John's, NF 0135 ,C,D
0) Robert Connolly, Kilkeel. (K) Eddie McKeown, Newry. (RI Tony Stickells. Thornton Heath. 620 CKCM Grand Falls, NF 0115
El Ron Damp. Worthing. (L) Fred Pallant. Storrington IS) Phil Townsend, E.London. 640 CBN St John's. NF 0800

(F) John Eaton, Woking (MI Clare Pinder, while in Appleby. IT) Mahendra Vaghjee, Rose Hill, Mauritius.
(G) David Edwardson, Wallsend IN) Peter Pollard, Rugby (19 Thomas Williams. Truro.

650 CKGA F

680 CJOB

WGIrindneipegr,NE

MB09000148
.C.D

680 CKXG Grand Falls, NF 0823
700 CHSJ St John, NB 0817

1715-1730) S10344 at 1715 in E.London. E.N.America 0000-0100) 44444 at 0054 in Ross - 710 CKVO Clarenville. NF 0135
740 CHCM Marystown, NF 0027

In the evening, R.Thailand via Udon Thani on -Wye. 750 CBGY Bonavista Bay. NF 1100

.c

7.295 (Eng to Eur 1900-2000) was 33222 at 1920 Many of the broadcasts in the 6MHz (49m) 780 CFDR Dartmouth. NS 0220 ,c

in Morden; Israel R, Jerusalem 7.465 (Eng to
Eur, N.America 2000-2030) 33333 at 2005 in

band are intended for listeners in Europe.
Among those noted were AWR via Slovakia

820 CHAM Hamilton, ON 0827

850 CKVL Montreal. PD 2146
920 CJCH Halifax. NS 0012 .C,D

Truro; DW via Sines 7.285 (Eng to Eur 2000- 5.905 (Eng 0500-?), rated 44444 at 0530 in 930 CJYO St John's. NF 2323 .C.DG

2050) 45343 at 2016 in Storrington; R.Bulgaria Newry; HCJB Quito 5.860 (Eng 0700-0900) 940 CBM Montreal, PQ 2346 .C,D

via Plovdiv 7.335 (Eng to Eur 2000-2100) 44434 44444 at 0700 in Norwich; WEWN Vandiver 950 CHER Sydney, NS 0045
950 CKNB Cambellton. NB 2359

at 2032 in Woodhall Spa; VOA via Selebi- 5.825 (Eng 2100-1000) 43444 at 0840 in Oxted; 980 CBV Quebec, PQ 0754

,13

Phikwe, Botswana 7.415 (Eng to Africa 1900- R.Vlaanderen Int, Belgium 6.035 (Eng 1000-1030 1010 CFRB Toronto. ON 2338 ,D

2230) 32222 at 2114 in E.Worthing; AIR via Mon -Sat) 54554 at 1015 in Bridgwater; R.Austria 1070 CBA Moncton, NB 0000

Aligarh? 7.410 (Hi, Eng to Eur 1745-2230) 43333 Int, via Moosbrunn 6.155 (Ger, Eng, Fr, Sp 0400-
1140 CBI Sydney, NS 1007

1290 CHRM Matane, PO 0032
at 2124 in Plymouth. 2300) 54444 at 1541 in Plymouth; R.Prague via 1380 CFDA Victoriaville, PQ 0035

Later, the Voice of Russia 7.125 (Eng [WS])
was SI0444 at 2329 in N.Bristol; Monitor R.Int,
via WSHB 7.510 (Eng to S.Europe, W.Africa

Litomysl 5.835 (Eng 1800-1827) 54444 at 1800 in
Morden; China R.Int 6.950 (Eng 2000-2157)
S10222 at 2000 in E.London; R.Pyongyang,

1400 CBG Gander.NF 0000

DXers-
IA) Robert Connolly, Kilkeel

2300-2355) 34323 at 2344 in Middlesbrough; Korea 6.576 (Eng, Fr 2000-2150, also to M.East, (B) Paul Crankshaw, Troon.

RFPI Costa Rica 7.385 (Eng 24hrs) 33443 at 0001 Africa) 34333 at 2028 in Woodhall Spa; Vatican IC) Eric Duncan, St.Andrews

in Bridgwater; WRNO New Orleans, USA 7.355
(Eng to E.USA 2330? -0300) 34323 at 0012 in

R, Italy 5.882 (It, Esp, Fr, Eng, Sp, Port 2000-
2158) 55445 at 2040 in Thornton Heath;

(0) David Edwardson. Wallsend
(E) Harry Richards, Barton upon Humber.

IF) John Slater, Scalloway
Woking; Monitor R.Int via WSHB 7.535 (Eng to R.Austria Int 5.945 (Eng, Ger, Fr, Sp 1800-2300) (G) Tony Stickells, Thornton Heath.
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WEATHER
MONITORING AT A GLANCE

* * Computer Datalogger Available * *

Prices from

only £199 -
WIND SPEED
& DIRECTION

only

Features (dependent on model)
* WIND SPEED & DIRECTION
* ELEGANT MAHOGANY CABINET (choice of light or dark)
* BAROMETRIC PRESSURE * OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE
* HUMIDITY & DEW POINT with MIN & MAX - C & F
* RAINFALL * COMPUTER INTERFACE
* SUNSHINE Hrs.
* 12-24V or MAINS

Send for colour
brochure now to:

R&D
ELECTRONICS
Tel (01843) 866662

Fax (01843) 866663
Beaufort House, Percy Ave, Kingsgate. Broad stairs, Kent CTIO 3LB

so

IGHIDECt
For ALL your AIRBAND needs.

Scanners, Aerials, Accessories, Software etc
and much more. If it's worth having - we sell it!

Also exclusive suppliers of

FLIGHT DATABASE 2
A.C.A.R.S. Decoding & Analysis

Software for 'Air Master' users.
Catalogue fl from Flightdeck. Dept SW., 192 Wilmslow Rd.

Heald Green. Cheadle, Cheshire SK8 3BH. 3 miles from
M/C Airport. Tel: 0161499 9350 Fax: 0161-499 9349

E-mail: 101543.661@compuserve
9.30am - 5.30pm Mon -Sat. Closed Weds.

Attention Radio
Dealers!

Would you like to stock our best selling titles
like the World Radio TV Handbook &
Passport to World Band Radio? If the
answer's yes then telephone Michael
Hurst in the PW Book Store on (01202)
659930 for the best quantity discounts.

Simba

Choice of 50239 or BNC

We are sometimes asked if our
baluns are "magnetic". ALL baluns
are "magnetic". It simply means that
they contain coils of wire!

CHOOSE FROM OUR RANGE p&p

Simba 3 long wire balun £19.95 + £1.50

Simba 4 T2FD type balun £19.95 + £1.50

Simba 5 antenna isolator £14.95 + £1.50

Simba 6 HF antenna splitter 172.95 + E1.50

Simba 7 HF splitter/combiner £24.95 + £1.50

Simba 8 as above to 2 receivers £24.95 + £1.50

Simba 9 HF/VHF/UHF combiner £23.95 +£1.50
Simba 10 as S9 splitter/combiner £24.95 +£1.50

Simba 11 'Urbana splitter 123.95 + E1.50

SAE for full details of all products

VISA Shenzi-Simba
Tel & Fax 01325 374229

PO BOX 35 RICHMOND N. YORKS DLI 1 7YX

CITY & GUILDS RADIO AMATEURS EXAM
Pass your exam the easy way with an RRC home study course.
For details write or phone:
THE RAPID RESULTS COLLEGE,
Dept JV400, Tuition House,
London SW 19 4DS.
Tel: 0181 947 2211. RRC

HARD TO FIND SPECIALISED AND
UNUSUAL PC SOFTWARE

We have the largest range of specialised technical, scientific and rare programs for
DOS and Windows in Europe, on CD ROM or Floppy disk.

1000s of programs in 250+ categories including Electronics, Radio, Audio, Maths,
Chemistry, Music, Education, Engineering etc.

SENO STAMPED SAE FOR FREE PRINTED CATALOGUE OF 4000+ ITEMS.

PDSI. Dept SW, Whtscombe House. Beacon Rd, Croo borough. Sussex '1'N6 1UL
Tel: 012192 663298 Fax: 01892 667473

MS Windows Radio Related Software
MIJEsight.' £25.00 + £2.50 P&P
(if in UK) or £5.00 air -mail.
MINIMUF pmpagabon predotoon on ,olour.vhoded
world mom

SWLIog'' £15.00 + £2.50 P&P (if
in UK) or £5.00 air -mail.
Shorn..r lisieners logbook gah .are audio

For details send an SAE to Simon Collings, Rarfo Communications Consultant, 16 St. Michaels
Road. Cheltenham. Gloucestershire GL51 SRR. Tel/Fax: 01242 514429 i auto -so itching:.

Email: scollin@sapphire.winsuk.net. Website: http://ssoo.ihmpeug.co.uk/-g4sgil
Visa, Access, Mastercard, Eurocard, Delta credit cards accepted.

NORTHERN SHORTWAVE
CENTRE

BLACKDYKE RD, KINGSTOWN IND EST., CARLISLE, CUMBRIACA3 OH

Phone/Fax: 01228 590011
David Brown G4KFN

New and used short wave receivers, scanning radios, amateur radio
equipment and accessories plus books and magazines.

JAYCEE ELECTRONICS LTD
20 Woodside Way, Glenrothes, Fife, Scotland KY7 5DF

Tel: 01592 756962 (Day or Night)  Fax No. (01592) 610451
Open: Tuesday -Friday 9-5; Saturday 9-4

KENWOOD, YAESU & ICOM APPROVED DEALERS
A good stock of new and secondhand equipment always in stock

VALVES WANTED KTSS, £48, PX4, £50, PX25, £85,
KT66, £35, KT77, £15

Must be W. European manufacture to achieve price. Any audio valve
considered. Top prices paid, prompt decision and payment. `We will always
equal any genuine rival offer on the above valves'. Please ask for our new

Wanted List. Visitors strictly by appointment only please.
Billington Export Ltd., Billingshurst, West Sussex R11149EZ.

Tel: (01403) 784961 Fax: (01403) 783519

CQ...CQ! Call us on the
"GOOD NEWS

CHRISTIAN NETS
For more information write to our Membership Secretary

WACRAL
51 ALMA ROAD, BRIXHAM, SOUTH DEVON TQ5 8QR

Every Sunday at 8am
and 2pm on 3747kHz,
sharing Christian fel-
lowship over the air

FAIRIVEN
1"1/40

I Co
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NEW RATES. £4.00 SUBSCRIBERS, £6.00 NON -SUBSCRIBERS

UJ
Please writedssfy in Dun CAPITALS - up to a maximum of 39 wards plus 12 words for your address, and send 't together

with your payment of £6.00 (44.00 subscrthers), to Zoe (roba, Track Post, Short Wave Magazine, Arrowsmith Court Station

Approach, Broodstone, Dorset BHI88PW.

K on order form is not provided due to space constraints, a form from o previous issue con he used as bag as the rornerflash

Subscriber Hunker 6 attached in proof of purchase of the magazine.

Adverts appear on a firskome-first-served basis If there h not enough space to feature a Trading Post ad in the issue you request it

is automatically entered into the next one. At queries to Oak Crabb on (012021659910.

We cannot wept adycoisements from traders, or for equipment which is illegal to passes, use or which cannot be Paged in the UK.

For Sale

ACARS decoder, Lowe Airmaster V3.00,
latest software, £70. Realistic scanner
PRO -2039, 200th with cellular, £90. Both
as new. Graham, Bucks. Tel: (01844)
208411.

AEA PK232 decoder with manuals,
unmarked, and in excellent condition,
boxed, £150. Tel: Basingstoke (01256)
473715.

AKD2001 2m transceiver with Jaybeam
base antenna, £120. AKD h.f. wavemeter,
£38, plus carr. John, QTHR. Tel: 0191-416
2606 or 10378) 386843.

AOR AR2002 Scanner, excellent condition,
boxed and complete, £185. Tel: Wilts
(017251512635.

AOR AR2700 hand-held scanner, mint,
boxed with carrying case and Watson
regular gainer flexible antenna, £150 o.n.o.
1940s Ericsson headset and two No. 2
Mklll military Morse keys, offers please.
Tel: Inverurie (014671625038 evenings.

AOR AR2800 wideband scanner, AOR
AR2002 wideband scanner, both boxed in
very good condition, £200 each or near
offers. Tel: Reading (017341463449.

AOR AR8000 all -band scanner, as new,
still boxed, with leather case, NiCads,
charger and scanning directory, £250. Tel:
Sutton Coldfield 0121-378 0815 evenings.

AR3000A (AOR)/Realistic PRO -2006, both
mint condition, manuals and aerial
included. Realistic boxed, both used very
little, £650/£200. Tel: Yorkshire (0410)
411644.

Audio Technica AT -1220 12 channel audio
mixer, own a piece of radio history, ex
'Laser 558' production studio mixer, may
need a little attention, £225. Circuit
schematics available. Martin Clarke,
Essex. Tel: 0171-510 0402.

Bearcat 9000XLT, latest wide band base
scanner, 25-1300GHz, £200. Yupiteru
MVT7100, NiCads, leather case, £150.
Yupiteru VT225, NiCads, £100. All boxed
and as new. Tel: Oxford (018651749374.

Eddystone 358X, fully restored, only needs
seeing, £100. Also some other doubles,
Viz. EC10, 830/7, etc., please 'phone for
further details. Tel: Surrey (013721454381
or (0374) 128170 anytime.

Eddystone 5870 general coverage
receiver (150kHz to 18MHz), valved
110/240V a.c./d.c., good working order,
original owners manual, offers? Tel:
Devon (018221612652.

Icom IC -R7100 hi. wideband receiver,
Icom approved h.f. conversion,
CT17/RS232 interface, 1000 memories,
multi -scan functions, etc., £750. AOR
AR3000A Plus, full AOR modifications for
use with SDU5000, etc., £650, boxed,
leads, manuals, etc. Peter on (01803)
855544.

Icom IC -R7100 v.h.f./u.h.f. receiver, p.s.u.,
mint, £850. Lowe HF-150, almost new,

keypad, RS -232 interface, £225. Paul,
Oxford. Tel: 101235) 850156.

Icom IC -TIE hand-held transceivers, 144-
146 and 430-440MHz, charger, unmarked,
excellent condition, boxed, manual, £150.
Tel: Basingstoke (012561 473715.

Icom R100 mobile receiver/scanner with
s.s.b., 100kHz to 1800MHz and Diamond
D505 mobile active aerial, 500kHz to
1500MHz, both boxed as new, with
complete car mounting kit, instructions,
etc., £390 (cost £6501. Tel: Northants
(016041832862.

JRC NRD-535 + Lowe mods, boxed,
manual, ex. speaker, £800. Howes CTU9
a.t.u., £25. Tel: Leics (015301222840.

Kenwood R-5000 + v.h.f., excellent
condition, £600. Icom 1CR-71E, g.w.o.,
£400. Sony CRF-320 world zone 32 -band
s.s.b. classic radio, £350. Panasonic RF-
B60 s.s.b., mint condition, £90. Panasonic
DR29 world band s.s.b., digital, £140.
Century 210 29 -band digital general
coverage, £140. Swap or sale. Tel:
Middlesex 0181-813 9193.

Kenwood R-5000 with v.h.f. all -modes, in
factory condition, £725. AR88, £135.
Europa HF-225 with keypad and manual,
£425. HF-225 with keypad, £330.
Microreader 4:1, £100. Terry on (01249)
653735.

KW204TX, KW202RX with ant. tuner,
manuals, £150 or exchange for NAVTEX
RX or marine general coverage RX. Tel:
Huddersfield (01484) 549249.

Linear amplifier, 2m 4CX-250B, internal
p.s.u., 17 x 9 x 14in deep, good working
order, nicely finished project, £200 o.n.o.
Tel: Derby (012831537683.

r

Meteosat weather receiving system, see
weather pictures from space as seen on
TV, Timestep 2 metre dish, 2 channel
dedicated receiver pre -amp, PROSATTII
software and card and all cables, £550.
Tel: (012091715387

MLB r.f. systems magnetic longwire
balun, new, in sealed package, £30 posted
or exchange PC-Pakratt or Scancat
software. Tel: Cornwall (012881361739.

Momentum data decoder MCL-1100 with
latest synoptic upgrade, 9in monitor, a.c.
power adapter, cables, manuals, under
guarantee, new, cost £450, bargain at £325
o.n.o. As new condition. Tel: Warwicks
(019261854556.

Momentum MCL1100 decoder unit with
latest synoptic update, monitor, mains
adapter, all leads, full instructions, all in
mint condition, new cost, £460, only, £260
Tel: Blackpool area 101253) 727279.

Notebook computer, latest Mitac 4023 TFT
screen windows 95, 586, 8Mb with
software. Lowe Airmaster 3 ACARS
decoder, AEA, FAXIII for FAX RTTY
NAVTEX complete package, boxed with
accessories, £700. Tel: Oxford (01865)
749374.

NRD-535 h.f. receiver, mint condition,
original packaging and manual, control
software and lead, £850 o.n.o. Tel:
Malvern (016841576989.

Shack Tidy, I've just got too many radios,
they must go to make space! Lowe HF-250
- £460, Kenwood TH-42 70cm h/held -
£145, Realistic PRO -2036 base scanner -
£120, FL3 audio filter £80. Tel: (01202)
668689.

Sony ICF-2001D, this superb receiver is in
new condition and boxed, £199, no offers
at this price! Also Yaesu FRG -7, excellent
condition, £90. Kevin, Gloucestershire. Tel:
(015941842126 evenings.

Sony SW55, immaculate condition, hardly
used, as new, boxed with manual and
main power supply, £170. David, Worcs.
Tel: (013861 792183.

Vectronics VC -3000 antenna tuner, 1.8-
30MHz, 300W continuous, cross needle
forward/reflected s.w.r. meter plus 21
segment bargraph, built-in dummy load,
manual, unmarked, excellent condition,
£90. Tel: Basingstoke (012561 473715.

Yaesu FR-DX400 h.f. RX, (160-10m) plus FL-
DX400 TX (80-10m), a.m., s.s.b., c.w.,
speaker and manual, complete and
working, suitable starter rig for Novice or
beginner, £110 o.n.o. G4FAA, GTHR. Tel:
0181-300 1894 evenings/weekends.

Yaesu FRG -100 receiver, 0-30MHz, f.m.
fitted + p.s.u., boxed as new, £300. Racal
Syncal 30 manpack TX/RX, 1.6-30MHz,
built-in a.t.u., a.m., u.s.b., I.s.b., Racal
longwire + Morse key, £220 o.n.o. Delta 1
934MHz transceiver, £50. Ten Tec a.t.u.,
200W, £60. Tel: Derby (013321739440.

Yaesu FRG -8800 with all manuals and
MLB antenna, £400. FRG -9600 with 12V
p.s.u., £300 (boxed). Yaesu RS -232,
interface, £50 or free with both radios. Tel:
(012361767471, E-mail: jim@dcs.gla.ac.uk
for further details.

Wanted

Any into., manuals, etc., on SSR1 comms
receivers made by RL Drake Company
and any info., manuals on Vidor CN426
portable 4 -valve receivers. Tel: Hampshire
(01252) 515338 before 2pm or late evening.

Early wireless sets, crystal sets, horn
speakers, valves, etc., particularly by
Marconi, Ericsson, Sterling, Tingey, etc.,
serious collector with private museum,
will pay well. Jim Taylor, Bournemouth.
Tel: (012021510400.

Eddystone EB35, EB36, ECI 0 Mkll,
receivers must be in good condition and
working order, urgently required. Jim
McGowan, Essex. Tel: (017081340304.

Philips (AE3905) digital world (receiver),
good condition, good price paid. It folds
up, small and compact. Tel: (01753) 730579
(24hrs) answer machine or ask for Sunil
Nathalal at 101753) 570736.

Sony AN -P1200 weather satellite antenna
and frequency converter for a Sony CRF-
V21 communications receiver. John,
Solihull. Tel: (09761384020 or leave
message.

Top prices paid for your German gear of
WWII vintage. Looking for receivers,
transmitters, accessories. Will collect.
Lissok, Rue M. Poedts 9, B-1160 Brussels,
Belgium. Tel: 00-322 6737115.
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE - 6 MONTHS

J £13.15 (UK) J £16.00 (Europe)

J £17.00 (Rest of World Airsaver) 0 £19.50 (Rest of World Airmail)

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE -1 YEAR

J £25.00 (uK)  £30.00 (Europe)

J £32.00 (Rest of World Airsaver) 0 £37.00 (Rest of World Airmail)

SPECIAL JOINT SUBSCRIPTION WITH
PRACTICAL WIRELESS (1 YEAR)
J £45.00 (UK)  £54.00 (Europe)

J £58.00 (Rest of World Airsaver)

Please start my subscription with the issue.

THREE YEAR SUBS OFFER
 f65.00 (UK only)
 1996 'Bound Volume' £20.00 (UK only)
BINDERS
J Please send me .... SWM Binder(s)

@ £6.50 each.
Postal charges: £1 for one, £2 for two or more
(UK & overseas surface)

Please

enquire

for

airmail

rates

STAR BUY
J Please send me .... copynes) of The UK Scanning
Directory @ £18.50 inc P&P (UK only).

0 Please send me the following books

£

E

Postal charges.
UK: £1 for one, £2 for two or more.
Overseas:
£2.00 per item.

NEW FASTER NEXT DAY SERVICE (UK)
(For orders received before noon) £4.00 £

GRAND TOTAL

ORDER FORM
FOR ALL MAIL ORDER PURCHASES IN

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659930
between the hours of 9.00am - 5.00pm. Outside these hours
your order will be recorded on an answerphone

FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950
Or please fill in the details ticking the relevant boxes, a photocopy will be
acceptable to save you cutting your beloved copy!

To: PW Publishing Ltd., FREEPOST, Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.

PAYMENT DETAILS

Name

Address

Telephone No.

Postcode

I enclose cheque/PO (Payable to PW Publishing Ltd.) £

Or
Charge to my AccessNisa Card the amount of

Card No.

Valid from

Signature

to

Tel:

Orders are normally despatched by return of post but please allow 28 days for delivery. Prices

correct at time of going to press. Please note: all payments must be made in Sterling.

CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659930
FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950

k*******
Ott Scanniail

Motion
k 5th Edition

k

UK Scanning Directory
One of the most popular books in the SWM Book Store,
The UK Scanning Directory covers everything from secret
government frequencies to your local store detective.
This edition has been completely revised and updated
and covers 25MHz to 1.8GHz, including what is claimed
to be the largest police frequency listing ever
published.

If you own or use a scanner, this book is an
essential adjunct to your scanner. The UK Scanning
Directory costs £18.50 and, until 30 March 1997, post
& packing is FREE for our UK readers.

To order your copy of this essential book please
..encies

VHF/UHF
Freclu ic. use the order form above or call the Credit Card

Over 42.0° nsi. Hotline on (01202) 659930.

**************************li
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B K STORE
The books listed have been selected as being of special interest to our readers.

They are supplied direct to your door. Many titles are overseas in origin.

Access

MasterCard
AMERICAN

EXPRESS

TO ORDER YOUR BOOKS:

E-MAIL: bookstore@pwpub.demon.co.uk

TEL: (01202) 659930 (24 HOURS)

FAX: (01202) 659950 (24 HOURS)

OR USE THE ORDER FORM ON PAGE 87

i aT17775TRW7rik.-

AIRBAND
MR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK 6th Edition. DavidJ. imuh 192 pages. £9.99

MR TO GROUND RADIO FREQUENCIES. Ken Davies 96 pages. 54.99

AIRWAVES 96. 100 pages. 58.95

AIRWAVES EUROPE 124 pages. 19.50.

CALISIGN 97. 144 pages. 58.95

FLIGHT ROUTINGS 1996 Compiled by T.T. & S.J. Williams. 140 pages. 56.60

INTERNATIONAL MR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK David]. Smith. 192 pages. 19.99

THE MRBAND JARGON BOOK Ron Swinbume. '2 pages. 16.95
THE POCKET UK AIRBAND FREQUENCY GUIDE. Ron Swinbume 76 pages. £3.95

UNDERSTANDING ACARS
3rd Edition. Aircraft Communications Addressing and Reporting System. Ed Flynn. 80 pages. 19.95

WORLDWIDE AERONAUTICAL COMMUNICATIONS FREQUENCY DIRECTORY
2nd Edition. Robert E. Evans. 260 pages. 519.95

WORLDWIDE AERONAUTICAL HF RADIO HANDBOOK Marlyn R. Cooke. 124 pages. 1.6.95.

BROADCAST
A GUIDE TO THE WORLD'S RADIO STATIONS BP355. Peter Shore. 266 pages. £5.95

GLOBAL RADIO GUIDE 1997 The Association of International Broadcasting 30 pages. £3.95

RADIO LISTENERS GUIDE 1997. Clive Woodyear. 81 pages. £1 50

DATAMODES
FAX & RTIV WEATHER REPORTS. Philip Mitchell 62 pages. 68.95

GUIDE TO UTILITY STATIONS. 15th Edition. Joerg Klingenfuss. 588 pages. 535.00

GUIDE TO WORLDWIDE WEATHERFAX SERVICES. 16th Edition
Joerg Klingenfuss 436 pages. 525.00

INTERNET RADIO GUIDE. 1st Edition. Joerg Klingenfuss 350 pages. 521.00

WEATHER REPORTS FROM RADIO SOURCES. Philip Mitchell 32 pages. 56.00

POCKET GUIDE TO MTV AND FAX STATIONS. Bill Laver. 5" pages. 53.95

RADIO DATA CODE MANUAL 15th Edition. Joerg Klingenfuss 604 pages. 528.00

INTERCEPTING NUMBERS STATIONS. Langley Pierce 96 pages. £9.95

DXTV
DXIV FOR BEGINNERS. Simon Hamer. 31 pages £3.95

GUIDE TO DX -IV. Keith Hamer & Garry Smith. 36 pages. 53.95

GUIDE TO WORLDWIDE IV TEST CARDS £4.95

THE ATV COMPENDIUM. Mike Wooding G6IQM 104 pages. SAM

FREQUENCY GUIDES
1997 SUPER FREQUENCY LIST. ON CD-ROM. Joerg Klingenfuss. 125.00
1997 SHORT WAVE FREQUENCY GUIDE Joerg Klingenfuss 484 pages. £23.00

FERRELLS CONFIDENTIAL FREQUENCY LISTINGS 10th Edition 386 pages. 519.95

PASSPORT TO WORLD BAND RADIO 1997. 528 pages. £15.50

UK SCANNING DIRECTORY. 5th Edition. 540 pages. 518.50

VHF -UHF SCANNING FREQUENCY GUIDE Bill Laver 192 pages. 512.95

WEATHER REPORTS FROM RADIO SOURCES. Philip C. Mitchell 32 pages. £6.00

WORLD RADIO IV HANDBOOK 1997. 608 pages. S17.95

GENERAL
COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS PRINCIPLES & DESIGN. Ulrich Rohde. is1177.95.50.

EAVESDROPPING ON THE BRITISH MILITARY. MichaelCannon.

COMPLETE SHORT WAVE LISTENER'S HANDBOOK 4th Edition
Hank Bennett, Harry Helms & David Hardy. 321 pages. £18.95

SHORT WAVE COMMUNICATIONS. Peter Rouse GUIDKD. 187 pages. £4.50

MARINE
MARINE SSB OPERATION. J. Michael Gale. 96 pages. £11.95

SCANNING THE MARINE BANDS. F.F. O'Brian 152 pages. I, 930

SHORTWAVE MARITIME COMMUNICATIONS. B. E. Richardson. 195 pages. £16.50

SHIP TO SHORE RADIO FREQUENCIES. Ken Davies. 95 pages. £5.99

SIMPLE GPS NAVIGATION. Mik Chinety. 96 pages. £9.95

SATELLITE
AN INTRODUCTION 70 AMATEUR COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES
BP290. A. Pickard. 102 pages. 53.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS BP326.
F. A Wilson. .230 pages. 55.95

ARRL SATELLITE ANTHOLOGY 4th Edition 150 pages. 18.95

NEWNES GUIDE 70 SATELLITE TV. Derek Stephenson. 371 pages. 518.95

NEWNES, SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS POCKET BOOK James Wood 220 pages. 512.99

SATELLITE BOOK - A Complete Guide to Satellite TV Theory and Practice
John Breeds. 280 pages. 532.00

SATELLITE EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK 2nd Edition.
Martin Davidoff K2UBC. 313 pages. £14.50

SATELLITE PROJECTS HANDBOOK L Harris 174 pages. £14.99
SATELLITE TELEVISION. A layman's guide. Peter Pearson. 73 pages. 51.00

SATELLITE TELEVISION INSTALLATION GUIDE 5th Edition. John Breeds 76 pages. /15.00

SPACE RADIO HANDBOOK (RSGB). John Branegan GM74IHJ 242 pages. £12.50

SATELLITE HACKERS HANDBOOK Colin A Grellis 120 pages. 118.75

WEATHER REPORTS FROM RADIO SOURCES. Philip. C. Mitchell 32 pages. 56.00

WEATHER SATELLITE HANDBOOK 5th Edition. Dr Ralph E. Taggart WB8DQT 192 pages. 515.50

WRTH SATELLITE BROADCASTING GUIDE 1996 Edition. Bart Kuperus 366 pages. 517.95

SCANNING
AN INTRODUCTION TO SCANNERS AND SCANNING BP311. I. D. Poole. 152 pages. 54.95

SCANNER BUSTERS 2. D.C. Poole.

26641 paPagesgesi i66919500SCANNERS 2 INTERNATIONAL Peter Rouse GUIDKD.
SCANNERS 3 PUTTING SCANNERS INTO PRACTICE
New Edition 4th Revision. Peter Rouse. 271 pages. 0.95

SCANNING SECRETS. Mark Francis. 280 pages. £16.95

AMATEUR RADIO

ANTENNAS & TRANSMISSION LINES
25 SIMPLE AMATEUR BAND AERIALS BP125. E. M. Noll. 63 pages. 51.95

25 SIMPLE INDOOR AND WINDOW AERIALS BP136. E. M. Noll. 50 pages. 51.75

25 SIMPLE SHORT WAVE BROADCAST BAND AERIALS BP132. E. M. Noll 63 pages. 51.95

25 SIMPLE TROPICAL AND MW BAND AERIALS BP145. E. M. Noll. 54 pages. 51.75

ALL ABOUT VERTCAL ANTENNAS. W .1. Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX. 192 pages. 18.50

ANTENNAS & TECHNIQUES FOR LOW BAND DXING (ARRL) 394 pages. /15.50

ANTENNA IMPEDANCE MATCHING (ARRL). Wilfred N. Camn 195 pages. /14.50

ANTENNAS FOR LOW BAND DXING. John Devoldere ON4UN 115.50

ANTENNAS FOR VHF AND UHF BP301. I. D. Poole. 104 pages. 54.95

ARRL ANTENNA BOOK 17th Edition 732 pages. 521.95

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume One. 175 pages. 510.03

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Two. 208 pages. 510.00

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Three. Edited by Jerry Hall KITD. 236 pages. £12.50

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Four. 204 pages. 515.50

BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK W. I. Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX. 268 pages. 68.50

BUILD YOUR OWN SHORTWAVE ANTENNAS 2nd Edition. Andrew Yoder 208 pages. 115.95

CUBICAL QUAD ANTENNAS 3rd Edition. William Orr W6SAI and Stuart Cowan W21.X. .18.50

EXPERIMENTAL ANTENNA TOPICS BP278. H. C. Wright. 70 pages. 53.50

G-QRP CLUB ANTENNA HANDBOOK
Compiled and edited by P. Linsley G3PDL & T. Nicholson KA9WRI/GWOLNQ. 155 pages. 17.25

HF ANTENNA COLLECTION (RSGB). Edited by Erwin David G4LQI. 233 pages. £10.99

HF ANTENNAS FOR ALL LOCATIONS (RSGB). Les Monon G6XN. 322 pages. £14.65

MORE OUT OF THIN MR (PWP). 112 pages. 56.95

PRACTICAL ANTENNAS FOR NOVICES. John Heys G3BDQ. 52 pages. 56.30

PRACTICAL ANTENNA HANDBOOK 2nd Edition. Joseph J. Carr. 437 pages. 525.95

PRACTICAL WIRE ANTENNAS RSGB. John Heys G3BDQ 100 pages. £8.95

RADIO AMATEUR ANTENNA HANDBOOK W. I. Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX. I pages. £8.50

RECEIVING ANTENNA HANDBOOK Joe C,arr. 1 89 Pages. £17.50

SPREAD SPECTRUM SOURCE BOOK (ARRL). 384 pages. 515.95

SIMPLE LOW-COST WIRE ANTENNAS FOR RADIO AMATEURS.
W. I. Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2IX. 1 pages. £8.50

THE ANTENNA EXPERIMENTS GUIDE (RSGB) New Edition. Peter Dodd G3EDO 115.50

W1FB'S ANTENNA NOTEBOOK (ARRL). Doug DeMaw W1FB 123 pages. £7.50

BEGINNERS (Inc. RAE)
AMATEUR RADIO FOR BEGINNERS (RSGB). Victor Brand G3JNB. 65 Pages. £3.50

AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR RADIO BP257. I. D. Poole 150 pages. 63.50

AN INTRODUCTION TO ME ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE BP315.
F. A. Wilson. 122 pages. 54.95

ETI BOOK OF ELECTRONICS. Dave Bradshaw. 208 pages. 510.95

HOW TO PASS THE RADIO AMATEURS' EXAMINATION (RSGB)
Clive Smith G4F73-1 and George Benhow G3HB. pages. £8.75

PRACTICAL RECEIVERS FOR BEGINNERS (RSGB)John Case GW4HWR 165 pages. £12.00

THE NOVICE RADIO AMATEURS EXAMEVATION HANDBOOK (BP375)
Ian Poole G3YWX. 150 pages. 54.95

THE RADIO AMATEURS' QUESTION & ANSWER REFERENCE MANUAL
Fifth Edition. Ray Petri GOOAT. £13.95

RAE MANUAL (RSGB). G.L.Benbow G3HB. 127 pages. 18.75

RAE REVISION NOTES (RSGB). G.LBenbow G3HB. 92 pages. 55.25
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REVISION QUESTIONS FOR THE NOVICE RAE (RSGB). Esde Tyler GOAEC. 60 pages. £5.-5

THE NOVICE LICENCE STUDENT'S NOTEBOOK John Case GW4HWR. 124 pages. 56.50

SHORTWAVE RADIO LISTENING FOR BEGINNERS.
Anita Louise McCormick KA8KG1. r6 pages. £10.95

TRAINING FOR THE NOVICE LICENCE A MANUAL FOR THE INSTRUCTOR (RSGB)

John Case GW4HWR. 101 pages..46.75

W1FB'S HELP FOR NEW HAMS (ARRL). Doug DeMaw WIFE. 155 pages. £8.95

CALLBOOKS
AMATEUR RADIO CALL BOOK AND INFORMATION DIRECTORY (RSGB)
1997 Edition. 529 pages. £13.50

INTERNATIONAL CALLBOOK 199" Edition 120.95

JOINT CD/ROM (INT. & N.AMER.). 199" Edition. 435.00

NORTH AMERICAN CALLBOOK. 199" Edition 120.95

COMPUTING
AcrEts 95 ONE STEP AT A TIME BP408 115 pages. £5.99

AN INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS BP177.
R. A. Penfold. 7 2 pages. 52.95

HOW TO EXPAND, MODERNISE AND REPAIR PCs AND COMPATIBLES BP271
R. A Penfold. 166 pages .4 5.95.

INTERFACING PCs AND COMPATIBLES BP272. R. A Penfold 86 pages. £395

MS -OFFICE ONE STEP AT A TIME (BP402). - pages. £5.95
MS WORD 95 EXPLAINED BP406 175 pages. £6.99

MS WORKS FOR WINDOWS 95 EXPLAINED BP405 175 pages. £5.95

NEWNES COMPUTER ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK Third Edition.
Michael Tooley. 256 pages. £12.95

PCs MADE EASY. Second Edition. James LTutley. 38 pages. £15.95

THE INTERNET AND WORLD WIDE WEB EXPLAINED. J. Shelley. 130 pages. £5.95

WINDOWS 95 EXPLAINED (BP400). 1-5 pages. £5.95

EMC
INTERFERENCE HANDBOOK William R. Nelson WA6FQG.

THE RADIO AMATEUR'S GUIDE TO EMC (RSGB). Robin Page -Jones G3J11.

250 pages. £9.50

11' pages. £8.95

HISTORICAL
1934 OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE RADIO MANUAL Edited by Hugo Gemsback.
EXPERIMENTAL TELEVISION (1932)
OLD TIME RADIOS RESTORATION & REPAIR. J. Carr.
SECRETS OF HOMEBUILT REGENERATIVE RECEIVERS (Rockey)
THOSE GREAT OLD HANDBOOK RECEIVERS (1929 + 1934)
THE BRIGHT SPARKS OF WIRELESS (RSGB). G. 8..lesseO GOP
WORLD AT THEIR FINGERTIPS (RSGB).
VISION BY RADIO (1925) (Jenkin)

260 pages. £11.85

312 pages. /11.75
£17.95

127 pages. £7.95

94 pages. £6.95
112.50

307 pages. £6.30

140 pages. c.85

MAPS AND LOG BOOKS
AMATEUR RADIO LOGBOOK (RSGB). £3.50

NORTH ATLANTIC ROUTE CHART. 10 x 520mm. £8.50

Of LOCATOR MAP OF EUROPE. 1080 x 680mm. £6.50

RADIO AMATEURS MAP OF THE WORLD. 980 x 680mm. £6.50

RECEIVING STATION LOG BOOK (RSGB). £3.50

MICROWAVES
AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROWAVES (BP312). F. A. Wilson. 134 pages. £3.95

ARRL UHF/MICROWAVE EXPERIMENTER'S MANUAL Various Authors 446 pages. £14.50

ARRL UHF/MICROWAVES PROJECT MANUAL 400 pages. £15.50

RSGB MICROWAVE HANDBOOK VOLS 1. 2 t (all 3) £32.03

OPERATING AND HANDBOOKS
AMATEUR RADIO OPERATING MANUAL (RSGB). Ray Eckersley G4FTJ ,49 pages. £12.23

ARRL HANDBOOK FOR RADIO AMATEURS 1997 (ARRL). 1200 pages. £25

COMPLETE DX'ER. Bob Locher. 70+ pages £8.95

HINTS AND KINKS FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR.
Edited by Charles L Hutchinson and David Newkirk. 129 pages. £9.50

RADIO COMMUNICATION HANDBOOK (RSGB).
6th Edition. Dick Biddulph G8PDS. '50 pages. £21.00

SETTING UP AN AMATEUR RADIO STATION BP300. I. D. Poole. 81 pages. £3.95

PACKET
PRACTICAL GUIDE TO PACKET OPERATION IN THE UK

220 pages. £11.50Mike Mansfield GOOD NEW EDITION

PACKET RADIO PRIMER (RSGB). Dave Comber G8117. & Martyn Corft G8NZU. 266 pages. £8.95

YOUR GATEWAY TO PACKET RADIO. Stan Horzepa WAILOU. 2'8 pages. 58.95

YOUR PACKET COMPANION. Steve Ford WB/31MY 1-0 pages. £5.95

PROPAGATION
AN INTRODUCTION TO RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION BP293. J.G. Lee. 116 pages. S3.9,

LOW PROFILE AMATEUR RADIO - OPERATING A HAM STATION FROM ALMOST
ANYWHERE (ARRL). Jim Kearman KRIS. 124 pages. C.50

QRP
G-QRP CLUB CIRCUIT HANDBOOK Edited by Rev. G. Dobbs G3RJV.

QRP CLASSICS (ARRL). Edited by Bob Schetgen. ,-964 paPaggeses..4i109.A50

W1FB's QRP NOTEBOOK (ARRL). 2nd Edition. Doug De Maw WIFB. 1-5 pages. C.95

TEST EQUIPMENT
GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR MULTIMETER BP239. R. A. Penfold. 102 pages. £2.95

HANDS-ON GUIDE TO OSCILLOSCOPES. Bans Ross. 228 pages. i1'.95

HOW TO USE OSCILLOSCOPES & OTHER TEST EQUIPMENT BP267.
R. A. Penfold 104 pages. £3.50

MORE ADVANCED TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION BP249. R. A. Penfold 102 pages. £3.50

MORE ADVANCED USES OF THE MULTIMETER BP265. R. A. Penfold. 96 pages. £2.95

PRACTICAL TRANSMITTERS FOR NOVICES. John Case GW41-IWR. 126 pages. 510.00

TEST EQUIPMENT FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR. Clive Smith G4FZH 1-0 pages. £10.95

VHF
ALL ABOUT VHF AMATEUR RADIO. W. I. Orr W6SAI. 163 pages. £9.50

AN INTRODUCTION TO VHF/UHF FOR RADIO AMATEURS BP281.
1.D. Poole. 102 pages. £3.50

ELECTRONICS

A REFERENCE GUIDE TO BASIC ELECTRONICS TERMS BP286.
F. A. Wilson. 4-2 pages. £5.95

A REFERENCE GUIDE TO PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS TERMS BP287.
F. A. Wilson. 431 pages. £5.95

BEGINNERS GUIDE TO MODERN ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS BP285.
166 pages. £3.95R. A. Penfold.

CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK 1- BP321. RA. Penfold. 182 pages. 14.95

CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK 2 - BP322. RA. Penfold. 214 pages. £4.95

ELECTRONIC HOBBYIST DATA BOOK. BP396. R. A. Penfold 242 pages. £5.95

GETTING STARTED IN PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS BP345. Owen Bishop. 198 pages £4.95

NEWNES AUDIO AND HI-FI ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK Third Edition.
Vivian Capel

30689papaggeses.

£12.95

POWER

210 pages. £12.95

NEWNES ELECTRONICS ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK Keith Brindley.
POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS BP76. R. A. Penfold.89 pages. £2.50
PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC FILTERS BP299. Owen Bishop.
PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS HANDBOOK Ian Sinclair. 439 pages. £13.95

PRACTICAL OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS BP393. A. Flind. 136 pages. £4.99

PREAMPLIFIER & FILTER CIRCUITS BP309. R. A. Penfold.

MST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION BP248. R A. Penfold 104 pages. £2.95

W1FB's DESIGN NOTEBOOK (ARRL). Doug DeMAW WIFE. 195 pages. £8.50

DATA
ARRL ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK Doug DeMaw WIFB. 260 pages. £8.95

BASIC RADIO & ELECTRONIC CALCULATIONS
(using the Casio scientific calculator). Ray Petri GOOAT 113.95

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS CALCULATIONS AND FORMULAE BP53.
F. A. Wilson. 249 pages. £3.95

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC DESIGN DATA BP316. Owen Bishop. 327 pages. £495

RADIO AMATEUR AND LISTENER'S DATA HANDBOOK Steve Money. 2 40 pages. £12.95

RADIO DATA REFERENCE BOOK (RSGB) 6th Edition 252 pages. £8.50

RADIO FREQUENCY TRANSISTORS PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
Norm Dye & Ilelge Granberg. 235 pages. £19.95

SECRETS OF RF CIRCUIT DESIGN. Joseph Cam 405 pages. 518.95

SOLID STATE DESIGN FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR (ARRL).
Les Hayward W -Z01 & Doug DeMaw W1FB. 2% pages. £10.50

TRANSMITTER HUNTING - RADIO DIRECTION FINDING SIMPLIFIED.
Joseph D. Moell & Thomas N. Curlee 325 pages. £21.95

TRANSISTOR DATA TABLES (BP401). 178 pages. £5.95

PROJECTS
COIL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION MANUAL BP160. B.B. Etabani. 106 pages. £3.95

HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE YOUR OWN PCBs BPI21 . R. A. Penfold. 66 pages. 52.50

MORE ADVANCED POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS BP192. R. A. Penfold. 92 pages. £2.95

PROJECTS FOR RADIO AMATEURS AND SWLS BP304. R. A. Penfold. 92 pages. £3.95

SHORT WAVE SUPERHET RECEIVER CONSTRUCTION BP276 RA. Penfold. 80 pages. £2.95

SIMPLE SHORT WAVE RECEIVER CONSTRUCTION BP275 R. A. Penfold. 88 pages. £3.95

VALVES/TUBES
ELECTRON TUBE LOCATOR. George H. Fathauer. 350 pages. £19.95

ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS (TUBES & TRANSISTORS)

(Original Publishers General Electnc) Re -published by Antique Electronic Supply (Arizona)....475 pages. £9.95

HANDBOOK OF RADIO, TV, INDUSTRIAL & TRANSMITTING TUBE & VALVE
EQUIVALENTS. 6o pages. £2.95.

RADIO VALVE GUIDE BOOKS 1.5 52.95 each

RCA RECEIVING TUBE MANUAL (Original Publishers Radio Corporation Of America)

Re -published by Antique Electronic Supply (Arizona). 384 pages. £10.50

RCA TRANSMITTING TUBES
(Original Publisher Radio Corporation of America) Re -published by Antique

Electronic Supply (Arizona) 318 pages. £9.95.

Just a very quick word this month, I hope you have all
survived that awful winter! As you can see, I have

been busy stocking up with some new titles. So, now's
the time to keep those frequency directories up-to-date.

Bye for now 73 Michael

ORDER NOW ON (01202) 659930

OR PLEASE USE THE ORDER FORM ON PAGE 87.
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To order any of the titles mentioned on these two pages please use the 0

his month we have focussed on books catering for those
MI

interested in Maritime Radio. This is a very popular subj
1 with readers of Short Wave Magazine and these books hay

been selected to provide something of interest to listeners and
sailors alike.

Each weekend thousands take to
their small boats and yachts
around the coast of Britain. This is

in addition to the countless other
maritime manoeuvres such as ferries,
container ships, tankers and other
types of commercial shipping. All of
this makes the waters around Britain
amongst the most congested in the
world.

This book provides all those
interested in matters marine a
detailed handbook listing all the
radio frequencies likely to be
encountered around our shores.
Ship To Shore Radio
Frequencies costs
£5.99.

maritiMe Banbs
.mm46 w. and Sea

Ikescue

toversIllOr
eland

and
western EgoPe

 How Woe IntoThe

World of SkIIPPIlla

Hundreds
of

Frequencies steb

It's easy to listen in on v.h.f.
maritime radio
communications with a

scanner - transmissions are
in the clear and there are
about ten times as many
ships as aircraft. Scanning
the Maritime Bands gives
you the Channel number
for each port, harbour
and coast radio station in
the UK, Ireland, western

Europe and up to Iceland.
To help you key in the frequencies there

is a fold -out maritime frequency list.

Scanning the Maritime Bands costs £9.50.

Scanning The Maritime Bands

To order any of the titles mentioned on these two pages please use the 0
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der Form in this issue or telephone Michael or Shelagh on (01202) 659930.

4

The range of Marine SSB
radio is potentially
world-wide, allowing

sailors to maintain contact
from anywhere on the
world's oceans. If you
intend to sail blue water,
you need Marine SSB and
if you need Marine SSB,
you need this book.

In Marine SSB
Operation, Michael Gale
uses his 12 year's
experience teaching
thousands of sailors to

qualify for their VHF and
SSB Certificates to explain how single

sideband marine radio systems work. This book
covers everything you need to know to gain the international
'Restricted' Certificate. It also explains how to choose and install
your set and get the best out of it. there is also a chapter on
Amateur Radio with the emphasis on the Maritime Mobile Nets.

Marine SSB Operation costs £11.95.

Shortwave Maritime Communications

Sheriwave
Maritime

Coutnuniaaions

You can be in the thick of the action with
Shortwave Maritime Communications. This
book gives you step-by-step instructions on

how to monitor all the short wave shipping
frequencies around the world.

The book is laid out with both beginner and
well -seasoned maritime radio enthusiast in
mind, providing the most accurate and
detailed information in an easy -to -use format.

', There are two mammoth frequency lists with
every coastal station around the world listed
together with the shore and corresponding
ship's frequency.
Shortwave Maritime
Communications costs £16.50.

1997 Shorttvave Frequency Guide

Klingenfuss has long been regarded for his range of comprehensive
frequency guides. Now he has produced the first edition of a new and
really up-to-date Shortwave Frequency Guide covering both broadcast

and utility radio stations.
This new book is a by-product of the Klingenfuss Guide to Utility Radio

Stations and the Super Frequency List On CD-ROM. It is claimed that, by
using the latest technology, the Shortwave Frequency Guide is as up-to-
date as possible.

The book is divided into two sections, one dealing with short wave
utility stations, the other with short wave broadcast stations.

The Shortwave Frequency Guide First Edition costs
£21.00.

der Form in this issue or telephone Michael or Shelagh on (01202) 659930.
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Feint Orchard C3TIC
provides a potted historY
cf the UCC's transmitting
station at Caventry.
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0 The Watson RS -232
Multi -mode Modem.

0 A Single paddle Key &
A Touch Fever from the
Kent Keys Collection.

'Build an L&C bridge
with the help of !Denis
Rayne C3FCR.
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CAN YOU Win IC MISS IT? - ON SALE 13 MARCH 111/ - UWE YOU CHU

This new book, from the
pen of one of the
leading writers on radio,
explains exactly what
short wave listening is,
how radio waves travel,

r. what you need to
receive a signal, how to
set up and run a short
wave listening station,
and how to obtain an
amateur radio licence.

Each topic is clearly
explained and
illustrated. The
practicalities of short
wave listening are
detailed - the varous
types of transmission
likely to be encountered
on the h.f. bands, new
or second-hand
receivers, making and
erecting antennas and
selecting ancillary
equipment to enhance
your listening.

Readers of Short
Wave Magazine can buy
their copy at a special
pre -publication price of
£13.99 saving
themselves £1.00 on
the normal price of
£14.99.
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Please send me .... copylies) of Short Wave Listener's Guide at £13.99 each
plus £1.00 P&P (UK) £2.00 P&P (Overseas).

Name
Address

Postcode
Telephone No.

I enclose cheque/PO (payable to PW Publishing Ltd.l

Or

Charge to my MasterCard/Visa/AMEX/Switch the amount of

Card No.

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I I I I I

Valid from to
Issue No.
Signature
Please allow 28 days for delivery. Please note: all payments must be made in Sterling.

OFFER CLOSES 14 APRIL 1997
CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON 1012021 659930

FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON 1012021659950
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0
ICOM

WIDE -BAND ALL -MODE
(IT'S GOT Rx APPEAL)
This latest handheld receiver from ICOM covers

0.5MHz-1300MHz in all -modes (including CW capability).

The 1C-1210 is the first handheld in the world to boast a real-

time bandscope function! This makes it easy to find busy

frequencies and observe the receiving frequency band

conditions, also, the passband width of the scope is

selectable. Voice -scan function (VSC) pauses scan, only

when modulated signals are received.

Other functions and features include; bank and memory

functions plus new SIGNAVI function. This is an additional

feature to speed up scanning that adds to the already

impressive range of scan modes available in this power -

packed ICOM handheld. We know the 1C -R10 has appeal

so why not take one out, and see for yourself just how

appealing this little handful can be!

WANT TO KNOW MORE?

CONTAeT YOUR L0eAl, DEALER TODAY!

ICOM... manufacturers of top performing base -stations, mobiles, handheld transceivers and receivers.

(corn (UK) Ltd. Sea Street Herne Bay Kent CT6 8LD. Telephone: 01227 741741. Fax: 01227 741742.

INTERNET: http://www.icomuk.co.uk/ E-MAIL: icomsales@icomuk.co.uk.

Count on us!



The Lowereceiver range
 HF-150

Your first 'real' receiver

 HF-150M
Marine version of the HF150

 SP -150
Matching speaker/filter
for the HF150

Distributors
and dealers

in most
countries

Contact Lowe
Electronics to find out

Tel: (01629) 580800
Fax: (01629) 580020

 PR -150
RF preselector for the HF150

 RK-150
Stack and rack system

 HF-225
Higher specification h.f.
receiver

LOWE

 HF-225E
Super high performance model

 HF-250E
New top line receiver

Manufactured by:
Lowe Electronics,
Chesterfield Road,
Matlock, Derbyshire, DE4 5LE, UK


